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ABSTRACT 
This essay is an attempt at examining the general logic of derivation, the organisational 

geno-practice of financial derivation—what I have called: reiterative derivation. I will 

endeavour to reiterate, to repeat otherwise, to displace the derivative distinction which 

apart from providing the financial markets with ever new business opportunities, makes 

financial instruments like options and futures the potential turning point, the crisis, the 

utmost risk, the pure possibility, of any economic reality. Stated another way, reiterative 

derivation is the opening of economy, the economy’s way out, its line of flight, its 

passibility, the invention of its future. A derivative is a financial strategy designed to 

handle price risks, value fluctuations in its underlying economy; it performs this task by 

acting simultaneously as either an instrument or a marketable commodity. Offering itself 

not only as a forceful appendage, a financial device, but as the possibility to 

deterritorialise displace unsecure uproot its underlying economic reality, the derivative 

displays an extremely creative approach to the economic world. What I would like to 

indicate in and through the present essay, then, is how financial derivation works. Not so 

much, perhaps, in the instrumental sense, but rather as a vehicle allowing one to create 

and travel into economic worlds, or, perhaps better, economic assemblages, economic 

ensembles so complex and complicated that they can no longer be understood as either 

this or that, either, for instance, real or imaginary, but should rather be interstood as 

imaginary economic realities, either or ... or ... or ... both and ... and ... and ... 

Abstract, as I use it here, should not be understood in its (perhaps) most common or 

ordinary sense, as a summary or epitome, as something that presents the point, 

comprises or concentrates the essence of my essay and thereby facilitates its 

comprehension. It should rather be interstood as, at one and the same time, a deviation, a 

diversion, an attempt to draw your attention away from the textual strategies employed 

(the word abstract derives from the Latin verb abstrahere, to draw away, withdraw); to 

“guide” your reading, that is to say, to lure you into the text’s own protocols of reading, 

sheltering thereby the text from being conceived too generously, a way of inviting you to 

invent your own reading, to write while reading, to proceed with a Deleuzean restrained 

step, to decide without choosing, to hold while letting go, to grasp while leaving be, to 

open yourself up to what is still to come, to not knowing what will happen before it 

happens, to the possibility of nothing happening, towards that which is (always) in the 

process of coming about, to adventure, the future, to the theme of this essay: the 

experience of financial derivation, the geno-practice of financial derivation, the economy’s 

monstrous other, the economic future—to, in short: reiterative derivation. 
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When I imagine a perfect reader, he always turns into a monster of courage and curiosity; 

moreover, supple, cunning, cautious; a born adventurer and discoverer. 

— Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo 

 

 

 

I give this text away—I cut it loose, let it go—to you, dear reader, daring Versucher, you 

patient in-between being, audacious dweller, solicitous body, restless soul, nomad 

thinker, prudent writer, who are willing to risk meaning, not knowing, to venture 

interpretation and understanding. A gift, to you, you dancing star, bold searcher, 

researcher, inventor, reiterator, experimenter.... 
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PROEM 

 

 

The wink of the eye that sees the first light of sense 

sees the coming of the “night of the secret” (that 

there is no secret), the dark blank where we 

cannot see to see. 

— John LLewelyn, Derrida on the Threshold of 

Sense 

 

 

‘Ultimately, nobody can get more out of things, including books, than he already knows. 

For what one lacks access to from experience one will have no ear. Now let us imagine an 

extreme case: that a book speaks of nothing but events that lie altogether beyond the 

possibility of any frequent or even rare experience—that it is the first language for a new 

series of experiences. In that case, simply nothing will be heard, but there will be the 

acoustic illusion that where nothing is heard, nothing is there.’1 

Bishop George Berkeley, versed in such dematerialised matters and extreme cases as this, 

knows that although nothing is heard, no-things may nevertheless (be) there. No wonder, 

then, that he finds the “infidel mathematicians” (scientific analysts, followers of Leibnitz 

and Newton using the calculus differentialis) barking up their own tree when they reject 

religion on the ground of its complete incomprehensibility, because God cannot be 

adequately represented in imagination. These mathematical “free thinkers” ought to, for 

the very same reason, Berkeley argues, discard mathematics because it too is totally 

incomprehensible, just as strange, and, likewise, unrepresentable in imagination. To 

support his case, Berkeley uses the example of Isaac Newton’s method of fluxions, that is 

to say, derivation. ‘And what are these fluxions?’, he asks, ‘The velocities of evanescent 

increments. And what are these same evanescent increments? They are neither finite 

quantities, nor quantities infinitely small, nor yet nothing. May we not call them the 

ghosts of departed quantities?.... [M]ost men will, I believe, find it impossible to 

understand them in any sense whatever.... The further the mind analyseth and pursueth 

these fugitive ideas the more it is lost and bewildered; the objects, at first fleeting and 

minute, soon vanishing out of sight. Certainly, in any sense, a second or third fluxion 

seems an obscure Mystery.’2 To Berkeley, obviously, the method of fluxions is in no way 

                                                
1
 Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo, III, paragraph 1. 

2
 George Berkeley, The Analyst, pp. 44, 49, 19-20. 

2
 George Berkeley, The Analyst, pp. 44, 49, 19-20. 
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less mysterious or difficult to comprehend than the Being of God; neither God nor 

fluxions are considered by the good bishop to be cognitively graspable. I simply cannot 

help asking myself, what in the world it is I am getting into? And, perhaps even more 

important, what am I trying to lure you, my dear reader, into? 

To my knowledge this essay is the first philosophical study of the mode of operation, the 

workings of financial derivation, of the conditions of possibility (and impossibility) of 

financial derivatives (options and futures)—the post-modern descendants of the 

Newtonian method of fluxions and the Leibnitzean differentials which Berkeley 

scrutinised so carefully. While reading the present text, you may sometimes think there is 

nothing to hear, you might even be quite convinced there is nothing to see; but when you 

cannot hear no-thing, where you cannot see no-thing, you artistic reader and listener, you 

must not give in to its illusion; try instead listening to its silence, close your eyes and seek 

to read its invisibilities; since ‘to be an artist is to see a form in the invisible’3, to hear a 

melody in the inaudible. Derivatives operate in the unspoken, oscillating notions of 

words; the process of derivation is an organisational activity playing in the invisible, 

constantly drifting meaning-sphere of concepts. If you want to make an attempt to grasp 

the process of financial derivation, if you want to touch, to sense the immaterial of which 

financial derivatives are made, I suggest you take a ride on the back of the option I am 

offering you here. However, do not forget, derivatives not only derive, they divert and 

deviate as well; this means that you must risk getting lost in order to find your way 

through the semiotic landscapes, the textual mindscapes that I offer you in this essay. 

 

Dear Sofia Yaregal, Per Bäckius, Pierre Guillet de Monthoux, Bo Hedberg, Gunnar Olsson, 

Jannis Kallinikos, Richard Sotto, Levi Wiklander, Ali Yakhlef, Robert Cooper, Mats 

Alvesson, Jens Lindberg, Lars Albert, Hans Rynnel, Henrik Ferdfelt, Olof Stenhammar, 

Pablo Landherr, Marianne Nilsson, Lillemor Westerberg, Kicki Wennersten, Gunilla 

Persson, Margareta Jacobsson, Eva Erichsen, Mona Jenei, Jeronima Alves-Borges, Claus 

Bay, Jocke Bay, Margaretha Högbom, Ulla Yaregal, fellow PhD students, students at 

Stockholm University and Gotland College of Higher Education; whether being aware of it 

or not, you were at my side during the writing of this essay, my academic apprenticeship 

period, you taught me how to ride on derivative no-things, you taught me to listen to and 

sing their tune, you showed me how to read their vestiges, to write their movements—you 

strange companions, at once far away and near, my texts of flesh and blood, whose 

emotional support and intellectual playfulness incessantly lure my imagination into play, 

inspire and enrich my inscriptions, in short, make me want to dance. Thank you! 

                                                
3
 Gunnar Olsson, Lines of Power/Limits of Language, p. 144. 
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APERTURE 

 

 

    I look only at the movements 

    — Søren Kirkegaard, Fear and  

    Trembling 

 

 

‘He who has attained to only some degree of freedom of mind cannot feel other than a 

wanderer on the earth—though not as a traveller to a final destination: for this destination 

does not exist. But he will watch and observe and keep his eyes open to see what is really 

going on in the world; for this reason he may not let his heart adhere too firmly to any 

individual thing; within him too there must be something wandering that takes pleasure 

in change and transience.’4 So what would be more suitable to an explorative mind, my 

restless friend, than wandering off into an economic world crammed with options and 

futures? than straying into an economy where derivative transformations are a daily 

routine? than deviating with a derivative into the economic imaginary? Therefore, keep 

your eyes open and your shoelaces tied, a derivative is constantly on the move; it is 

nomadic: lacking determinate destination, settling down only temporarily, to rest, to be 

able to proceed even further into economic imaginary, further into the intermezzos of its 

underlying economies. To follow a derivative into the nomadic space of economic 

imaginary, into the worlds of options and futures, is becoming-nomadic, is leaving, once 

and for all, the safe oikos, the secure home, the warm hearth of familiar economics; it is 

embarking on a pro-ject in which return is not an option available. Therefore, if you do 

not stop here, God’s judgement upon Cain will strike you just as hard: ‘a fugitive and a 

vagabond shalt thou be in the earth.’5 

An economy may be categorised in a number of ways. Aristotle, for instance, made a 

distinction between economics and chrematistics (something which Plato’s Socrates did 

not seem to do). The objective of the former (the oikonomia), Aristotle suggested, was to 

provide for and secure the necessities of life, to produce or exchange (metabletike, 

Aristotle’s natural exchange, either through barter or natural trade, i.e. mediation through 

monetary means) the goods necessary to satisfy basic human needs. This mode of 

acquiring goods (oikonomike) had, according to Aristotle, a natural limit in that no more 

was acquired than could be consumed or used, than was considered useful. Chrematistics 

                                                
4
 Friedrich Nietzsche, Human, all to human, paragraph 638. 

5
 Genesis, 4: 12. 
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(khrematistike), on the other hand, the procurement of goods by means of commercial 

trade (kapelike, Aristotle’s unnatural exchange), is limitless in principle. Its objective is 

clear and simple: to make money; or, rather to make more money. ‘So, while it seems that 

there must be a limit to every form of wealth, in practice we find that the opposite occurs: 

all those engaged in acquiring goods go on increasing their coin without limit, because the 

two modes of acquisition of goods are so similar. For they overlap in that both are 

concerned with the same thing, property; but in their use of it they are dissimilar: in one 

case the end is sheer increase, in the other something different.’6 Ultimately, of course, 

Aristotle’s concern is to separate and keep apart economics and chrematistics, to prevent 

oikonomike from succumbing completely to the vertigo of speculative khrematistike, to 

establish an ideal boundary ‘between the true and finite good (the economic) and the 

illusory and indefinite good (the chrematistic).’7 

A perhaps somewhat more familiar manner of describing an economy is to say that it 

involves, on the one side, a real economy (often referred to as the productive or industrial 

economy), creating job opportunities, producing utilities, making (real) investments and 

so forth; and, on the other, a speculative (or, if one prefers, financial) economy, making 

profits, earning interest, accumulating capital, making (speculative) investments—in 

short: making money (regardless whether money is considered a means/medium, or an 

end in itself). At first the description of a modern, real or industrial, economy may seem 

almost analogous to the ancient oikonomia; but since the theoretical birth of economic 

man, however, and the empirical “discovery” of Adam Smith’s mysterious market 

mechanism—that is, with the rise of a surveyed (by an invisible hand) economy of profit 

maximising commodity suppliers, and constantly demanding, utility and wealth 

maximising, hypothetical economic agents—the objective of the real or productive 

economy resembles more that of chrematistics: to increase property; not for the sake of 

its usefulness, but out of a limitless desire for more (whether consumption, satisfaction or 

money), an unlimited want. Thus in a modern economy, the confusion, suggested by 

Aristotle, of economics with chrematistics, is complete: need IS demand, use IS utility, 

wealth IS money. Chrematistics and economy interpenetrate, the real and speculative 

economy collapse into each other, the one can no longer be discerned from the other. One 

can no longer say: No, thank you, I do not want it anymore. 

This view on the economy is further refined in the language and matrices of what is 

commonly known as the market economy; that is, in an economy defined and ordered 

according to its different—separate yet complementary, it is claimed—types of markets. 

An initial distinction is often made, more or less habitually, between ‘the market for real 

assets and services and the market for financial assets. Real assets refer to tangibles; 

                                                
6
 Aristotle, The Politics, 1257b. 

7
 Jacques Derrida, Given Time: I. Counterfeit Money, p. 158. 
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services are intangible.... These assets are derived from the economy’s natural and human 

resources.... A financial asset is a claim on an economic unit such as a business or an 

individual.... Many financial assets, such as the stocks and bonds issued by businesses and 

the bonds issued by government units, trade in organized markets. After a company 

issues stock, the stock can, in turn, be sold from one individual to another. An active stock 

market makes it easier for a company to raise equity capital by assuring  investors that 

shares purchased from the company can be sold to other investors, if necessary. The 

purchase of shares directly from the company takes place in the primary market, while 

the trading of shares among investors occurs in the secondary market.’8 

The financial market, or, if one prefers, the securities or capital market, is usually broken 

down into the debt market, consisting of the money market (the market for debt that has 

an original maturity of one year or less) and the bond market (the market for longer 

maturity debt instruments), on the one hand; and the equity or stock market on the other. 

‘An efficient capital market is of decisive importance to a national economy. Companies, 

households, communities and other parties need to acquire external capital for 

investments or other reasons. In practice, the capital market centres on different 

securities. Shares, bonds and commercial papers are the most common. Securities 

exchanges play an important role as meeting places for those offering and those seeking 

capital. An efficient exchange assists all parties to reduce search and information costs. As 

a result, it becomes possible for many to actively participate in the market, since the 

probability is high that a seller of a security can find a buyer, rapidly and inexpensively. 

Organised secondary markets for securities are a prerequisite for the business community 

to efficiently acquire capital.... 

All securities represent some sort of risk. A company faces the risk of insolvency, which 

often results in the stock or debentures issued by the company becoming worthless. The 

company’s risks and potential are reflected in the stock price of a publicly traded 

company. The risk associated with a share can be divided into corporate and market risk. 

Corporate risk is the risk that the company’s operations develop less favourably than 

other companies. Market risk is the risk of a general price decline. Generally, such a 

decline affects all companies, regardless of their specific situation. There are 

corresponding risks for bonds and other securities. Investors can manage these risks to 

some extent by diversifying their portfolio of holdings. However, this can be expensive 

and impractical. Options and futures trading has arisen as an alternative method of 

dealing with these risks. Options and futures are often referred to collectively as 

derivatives, since they are derived from an underlying value. Derivative products can help 

an investor protect against price declines or achieve a return from upward or downward 

price movements. There is a large number of possible combinations, and by using options 

                                                
8
 Don M. Chance, An Introduction to Options and Futures, pp. 1-2. 
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and futures together with the underlying security, investors can adapt their risk profile as 

desired. The derivatives market is an integral part of the market for the underlying 

security, and an important part of managing financial risks. Without the underlying 

market, the derivatives market cannot exist.’9 

In fact, ‘[n]one of the markets mentioned can function effectively without having access to 

the others. The investors would not be prepared to subscribe to new shares or other 

securities on the primary market without the possibility of making reinvestments. The 

secondary market cannot exist without the securities issued on the primary market. The 

options and futures markets presuppose a functioning secondary market at the same time 

as the latter’s function and attractivity is improved through the possibilities of risk 

redistribution offered by the options and futures trading.’10 Different yet complementary, 

these three markets constitute the capital market; which, in turn, is related to the real or 

productive economy through the primary market. In what ways the secondary markets 

are actually connected to the productive economy is, of course, dependent on the (ethical 

or politico-philosophical) perspective taken, and, indeed, debatable. For instance, how is 

one to comprehend the well-known but still strange phenomenon that the simple notice—

not necessarily the dismissal—of 5000 employees in a major industrial corporation 

immediately increases its stock prices and eventually, as soon as measures are actually 

taken, increases the share dividends? that any significant cutback or rationalisation in the 

so called real economy makes the financial economy flourish? These two economies are 

no doubt related, the question is: How? And what about the derivatives market? It would 

be quite pointless to argue that it is not, in one way or the other, related to the various 

secondary markets; the question is, again: How? Is the derivatives market merely the 

financial tool one claims it to be? or is it a portent foreboding something new and as yet 

unknown to us? Another far from insignificant question is whether the derivatives market 

relates at all to the primary markets? if it, generally speaking, has any thing whatsoever to 

do with the so-called real or industrial economy? Perhaps the invention of derivatives 

markets marks the simultaneous wavering good bye, once and for all, to any version 

whatsoever of the Aristotelian oikonomia? Or are we rather facing oikonomia’s most 

monstrous variation, its derivative phantasm or spectre, performing its financial illusions 

on the other scene of economy? The becoming of questions being far more inter-esting 

than the possible being of their answers, let us use the former to undo the latter—as we go 

along. 

As I see it, what we, you and I, are discussing (from the Late Latin discutere, to examine 

or investigate, from Latin, to dash to pieces, scatter, disperse, dispel, from dis-, apart and 

quatere, to shake, strike) in the mutual (lent, reciprocal, changing) play space of this text, 

                                                
9
 OM Annual Report 1990, p. 12. 

10
 Värdepappersmarknaden i framtiden, volume 1, SOU 1989:72, p. 270. 
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is not simply the possible or proper categorisations of the perceived economy, the 

economy in which we live and act, but something far more significant: the widening 

(extending, expanding) of what we understand by economic reality; that is to say, the 

broadening (dissemination, dispersion) of economic reality itself. I view economic reality 

as the unstable, ceaselessly changing effect of successive processes of complexification 

(from the Latin complexus, from com-, with, together and plectere, to fold, braid, weave, 

from the stem plek, to fold, bend, twist, braid, weave; from plek stems also flectere, to 

bend, twist), an organisational braiding or folding procedure, an act of inter-vention, 

continuously transforming not only our conception and perception of “economic reality”, 

consequently, but economic reality itself, disposing and displacing, unsecuring and 

uprooting its very being or substantiality, the foundation or IS of its sub-stance (from the 

Latin sub-, under and stare, to stand). I regard it as the mutable outcome of an ongoing 

derivative procedure, a process constantly bending or twisting, deviating or diverting 

economic reality from any given path, course or destination, from every decidable state or 

being, from every determinate purpose or end, hence setting it adrift, driving it towards a 

kind of unfinishedness, a state of continuous variation, of undecidability or con-fusion. In 

this uncanny economic “reality”, ‘everything is unbearably light and insubstantial; 

nothing is deep or profound. What once were believed to be deep structures and abiding 

substances turn out to be fleeting surfaces that inevitably fold into other surfaces. In the 

absence of any sub-stance, under-standing becomes impossible.’11 What is grafting itself 

upon, inter-vening economic reality, is the imaginary, the other side of real economics, 

economic otherness itself, economic haecceity, the thisness of economics. It (is) the in-

coming of the economy’s monstrous double, the AND of economy. 

This complexification process thus never results in a one-sided or purely imaginary 

economic event or effect (it never results in anything, in fact it never even results), but in 

an imaginary reality, a merger between the real AND the imaginary (where the latter 

becomes virtually inseparable from the former and vice versa). It (is) an economy of 

relations rather than entities, an inter-esting (from the Latin inter, between and esse, to 

be) economy, the medium of economy, an economy in-between or in the midst of 

economy, an economy which is both real AND imaginary at the very same time—that is to 

say, simultaneously either real or imaginary, neither real nor imaginary. One and the 

same at the very same time. It (is) the play of economies, the play of economy itself, a play 

displacing or disposing the difference, dispersing the distinction between the real and the 

imaginary economy, hence making the real economy disappear. ‘We have abolished the 

real world: what world is left? the apparent world perhaps?.... But no! with the real world 

we have also abolished the apparent world!’12 Consequently, this intermediary economy 
                                                
11

 Marc Taylor, Rhizomic Folds of Interstanding, p. 32. 
12

 Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols, How the “Real World” at last Became a Myth, 
paragraph 6. 
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refers neither to an imaginary nor a real economy, to either this or that; it represents 

nothing beyond itself, beyond its own play. Situated (from the Latin sinere, meaning 

simultaneously to place, lay AND to leave, let, let go) in the midst or no-place of the 

economy, in the mobility of economics, it is not possible to understand, since under-

standing requires a secured place, an either/or reasoning which puts things in place and 

keeps them that way, in (a decidable) order. ‘Its place is the dis-place of interstanding.... 

Representing nothing beyond itself, this play is an inter-play, which is the medium that 

constitutes every place between and renders every thing transitional.... Within [this 

economic medium], things neither come together nor fall apart. Circuits are not closed 

but open, constantly changing, and repeatedly shifting. Governed by neither the inclusive 

logic of both/and nor the exclusive logic of either/or, interstanding apprehends [from the 

Latin apprehendere, to seize, grasp, capture] that which stands between.’13 In short, if we 

want to interstand the goings on in this intermediary economy, its most inter-esting 

details, we must, in a certain manner, attempt to capture, seize or grasp for, its middle or 

medium, the movement or process, to intercept the in-between being of economy itself. 

This process can be followed through at least three (a number about which, if I remember 

it correctly, Duchamp said that it constitutes a series without neither beginning nor end; 

or, as Derrida writes: ‘Three is the first figure of repetition’14) heterogeneous economic 

series, three divergent yet similar narratives, three practices or acts of organising; each 

giving rise to a certain event, effect or arrangement, a particular kind, version or variation 

of economic reality (with its own pragmatic aims), the one considerably more AND less 

imaginary, more AND less real: (1) oeconomics15: a “real” or “natural” economic activity 

exchanging necessities either by bartering or natural trade, that is to say, in the latter 

case, using money exclusively as a medium of exchange; a primary market (place) is 

developed where commodities, goods and services, may be bought and sold; commodities 

are exchanged on the basis of a need, the exchange is structured according to one or both 

of the Aristotelian modes of acquiring goods: Commodity — Commodity (barter), or 

Commodity — Money — Commodity (natural trade); the outcome of this economic 

activity, then, is the oeconomy (oikonomia), an economy founded on the strict separation 

of economic means and economic ends, producing objects for use, objects containing both 

use value and exchange value. 

                                                
13

 Marc Taylor, Rhizomic Folds of Interstanding, pp. 33-34. 
14

 Jacques Derrida, Writing and Difference, p. 299. 
15

 I am keeping the diphthong “oe” in front of the words “economic” and “economy” in order to 
mark their affinity with Aristotle’s concepts oikonomike and oikonomia; therefore, whenever I use 
the words “oeconomics” and “oeconomy”, I also and at once allude to these concepts respectively. 
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And (2) chrematistics16: a financial, speculative, or monetary act of organising, making 

possible the transformation of any economic tool (money, of course, being the instrument 

par excellence), into an end in itself, and with the potential to beget its own offspring or 

interest, thereby confusing the supposedly given relation between means and ends; a 

secondary market (i.e. the market place is supplanted—complemented and replaced—by 

the market mechanism) is introduced where monetary means—that is, any financial 

organon—can be purchased or sold; money, wealth, or capital, is risked, put at stake, with 

the sole purpose of increasing it, making it grow, multiply: gaining a profit; Aristotle’s 

formula this time is: Money — Commodity — Money' (commercial trade or exchange); the 

result of this economic activity is a chrematistic economy, a chrenomy, grounded on the 

confusion of means and ends, it procures exchangeable merchandise, monetary products, 

that is, nothing but exchange-values. 

And, finally, (3) gamenemics: a derivative economic practice enabling the dissolution of a 

categorisation no longer serving any (useful) purpose, the separation of economic means 

from economic ends, thus making possible the displacing or disposing of the distinction 

between chrematistics and oeconomics; a third-hand market is created in which the price 

risks—movements volatility changes fluctuations—involved in the trading in the 

secondary market can, in turn, be traded; the intention behind derivative exchange 

transactions is not to actually exchange deliverable commodities of some kind or another. 

‘Only around one percent all the exchange transactions, of the options and futures traded 

on OM’s exchange, result in an actual delivery.’17 ‘And when this in spite of all happens, it 

is most often unintentional.’18 Therefore, nothing, or, rather, no-thing, is bought or sold, 

traded or exchanged, that is, only the exchange transaction itself is exchanged: a pure 

exchange where nothing is exchanged but the exchange itself; the matrix for this non-

operation or non-transaction would be: Money — (Commodity) — Money', that is to say, 

Money — Money' (financial exchange, derivative non-exchange); the effect of this 

organisational practice is an economic game, an economic model, the model of any 

economy whatsoever, a gamenemy, nongrounded on the collapse of the distinction 

between, the con-fusion of, chrematistic means and oeconomic ends, producing no value, 

that is, a speculative no-value, a value which ‘is no longer surplus value; it is surplus to 

value. It is the ecstasy of value, without reference to production or to its real conditions. It 

is the pure (and empty) form, the expurged form of value, one which plays now only on its 

own revolution (its own orbital calculation).’19 

                                                
16

 “Chrematistics” stems from the Aristotelian concept of khrematistike; therefore, whenever I use 
the word “chrematistic”, I also and at once allude to this concept. 
17

 Pablo Landherr, Senior Vice President, OM Stockholm AB, interview. 
18

 Omsatt, 4/1993, pp. 4-5. 
19

 Jean Baudrillard, Panic Crash, p. 67. 
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In order to interstand even the minutest organisings, the most detailed workings of these 

economic series (the oikonomia, the chrenomy, and the gamenemy are all different yet 

similar economic series), I believe they must be studied at the same time; as “one” 

multiple economy, a generalised economy consisting of many and different economies at 

once. In other words, this economy must be written and read as several stories in one and 

the same act. ‘It is in no way a question of different points of view on a single story 

understood as the same, for these points remain subject to a rule of convergence. It is, on 

the contrary, a matter of different and divergent narratives, as though to each point of 

view there corresponded an absolutely distinct landscape. There is of course a unity of the 

divergent series, as divergent, but it is a continually decentered chaos.... This unformed 

chaos.... is the power of affirmation, the power of affirming all heterogeneous series, it 

“complicates” [from the Latin com-, together, with, and plicare, to fold, from plectere, to 

fold, braid, weave] within itself all series.’20 Differently put, this economy should be 

examined at its very boundaries, at the limits where its multiplicities at once both 

intersect AND are kept apart, where they at one and the same time become incompatible 

AND inseparable. More precisely, in this essay, then, I will attempt to divert your 

attention—that is to say, draw your pre-cyclopic seeing, your double, two-eyed, always 

already divided sight, your split vision—to the border between the oeconomy and the 

chrenomy; I will try to dis-place your inter-est to the gamenemy, the economic border 

phenomena par excellence, the demi-economy, demonic economics. And if such a 

boundary, in any sense of the word, exists, then it (is) as the potential space, inter-place, 

play space or medium of new economic versions, that which splits an economy while 

constituting it—‘nothing less than [economic] reality itself.’21 

Hence, if the oeconomy, the chrenomy and the gamenemy have any(thing) in common—

besides the fact that they all, in one way or the other, handle or are handled by money, a 

perhaps not altogether trivial observation—a “common denominator”, then this would 

have to be the economy’s power of affirmation, the power of affirming and complicating 

these economic series within its own functioning. A perhaps less elusive manner of 

(de)scribing this affirmation process is to view it as a derivative geno-practice: a process 

of what I call reiterative derivation. From this perspective, the three mentioned economic 

versions would all be outcomes or effects of a prior organising procedure: of, in short, 

reiterative derivation. However, no more was the oeconomy the starting point of this 

derivation process, the original Economy, than the gamenemy is its final destination. The 

oeconomy is simply sufficiently “real” to serve as a touchstone for a theoretical 

speculation; the gamenemy merely “imaginary” enough for an empirical investigation; 

and by studying carefully the latter, the most recent effect or event of this constantly 
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ongoing derivation process, one may just learn something about the way in which 

economies are created or generated. Financial derivation, as it is commonly understood, 

is hence only the whirlpool in a more general movement of derivation, a derivative geno-

practice reiterating—diverting and multiplying—economic realities. 

Before problemising further the economy of reiterative derivation, I would like to address 

two issues which have haunted me since I first began writing this text; those of language 

and mathematics. If it is true, as some suggest, that scientific words must refer to a 

definable Reality, to something undoubtedly Real (rational or empirical), then I would 

have nothing more to say.... ‘Although scientific words need not refer to something 

observed, they must at least refer to something. Behind them must stand a definite object 

or event of some kind. Where this minimum criteria is not met, words denote non-

existent (unreal) objects or events, which by virtue of being unobserved, cannot easily be 

disputed. These are words for science to avoid’22. Thus say two Comtean epigones, 

echoing his declaration of what is positive in positivism (from the Latin ponere, to put, 

place, lay). Financial derivation and derivatives trading are not simply Real, they are, as I 

will argue throughout this text, more AND less than so, at one and the same time. Thus 

the problem is not whether derivatives are real or unreal (non-existent), real or 

imaginary, but how to (de)scribe something which is neither real nor unreal, at once 

either real or imaginary; something which is always already in the process of becoming 

(something) else—which it, moreover, will never fully be. When confronted by a 

(de)scriptive problem like this, of (de)scribing the socio-economic effects of derivatives 

trading, of financial derivation in general, I believe organisation theorists like Sandelands 

and Drazin, advocating a representationalist view on language, should do as they teach, 

write about something else—which, of course, is precisely what they do—or perhaps they 

could, as so many social scientists seem to do when running up against the as yet 

unnameable, start counting and making predictions, missing, thereby, the point 

completely. At least the incalculable (countless) point(s) I want to make. To (de)scribe 

financial derivation from a philosophical point of view requires a language and a style of 

writing that is just as ambivalent, just as light and volatile, just as indefinite and fluent, as 

its object—‘[f]or when the thing is indefinite the rule also is indefinite’23—and that can 

handle the real and the imaginary at one and the same time; a (de)scription that refers 

without referring to something in particular, to representable things and entities, a 

double writing—like a Mondrian. ‘A nonrepresentational picture such as a Mondrian says 

nothing, denotes nothing, pictures nothing, and is neither true nor false, but shows 

much.’24 
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An (even) more calculative approach to financial derivation—an approach familiar to 

everyone, I believe, who has read a text on options and futures, since in the functional 

discourse of economics it is generally agreed that the latest and clearest shining star on its 

heaven, financial derivation, is all about mathematics, no more no less; a brief look into 

any text on the subject, will, I assure you, not only verify but show this—would silence me 

completely. The argument seems to be—today just as 125 years ago—that economics in 

general (and financial derivation in particular) ‘must be mathematical, simply because it 

deals with quantities. Wherever the things treated are capable of being greater or less, 

there the laws and relations must be mathematical in nature.’25 Financial derivation, 

indeed, is the art of ‘greater or less’; but does this automatically lead to the conclusion 

that we are dealing with laws and connections of a causal or mathematical nature? and 

that at the end of the story, there are orderly and reliable laws to be discovered, regulating 

these relations? I do not intend to answer these questions, only point out that writing—or 

should I rather say counting or calculating—such a story would be telling something  with 

which we are already too familiar to notice its deviants, its diversions and digressions; it 

would be, again, writing a story which has nothing at all to do with the one I have in 

mind: the other story of mathematics, of counting. Counting, in my view, ‘is not merely a 

matter of numbering but, more generally, of assigning determinate values.’26 My tale is 

told at the very limits of countability, at the limit of the calculability of derivatives; at the 

point where the mathematical formulas of pricing derivatives stop providing any useful 

answers—in their failure, their defectiveness: ‘the volatility.... the only uncertain factor.... 

in the Black & Scholes formula [a formula for the pricing of options]’27, ‘the “uncertainty” 

of the market.’28 So, my project is launched despite these initial problems concerning 

language and mathematics, in the belief that thereby I am protecting some(thing) else, ‘a 

space withdrawn from representation’29, the other scene of financial derivation, the 

economic imaginary (the hidden space, if you like, in Magritte’s painting La condition 

humaine, see next chapter). Thus, if I were capable, I would ‘write precisely at that point 

where the calculus is lost absolutely’30. But since this is hardly the proper textual place for 

such a project, and since I am a far from skilled enough writer, I will try instead to 

calculate with the incalculable, to count on the other of countability. 

The problem becomes a problema, a problem of projecting or throwing forth of 

something which at once must be protected, which will otherwise be breached, destroyed, 
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in the act of throwing: the withdrawn space, the terrifying or monstrous, the as yet 

unnameable. Problema ‘can signify projection or protection, that which one poses or 

throws in front of oneself, either as the projection of a project, of a task to accomplish, or 

as the protection created by a substitute, a prosthesis that we put forth in order to 

represent, replace, shelter, or dissimulate ourselves, or so as to hide something 

unavowable—like a shield (problema also means shield, clothing as barrier or guard-

barrier) behind which one guards oneself in secret or in shelter in case of danger.’31 

Hence, the problem of this essay is not an obstacle in the (perhaps) usual sense, that is, as 

something which must be put to an end or be untangled, rather ‘it is the surpassing of the 

obstacle, a pro-jection,’32 an action taken in order to protect that which otherwise would 

risk becoming obliterated. The way I see it, the geno-practice of derivation problemises 

not only its various underlying economies, but the concept of economy in general: it 

protects the underlying economy from (price) risks by projecting them into the future; 

and it protects the concept of economy from being completely thingified by launching or 

projecting it onto an other ontological wall (than the Platonic), by reinscribing or, rather, 

reiterating it differently. 

Every text on financial derivation, whether lexical or philosophical, empirical or 

theoretical, dead or alive (in the Platonic sense, oral or written), almost without exception 

tries to, it seems, persuade me, the reader, of three things: (1) that derivation is the ‘action 

or process of leading or carrying.... [something].... from a source, to another part’33; (2) 

that a derivative is always secondary: that it is ‘something that derives from, grows out of, 

or results from an earlier or fundamental state or condition’34; that it is, in financial 

terms, an ‘[i]nstrument whose value is dependent on an underlying security’35; and that 

its market, as already cited, ‘is an integral part of the market for the underlying security.... 

[, and that w]ithout the underlying market, the derivatives market cannot exist’36; and (3) 

that a financial derivative is some kind of means: that it is a financial instrument by which 

economically related risks can be managed, either hedged or speculated; that derivatives 

function as a ‘lubricant’37 in the financial machinery. My intention is certainly not to 

contest the validity of either of these derivative functions—the manipulative aspect of 

derivation, the secondarity of derivatives (thus suggesting that there is something 

primary), the instrumentality of these devices—but to put forth and demonstrate a 
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problem: By clinging too stubbornly only to the mentioned functional and secondary, that 

is, derived (as opposed to something originary) traits of financial derivation, other equally 

significant qualities may be palliated. 

Therefore, instead of beginning this investigation with a much too narrow and 

“derivative”, that is to say, an all-ready, given or taken-for-granted, understanding of the 

concept of derivation, the departure will be taken from a more general and interstandable 

concept, comprising derivation not only in its ordinary sense but in a non-ordinary and 

more radical sense as well. The concept of derivation will be treated not as the opposite 

and subordinated other of an origin, but as the non-foundational foundation, the non-

originary origin of both derivatives and origins. Both primary origins or sources and 

secondary derivatives will be considered as special cases of the general concept of 

derivation, ‘which in accounting for these oppositions would no longer be guided by 

them’38.  Furthermore, derivation is not simply the manipulative act of  leading something 

from something into something else ( from — to); it is also and at once a deviation or 

diversion, unsecuring and risking thereby each and every safe arrival at any intended goal 

or imagined destination. This would mean also that—analogously—a derivative could be 

considered not solely a means or instrument, but an end, its own end, as well, at one and 

the same time; making its own detours, directed by its own intentionality, constituting its 

own by-products; or, stated another way, a derivative is a medium playing in-between, in 

the intermezzo, the intermediary of its own extremes, playing with any and every thing 

that passes through it, thus generating (things), creating (events), not yet seen or heard 

of, even less so expected. To enable the studying of not only the derivative goings-on 

taking place on the already too familiar textual rostrums of financial derivation, but the 

brute, pre-ordered happenings occurring on its other scene as well, I believe one must 

find a way to think, write and read at once outside and inside the established disciplines 

of both financial mathematics and mainstream organisation theory—‘one has to be able to 

dance with the pen’39. Put differently, in order to protect financial derivation from 

withering away under the one-eyed ontological and epistemological preconceptions of the 

Real (whether theoretical or empirical), and thereby open it up to further analysis, we 

must project it into a space not yet defined; that is to say, we must risk its most precious 

and accepted meanings—we must take the chance of meaning no-thing. Financial 

derivation is the mere symptom of a more profound (but systematically neglected, 

overseen or avoided) creative process or organising activity: the geno-practice of 

reiterative derivation. Its aim: the complexification of economic reality, the opening up of 

potential spaces, economic play spaces where new economies, gamenemies, may be 

constituted—to, in short, set itself free from every so called primary or underlying 
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economy. ‘The problem is not that of being free but of finding a way out.... another side, a 

hallway, an adjacency.’40 Its purpose: to keep the economy moving, to open it up to 

opportunity, prepare it for the in-coming of the event or occurrence, its other, the 

movements and oscillations of its own risks. Its strategy: to divert the economy, to 

disseminate itself throughout it, to multiply itself within it; to seize the economy 

differently, to grasp it otherwise, that is, a capturing which is ‘nothing but pure dynamics 

[dynamisme], a seizing in abstracto[un saisir abstrait], or tended towards that.41 This is 

what I want to put forth, the problema I would like to pose, the project I throw in front of 

you, the shelter behind which I protect myself, the non-secret which I want you to protect. 

The body of this essay, then, will attempt at examining the workings of derivatives, to 

further the interstanding—understanding, perchance, in Gadamer’s sense, as ‘a process 

which happens to us’42—of financial derivation by showing a glimpse of reiterative 

derivation ‘composing with the forces that tend to annihilate it’43, the forces of any 

supposedly pre-existing, all-ready established economy. I will endeavour to demonstrate 

the way in which reiterative derivation diverts and multiplies, repeats differently, 

economic realities. This ambition is no doubt a complicated one, it is not an easy task to 

(de)scribe an undecidable no-thing such as a derivative, a divertive geno-practice such as 

reiterative derivation, in a language of clarity and coherence, to outline an economic 

world, an imaginary reality in which a sharply worded definition always and inevitably 

misses the point. The (missed) point is rather to try shaking the stable structure and 

organisation of this language and its notions; to hinder a concept from taking recourse to 

any one side of its terms, to dissolve the boundary between its oppositions and let them 

collapse into each other; to expose the language of financial derivation to its own 

representational instability, its own conceptual crises, its semantic multiplicities, its 

abysmal neither/nor. ‘Structure [in language] then can be methodically threatened in 

order to be comprehended more clearly and to reveal not only its supports but also that 

secret place in which it is neither construction nor ruin but lability. This operation is 

called (from the Latin) soliciting. In other words, shaking in a way related to the whole 

(from sollus, in archaic Latin “the whole” and from citare, “to put in motion”).’44 

Hence, the overall ambition of the present study is to demonstrate the complexification of 

economic reality; to show how the geno-practice of reiterative derivation attempts to 

deliver economic reality from its structural moorings, to open it up to its own economic 

play, its own movements; to display how it engenders economic realities, economies 
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which are better interstood as gamenemies. I will do this by trying to unsecure the 

(theoretical and empirical) texts of financial derivation, to make them available to a new 

reading, by inscribing them otherwise; an ambition (from the Latin ambire, meaning—

besides to strive for, go around, surround, encompass—precisely to solicit) directed not 

primarily towards what is asserted in these texts, but towards the system of concepts and 

presuppositions that make up the framework for these assertions. Posed as research 

questions, questions used to solicit the phenomena of this essay, my ambition could be 

stated as follows: How is something like the Swedish derivatives market for standardised 

options and futures possible? On what (non)grounds does it exist? What are the 

conditions of possibility (and, of course, impossibility) of financial derivation? ‘How does 

it work?’45 How do derivatives work? How do financial derivation and derivatives in 

general affect (our comprehension of) the so called economic reality? What does it do? 

What strategies, interests and investments are at work in it? 

I will effect this deconstructive or, perhaps better, experimental endeavour by 

strategically venturing some of the (perhaps) most taken-for-granted concepts of financial 

economics, by exhausting the legitimising instrumentality of options and futures, by 

unsecuring or uprooting the all-embracing usefulness of financial derivatives, by 

demonstrating the fundamental lability or crisis of financial derivation, by risking the 

meaning of economy—by, in short, embarking on a number of derivative ‘lines of 

experimentation’46. In case you wonder, this is not a sheer play upon words, I am not 

playing but ‘betting with words, employing them strategically with an eye on larger 

stakes.’47 

Furthermore, it should be made quite clear from the beginning that my interest in 

financial derivatives is of a purely philosophical nature: to open up for the possibility of 

interstanding the goings on in that field of human affairs that has come to be known as 

the derivatives market; to make possible a better interstanding of the human activity 

called financial derivation. Questions as to whether derivatives caused the so called crash 

of 1987 or not, or the collapse of Baring’s Bank, whether or not derivatives should be held 

responsible for the rather considerable financial losses of Orange County in California, 

Procter & Gamble, or the German conglomerate Metallgesellschaft, whether or not the 

derivatives markets distort the underlying cash markets, or make them more volatile, 

whether, in short, derivatives have made the economic world a safer place, or a more 

dangerous one, leave me more or less indifferent, and will consequently not be further 

addressed in this essay. Questions of this kind, in my view, miss completely the point of 

financial derivation, the line of flight of reiterative derivation. The way I see it, 
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derivatives, if handled properly, the way they (according to the organisers at OM) are 

supposed to be handled—that is to say, if they are being traded without actually being 

traded, exchanged without really being exchanged—cause nothing, produce nothing, 

result in nothing; they rather cause no-thing, produce no-thing, result in no-thing. Stated 

another way, derivatives produce economic space, play space, financial dis-places, 

gamenemic playses; in short: pure economic possibilities, no more, no less. 
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ON REITERATIVE EXPERIMENTATION 

 

 

Den filosofi som räcker konsten handen ser inte 

världen som något att vetenskapligt upptäcka. 

Världen blir en konstvärld att uppfinna. En 

verklighet som uppenbaras. 

—Pierre Guillet de Monthoux, Det sublimas  

konstnärliga ledning 

 

 

Preamble 

Doing research requires method; the use of method. Regardless of whether we are aware 

of it or not, whether we choose a certain method or not, we have to make use of one—we 

simply cannot do without it. There is no choice. How could there be? Whether we like it or 

not we need a way (hodos), a way of thinking, a way of seeing, a way of researching—that 

is to say, a way of bringing forth, of opening up the objects of our problematisations. But 

although necessary, what we need is not an all-encompassing, rigid methodology, an all-

ready and in advance fixed path or passage to be followed no matter what, which directs 

and controls our minutest steps, secures the right way toward a successful solution to our 

research problem. ‘There are no scientific methods which alone lead to knowledge! We 

have to tackle things experimentally’48. That is to say, we must invent our own methods as 

we go along, along the way, so to speak, in the meantime, in the midst of our search for a 

passable route to the phenomenon which we address with our research questions. This 

seems particularly important when studying and trying to come to grips with phenomena 

like financial derivatives, that is to say, double objects or, perhaps better, processes which 

never settle down, which are constantly on the move, which call no place, not even the 

oikos of the economy, their home, and which continuously vary their mode of existence. 

In other words, ‘[m]ethod in general is a means by which we avoid going to a particular 

place, or by which we maintain the option of escaping from it’49. Hence, the method must 

remain as open-ended, mobile and shifty as the errant milieu of the research object, as 

complicated and problematic as the posited research problem. 

Method is not a way but rather a way of moving, of avoiding settling down, or reaching a 

certain destination. Doing research in the social sciences thus means escaping from 
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secured perspectives, to resist positing safe research questions, to deviate from, side-step, 

the given path, to refuse harbouring or giving shelter to simplifying conclusions; it means 

unsecuring inflexible methods, diverting their predicted results , dis-placing what they 

seem to set in place, tend to place in front of themselves. Stated another way, the method, 

the medium of every science, ‘tekhnê.... does not arrive.... does not happen’50, it is rather, 

I would suggest, the happening of re-search itself, the unsecuring of every finding, the 

uprooting of every stance. And this unsecuring or uprooting must be repeated incessantly, 

over and over again, since methods, if simply repeated mechanically, parrot-like, 

thoughtlessly, tend to take things for granted, to reproduce results automatically. The aim 

of method, in short, is not to establish or construct the way to the object of one’s interest, 

to put it in place, or to answer research questions; ‘it’s to get out, to get out of it.’51 What I 

mean by method, by methodological procedures, is perhaps best demonstrated through 

the etymology of the term re-search. The re- indicates the repetitive character of the 

search, the necessity of attempting again and again, never defining determining deciding; 

to con-cept the object of study differently, to incessantly try and grasp it otherwise —to 

seize it while leaving it be. To re-search, I would suggest—inspired by its Latin, Greek and 

Sanskrit genealogy—is to pass or travel through (circare) a phenomenon, to approach it 

while dancing (skairein), indirectly, in a round about (circum), playful (kridati) manner, 

try turning or bending (koronos) it otherwise, to com-prehend (from the Latin 

prehendere, to seize, grasp, capture) it differently. 

In this essay, I will endeavour to rethink—‘to experiment and to problematize’52—see—

‘the ability to defer decision’53—and seize—‘in abstracto’54, to grasp otherwise, to hold 

while letting go—financial derivation; to try again and again and again AND.... with an 

almost mad intensity to explicate, no! to implicate financial derivation, to bring forth or, 

rather, reiterate (that is, to, at one and the same time, repeat AND alter; from the Latin 

re-, again and iter, way, journey, from the Sanskrit itara, other), repeat differently, its 

human—or, since Nietzsche, its inhuman—aspect, trying to invent a slight difference each 

time, find an other way at every attempt; a side which perhaps is not so easily detected by 

the uninitiated, the other side or AND of financial derivation, the other side of 

instrumentality, of usefulness, utility: financial derivatives are useful AND.... At once 

before AND after the useful is the play of the useful, that which may turn into something 

useful AND relieves it, follows it, haunts it. Play is the ghost of utility, its radical 

otherness, that which utility tries to rid itself of, but cannot do without. Play is doing 
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something for the sake of doing it. That is all. Pure instrumentality, instrumentality that is 

nothing but instrumentality, end-less, sheer tekhnê. Play AND being played, at one and 

the same time, tekhnê still in touch with tukhê, that which lies beyond human control, is 

what I call pley.55 Pley is the double movement of tekhnê itself—the becoming-object of 

the subject, the becoming-subject of the object—to play while being played. ‘Man plays 

only when he is in the full sense of the word a man, and he is only wholly Man when he is 

playing.’56 What, then, would be a greater task for a social science than studying man at 

play, simultaneously playing AND being played? I will attempt to do just this: to play and 

let myself be played by financial derivation. In other words, my methodology, the logic of 

my method, is a logic of the medium, the middle, the inter; my methodology, therefore, 

will be ‘to move between things, establish a logic of the AND, overthrow ontology, do 

away with foundations, nullify endings and beginnings.’57 

When reading the co-texts of this essay—the empirical texts ranging from the time of my 

seven months long field study at OM Gruppen AB in 1994/1995 to date (the thousands of 

pages issued by OM Gruppen AB, the transcribed taped interviews (34 hours) I made with 

29 OM employees, the vast medial documentation on OM, the electronic pages on spread 

betting, the hypertexts of Chicago Board Options Exchange, and so forth), when going 

through the theoretical texts on financial derivation (books and articles on financial 

options and futures)—I am not ‘looking for origins, even lost or deleted ones, but setting 

out to catch things where they [are] at work, in the middle: breaking things open, 

breaking words open.... [I am looking] for new things being formed’58, trying to, in short, 

seize financial derivation, inter-cept economies in the making. My textual strategy is 

simple: ‘Never interpret; experience, experiment’59; rehearse, again and again, seize grasp 

concept intercept; further preparations, making myself ready for another trial, for once 

more attempting the impossible, for inter-cepting the mobility, the very workings of 

financial derivation. My experimental tools are even simpler: reiteration and etymology. 

While I will let the text itself demonstrate how I use the former—some things are better 

shown than said—perhaps a few words ought to be said about the latter. I use etymology 

not to refer to truthful semantic representations, or to semantic foundations upon which 

to formulate and establish a more profound reality or understanding, but as a 

deconstructive crowbar. Hence etymology, in my view, does not refer to foundations, 

origins or essences, but rather turns these under-standings into nonfoundational 

foundations, nonoriginary origins, nonessential essences; that is to say, it unsecures or 
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uproots every under-standing truth or reality, positing in their place a question: How was 

this truth or reality produced? Etymology ‘has no essence; it is simply operational.’60 

Accordingly, I use this etymological crowbar to break things open, to solicit realities, to 

breach under-standings, to fissure origins, to invent passibilities, possible passages, to 

create new concepts, ‘to extract an event from things and beings, to set up the new event 

from things and beings, always to give them a new event’61. Etymology is a vehicle offering 

a way out, or a way in, a means of searching for a passage into and out of things and 

situations; it is, in this essay, a way of inventing derivative interstandings, of groping for 

the derivations of the economic world, that is to say, of grasping uncertainly or hesitantly 

for financial derivation wherever it is at work. 

In other words, etymology is a way of postponing decisions, of deferring categories, of 

delaying distinctions, of not choosing a particular meaning or under-standing; it is a 

method for duplicating semantics, for diverting, multiplying and disseminating—

reiterating—meanings and under-standings, for being precise by being ambiguous. It is a 

mode of going about allowing one to keep oneself from settling down, to keep on moving, 

to follow more than one route at one and the same time, to open oneself up to the other, 

to affirm difference, to say yes, again and again, as for the first time, yes, yes, to prepare 

oneself for the in-coming of otherness, strangeness, the unfamiliar, to in-vent the future, 

to experience and experiment—to, in short, reiterate. Etymology is attempting to live 

ambiguously, to risk meaning, to venture the wor(l)d, trying to keep oneself from 

understanding, becoming interstanding, staying in the midst of things and people, 

addressing the other as Other ‘writing a place for the Other, saying yes to the call or 

demand of the Other, inviting a response.’62 It is to, in Nietzsche’s sense, live dangerously; 

trying to find out what a body is capable of—that is to say, endeavouring ‘to capture the 

power of the body beyond the given conditions of our knowledge, and to capture the 

power of the mind beyond the given conditions of our consciousness.’63 It is an affirmative 

project, an empathic attempt. Come with me. Yes, yes. 

 

First preparation. René Magritte the sensemaker has painted himself depicting-imitating 

his wife Georgette (ideal or real). Second attempt: René Magritte the worldmaker 

positing-creating his wife Georgette by inscribing her onto the empty space between 

himself, his own imagination, and the given, concrete wall of reality. The dancers may be 

easy to spot: the absent, invisible painter René Magritte, the visible, representing René 
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Magritte and the (in)visible (both visible and invisible at the same time) represented 

ballerina Georgette Magritte in the picture; but: ‘How do I catch not the dancers but the 

choreography of that dance? How do I make you believe what you already know?’64 

Take a closer look at Magritte’s image La tentative de l’impossible (Attempting the 

Impossible). How would you read this sur-realistic piece of art? What can it tell us about 

our ways of thinking of the economic world? about how we perceive and make economic 

worlds? What can we learn about economic sensemaking, and about economic 

worldmaking, by reading the choreographic traces, the organisational vestiges that 

Magritte has left for us to follow in this image? To me this picture shows or rather 

exemplifies two ways of making economic meaning, of making economic world; two 

radically different modes of framing the fundamental epistemological and ontological 

questions of Western thinking. In the first of these modes the questions are of the type: 

What is knowledge? What is truth? How can we obtain reliable knowledge of the 

economic world? What is the ousia or essence, the being, of the economic world, what is it 

made of? The economic world is out there, it is a Parmenidean pre-given world of clear, 

definable economic things, entities, states and categories; the primary concern is to 

determine and establish the thingness, the essence of this world, a task largely 

accomplished through a rigorous methodology designed to control and validate the truth 

and adequacy of its shifting representations. 
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René Magritte, La tentative de l’impossible. 

© René Magritte/BUS 1998 
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In the second mode or attitude towards the economic world we are faced with questions 

like: How is knowledge possible? How can we know the economic world? How is 

knowledge produced? How does it function? What are the conditions of possibility (and 

impossibility) of this world? How is it engendered? How does it work? The economic 

world (is) a world of becoming, a Heraclitean world of flux and transformation; what is 

becomes, what is becomes what it (is), now-here turns into no-where; economic things, 

entities and events are no longer pre-existing things-in-themselves, but the constituted 

outcomes or effects of primary organising activities and processes. What becomes 

interesting is the representational practices of categorising, classifying, division, framing, 

exclusion, suppression, that is, the structuring and organising of social representations; 

put otherwise, what becomes inter-esting—as suggested through its Latin etymology, 

inter esse, meaning “to be in-between”, “in-between-being”—is that which lies in-between 

the economic objects and events of the Parmenidean landscape: the relational 

interactions of the intermediate Heraclitean mindscapes, the meso level workings of the 

geno-practices that create or constitute the economic world. 

The chasm between these two styles of thinking (“thingking” and thinking?) could, 

perhaps somewhat oversimplified, be illustrated through their respective attitudes 

towards one seemingly insignificant detail in Magritte’s picture: that Georgette’s left arm 

is not quite completed. In the first mode of thinking, the painted Georgette is to be 

considered the true or adequate representation of the being (whether ideal or real, 

rational or empirical) of Georgette; in the second she (is) rather in the process of 

becoming what she will never fully be, or never was for that matter: of becoming 

Georgette. The first of these readings or modes of thinking is safely grounded and secured 

in an authoritarian, position located outside the image, in some or another anchoring 

point of Western metaphysics, constructed and maintained by the all-knowing, all-

encompassing subject or agent. Whether this be God, Christ, Allah, Science, Sadam 

Hussein, Truth, Trust, Economics, Need or Utility is of minor importance. The 

(Archimedean) point is that it does not move, that it stays the same, and that we believe in 

it—that it, in short, works as an all-embracing ‘explanatory principle’65, placing or 

situating things, keeping them in (a certain) order. Stated another way, this principle is a 

sort of hook on which we hang our understanding, our knowledge, our heavenly as well as 

worldly explanations. The attempt, of course, is to control the understanding and 

construction of the economic world by con-ceptualising the true and stable meaning of its 

pre-given being, and, ultimately, to make the affairs of the economic world ‘pliable, 

wieldable and hence more amenable to human intervention.’66 For the second mode of 
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sense and worldmaking, grounded in nothing but the nongrounded image itself, we have 

to imaginatively jump right into the picture and partake in the constitutive game it is 

playing. The attempt is to make strange what is familiar, to show how meaning is 

produced and controlled, how economic worlds are orchestrated, that is to say, to 

problemise the ordering logics of economic sense making, the inner workings, the geno-

practices of these constitutive organising processes, these economic world makings. 

Before you posit yourself in front of the painting, however, before you mount the 

epistemological control panel of the Parmenidean world-order, you must remember that 

‘in the face of any authority, one is not allowed to think, far less to express an opinion: 

here one has to obey!’67 

From this transcendental vantage point, this paternal point of reference, the meta-

position outside and above the picture, the man in the picture is the representative of 

metaphysics itself, he is non other than Logos, the metaphysical sign par excellence; or, in 

Kant’s words, the favourite child of Reason. This male child, albeit turning up in various 

forms and shapes, always re-presents the Same: the full presence of consciousness in 

Being; the pure presence of the things in themselves to consciousness; the ‘total 

resurrection of the “real” in immediate and transparent intuition’68; the subject as the 

locus of truth, knowledge and understanding; the absolute centre and source of the 

economic world. This guileless child is presenting to itself—in the natural and true light of 

Reason, that is, its Father—the intuitive signified, purely intelligible and immediate 

meaning, speculative meaning in itself without even the most insignificant empirical 

thread on her idealised body, stripped to the skin, naked she stands: truth in itself. Since 

Plato this purified meaning, meaning in itself, the meaning of meaning, has been the 

foundation of scientific thought: objectivity, a constant, repeatable meaning, an invariable 

notion, presentable, identical, even in the most fluctuating of empirical, that is, sensible, 

contexts. 

I suggest that what we see from this unequivocal stance of Reason, or, if you prefer, from 

the position of the Father, is language, or more accurate; exact, scientific, rigorous, 

transparent, representative language, mirroring or re-presenting perfectly the pre-given 

content of reality—either, on the one hand, transcendental reality, the content of thought, 

or, on the other, nature, the content of empirical reality. Or both, since the supreme 

economic world, and the absolute nature and essence of all things in it, its common 

denominator or content, according to this kind of reasoning, would be the complete 

oneness, the ultimate unity of Reason and Reality (whether meaning or object), presence 

and evidence, the sacrosanct marriage between the Father and the Mother (Georgette). 

The good, well-behaved son, Logos, the language and sign of presence and evidence, 
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represents his primordial Mother via the inner light of Reason, that is to say, according to 

the axiomatic laws, the grammar, of his Father. The totally obedient sign-son is a sign 

standing for something else and hence determined by what it is not, a non-sign, its 

underlying Reality and Mother who gave birth to him, and ultimately, of course, by its 

omnipresent albeit invisible Father; he is captive in this system as a derivation from the 

proper, from the true and essential. This dependence, secondariness or derivativeness of 

the son is an absolute prerequisite for a faithful re-presentation of that for which he as a 

sign stands, the represented, the thing signified, his origin and telos. The sub-jected son, 

consequently, has no influence whatsoever over his signified Mother, even less over his 

authoritarian Father, who supervises the mixing and shading of his colours, directs every 

stroke of his brush, punishes even the slightest deviation, the smallest slip of his hand. 

The signifying son’s total dependence upon his Father’s presence seems incontrovertible; 

the Mother’s relation to her son could perhaps best be described as arbitrary, that is to 

say, she is totally independent of her son’s altering expressions, no matter what he calls 

himself, irrespective of behind which of his innumerable figurative masks he chooses to 

hide himself; she stays the Same: it was she who gave birth to him, not the other way 

around. However, because of the rather obvious risk of confusing the relationship 

between child and parent—the possibility that it was the son who brought forth not only 

the Mother but the Father as well—of confusing the hierarchical order, of mistaking the 

son for one or both of his parents, of confusing the ideal instrument of representation 

with its origin and telos, the represented thing in itself (Reason and Reality), the parents 

would—if they only could—dispense with their son altogether, do away with re-

presentative language once and for all, and present themselves in their own, unmediated, 

self-evident, self-authenticating truth. This is what they strive for and desire, the 

immediate, pure presence of the things themselves to consciousness, the presence of 

presence to itself. 

The question concerning the understanding and organising of economic reality turns out 

to be a domestic problem, a family affair occurring within the systemic walls of the 

metaphysical household, an internal exchange transaction managed by an absent, 

paternal Father, executed by his obedient and truthful son and, finally, verified and 

cleared by an unambiguous, always presentable Mother. Hence the origin or Presence—

the underlying reality and unity (whether real or ideal, object or meaning)—of the social 

world is an assemblage or system of Reason (the last instance of Presence), Reality (the 

essence of Presence—whether meaning or object), and Representative language (the 

secondary, derivative and hence truthful mirroring or reflection of Presence). 

This system (the system par excellence) is grounded on an endless series of oppositional 

hierarchies such as intelligible/sensible, good/evil, original/derivative, nature/culture, 

interior/exterior, essence/appearance, being/becoming, presence/ absence, mind/body, 

truth/error, ideal/empirical.... These oppositional concepts do not coexist on equal terms, 
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however, but rather, the first term of each binary opposition is privileged over and 

dominates the other, rules at the expense of the other; hence the first term has the upper 

hand, is considered more originary, and, accordingly, determines or defines or delimitates 

the/its other: the purely intelligible is always prior to the merely sensible; good is valued 

over evil, being dominates becoming; presence is given precedence over absence, origins 

determine derivatives, et cetera. Differently put, under the mastery and surveillance of the 

authoritarian Father, the signified Mother—through a violent act of subordination—gives 

birth to the signifier-son. Logos—the name, the sign, the word, the image, the signifier, 

the son, the empirical, the absent, representation and so forth—is always dependent, 

secondary, that is to say, derived from an underlying origin, source or model: Reality—the 

body is derived from the mind (cogito ergo sum), culture from nature, the derivative from 

an origin. Consequently, a word or a concept should mean only one thing, should have 

one single and invariable signified, meaning or notion, never two: it means either this or 

that, never both/and. An oppositional pair, a binary division like presence/absence, has 

got one source only, one origin, one centre, which grounds and determines both its sides: 

the presence of the Father; that is to say, what is absent is always defined in terms of the 

present, a representation is nothing, zero, naught, without the represented, a derivative 

cannot exist except in the presence of its underlying origin. Thus, underneath every 

concept, every binary opposition, behind each potential ambiguity or difference, there is 

an ordering unity of some kind, an originary simplicity, serving as its constitutive ground, 

its natural meaning and reality. This reductive way of thinking—the reduction of plurality 

to unity, multiplicity to singularity, complexity to simplicity, difference to identity, alterity 

to sameness—is absolutely essential to metaphysics; or as Aristotle states it, ‘one does not 

think at all if one does not think one thing—the thing in its essential unity.’69. Although its 

claims to be the natural and given ground, the only reasonable foundation of thought, it is 

a violent one, a form of domination, aiming at nothing less than the undivided 

organisational power and control over the being and making of economic worlds. 

What would we hold on to if we, in order to test this mode of meaning and worldmaking, 

were to leave or, rather, attempt to re-think, this paternal fundamentum inconcussum, 

the unshakeable foundation of Reason, from where the conceptualisations, 

categorisations and typifications or, in short, the representations, of the economic world 

are organised? I see no better alternative than to cling as firmly as possible to the back of 

Logos, Reason’s playful son, to take a ride with the play of language itself: to play the 

game of representation to its utmost limits: the boundaries where the alleged difference 

between representation and represented becomes undecidable. But upon what would we 

focus our attention? upon the metaphysical players or the transcendental game? upon the 

stable and idealised performers or their fluent moves? Neither/nor: let us instead unfocus 
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(upon) the choreography of the moves, the play of the game itself, the intermediary geno-

practices constituting both the play and the players—let us (at least imaginatively) try to 

incarnate or embody, to follow or go with, the words of Søren Kirkegaard: ‘I look only at 

the movements’70. To enter into this game, into Magritte’s picture, the mirror world of 

representations, we must not only extinguish ourselves as primary references, but 

collapse into the secondary subject of the game, become players risking to be played 

(with), to be played, not by Reason but by the very game we are playing. The 

epistemological expectations are high, the ontological stakes are even higher. How far are 

you prepared to go to make sense out of pure play? what are you willing to risk in order to 

see the becoming of an economic world in a sheer game? 

The further we move into the second frame of thinking, the more we let go of any 

supposed anchoring points, the more we let ourselves be played, the more the stable rock 

of Reason becomes a fairly rocky foundation. In the game of representation the Father no 

longer exerts any influence upon his son, and the pristine and unequivocal identity of the 

Mother is playfully put at stake. The son, his parents claim, distorts and even 

contaminates the pure presentation, the transcendental, holy alliance between Reason 

and Reality, with his secondary and derivative, that is to say, inadequate, representations. 

A son no longer complying with his Father’s wishes and demands, no longer assisting and 

truthfully duplicating or re-presenting his Mother, the signified (concept or sense), 

thought or lived as thing, can, by definition, not be considered a good son: the good son 

thus turns out to be an evil son, a no good copy, a force of its own, deviating and diverting 

from what it really ought and should re-present. Consequently, it is ‘the copy, the 

representative, the non-original, dependent, derivative, indebted, guilty, inadequate, 

essentially false and evil son that will threaten the system’71 of Metaphysics, the rein of 

Reason. 

In the game of representation, in the perpetual play between oppositional terms, or 

between a sign and its potential meanings, it is representation itself, the evil sign-son, the 

bad copy, who makes the rules, who commands. Through processes of signification he 

creates meanings, according to his own logic; constitutes worlds, in and through his own 

words, regardless of his Father’s foundational being-ontology and his Mother’s 

epistemological truth claims. In his hand a word turns into an instrument of play, a 

concept into an experimental field of potential, disseminating meanings; a binary 

opposition turns into system of mastery, an artificial closure waiting to be breached, 

opened up, put at stake, played; an economic being-world transmutes into a wor(l)d of 

becoming: all that is regarded as determinate, delimited, simple, univocal, clear-cut, 

singular becomes indeterminable, de-limited, doubled, folded, ambiguous. In short, the 
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decidable economic world of either/or turns into the undecidable wor(l)d of both/and. 

This menacing situation is, of course, unacceptable to the parents. The son—not listening 

to Reason, being of no more use to his Mother—must be expelled from the oikos, the 

house of Metaphysics, must be driven out of his parents’ oikonomia. Logos, the son of 

Metaphysics, does not have the manners of a proper son; he acts rather like a bastard, an 

illegitimate child; in his parents eyes he is a perversion or distortion of the ‘substance-

essence, of ousia, of a being which in itself is definite and distinct outside of language, 

complete and closed in on itself’72, that is to say, of that which he is supposed to signify or 

denote.  

The expulsion of the son from the oikonomia, from the household, defining him as not 

only other—non-sensical, inessential, non-existent, additional, secondary, deviant—but as 

a housebreaker as well, threatening the internal purity and security of the metaphysical 

system, is by no means an act of spontaneity, or of nature; it is a deliberate metaphysical 

strategy aiming at restoring the proper, the purity and order of the system. ‘In order to 

cure the latter.... and rid it of the parasite, it is thus necessary to put the outside back in its 

place. To keep the outside out.’73 Thus, by keeping the son on the outside of this 

metaphysical, binary structure, on the other side of its systemic boundary, the 

authenticity of the inside is guaranteed; the instance of transcendental Reason as the 

centre of Presence, and being-and-meaning as the centre of the presentable structure 

itself are secured. But this exclusion, the definition of the son as other or deviant, does in 

no way make him a total stranger, a foreigner to the system; on the contrary, the system 

‘installs its own other “outside,” but nevertheless as its own. Hence the outside is itself 

inside. It is the exterior of metaphysics. Its backyard, as it were, which is nevertheless 

surrounded by a fence—a barbed wire, an electrified one at that, with a guard at the gate: 

surveying the scene.’74 This violent act —the appropriation and internalisation of the 

outside, the improper, the reduction of the other (the strange, the unknown, the deviant, 

the bad, etc.) to an essence or centre that is the same (the familiar, the known, the 

normal, the good, etc.)—is indeed an act of mastery, of determining the difference 

between the inside and the outside as natural or objective; but it is also, and more 

significantly, an act of derivation, of deriving the secondary or derivative from the 

primary, its origin. 

However, if the other scene in Magritte’s painting has got any bearing whatsoever, if we—

despite the Father’s reasonable objections and interdictions—imaginatively embrace the 

thought of the son as not only constituting his own mother but also (re)directing his 

Father’s intentions, then, paradoxically, the son (copy, representation, derivation) must 
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be both good and bad: good since without material re-presentation his parents would 

remain in their invisible world of ideas; bad since—by potentially diverting and deviating 

from and thereby distorting the ideality of his parents—he threatens their sovereignty, 

their primacy over each and every representer. Furthermore, if the parents cannot do 

without the assistance of their son, if the origin cannot do without the derivative as a 

complement, then this must be because the origin is not simply an origin, because there is 

already a derivative at the centre of the origin, filling the empty place of Reality, the 

originary thing itself (whether real or ideal): the origin is always already derived. The son 

turns out to be both son and Father/Mother; the derivative is both a derivation and an 

origin. Thus in the second mode of thinking, there is no pre-given, originary parent, no 

centre, source, foundation, structure or immobility beyond the reach of play, from where 

the son would be derived; rather, the originary instance is itself a derivative, an outcome 

of decreative play, a result produced through processes of representing and organising, an 

effect constituted through the geno-practices of derivation. What is becomes, is nothing in 

itself; the dancer would not be a dancer if it were not for the movements of the dance, the 

dance would not move without the choreography of its relations; but to choreograph one 

must be able to dance, one must be a dancer. Self-reference is the name of this 

representational game. 

‘There are thus two interpretations of interpretation, of structure, of sign, of play. The one 

seeks to decipher, dreams of deciphering a truth or an origin which escapes play and the 

order of the sign, and which lives the necessity of interpretation as an exile. The other, 

which is no longer turned towards the origin, affirms play and tries to pass beyond man 

and humanism, the name of man being the name of that being who, throughout the 

history of metaphysics or of ontotheology—in other words, throughout his entire history—

has dreamed of full presence, the reassuring foundation, the origin and the end of play.’75 

The first interpretation of interpretation could (in the co-text of Magritte’s painting) be 

seen as an impossible attempt to metaphysically arrest, fix, enclose or hedge meaning and 

understanding, to unite Reason and Reality (whether real or ideal) in objectivity, to 

present the thing or being-in-itself (whether real or ideal) without any intermediate 

(sensible or empirical) representations, to completely delimit and secure the play space of 

meanings in language, to control or monitor the incessant drifts, deviations, diversions 

and transformations, the becoming, of the social world. The second interpretation of 

interpretation, on the other hand, could be seen as an (im)possible attempt (neither 

(both) possible nor (and) impossible) to think, at once, both inside and outside the 

established discipline, the binary structure, of metaphysics; (im)possible since (1) 

thinking outside metaphysics one still has to use its ideal tools, that is to say, the 

recognisable binary concepts of metaphysics: the secondary, derivative son, albeit a 
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bastardisation, a deviation, is still the son of metaphysics, still refers, in a certain sense, to 

something other than itself, to metaphysical meaning(s); (2) thinking inside the closure of 

metaphysics one still needs representations, signs, language, not only to present its non-

empirical, non-sensible, purely intelligible ideas to consciousness, to constitute its mental 

objects as objects-as-such, as objectivity, but also to present these ideas publicly, to share 

them, make them observable: the truthful son of metaphysics would not be able to 

perform any of these tasks if he were not other than or different from his parents, a 

deviant, an outsider, if he did not supply something—a means of representation, a 

supplement or complement—which they themselves neither possess nor can manage or 

do without. Metaphysical Reality and Reasoning are always already a part of the deviant, 

bastard son, who is always already playing at the heart of the possibility (and 

impossibility) of metaphysics, in the relational play space, the constitutional movements 

between its oppositional terms. 

In the economic world—where no-things are as (un)important as things, where relations 

are as (in)significant as what is related, where representations are as (in)substantial as 

that which is represented; where the intelligible and the sensible, the rational and the 

empirical, the immaterial and the material, the original and the derivative, et cetera, are 

not simply inseparable but merge into each other—the strict metaphysical either/or kind 

of reasoning necessarily fails to notice when no-things happen, what goes on in the sphere 

of inter-esse. In this meso-sphere, at the de-limited boundary between irreconcilable 

opposites, at once separating and joining its terms, what is needed is rather a playful, 

hybrid both/and-sort of reasoning capable of thinking in more than one way at one and 

the same time: within-and-beyond metaphysics. This is an (im)possible attempt indeed, a 

great task, and ‘I do not know any other way of associating with great tasks than play’76. 

 

Second preparation. René Magritte posits us inside a room, in front of a window 

overlooking a peaceful landscape: a cloudy sky, the edge of a wood, a grassy plain, a 

shrubbery, a single tree, a small horizontal road. But wait a bit, there is something not 

altogether right with this picture; some-thing is obstructing or distorting our view. 

Between our own imaginary viewpoint and the landscape we thought we were watching, 

the artist has arranged a canvas depicting the landscape outside the window. The top and 

legs of the tripodic easel, the edges of the canvas, the cut in the left curtain, indeed seem 

to encourage this idea. The epistemological question posits itself immediately: How can 

we know for sure that the canvas actually corresponds to or truly represents the landscape 

it at once appears to obscure and portray? To me this is an image in which—if one enters 

into its fictitious (from the Latin fingere, to shape, form, devise, feign, fashion, fabricate) 
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world—one can see oneself seeing, understand oneself understanding, concept oneself 

concepting. At one and the same time, with a double gesture, Magritte borrows the 

technique of representation, the means or medium with which we re-present the world 

(whether ideal or empirical, inner or outer) to ourselves and others; and deconstructs its 

very mode of operation, the way in which representation orders and organises our seeing, 

understanding and con-cepting of the world. 
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René Magritte, La condition humaine. 

© René Magritte/BUS 1998 
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In Magritte’s image there is no fixed boundary between representation and so called 

reality, the distinction is rather displaced, disposed, unsecured, uprooted; or, as I guess 

Magritte himself would have put it: ‘The symbolism of the real is imaginary.’77 

To me this sur-real insight makes not only meanings, it makes economic worlds as well. 

As I recall it, for a child there is no strict division or distinction between reality and 

imagination. Recollecting the sensations, thoughts and fantasies of my own childhood,  I 

would say that at that time reality kept together and made sense only because of my 

imaginary ability to at once envisage its intermediate possibilities; because I counted not 

only on the real, but on its imaginary potentialities as well; because I accepted to play in 

and be played by a “reality” containing both centaurs and Shetland ponies—at one and the 

same time. Would the opposite, then, be true for economic life, that we make meaning of 

the economic world simply because we are able to separate and keep the real apart from 

the imaginary? Although the latter, adult attitude is, by definition, the only reasonable 

and rational one, I would suggest that we still are, at least in this particular sense, 

children. We understand and manage our economies by creating and instituting 

categories and distinctions, by constructing rigorous dichotomies, by producing binary 

oppositions such as intelligible/sensible, thought/thing, good/evil, interior/exterior, 

real/imaginary, real economy/financial economy, subject/object, before/after, 

origin/derivative, asset/liability, cost/revenue, and so forth. But we interstand our 

economies by constantly, and in a certain sense, confusing these very same polarities, by 

incessantly blurring the boundaries upheld by such distinctions. We make sense of the 

socio-economic world in which we live and work not by (as both rationalism and 

empiricism seem to suggest, although from opposite positions) hierarchically ordering, 

rooting and securing relations between (apriori or aposteriori, respectively) separate 

spheres, but by uprooting and unsecuring relations between seemingly separate spheres. 

This is precisely what makes us human—as opposed to for example binary machines like 

computers—what makes the world human; this is living, not being able to separate strictly 

between oppositions, not being capable of deciding, of choosing this or that, but rather 

st(r)aying in the middle, in-between polarities, in the midst of things, postponing the 

decision—attempting to escape, grasping for the uncanny mediator itself, trying to find a 

way out of the binary traps, the dichotomous systems that mechanically tie life down. If 

there is no meta-perspective from which to judge the relations between these polarities, 

no Archimedean point in which these oppositions can be anchored, secured, rooted; how 

are we going to know what is what? How are we going to tell one thing from another? 

How are we supposed to understand (from the Latin sub, under and stare, stand) 

anything if nothing stands under? If being human is living in the midst of things, in the 

mean-time, in-between categories, then understanding becomes impossible, since it 
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requires a firm ground or foundation. What rather seems to be of interest here (from the 

Latin inter, in-between and esse, to be) is another kind of understanding which would no 

longer be understanding at all, but  ‘interstanding’78. 

Hence, in order to interstand the economic world, we must de-limit the limit between 

polarities, unsecure their bipolar distinctions, uproot their hierarchical systems. The 

economic world (is) a social world (the social and the economic cannot be separated 

except by categorical violence), a world marked by an inclination for temporary alliances 

between opposing forces playing against each other, a kind of communicative combat 

zone where the partners’ individual features and characteristics are neither consumed nor 

obliterated in the process, but rather preserved, held on stand-by, in reserve, through an 

economy of play, a series of non-ending, interrelational processes of exchange and 

transformation. The economic world cannot be determined as either this or that, as, for 

instance, either real or imaginary, it is a world of continuous becoming, of becoming that 

which it will never (really or imaginatively) be. The social shares, parts and partakes in, 

the economic world; the nomy (from the Greek nomos, custom, usage, law, convention, 

institution; from the verb nemein, to share, part, distribute, allot, manage) of economy 

divides the social world and distributes its parts according to a strange logic, the logic of 

play: ‘Neither/nor, that is, simultaneously either or’79. The so called real world may be a 

binary either/or world consisting exclusively of distinctive, hierarchically organised 

entities or things (whether empirical or rational), either real or imaginary, it is not for me 

to say, I am neither a physicist nor a psychoanalyst. The economic world, however, (is) a 

relational  neither/nor-world: neither (both) real nor (and) imaginary, that is to say, 

simultaneously either real or imaginary. ‘Isn’t this an “interface” here? a meeting surface 

for two worlds.... sure, but which two?’80 In the pre-given world only things catch the 

omnipotent observer’s interest; in the socio-economic world, however, what becomes 

inter-esting, apart from and rather than the related things, (is) the relations—or should I 

say (non)relations—in-between these things. When the socio-economic entered the world 

of phusis (nature) it came not only to participate, to partake in its activities, that is to say, 

as a complement enriching a plenitude; it came to—at the same time—take it apart, to 

rearrange it, to redistribute it, and to take its place. 

The world of financial derivatives—of options and futures—is a socio-economic world 

indeed, a world dealing with (im)materials, that is to say, with, at once, both real (from 

the Latin res, thing, fact) things and imaginary no-things or relations (from the Latin re- 

and ferre, to carry or bear). Since the ‘Latin particle re-, which corresponds to the English 

“again” and “against,” properly denotes a turning back (upon oneself or itself) or an 
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opposition’81, the re-lational processes do not necessarily carry only real things between 

other real things or beings, but may just as well (or rather) turn back upon themselves, 

their own movements, that is to say, refer to no decidable referent besides their own 

carrying back and forth. To briefly introduce this, to say the least, ambiguous play space 

of derivatives, the volatile world of derivation, and the way in which derivatives operate, 

let us re-turn into Magritte’s image. At first the canvas appears to depict the same 

landscape as exists in reality as the view through the window; or, more precisely, re-

present that part of the landscape which is hidden from view by the canvas. The motif of 

the canvas thus seems to match perfectly the depicted landscape or reality outside the 

window; the space of the painting folds into the landscape, into the field, the forest, the 

road, and the cloudy sky; and the space of reality folds into the painted colours on the 

canvas. In other words, the resemblance between the primary reference, origin or model 

and the derived, secondary image or copy—that is, between canvas and landscape—

appears to be flawless. But, again, how do we know that the canvas actually depicts the 

reality it conceals? Is there a safe way to make sure that the painted tree on the canvas 

actually designates the true and stable presence of a (real or ideal) tree? Perhaps there is 

no true, presentable reality (whether rational or empirical) to be found behind the 

representing canvas. There is no possibility of verifying this presumed correspondence or 

representational connection since, obviously, neither climbing the real tree (referent) nor 

the indicated idea of this tree (signified) are options available to us. It would make little or 

no difference if Magritte’s picture was not a painting but a photography claiming to re-

produce nothing but naked facts (from the Latin facere, to do, make; akin to the Greek 

tithenai, to place, set), a factual tree; or if it was not a picture at all but a text written by 

Magritte, re-ferring to a real (ideal or empirical) tree: the canvas (signifier) would still be 

only the visible trace, the fictitious representation of the being-present of the absent, 

nonverifiable tree itself. That is to say, regardless of whether we thereby address the 

empirical tree (referent) or the ideal tree (signified). The space behind the canvas—the 

Old Greek tukhê, ‘chance, fate, or that which lies beyond human control’82, the 

undecidable, the social imaginary, the secret that is no secret (since nobody knows it), the 

unconscious, the imaginary, the unrepresentable—thus remains hidden, withdrawn from 

representation, resisting its calculating gaze. Hence, a representation, that is to say, the 

outcome or effect of a representational activity or process, is not a neutral or transparent 

mediator or medium at all—mediating between thought and things, consciousness and 

world—but a capricious naming mechanism, a gratuitous depiction, an unreliable copy, 

an aleatory event, a drifting derivative; the mark or trace of an absent presence which 

neither will nor ever can present or reveal itself in its own ideal or empirical being. 

Representation (the canvas) is all there (is). 
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As I read Magritte’s picture, the human condition appears to be an endless series of futile 

attempts to come to grips with, to seize, grasp or concept the essence of the world, the 

thing-in-itself; to try and render the inner truth of reality present to ourselves and 

others—to, in short, share the world (in the most ambiguous sense of the word). This 

necessarily restless endeavour—restless since there is no universal hook on which to hang 

such an all-encompassing explanation or under-standing—could be interstood as an effect 

of the perpetual confusion of the hidden landscape, the things represented (whether 

intelligible or sensible) and its representation (image, word, text, that is, any kind of 

fiction, tekhnê or medium), on the constant blurring of reality (that is, the given, the 

determinable, whether ideal or real) and the means or medium used to re-present or 

mediate it. Schematically this confusion occurs at two different boundaries, between two 

spheres, in two spaces at once: between our thoughts, ideas or imaginations and our 

representations on the one hand; and between our representations and the sensible, 

empirical reality on the other—in the ANDs of mind AND medium AND world. 

But why does this distraction occur? Simply, I would say, because we cannot secure, 

guarantee, root or anchor these (relationless) relations properly, because we cannot re-

present truthfully neither our thoughts nor reality, because we are trying to under-stand a 

world which lacks verifiable grounds, using a logic of roots and stable foundations. The 

obvious solution to every kind of representational dilemma or crisis is to produce 

explanations or re-presentations which, in one way or the other, order or organise these 

critical boundaries or spaces (the edge of, and/or the space covered by, the canvas), and 

then claim their validity by referring to some sort of transcendental centre, a 

metaphysical ground or foundation. ‘It is this principle of economy which.... turns a 

boundary or limit from a privation into a profit’83, from a problem into a solution, from a 

question into an answer: from chance into advantage. However, as Magritte so fabulously 

demonstrates (by grafting one painting onto another while exposing at the same time the 

very process of engrafting), a representation is not simply a re-presentation in the 

conventional sense, a derived, impoverished image of some-thing else that is presented in 

itself through the former; but ‘that in and through which at a given moment a world 

arises’84. Magritte’s image thus dis-plays the double process of representing: of 

categorising and ordering some-thing, meaning or referent (the undecidable space behind 

the canvas), as not-this-but-that AND the simultaneous folding back upon itself of 

representation; that is to say, by referring back to itself it doubles and hence becomes the 

absent presence it refers to. Put differently, Magritte reveals representation to be an 

ensemble comprising both the rendering—the act of making something appear and to 
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return, to repeat itself—of something and the represented, the what-is (itself). The 

monstrous logic of the ensemble, of play, of the simul, is thus to displace—that is, 

simultaneously either place or dis-place—the boundary between representation and that 

which is represented, between a derivative and (its) origin. The canvas, therefore, is 

neither real nor imaginary, ‘neither one nor the other and both at once, undecidable’85, 

the crude event of interpenetration: imaginary reality. 

In supplementary terms, instead of reflecting an already existing reality (real or ideal) the 

ensemble or simul replaces the unbearable absence of a safe boundary between the real 

and the imaginary, of a natural, primary and immediate presence (whether sensible or 

intelligible, referent or signified), with a substitute; it supplements the absence of 

presentable reality, that is, it adds itself to it and takes its place. Comprehended this way, 

the presentable reality thus appears as always already supplemented by its ensemble, the 

simul. It would seem to follow from this that the canvas in Magritte’s painting marks the 

original absence of reality, its fundamental lack of presence; that it represents (only) the 

substitution of the absent presence of reality to which the canvas is supposed to refer. 

Instead or in the place of referentiality there is addition and replacement. Instead of the 

standing before true presence of representation, there is the always already of the 

supplement. Instead of understanding there is interstanding. Instead of representation 

(there is) simulation. Instead of economic reality there are imaginary economic realities. 

In derivative terms, the sign, image, canvas, the supplement, occupying the middle 

nonground between representation and represented, between medium and reality 

(whether intelligible or sensible), between derivative and origin, procures or, better, 

derives-and-diverts what we refer to as reality (whether rational or empirical). The 

supplement supplies us with a derivation of reality—a derivation at once deriving or 

deviating from this reality—a derivative reality which exceeds and sur-passes the given, 

dual realms of, for instance, the real and the imaginary. However, the supplement ‘has 

not only the power of procuring an absent presence through its image; procuring it for us 

through the proxy of the sign, it holds it at a distance and masters it.’86 Operating at the 

undecidable boundary between the visible and the invisible, the real and the imaginary, in 

the  ‘gap between the state (or statement) of representation and the act of representing’87, 

the canvas, the simul, the supplementary act of derivation, makes and unmakes 

underlying, nonreferential realities. In economic terms, the supplementary derivative 

derives AND diverts economic realities, that is to say, economies which are at once 

neither (both) real nor (and) imaginary. Options and futures, decisions postponed into 

the future, choices concerning the not-yet, that which is about to be (esse) but never is, 
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never stops playing between (inter); opportunities in the making, in-coming, in-venting, 

possible security or danger, potential gain or loss, at one and the same time. The 

supplement not only derives but deviates from and diverts its underlying reality; the 

derivative not only supplements but adds itself to and replaces its underlying reality; the 

canvas plays with the landscape, the underlying reality, is being played by its other scene, 

the withdrawn, undecidable space behind its fictitious self. 

I have written this text on Magritte’s La condition humaine with a glance toward those 

who would look in an other direction if the canvas were to be removed from the easel, 

who would ‘turn their eyes away when faced by the as yet unnamable which is 

proclaiming itself and which can do so.... only under the nonspecies, in the formless, 

mute, infant, and terrifying form of monstrosity.’88 It is to this monstrous opening, the 

play space between mind AND medium, inter medium AND world, in the midst of the 

midst, the midst of the medium itself, that we must turn our gaze if we want to interstand 

the workings, the potential space, of financial derivatives. It is this midst that we must try 

and con-cept otherwise, to seize differently, if we are to experience financial derivation. 

 

Third preparation. Financial derivation, just like any undecidable, or, if you prefer, 

‘explanatory principle’89—must be approached through experimentation, can be grasped 

or, rather, intercepted—a seizing in abstracto—only by experience, only through 

experimenting; that is to say, only through the ‘experience and experiment of the 

possibility of the impossible: the testing of the aporia from which one may invent the 

only possible invention, the impossible invention.’90 Experience replaces knowledge, 

‘experimentation replaces interpretation’91. The experimental “knowledge” of which I am 

thinking here, could perhaps be interstood as what Richard Sotto has called ontological 

knowledge. ‘Ontological knowledge is what emerges from the confrontation of Beings in 

the variety of situations in which they find themselves. It is the set of all that is 

experienced by a human being and which constitutes its unique experience of that 

world.’92 

Experiencing and experimenting (from the common Latin root experiri, to try, attempt, 

test): to pass through, to travel through the aporia of impossibility93, to pursue the 

impossible, to go where it is not possible to go, to run up against the radically other, the 
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monstrous, the undecidable, the mysterious, the unknowable—the need to act or proceed 

where the way appears to be blocked, where the limit—the definition, the determination—

paralyses, the necessity to pursue a beyond that can never be reached. To experience and 

experiment ‘is to advance by navigating, to walk by traversing. And by traversing 

consequently a limit or border.’94 It means encountering that which cannot be anticipated 

or foreseen, the unexpectable, the “beyond”, that which is still to come, always to come—

that which cannot in principle come about. ‘There would be no experience without the 

waiting on the coming of the other, the coming of the event’95. There would be no 

experimentation without ambiguity (from the Latin ambigere, to wander about, go 

around, waver, dispute, argue, from ambi-, both, both ways, on both sides, around, about, 

and -igere, from agere, to drive, lead, act, do), without the roaming around on both sides 

of possibility and impossibility at one and the same time; that is to say, without acting 

simultaneously on either the side of possibility or on the side of impossibility. Hence, 

ambiguity ‘would be the experience that we are not able to experience.’96 Experiencing the 

ambiguous would be experimenting with the possibility of the impossible, attempting the 

impossible—again and again, endlessly. Experimenting would be inventing (from the 

Latin invenire, to find, from in, in, into, and venire, to come) the impossible, discovering 

that which is always still to come, which can never be reached or come about, 

inventing/discovering the coming of the other, the in-coming of radical otherness. This or 

that? No! Postpone the decision, unsecure the determinate, the categories, uproot the 

systems, traverse the givens. ‘It is a question of leaving the ordinary which fetters us to 

what we already know.’97 Experience is not knowledge, experimentation is not of the 

ordinary. The experiri of experience and experimentation is invention—tekhnê still in 

touch with tukhê, knowledge still attached to the unknowable, the ordinary still charmed 

by and engaged with the strange or unfamiliar—the capacity to at once seize and be 

seized, grasp and be grasped, the capability to play and be played at one and the same 

time. Experience experiment invent the economic! 

‘One experiments by constructing practices that one is prepared to abandon if their effects 

are intolerable.’98 This essay is such an experiment. It is a trial, an attempt at experiencing 

the in-vention of the other scene of financial derivation, the triton genos, the third kind or 

thing, the other of the bipolarity of real and speculative economics—a binary scheme pre-

venting the radically other from occurring, closing off the very possibility of otherness.  It 

is a series of exemplars, allusions, Derridaean double-clicks, artistic inventions, 
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deterritorialisations, translations, experimental jumps. In other words, this is an 

experiment which may create a progeny which no one wants to recognise, monstrous 

effects which perhaps at best only a few of us can find in our hearts to accept. Therefore, 

rather than arguing, disputing, debating the aftermath of my findings, I am prepared to 

withdraw my claims, to rest my case, to leave the courtroom, flee the territory, to lodge 

myself on other lines, to try new ‘lines of experimentation’99, to try, once more, to become 

otherwise, becoming-other. 

Trapped within the limits of consciousness and the conventions of writing and painting, 

Henri Michaux turned to the animals, to the insects, in order to find an escape-route, a 

line of flight, a new way of seizing the world. ‘Who have not wished to seize [saisir] more, 

seize better, seize differently.... ?.... What if I would try once more, by opening myself up 

permanently to those creatures in the world that see each other.... Insects, above all 

insects made their appearance.... Strange, I became more and more of an insect.... To 

want to seize them, the insects, to seize—had become the essential.... In the end SEIZE 

became nothing but pure dynamics [dynamisme], a seizing in abstracto[un saisir 

abstrait], or tended towards that. to seize / or not at all or with a mad intensity seize.... 

Transform myself into an insect to better seize.... seize / the will to seize, the seizing  filled 

me / I was solely this, was it too much / seized mind, the entire being seized / cut off, 

invaded / seize and get the seizeness in the seizing’s own way.... What I particularly strove 

to attain was the movement.... the initial, essential, fundamental movement, the one that 

one would be able to experience blindfoldedly.... The animals, the humans, the gestures 

are no longer the problem, but the situations are.... To through signs seize a situation, 

marvel! What transformation!.... Translate, pursue, follow.... To seize and abandon 

oneself more and more, seize the tendency, seize the accent, the allure, the space. Seize 

the underlying [Saisir ce qui sous-tend].... Seize: Translate. And all is translation on every 

level, in every direction.... Ignorances, detours, aberrations / towards further unseizables 

/ vers accomplissement.’100 
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Following Michaux; pursuing him, haunting him, mimicking his steps, working or passing 

through his exemplar—a sort of empathy, a capacity for partaking in (without taking 

part), vicariously experiencing, the very mobility of his movements—we encounter the 

four different stages in the generative activity, the geno-practice I call experimentation. 

(1) The system: Michaux finds himself entrapped by reproduction, he is stuck, caught 

within the order of representation, unable to get out, a shortcoming, a kind of deadlock 

situation, all-ready; all is determined, decided, organised, categorised, defined, 

systematised, segmented, closed off, controlled in accordance with the logic of the binary 

machine. Secured. (2) The diversion: with ‘the prudence of the experimenter’101 Michaux 
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prepares himself: studying the movements of animals, rehearsing his style of painting and 

writing, practising the act of seizing insects, countless repetitions, variations; attempting 

over and over again to undermine and overturn the system of representation, to digress 

its bipolarity, suspend its binarity, uproot its system, unsecure it, place it in-tension, in 

continuous variation, put it into play, open it up to its own play-space; trying to become 

an insect in order to better grasp, grasp differently—not by pretending or imitating, not by 

being like an insect, but by becoming-insect. (3) The crisis: Michaux, wavering on a 

threshold, balancing on a limit, at the boundary between man and insect, neither/nor, a 

turning point, simultaneously either insect or man, in-tension, limits de-limit, total con-

fusion, seizing the insects, seized by the insects, a double capture: seize and be seized, a 

condition of instability, man AND insect, incessant fluctuations oscillations volatility, 

vertiginous mobility, in-between, undecidability, ambiguity, indeterminate lability, 

paralysis, a ‘potential space’102, an opening towards the impossible. Aporia. (4) The 

invention: lines of flight, pure movements, sheer dynamics, nomadic motions, action, 

absolute risk, mutations, transformations, deterritorialisations, hybridisations, 

displacements; becoming-other, not what one IS but what one is CAPABLE of; in-

ventions, waiting for the future, attempting the impossible; event, happening; 

unforeseeable destination. Michaux puts everything at stake, he acts, makes the leap, 

risks it all, himself, the insects, seizes the middle, the AND between man AND animal, 

seizes the insects in abstracto, seizes their movements, their futures, what is always still to 

come; at the very same time Michaux himself is seized by the other, the outside of the 

binary machine, the in-between, the translation between-two; Michaux situates himself 

AND is situated (from the Latin sinere, to place, lay AND to leave, let go) between himself 

and his other, empathy, the becoming-animal of Michaux AND the becoming-Michaux of 

the insects, ‘each encounters the other, a single becoming which is not common to the 

two, since they have nothing to do with one another, but which is between the two, which 

has its own direction, a bloc of becoming, an a-parallel evolution’103, a double seizure of 

which all that can be stated is that ‘nothing happened.... And yet everything has 

changed.’104 Experimentation, the pure dynamics of seizing, the absolute movement of 

capturing, of what one is capable of—deterritorialising movements, lines of flight. 

Experimentation, indeed, is a generative activity. ‘There is no creation without 

experiment.’105 Likewise, there is no experimentation without in-vention, without the in-

coming of otherness, without the addressing of the other, without an openness towards 

the future—an openness constantly running the risk of going adrift, astray, of getting lost. 
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‘As soon as you address the other, as soon as you are open to the future, as soon as you 

have a temporal experience of waiting for the future, of waiting for someone to come: that 

is the opening of experience’106, the possibility of failure. Experience reserves a space, a 

play-space, a situation that cannot be foreseen; it ‘evokes a space that is not given in 

advance but that opens as one advances’107, that becomes en route. Experience ‘deals in 

the continuous and unfinished; it is what is forever approached but never attained, what 

is always approximated but never fully realised.’108 Experiencing is preparing (oneself) for 

something to come, in-vention, the in-coming of an absolute surprise, it is that which 

unsecures, uproots, seizes differently, without reaching, holds while letting go, that which 

one is capable of, escape, experimentation, reiteration ... AND ... AND ... AND ... 

Experiencing is, in a certain sense, intimately connected to empiricism, to a radical 

empiricism, an ‘empiricism which is in no way a positivism.’109 Empiricism (from the 

Greek peiran, to try, attempt, experiment, akin to peran, to pass through, poros, ford, 

passage, path, poreuein, to convey, and the Sanskrit piparti, he brings over) is the mode 

or functioning of experimentation, the way it works. Experimentation is the means of 

experience, the medium in and through which experience inter-stands the world (whether 

inner or outer, private or collective). Empiricism is inter-ested in this medium, the pure 

relations of the medium, in the very milieu of experience, the inter-place or dis-place of 

experimentation, the in-between, the midst of things, where worlds not only come alive, 

but, in the existential sense of the word, live. ‘Things do not begin to live except in the 

middle. In this respect what is it that the empiricists found, not in their heads, but in the 

world, which is like a vital discovery, a certainty of life which, if one really adheres to it, 

changes one’s way of life? It is not the question “Does the intelligible come from the 

sensible?” but a quite different question, that of relations. Relations are external to their 

terms. “Peter is smaller than Paul”, “The glass is on the table”: relations are neither 

internal to one of the terms which would consequently be subject, nor to two together. 

Moreover, a relation may change without the terms changing. One may object that the 

glass is perhaps altered when it is moved off the table, but that is not true. The ideas of the 

glass and the table, which are the true terms of the relations, are not altered. Relations are 

in the middle, and exist as such. This exteriority of relations is not a principle, it is a vital 

protest against principles. Indeed if one sees in it something which runs through life, but 

which is repugnant to thought, then thought must be forced to think it, one must make 

relations the hallucination point of thought, an experimentation which does violence to 

thought. Empiricists are not theoreticians, they are experimenters: they never interpret, 
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they have no principles. If one takes this exteriority of relations as a conducting wire or as 

a line, one sees a very strange world unfold, fragment by fragment: a Harlequin’s jacket or 

patchwork, made up of solid parts and voids, blocs and ruptures, attractions and 

divisions, nuances and bluntnesses, conjunctions and separations, alternations and 

interweavings, additions which never reach a total and subtractions whose remainder is 

never fixed.’110 

Empiricism, in the sense I am discussing it here, that is to say, as a kind of errancy, thus 

encounters the medium of the world itself, the world not as but simply pure relation; it 

attempts to seize otherwise the relational world, the world of the socius, to capture 

differently the inter-place where people live and dwell (from the Old English dwellan, to 

lead astray, go astray; akin to Old High German twellen, to tarry, delay, hinder, hesitate, 

to the Old Nordic dvelja, to delay, dvöl, delay, to the Gothic dwalmon, to be mad, the Old 

English dol, foolish, the Old Nordic dul, concealment, conceit, the Old Irish dall, blind, 

and to the Greek tholeros, muddy, troubled)—the dwelling-place of humanity, to put it 

briefly. To grasp this inter-world, the human milieu, the midst of the human, the human 

AND, one must risk getting lost, going astray, to deviate from the principle path, to err 

from the set standards, to delay the decision, hinder oneself from judging too fast, 

hesitate before the given, that which we tend to take for granted, act foolish, without 

thinking first, jeopardise one’s theoretical sanity, venture going empirically mad. Radical 

empiricism is a quixotic adventure, the possibility of being mistaken, the potentiality of 

the detour, and as such it is indeed a risky business, a disquieting affair, a dangerous way 

to travel or go about when it comes to doing research; it is the line of flight of re-search, 

the line on which social science escapes its foundations or under-standings, on which it 

attempts to think in another way, to rethink and get out of the conceptual oppositions 

constitutive of metaphysics, the binary thought systems, the con-ceptual frameworks used 

to define, to in-formalise and thereby grasp, that is to say, con-cept the world. ‘On lines of 

flight there can no longer be but one thing. life-experimentation. One never knows in 

advance’111. ‘The departure is radically empiricist. It proceeds like a wandering thought on 

the possibility of itinerary and of method. It is affected by its nonknowledge as by its 

future and it ventures out deliberately.’112 The perils involved in this venture is also 

indicated through the archaeology of empiricism, by the close affinity between the Greek 

word peiran, to try, attempt, experiment, the Old English fær, sudden danger, disaster, 

the Old High German fara, ambush, danger, the Old Nordic far, harm, misfortune, the 

Latin periculum, attempt, peril, and the Old English faran, to go or travel. In other words, 

when re-searching the midst of the human milieu, the sociability of economics, the 
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economy of sociability, we must proceed ‘in a radically empiricist manner—that is, in a 

manner incapable of justifying itself entirely’113, incapable of describing in advance 

neither the chosen route, or the objects of one’s questioning. The route must rather be 

uprooted, uprouted, the placing of the research object must be dis-placed, de-termined, 

unsecured. But where, in all this, should we begin? ‘We must begin wherever we are’, 

writes Derrida again, ‘in a [con]text where we already believe ourselves to be.’114 I begin 

where I stand, not where I understand, but where I interstand, in the midst of everything. 

Follow me! 

In the midst of the economy, in the potential space or AND of economics, is reiteration ... 

AND ... AND ... AND ... the possibility of the economy being repeated differently, the 

Ursprung  of economy. ‘The word is composed of Ur, primordial, and Sprung, spring or 

leap. This is well known.... What is less familiar but no less important, however, is that the 

word Sprung in German can also mean crack, fissure. And this is precisely what is 

involved in the process of repetition: the irreducibility of a certain constitutive crack or 

break—the Ur-Sprung, the primordial crack.’115 Hence in the midst of the economy there 

is an originary opening, the possibility of being repeated, iterability, of being repeated 

otherwise, iterability. If I—in the context of economics—were to give this structure of 

iterability a name, I would call it derivation; that is to say, derivation as the simultaneous 

deriving AND deviating of every supposed economic origin or underlying economy. On 

the one hand derivation is the truthful re-presenting, the proper repeating of the 

economy. ‘That is to say, in order to be apprehended or identified as such.... every 

[underlying economy] must be re-cognizable, re-peatable. It never can present itself 

simply once. Taking this argumentation one step further: in order to be cognizable.... [an 

economy] must be re-cognizable as the same, which in turns presupposes a process of 

com-parison and repetition. It must be compared with earlier instances of itself in order 

to be recognizable as a self, as an identity. This process of repetitive comparison, out of 

which self-sameness emerges and which it therefore must pass through, introduces an 

element of heterogeneity, of otherness, into the constitution of the same.’116 This errant 

otherness is nothing but the rest or remnant of economics, an economic disposal, what 

remains, is left over after everything is regulated, systematised, ordered, re-presented, re-

peated, set in place, secured, decided; it is that which deviates, escapes the repetitive 

orderings, placings, the re-productions of the economic system, that which 

deterritorialises the economy; it is the economy’s other, its alterity, the absence of 

presentable economy, deviant economics—the primordial crack which splits the economy 
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while constituting it117, which re-peats the economy while iter-ating it otherwise, 

differently, disposing the economy while dis-posing (of) it. 

Hence, what is decisive in derivation is this while, a logic which escapes the logic of 

presence, ‘which is to say, logic as it has generally been elaborated in Western philosophy. 

For the dynamics of iterability replaces a logic of presence by what might be called a 

graphics of simultaneity, in which, for instance, what comes after also and simultaneously 

comes before.... Which is to say, a certain coming after emerges here as also the condition 

under which anything can come to be in the first place. If, however, what comes to be only 

does so by coming after, the most precise way to describe this paradoxical kind of event is 

as a coming-to-pass. [Derivation] does not simply take place. It does not simply come, 

stay a while and then depart. It comes to pass. It arrives only in passing, or inversely, it is 

only in passing that it arrives.’118 Something primordial springs or leaps from the 

economy, an extremely creative and powerful movement, an economic line of flight, a 

betrayal, a line of experimentation, of reiterative derivation, which at one and the same 

time institutes and preserves the economy AND opens it up to its own destabilisation and 

transformation: deriving the economy into security while unsecuring it, diverting it from 

this selfsame security. This nonfoundational movement is what I set out to study, which I, 

with the sobriety of an experimenter, will attempt to seize in and through this essay, 

which I have now prepared myself to affirm, to experience: the movements of the other of 

economy, the possibilities of economics, the in-coming or in-vention of the economic 

future. How will I do this? Come with me! Let me demonstrate! Follow me! ‘Lodge 

yourself on a stratum, experiment with the opportunities it offers, find an advantageous 

place on it, find potential movements of deterritorialization, possible lines of flight, 

experience them, produce flow conjunctions here and there, try out continuums of 

intensities segment by segment, have a small plot of new land at all times.’119 

‘“This—is now my way: where is yours?” Thus I answered those who asked me “the way”. 

For the way—does not exist!’120 That is why I must tell you again. Follow me. Come, yes, 

yes.... 
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THE OM EXEMPLAR: 

AN EMPIRICAL RHIZOME 

 

 

Method of this work: literary montage. I have 

nothing to say, only to show. 

   —Walter Benjamin, in Susan Buck- 

   Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing 

 

 

Exordia 

If the financial world were a circus, the organisers of derivatives markets would 

doubtlessly be dancing on the high wire. Observing the performing of these financial 

equilibrists creates the same feeling in the pit of my stomach as when I am watching a 

tightrope-walker carrying out her act without a safety net twenty meters above the 

manège. In order to (de)scribe this financial balancing act, what might be going on up 

there in the thin air of financials, to have at least some chance of comprehending even the 

minutest movements of their supple limbs, their derivational skills, I believe one must 

defy one’s worst nightmares concerning both theoretical heights and empirical depths, 

and “letterally” ride on the backs of these tiger-striped artists. Indeed, when ‘hanging in 

dreams on the back of a tiger’121, the financial world looks very different, strange—even 

uncanny. What I propose to do in and through this chapter, is to try and introduce you—

the reader who might not be too familiar with financial instruments like options and 

futures—to the world of financial derivation. In other words, I am writing this empirical 

text, or, rather, translating or transcribing it, with the ambition to create a play space, an 

empirical dwelling-place in which you may experience the workings of financial 

derivation on your own terms, so to speak, without me intervening too much, without me 

mediating your impressions more than absolutely necessary. 

Therefore, I am writing or, rather, grafting this text not as an all-encompassing empirical 

story, the all-inclusive narrative of financial derivation, but as a rhizome, a rhizome-text. 

A rhizome has neither beginning nor end, it opens up and flows in a myriad of directions, 

like grass, it grows in the middle, in-between states, in the middle of dynamic movements, 

from the middle, forming relays, creating lines, between completely heterogeneous 

thoughts, things and happenings. A rhizome (is) a horizontal, non-hierarchical 
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assemblage, a lateral machinic network, the vivid workings of a net-work, capable of 

connecting to anything other, necessarily connecting to anything other—potential 

relations, im-possible couplings between aleatory events. A rhizome is always in the 

middle of a path, in the midst of something; it is nothing but middle, the (narrative) 

milieu itself, where we inevitably are AND are not, relationless relation, relation without 

relation, at one and the same time connecting AND disconnecting incompatibilities. A 

rhizome-text is a text (from the Latin texere, to weave; closely related to the Greek 

tekhnê) which ‘is stitched by pleating and plaiting, splicing and grafting lines that connect 

in circuits that are never fully integrated.’122 

A rhizomic text does not have a particular plan, an Ariadnean thread, an all-ready thought 

out strategy, is never outlined in advance, it does not construe a certain plot or build up a 

specific scenario, it does not tell this or that story, does not follow a certain story line or 

theme, however intricate or mysterious. It is, if you like, hypertextual. It does not provide 

guide-lines, lines of understanding, but lines which may turn or be turned into lines of  

flight, escape-lines, lines of volatility, of continuous variation, lines of experimentation, of 

deterritorialisation, lines of interstanding—that is to say, lines which ‘allow one to tell 

several stories at the same time.... It is in no way a question of different points of view on 

a single story understood as the same, for these points remain subject to a rule of 

convergence. It is, on the contrary, a matter of different and divergent narratives, as 

though to each point of view there corresponded an absolutely distinct landscape.’123 

Hence, do not do as I tell you, do as I write. Accept my invitation: Use the—perhaps 

sometimes disjointed, bewildering or even contradictory—fragmentary fibres, the grafting 

lines of the empirical rhizome below, as critical turning-points, reference points for an 

experiment, points reserved for double-clicks (thus turning into lines), for potential 

uprootings, for affirmative unsecurings: for ‘finding a way out, or even a way in, another 

side, a hallway, an adjacency.’124 ‘Experiment, never interpret.’125 

 

A few words on OM 

OM, the Swedish derivatives market for standardised options and futures contracts was 

inaugurated on 12 June 1985. In 1989 OM founded OM London, The London Securities & 

Derivatives Exchange (OMLX), and linked it, in real-time, to OM Stockholm. This way 

one single market place in two countries was created, offering the customers of the 

respective exchanges the possibility to utilise the liquidity in each others domestic 
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markets. OM Stockholm and OM London, subsidiaries to OM Gruppen AB, are 

authorised exchanges and clearing organisations in their respective markets. ‘The main 

function of the exchanges is to provide marketplace and clearing services. These can 

either be used in combination or separately.... In providing this type of service, OM 

Stockholm and the OMLX exchange have both a marketplace function, where buyers and 

sellers are brought together and information relating to the latest bid, ask and paid prices 

is disseminated, and a clearing service which comprises the administrative and guarantee 

functions for trading in financial instruments.’126 

‘In 1995 an agreement was signed with the Oslo Stock Exchange and the Norwegian 

Futures and Options Clearing House. In short, the agreement means that OM will open its 

electronic marketplace to the Oslo Stock Exchange and its members’127 The exchanges 

were linked together in February 1997. During the second half of 1997 ‘OM will link up 

with the Finnish derivatives market thereby creating a joint Finnish-Swedish marketplace 

for equity derivatives. The trading links with the Oslo Stock Exchange and the Finnish 

derivatives exchange are two very important steps towards a Nordic exchange structure 

which, in an international perspective, is attractive to both new and existing customers. 

Negotiations with the Stockholm Stock Exchange which started in 1996, will have a direct 

bearing on how competitive this new Nordic exchange structure will be. If we arrive at a 

good solution, the Nordic region, Sweden and Stockholm will have ample opportunities to 

be competitive in the long-term as a financial marketplace in a Europe where in a few 

years time there will only be a few financial networks which are capable of attracting new 

liquidity. It is my resolute ambition that the Nordic exchange structure shall be developed 

into one such network.’128 In November 1997 OM merged with the Stockholm Stock 

Exchange; together they comprise the business unit ‘Stockholm Exchanges.’129 Here you 

can catch a glimpse of OM’s strategic objective: ‘The universal exchange’, that is, ‘an 

exchange and clearing organisation which creates solutions for market needs, regardless 

of national boundaries, financial instruments or underlying assets.’130 

‘OM’s home market comprises the world’s financial and commodities markets.’131 ‘The 

OM Group’s business concept is to create opportunities for financial risk management 

through the establishment, development and operation of markets and clearing 

organisations for financial instruments. OM offers technology and know-how related to 
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this business concept, for example information and network services.’132 Or, put 

differently, ‘OM’s business deals with creating solutions for the market’s needs—

regardless of what commodity is traded.’133 These two statements could perhaps be seen 

as variations ‘of the same underlying concept that has driven OM’s progress through the 

years. The creation of distribution capacity by making the marketplace available to all 

qualified players, regardless of their geographical location.’134 

‘OM is a public company; its shares have been listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange 

since 1987. During 1997, OM left the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s A-list, where the shares 

had been quoted since 1991. At present, the OM share is quoted on the O-list.’135 In 1997 

the operating income before tax amounted to SEK 422 million. During the year, an 

average of 172 220 equity and interest rate-related contracts were traded daily. Through 

the merger between OM and the Stockholm Stock Exchange, the new business unit, 

Stockholm Exchanges, becomes the biggest exchange in northern Europe. ‘Together with 

the OMLX exchange, OM Stockholm constitutes one of the most liquid marketplaces for 

derivatives trading in Europe, particularly for equity-related products. At present, for 

instance, OM is the third largest stock options exchange in Europe.’136 OM’s principal 

sources of income are volume-based transaction fees, technology and systems sales, and 

facility management services. At year-end, the total number of employees at OM was 335. 

OM is organised in three divisions: Exchange & Clearing, Systems International, and 

Financial Services. ‘The business concept of the Exchange & Clearing Division is to create 

opportunities for effective risk management.’137 ‘The Systems International Division’s 

business concept is the development, sales and operation of computer systems for 

exchanges and clearing organisations.’138 ‘The main objective of the Financial Services 

Division is to manage OM’s assets to achieve good returns against defined risk parameters 

in order to secure the group’s financial strength and solvency.’139 This, however, is old 

news, since towards the end of 1995 ‘OM was reorganized. The new organisation is flatter 

and is intended to enhance the conditions  for a natural integration between OM’s 

transaction and technology arms. In the new organisation all business is carried out 

within the six operating subsidiaries’140. The first pair is OM Stockholm, an authorised 
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exchange and clearing house in Sweden, and OMLX, the London Securities & Derivatives 

Exchange, a recognised Investment Exchange in the United Kingdom. The second pair is 

OM Systems International and OM Technology. ‘In OM Technology the group’s 

information technology resources such as operations, delivery and systems development 

have been pooled. A newly formed OM Systems International will operate parallel to OM 

Technology as a pure marketing and sales organisation.’141 The third pair is VPA and 

Lendtech. VPA ‘has two primary areas of operation—back office services and settlement 

and custody services. Lendtech.... acts as an intermediary and administrator for stock 

lending transactions’142. 

A year later OM describes its organisation as follows: ‘OM is the market leader in the field 

of transaction technology and related services and products. This transaction-

technological expertise can be divided into three areas: transaction, technology and 

facility management.’143 OM’s transaction-related operations comprise Lendtech and 

OM’s two exchanges, OM Stockholm and OMLX. ‘OM provides a wide range of 

marketplace and clearing services related to all asset classes—bonds, currencies, stocks 

and commodities. Currently 177 banks and brokerage firms from 13 countries have access 

to parts or to the entire range of OM’s marketplace and clearing services.’144 ‘The majority 

of OM’s technology resources are gathered within OM Technology. VPA also has a 

department for the operation and development of its back office systems, Finess. OM 

Technology develops, delivers and operates the rest of OM’s systems related product 

portfolio OM Systems International is a pure sales and marketing company working with 

OM’s systems related portfolio.... The OM CLICK Exchange System is currently the 

world’s most popular electronic trading system.... The OM SECUR Clearing System.... 

represents a new generation of clearing systems of which OM is still the only supplier.... 

Through OM Stockholm and VPA.... OM offers different services under the name of 

facility management. Facility management means that the operation of different parts of 

the business are contracted out. Through outsourcing their support functions, companies 

and organisations can reduce their costs, increase their quality of service and focus their 

resources on their core business. VPA offers a service whereby it contracts to run banks 

and brokerage firms’ back office departments (“back office for hire”).145 ‘During 1998, OM 

VPA’s services will be more closely integrated with the marketplace and clearing services 

that OM offers through OM Stockholm and OMLX Exchange.... The recently established 
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company OM New Markets is to function as a research and development resource for the 

business area.’146 

 

Law as the condition of possibility of the real 

The Swedish derivatives market was delivered out of a crisis in the Swedish economy, 

procured by an attempt made by OM to introduce financial derivatives into the economy. 

The actual event was, you might think, a rather trivial incident, concerning the question 

as to whether a derivative should be considered a värdepapper or a fondpapper. These 

two Swedish words are quite difficult to translate properly into English, since both 

designate some sort of market paper, valuable paper or security. The issue, however, did 

not concern the proper translation of words, but rather whether or not derivatives were 

translatable into the financial phenomena already listed in the section of the law 

designating fondpapper, namely the two acts called Fondkommisssionslagen and Lagen 

om Stockholms fondbörs. The question was: Are derivatives of the same category or 

species as stocks or shares? If they were, then they should be traded exclusively on the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange; and, accordingly, they were no concern of OM’s. However, 

since a derivative, it was argued, was not a stock—it obviously did not, like a stock, 

represent a share of a company—it could not be considered to be a fondpapper.147 A 

derivative should rather be seen as a värdepapper, and as such it was not regulated by 

any legislation. Consequently, when this legal obstacle was removed, the way was paved 

for OM to revise the economy, to institute, on a more permanent basis, the Swedish 

derivatives market. However, a new law had to be written, regulating the handling and 

trading of these, for most people barely heard of, financial creatures. Said and done, after 

getting a thorough education in the art of financial derivation at OM, the legislator’s 

investigators went back to their chambers to make the proper preparations and inscribe 

the new law. When the law was accepted (in 1991/92) a new economic reality had finally 

been established. As Dag Sehlin, one of the originators of this market/company said to 

me: ‘The truth lies in the judicial conditions.’148 “Are you saying that economic realities 

are textual, that the derivative economy is written?”, I asked him. “Yes, of course”, he 

answered me, “that is why OM has always, right from the very beginning, put down a 

tremendous amount of work and energy into the production of texts, on getting the words 

right.... This work received the highest priority possible during my stay at OM. Without it, 

I dare say, there would not be any OM, no derivatives market.” 
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About markets 

‘The capital markets are an important part of the infra-structure in a developed economy. 

These markets have two main tasks: to redistribute savings from sectors and investors 

with a surplus of capital to others who need capital for different purposes and to offer 

investors the possibilities to limit or redistribute the risk and uncertainty which are 

always associated with economic activities.’149 ‘The capital market may be divided into two 

main areas namely the credit market (the market for loaned capital) and the stock market 

(the risk capital market or the market for equity capital). The credit market in turn, may 

be divided into the bond market which comprises the short-term borrowings and the 

money market which comprises the long-term borrowings.’150 ‘The capital market is one 

of the markets which is considered to play a central role in our economy.’151 

‘In conformity with other markets, the trade in the capital market is done at prices which 

are determined by supply and demand. In order for the price to be “correct”, all the 

relevant information concerning the assets must be known to the actors in the market. 

Therefore, one may say that the capital market just as other markets supplies 

information. The more information is supplied, the more accurately  the actors can judge 

for example how effective a company is, and on the basis of this put a market price on the 

securities issued by that company. However, it is not simply the scope and content of the 

information which is of importance. It is just as important that the information is 

distributed effectively to all the actors in the market. If the information would be incorrect 

or incomplete, there is the risk that the investors’ trust in the market will decrease. This, 

in turn, may lead to the market’s effectiveness being deteriorated and that for example the 

state’s and the trade and industry’s financing is made more expensive. Distorted 

information may thus harm both capital procurers and investors, something which also 

has negative effects upon the national economy. Therefore, great demands should be 

placed upon the information, not only by issuers of securities but also upon the trading of 

securities itself.’152 

‘In practice, the capital market centres on different securities. Shares, bonds and 

commercial papers are the most common.’153 ‘Securities exchanges are the marketplaces 

where supply and demand meet. An efficient marketplace reduces the costs involved for 

the market participants in their search for a counterpartner, and access to information is 

made equitable. It becomes possible for many to participate in the market, which in turn 
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increases efficiency.’154 ‘The capital market is a lubricant which makes society work 

better.’155 ‘Its task is to see to it that money is channelled, inexpensively and efficiently, 

into the productive units of society. Good liquidity is a prerequisite for attracting 

investors to the capital market. Moreover, there must be tools, that is, derivative 

instruments (options, futures, et cetera), with which to palliate the risks involved in 

possessing securities. Options and futures are thus a lubricant for oiling the capital 

market’s mechanical cogs.’156 

‘Functionally, the capital markets perform the just mentioned main tasks in three 

different, but among themselves closely connected contexts: In the primary market 

companies and others issue risk capital instruments (mainly shares) and debt 

instruments (bonds and different types of short-term borrowings). In the secondary 

market investors may shift their investment from one security to another, from one 

security to cash, or vice versa, according to his own needs and judgements. The options 

and futures market offers possibilities for the investors to redistribute the risks connected 

with the possession of shares and debt instruments. None of the mentioned markets can 

work effectively without the others.... In practice, no sharp organisational boundary can 

be drawn between the primary and the secondary markets.’157 ‘Through the introduction 

of option and futures trading, different parts of formerly detached markets have been 

brought closer to one another.’158 ‘The existence of a functioning options and futures 

market means.... that a more complete capital market has arisen.’159 

 

The emergence of exchanges 

‘If a great number of physical and juridical persons are owners of for example shares in 

the same company, one may expect that there is someone who wants to convert his 

holding of shares into money. For this money he may want to buy shares in another 

company. If it concerns many shareholders, it follows that many of them simultaneously 

are interested in exchanging shares for money or vice versa. With this a market in shares 

arises. In a market where all the sellers make contact with all the buyers great search costs 

arise. It hence takes time to find out what the best price is. This type of trading pattern is 

possible if the market consists of a few actors who trade in a limited number of securities. 

To reduce the information problems it is natural that brokers pass on to collecting buy 
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and sell interests and that some brokers pass on to trading on their own account. Thereby 

the base is set for a so called market maker market. 

In such a trading system, all the actors take positions of their own and several actors act 

as market makers in the trading. The search problems thus become smaller than in the 

trading system described earlier, since one may be content with approaching those who 

act as market makers in order to form an opinion of the price of a security. The system, 

however, is characterised by price dissemination and by relatively high information costs. 

In such a market it may turn out that for example the same share is sold at different 

prices, since one does not spend enough time finding out where the best price may be 

obtained. A market with market makers is more efficient than the first described trading 

system, but it is still not quite efficient since all the information available is not gathered 

in the same place. 

In the case where the trading is tied to a central marketplace the search costs are 

minimised. The function of the marketplace is to gather together purchase and selling 

orders. The bids which are far from each other are sorted out. Thereby, the price 

information will reflect the best purchase price and the best selling price and it becomes 

accessible. The search costs are minimised. In such a trading system, everyone but the 

marketplace may take positions of their own. When the trade is organised in this manner, 

it has the character of exchange trade where the central market place constitutes the 

actual exchange. 

The exchange’s function in a market organised in the way thus described, is to work out 

rules for the trade and for the information and supervision. Furthermore, it shall look 

after the collection of price information, make possible exchange transactions and 

continually report to the market participants what has happened. Moreover, it must 

assume the responsibility for the transaction-technical data concerning the trade. The 

gathering up of purchase and selling orders and the fixing of the paid price may be done 

in various ways. Traditionally, the exchange trade has functioned like an auction market, 

that is, the traders meet in a place and call out the prices at which they are willing to 

trade. 

Progress has now led to that trade instead may be carried out in a computerised system. 

Hence, it is the computer which gathers up and ranks the purchase and selling orders 

which have been entered into the computer system, and registers the exchange 

transactions which are executed. This means that one no longer has need for a physical 

marketplace in the same way as before. The electronic trading thus makes possible a 

decentralised bidding and a centralised fixing of prices. Computer technology is one of the 
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factors which has lead to that the public debate has thought that a problem of 

delimitation has arisen concerning the definition of what an exchange is.’160 

‘An exchange as a physical trading place, where people meet eye to eye to do business, will 

increasingly be replaced by a computer screen placed directly on the trader’s desk. 

Exchanges will become domestic nodes in a boundless, electronic network. Accessibility 

will be the key word in the future. The product and the market will go to the investor, and 

not vice versa.’161 ‘The emergence of electronic exchanges means physical presence is not 

required to trade on the marketplace; trading is conducted on an electronic transaction 

network.’162 ‘An electronic marketplace using the OMnet is free from time or geographic 

restraints thus making it the fully equipped marketplace for future international trading 

activities.’163 The new meeting place is projected into the sphere of simulation, into 

cyberspace, to a place which is no longer a place but a dis-place, situated everywhere and 

anywhere ‘in the electronic galaxy.’164 ‘[A]n electronic transactions exchange is the best 

way to make the market forces work.’165 

‘The world is becoming an increasingly intensive marketplace.’166 ‘A market place should 

be seen as a service producing business.... The service produced is transformability 

[omsättningsbarhet], or in more financial terms, liquidity.167 ‘CLICK your own market 

scenery. With a trader station on your desk, you have the whole market available in front 

of you, connected through the OM network to the central marketplace. You always have a 

correct real-time view of the entire market with price information and the ticker on the 

screen.... CLICK the marketplace at your place. With CLICK Trading you can trade in the 

marketplace simply by CLICKING on your trader station.’168 ‘This means that the 

exchange is “located” wherever there is a connected workstation.’169 ‘For individual 

traders, the computer screen will be the marketplace of the future where he or she will 

choose the information and those products in which they are interested.’170 
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Three characteristics of the derivatives market 

The derivatives market has got three distinguishing features: the clearing, the 

standardisation of its products, and the derivatives’ duplicity. OM offers their customers 

two services: a market place, an ‘intermediary service, where buyers and sellers meet, and 

a so called clearing service, where buyers and sellers are separated.’171 Through the latter 

operation, the clearing, OM, or more precisely, its clearing organisation, enters into every 

exchange transaction, disengages the buyer and the seller, posits itself between them, 

and, finally, substitutes itself for both by selling to the former and, at the very same time, 

purchasing from the latter. This double transaction means that OM never holds a position 

on the market on its own account, but rather plays (in-between) the two positions, 

attaining thereby a kind of neutrality. With OM (the clearing house) as the counterparty 

in every exchange transaction, the former contracting parties no longer need to worry 

about each others creditworthiness and ability to fulfil made commitments; since by 

guaranteeing that every contract will be fulfilled, this risk is taken over by the 

intermediary clearing house. This way the market players, that is, the ‘buyers and sellers 

in the derivatives market can fully concentrate their efforts on assessing the derivatives’ 

specific risks and opportunities.’172 

The next characteristic rudimentary to the derivatives market, is the standardisation of its 

contracts or products (that is, the contract’s underlying asset, size, lifetime and exercise 

price have been specified in advance), a procedure designed to making the same kind of 

contracts comparable to each other. ‘The unique thing about today’s [derivatives] markets 

is not the options and futures ideas as such. Options.... have existed as long as man has 

been making business. What is unique is rather the very standardisation and the fact that 

one and the same institution (the clearing house) acts as counter party on both sides of 

every transaction. Through this standardisation the option can be the object of 

continuous trade and pricing. Furthermore, the contracting parties in the market do not 

have to concern themselves with each other’s credit rating. The intermediary clearing 

house guarantees every transaction and therefore makes its own demands upon those 

who want to participate in the trading. Buyers and sellers in the options market may 

concentrate their efforts completely upon assessing specific risks and opportunities in the 

options. In a similar manner, parts of the market for futures contracts have been 

standardised.’173 ‘By standardisation is meant that only certain determined identical 

contractual claims can be used in the options contracts’174, ‘that on the market is traded 
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only options contracts which contain the same rights and obligations.’175 Standardisation 

is a prerequisite for a secondary market, since in this way contracts become easier to buy 

and sell, that is, the derivatives can become the objects of continuous trade and price 

making; this in turn facilitates the creation of a liquid secondary market. 

The third characteristic of the derivatives market is the doubleness of its products. A 

derivative is an economic hybrid. On the one hand it is a juridical contract, a forceful 

financial tool offering the possibility of, or imposing the obligation to buy or sell its 

underlying security (whether shares, bonds, indices, interest rates, currencies or 

commodities). On the other hand a derivative is also a commodity which can be bought or 

sold to the highest bidder on a secondary financial market; a characteristic which, at the 

very moment when an exchange transaction is executed, in a certain way, frees it from all 

necessary claims to a specific, referential underlying asset or security. To exemplify this 

other side of derivatives, what could be more commodious than paraphrasing one of 

Derrida’s most well-known statements: There is nothing outside the (financial) text. The 

derivative, being a double object, can (be) what it (is) only by being what it is not. It can 

be a liquifiable asset, a priced, standardised commodity only by being the financial 

instrument it no longer is, and vice versa. It is (im)possible to separate one from the 

other, to ‘think of either one apart from the other’176. In order for this paradoxical status 

to be established, the derivatives contracts are standardised; the bond between buyer and 

seller is erased, anonymised and rewritten with the clearing organisation as the opposite 

and/or intermediate party. Through this rational cleaving-ritual and the standardisation 

of the contracts, the necessary requirements for a new market—and for a different and 

more sophisticated financial game with rules of its own and a potential to leading an 

autonomous life detached from its underlying assets—are set. 

Risk handling 

‘A security represents some form of risk in that companies or institutions can lose 

business and even go into liquidation. All available knowledge regarding the company’s 

risks and opportunities can be read directly from the price of the security. The intrinsic 

risks of a share can be divided into corporate risk and market risk. The corporate risk is 

the risk that a company may fail in its operations. The market risk is the risk that there 

will be an overall price change. For bonds and other securities, equivalent risks exists. The 

risk is reflected in the required returns on the investment. A low risk often means a low 

return, whilst those who take a higher risk expect a higher return.... Options and futures 

contracts have been developed in order to effectively manage these risks. They are called 

derivatives in that they derive from an underlying value, often a security. With derivatives 
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the investor can protect himself against a price fall or achieve a return from both price 

increases and price decreases. The combination opportunities are many and enable 

investors to adapt their risk profile to suit their exact requirements.’177 In the derivatives 

market, banks and brokerage houses, ‘institutions and private persons can buy an sell 

risk. The risk is priced just like any other commodity.... This is a market for redistributing 

already existing risks—risks which are intrinsic to the market. Options [and futures] help 

redistributing risks among those actors that for the moment want to and can carry 

them.’178 

To put it differently, ‘Certain actors are aggressive in the market and are prepared to 

accept risks which others do not find desirable.’179 Hence, the critical element we seem to 

be dealing with here is the risk or uncertainty involved in either holding some sort of asset 

or security or betting on a future belief. Derivatives are the financial tools with which 

these risks can be handled. ‘Trading in [derivatives] combines two seemingly 

incompatible activities: speculation and insurance. By means of [derivatives] you can 

speculate about the price of the underlying security and receive a handsome return if you 

are correct. [Derivatives] also permit speculation in stable stock market prices. At the 

same time it provides the potential for others to protect the value of their holdings against 

a price fall or shield a planned purchase against a price rise. In other words, it is the 

investors' different attitudes towards risk which constitute the basis for [derivatives] 

trading. Another reason is expectations with regard to the future price trend of the 

underlying security. If all market participants were of the same opinion, there would be 

no trading in either the underlying security or in [derivatives]. Trading arises from the 

fact that expectations regarding the future trend vary and change continually.’180 

 

The emergence of derivatives 

‘Commodity derivatives have existed since the 1600s though trading them did not become 

more organised until the middle of the 1800s. It has thus been possible to partially 

manage the risks associated with poor grain harvests, meat prices, precious metals as well 

as oil, by using derivatives.’181 A gaily coloured example may be taken from sixteenth 

century Holland: an event which came to be known as the tulip-bulb craze. ‘The events 

leading to this speculative frenzy were set in motion in 1593 when a newly appointed 

botany professor from Vienna brought to Leyden a collection of unusual plants that had 
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originated in Turkey. The Dutch were fascinated with this new addition to the garden—

but not with the professor’s asking price (he had hoped to sell the bulbs and make a 

handsome profit). One night a thief broke into the professor’s house and stole the bulbs, 

which were subsequently sold at a lower price but at greater profit. Over the next decade 

or so the tulip became a popular but expensive item in Dutch gardens. Many of these 

flowers succumbed to a nonfatal virus known as mosaic. It was this mosaic that helped to 

trigger the wild speculation in tulip bulbs. The virus caused the tulip petals to develop 

contrasting colored stripes or “flames.” In a short time, popular taste dictated that the 

more bizarre a bulb, the greater the cost of owning it. Slowly, tulipmania sets in.... Part of 

the genius of financial markets is that, when there is a real demand for a method to 

enhance speculative opportunities, the market will surely provide it. The instrument that 

enabled tulip speculators to get the most action for their money were “call options” 

similar to those popular today in the stock market.’182 

‘During the 1900’s trading in financial derivatives grew, with shares and other securities 

as underlying values. Trading did not develop fully until the 1970’s and today there are 

options and futures contracts on many underlying values: stocks, bonds, currencies, 

indices and commodities.’183 ‘Immediately before the second World War, stock options 

became popular instruments on Wall Street in New York. The shares of stock were bought  

and sold “Over the Counter” rather than on any organised exchange, hence the 

designation OTC options. The holder of stock could call his/her broker and through 

him/her write an OTC option on the stock. First, the conditions  in the options were 

specified together with the shareholder, and then the broker started the search for a 

prospective buyer. When the broker located a second party to the option transaction for 

his/her client, arrangements were made for signing the contract and the deal was closed. 

The option holder could subsequently choose to exercise the option or allow it to expire. 

However, it was virtually impossible to simply repurchase or offset the option. As a rule, if 

the stock price trend was in the writer’s favour, he/she was highly reluctant to buy back 

the option and if the price favoured the option holder, he/she found it difficult to refrain 

from exercising it. We can now begin to see the shortcomings of the OTC market. Since 

the writer cannot repurchase his/her own option, if necessary he/she must protect 

himself/herself by purchasing an identical option from someone else instead. Thus, 

ownership chains can occur, with many people who both hold and have written the same 

type of option, between the purchaser and the holder. When the last person in the chain 

demands to exercise his/her option, this exercise will first propagate itself throughout the 

entire chain and subsequently the stock certificates must travel the same route back.... 

Another problem with trading in these freely constituted options contracts was the 
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resulting ever increasing variations of options. Anyone could tailor the specifications of 

his/her option. The result was poor liquidity in the OTC market.’184 

‘The modern derivatives market for securities was created in Chicago in 1973, when 

standardised options and futures contracts, originally designed for trading in pork bellies 

and corn, began to be used in the stock market.’185 What was created, it goes without 

saying, was the Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE). 

A derivatives market has two main tasks: ‘the production of liquidity and information, 

[these tasks] are generally not gathered into a single function but distributed amongst 

several different types of actors. The market place, if it has the form of an exchange, 

produces information concerning prices and exchange transactions, and supplies a 

system of rules and routines for accomplishing the trade.’186 ‘Through its exchange and 

clearing operations, OM offers a number of financial instruments—options, futures and 

stock loans—which enable investors to manage their risks in different investments. The 

investors are end-customers of the OM Stockholm and OMLX marketplaces. The market 

members are banks, securities houses and brokerage houses acting on behalf of these 

end-customers.187 ‘The derivatives market is an integrated part of the market of the 

underlying security, and a significant part for handling financial risks. Without the 

underlying market the derivatives market cannot exist.’188 

 

Dealing in the future 

‘I am convinced that the most interesting deals are made in the future.’189 The derivatives 

market is a ‘market where people with different beliefs about future developments meet 

and make business with one another: speculators and stewards, optimists and pessimists, 

impulsive people and strategists.’190 ‘The price for reducing risk is often a lower expected 

return.’191 ‘The motive for increasing the risk in one’s position is of course to increase its 

returns’192. ‘Speculation. The word is loaded with subjective judgements but means 

merely that an investor holds an asset because he believes that it will yield a positive 
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return (appreciation in value and dividends) in the future.’193 ‘Through the coming into 

being of the options and futures market, opportunities were created for taking advantage 

of price fluctuations in the underlying securities without having access to them.’194 

‘Instead of buying a share of the entire company, you pay only for the opportunity to take 

part in the share’s future price fluctuations.’195 ‘Usually, one does not buy an option to 

exercise the right to purchase or sell shares, but to make money on the fluctuations in the 

value of the option itself.’196 

‘Derivatives trading has a strong positive correlation to the difficulties of forecasting the 

future. When the prices of an underlying market are set, there is no chance for 

derivatives. When uncertainty increases, the less one knows, the less one believes, the 

more valuable is the derivative.’197 ‘Options trading is a trade in future beliefs’198 ‘The 

great challenge in options trading is to judge correctly the future market situation.’199 

When, for instance, it comes to share-related derivatives, ‘you must have a belief in what 

will happen to the share prices, since options follow the development of the shares’ 

prices.’200 This, however, is easier said than done; something which economic history tells 

us over and over again. The latest and most spectacular example is perhaps the “financial 

disaster” which, in October 1987, ravaged the world’s financial markets. Every 

expectation, belief, prognostication, estimation and probability was pulled up by the 

roots, was uprooted. The explanations which accompanied the panic stricken 

development following at its wake were many and sometimes contradictory. Some say 

that this “financial catastrophe” was caused by a great number of computerised decision 

making systems (so called electronic program trading) automatically and simultaneously 

shouting electronically: SELL!! Others talked about bursting speculative bubbles with 

absolutely no couplings to economic reality, whims of fashion, divine punishments, the 

madness of crowds, hysteria, or grave miscalculations among investors. Still others 

suggested that the “crash” never existed, or that it was an “expected” price fluctuation 

which in no way broke the pattern of an effectively working financial market, that it was 

nothing but a slight random noise or disturbance in the rational market communications 
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system.201 ‘It is clear that fundamental economic factors affect the share prices. It is also 

clear that “large” non-economic events affect the prices. The most important observation, 

however, is that a considerable share of the price fluctuations cannot be explained.’202 

‘The natural thing to do would be to point out fundamental economic factors. An other 

natural explanation would be greater outer occurrences like the Japanese attack on Pearl 

Harbour or the assassination of Olof Palme. In most of the cases, however, there is 

neither fundamental economic factors nor outer occurrences which explain the great 

declines in prices. On the basis of this one must be careful when constructing 

explanations.’203 

The art of predicting the future correctly is not facilitated by the difficulty of explaining 

that which has already happened. There is, however, a vocational sphere in which people 

appear to be full of faith concerning their second sights, their forecasting abilities; where 

people use not only the vestiges of the past, but the future, when making their 

prognostications; and where, furthermore, people seem to capitalise on their professional 

experience in a quite different but closely related field: the meteorologists. These people 

seem to have ‘found new ways to further develop their discoveries regarding what the 

clerk of the weather is planning for the farmers. Hurricanes and rainy weather have made 

the grain production in the United States more hazardous than before, when there was 

sun in the summer and rain in the fall. This new uncertainty is reflected on the 

commodities exchanges in Chicago, where the price of soya beans has increased 

tremendously during the summer due to failed crops, and the ravages of the hurricanes. 

In the United States the meteorologists have started to utilise their weather forecasts to 

trade precisely soya bean futures and other derivatives.’204 

 

The structure of the derivatives market 

The structure of the OM Stockholm and OM London markets is based on five 

components: a market place, a clearing organisation, members, market makers and end-

customers. ‘The main function of the market place is to create conditions for liquidity. 

Here, the buyer and seller are brought together. Incoming orders to buy and sell are 

matched and when they coincide in price and quantity a transaction takes place. The 

marketplace also distributes information regarding, among other things, current bid and 

ask prices, volume turnover and the open interest. Trading takes place electronically 
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complemented by a telephone-based computer supported marketplace service. Between 

OM Stockholm and OM London, an electronic transnational marketplace has been 

created for OMX options and Swedish stock options, as well as for other products. This 

means that there is common ranking of orders placed with OM Stockholm and OM 

London in the same orderbook. However, clearing occurs locally in Sweden and the 

United Kingdom.... 

OM Stockholm/OM London, in their capacity as clearing organisations, enter as the 

counterparty in each contract, by buying from the seller and at the same time selling to 

the buyer. Through clearing, OM Stockholm and OM London guarantee that the contract 

is fulfilled. One way for this guarantee to be made possible is through OM taking 

collateral from the market’s participants.... In their capacity as clearing organisations, OM 

Stockholm and OM London also deal with the administration related to trading.... 

Options and futures transactions are negotiated by banks and brokerage houses which are 

members of OM Stockholm  or OM London. These acts as intermediaries on behalf of the 

end-customers. They can also trade on their own behalf or act as market makers. The 

members trade at OM Stockholm and OM London via OM’s electronic trading system or 

via the telephone through the marketplace service.’205 

‘A market maker is a participant who accepts the obligation to always provide a two-way 

price. This means that the participant must always quote a price at which he is willing to 

buy a security and a price at which he is willing to sell.’206 One may say that a market 

maker has ‘pledged himself to buy and sell options which the ordinary customer may find 

difficult to offset.’’207 ‘The market maker thereby fulfils a price guarantee function. The 

customer knows that there will always be a price, so that the position can be neutralised. 

Market makers receive a discount on clearing fees in return for their commitment. Market 

makers trade on OM Stockholm and OM London via OM’s electronic trading system or 

through the marketplace service.... 

The end-customers trade through [banks and] brokers.... The end-customer’s 

transactions are recorded centrally in the clearing department’s computer system and a 

legal relationship between the clearing organisation and the end-customer is thereby 

established. The identity of the end-customer is not known to the clearing 

organisation.’208 
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Derivatives 

‘Spot markets are the basis of the financial system. Delivery and payment take place 

immediately in a spot market. One example of a spot market is equity trading on the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange; others are trading in currencies, bonds and commodities.... 

Instruments whose value is dependent on an underlying security are traded in the 

derivatives market. The instruments are known as derivative instruments. Futures and 

options are examples of derivative instruments.’209 ‘A derivative security is a security 

whose value depends on the values of other more basic underlying variables.’210 These 

variables or ‘assets are usually called the underlying securities on which the derivative  

assets are based.... derivative assets cannot exist without the underlying assets.... 

derivative assets exist simultaneously with the underlying assets.’211 ‘There are four types 

of assets which are the object of organised trading in marketplaces and exchanges: fixed 

income (bonds), currencies, equity and commodities.... Liquidity is the most important 

yardstick of quality in a marketplace or exchange. A marketplace with a good liquidity is 

characterised by a narrow spread between buyers’ and sellers’ prices, high turnover, 

numerous participants and a solid order depth. The aim of OM’s marketplaces is to 

continuously uphold an active two-way market where the spread between the buyer’s and 

the seller’s price is reduced to a minimum.... When trading futures and options the 

agreement is made today, while the delivery of and payment for the underlying security 

takes place at a future date. The difference between futures and options is that in an 

option transaction one of the parties has the option not to proceed with the completion of 

the agreement.’212 ‘For this right the holder of the option pays a price, the premium, to the 

writer. The seller of the option, the writer, then has the obligation to complete the 

transaction if requested by the holder. 

Consequently, there are two parties in each option transaction. The buyer, or the holder, 

is the one who has the right to decide if the transaction will be completed or not. The 

seller, or the writer, is the one who undertakes an obligation. In other words, the writer 

must complete the transaction at the request of the holder and, conversely, cannot 

complete the transaction without the holder’s consent. Options trading is the trading in 

rights and obligations. You pay for the rights and you get paid for the obligations.’213 ‘The 

option’s flexibility as a contractual instrument makes it an attractive choice in turbulent 

milieus. The flexibility emanates first and foremost from the option’s asymmetrical 
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character. The directed explosive effect implied by the option’s one-sided rights 

transference, makes it extremely useful.’214 

Standardisation is a ‘key word’215 when it comes to derivatives trading. ‘Standardised 

options are a prerequisite of a functioning secondary market with options. Consequently, 

the individual cannot stipulate the conditions of his/her particular option. Instead, from a 

standard range he/she must choose the options that suit him/her best.’216 ‘Generally 

speaking, standardisation refers to the underlying commodity and the amount, the 

exercise price, that is, the price one shall pay for the underlying commodity, the life-time, 

that is the time during which the contract shall be valid, and whether it is a question of a 

call or put option.... An option can be of an American or European type. The American 

type gives the holder the right to, at any time during the life-time, demand his right. A 

European option, on the other hand, can only be exercised on the expiration day. In the 

Swedish market both these types of options are found.’217 When it comes to futures, 

standardisation concerns ‘the contracted commodity and its quantity, and the contract’s 

expiration day. What the parties negotiate is the price of the contracted commodity.’218 

Hence, no premium is paid, as being the case with options contracts. 

‘There are two types of options, Call and Put options. The Call option gives the holder the 

right to buy, and the Put option gives the holder the right to sell. The basis of the option is 

called the underlying security or the underlying value.’219 ‘An options contract must 

always refer to a certain thing, a certain commodity, a security or the like. For this reason, 

one usually says that the option is a derivative of an underlying commodity or an 

underlying value.’’220 ‘The underlying value of options and futures may refer to 

commodities, securities, currencies, different types of indices based on the price 

development of securities, or the price development of commodities, et cetera. Regardless 

of what underlying asset the derivatives instrument is related to, the contract is often 

settled in cash rather than through delivery, that is to say, the cost development of, for 

example, the underlying commodity is more essential than the commodity itself. In light 

of this, all options and futures should be considered to be so called financial 

instruments.’221 
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‘Fundamentally, options can be used in four ways. You can buy or write a call option or 

buy or write a sell option. The holder and the writer have different beliefs, rights and 

obligations in these positions.’222 ‘A Call option gives the holder the right, but not the 

obligation, to buy the underlying security at a predetermined price, the exercise price. A 

Put Option gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to sell the underlying 

security. Correspondingly, the writer of a Call option is obliged to sell the underlying 

security at the exercise price upon request and the writer of a Put option is obliged to buy 

the underlying security upon request.’223 The underlying commodity of one stock option 

usually consists of one hundred stocks. 

‘If an investor expects the price of a certain stock to rise and, for various reasons does not 

want to purchase the stock, he/she can instead purchase a Call option on the stock. 

Alternatively, he expects a general favourable stock price trend and for that reason buys 

an OMX Call option instead. By purchasing a Call option you can benefit from a rise in the 

underlying security without having to buy it.’224 When one buys a call option the risk is 

always known, and it is limited to the premium paid. ‘The counterparty to the purchaser 

of an option is the option writer. His/her market expectations regarding the price of the 

underlying security are stable or negative. He/she receives a premium, which is his/her 

maximum profit. If the price of the security exceeds the exercise price, it will be attractive 

for the purchaser to exercise his/her Call option and the writer will be compelled to sell 

the underlying security at a price lower that the market price. The higher the price of the 

underlying security, the greater is the loss incurred by the writer, who, theoretically, can 

suffer unlimited losses.’225 

‘When stock prices are expected to fall, the purchase of Put options can provide a 

favourable yield from a limited amount of risk capital. A stockholder can insure his/her 

stock against any expected price fall by buying a Put option on his/her stock, or protect a 

stock portfolio against a price fall by buying a Put option on an index. But the Put option 

can also be used for speculative purposes, such as gaining a return in a bearish 

market.’226The risk is limited to the paid premium. ‘The party writing the Put option to 

the buyer.... does not have the same market expectations as the buyer. He/she expects a 

neutral or slightly bullish market trend and the writing of  Put option offers him/her the 

possibility to gain a return in the form of premium received. If you write a Put option you 

are obligated to purchase the underlying security from the purchaser on his request.’227 
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When you write a sell option ‘the possible loss is limited only by the fact that the price 

cannot fall below zero.’228 

‘A stock futures contract is a contract for the purchase and delivery of stock. The buyer is 

obliged to buy stock from the seller, at a specified future date, at an agreed price, the 

futures contract price. Correspondingly, the seller of the stock is obligated to complete the 

transaction, i.e. deliver the stock at the agreed price at the specified date. The purchase of 

a stock futures contract is basically one way of purchasing stock. The main difference 

between a regular direct stock purchase, and buying a stock futures contract is that the 

one who buys the stock on the market has to pay the full value of the shares directly. The 

buyer of a stock futures contract, on the other hand, does not pay anything when the 

futures contract is transacted. It is not until it expires and the contract is to be completed 

that payment and delivery of the stock take place. Consequently, when buying a futures 

contract the capital is accessible until the day the futures contract is to be exercised 

(certain collateral is however required during the lifetime of the futures contract). The 

futures contract differs from the option in that both parties are obliged to complete the 

transaction.’229 

‘OM has also started trading in standardised stock loans, which has created the possibility 

of increasing returns for the long-term investor as well as having paved the way for short-

selling [blankning] on the Swedish stock market.’230 

I have pointed out throughout the text, through a seemingly endless stream of quotations, 

the closeness between the derivatives and their underlying securities; which is why it may 

be difficult to imagine them apart, separated from each other. ‘In practice, however, 

options and futures are treated as a particular financial instrument separated from the 

underlying asset. For this fact speaks the circumstance that the most common way of 

closing a taken position is some sort of cash settlement. Delivery transactions, on the 

other hand, are less common.’231 For to elaborate further this line of reasoning, let us take 

a brief look at OMX derivatives. ‘If there were a share of stock which was comprised of all 

stock, it would mirror the changes in the entire stock market. Such a “market share” does 

not exist. Changes in the market are instead measured as changes in an index which is a 

mathematical weighting of a number of stocks. In this way a hypothetical market share is 

created. OMX, [OM’s] Swedish stock market index, is a capital weighted index based on 

the thirty most actively traded shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s A:1 list. OMX is 

a broad market index and mirrors the changes of the entire stock market. When stock 
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market prices increase, so does the OMX Index and vice versa. There are Call and Put 

options as well as futures on the OMX index. The changes in the options’ and futures’ 

values follow the OMX trend and thus the changes in the stock market. Investors can 

benefit from general movements in the stock market at the same time as other investors 

get an opportunity to protect themselves against these same changes. As the OMX options 

cannot be exercised, cash settlement takes place on the expiration day.’232 

‘There are an endless amount of strategies for options, futures and combinations in-

between them.’233 ‘Regardless of how you think the stock prices will develop, there is 

always an options strategy which will yield well or protect your share holdings’234 ‘It is 

first and foremost your knowledge and experience in combination with your own beliefs 

regarding the market which are decisive for your choice of options strategy.’235 

The holder of an option has three choices of action: (1) Utilise the option, that is, exercise 

it and purchase/sell the underlying security at the exercise price; (2) close, that is, sell the 

option at the market price; and (3) permit the option to expire or cash settlement. The 

writer of an option has two alternative choices of action: (1) Allow the option to be 

used/exercised until the expiration day, cash settlement or expiration; and (2) close, that 

is, repurchase the option at the prevailing market price. ‘Exercise means that the option 

holder decides to utilise his/her option and make use of the right to buy or sell the 

underlying security.... The OMX options cannot be exercised.... In practice, most option 

holders use the opportunity to close. The Option holder then sells his/her option before 

the expiration day and thereby relinquishes all rights. If the option has increased in value, 

the seller gains the difference between the premium paid and the premium received. As 

far as the option writer is concerned, the closing transaction is made through the 

repurchase of the written option. With this, all obligations are terminated. The 

transaction must of course be performed before the option is utilised by the holder.... A 

closing transaction is made at the ask and bid prices currently prevailing for the option on 

the market.... The third course of action for the option holder is to permit the option to 

expire. If the option holder has not utilised the option by an exercise order or has not 

conducted a closing transaction, the option expires and the option holder suffers a loss 

amounting to the premium paid. Stock options which have not been utilised on the 

expiration day and which have an intrinsic value exceeding transaction costs are 

automatically exercised’236 
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There are three choices of action when trading in futures contracts: delivery, cash 

settlement and netting. ‘The buyer of a futures contract must buy the underlying security 

at the agreed price on the day of settlement. The seller of a futures contract must sell the 

corresponding security. If the market price exceeds the price of the futures contract on the 

settlement day, the buyer will make a profit. It the market price is lower than the price of 

the futures contract on the settlement day, the seller will make a profit.... For buyers and 

sellers of OMX futures there is no underlying security to deliver. Instead, cash settlement 

is always performed on the expiration day. Stock futures are always delivered.... The 

alternative to buying and selling the underlying security is cash settlement. If the 

expiration index is lower than the futures contract price, the buyer must pay the 

difference.... For the seller the reverse is true.... The holder or writer is not allowed to 

resell or repurchase a futures contract during the lifetime. In principle, however, the same 

result is achieved if the person who bought a futures contract earlier is selling one in the 

same series at the prevailing market price (compare with “closing” for options). 

Correspondingly, the person who sold a futures contract earlier is purchasing one in the 

same series. This is called netting. By means of netting, a person who has taken a position 

in futures can always be assured of realising a rise in value or limiting a loss. Note that 

netting is not a type of transaction but only a way of locking in profits and losses.’237 

 

The trading 

‘Futures and options exchanges worldwide are essentially similar. They provide two 

services, a marketplace and a clearing house. In the marketplace trading may be 

organised in different ways. At CBOE in Chicago [Chicago Board of Options Exchange], 

options are traded by open outcry, i.e. buyer and seller bargain orally until a deal is 

reached. Trading at.... OM is both electronic and telephone-based. Member brokers, 

linked with the electronic trading system, either place bids and offers via their own 

terminals or phone the block order officials who receive the orders and match them.’238 In 

the first case ‘[i]t is the electronic system as such which automatically matches the ask 

and bid orders when the prices meet. This means that a deal is struck the moment 

someone places an order to buy or sell at the price which is already registered in the 

system.’239 In the second case, the actors phone ‘representatives of the marketplace, who 

matches buyers and sellers either manually or by placing an order with the electronic 

system.240 It might concern an ‘order which the electronic system cannot handle.... It is 
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important to point out that OM as a marketplace is always neutral. OM does not trade in 

options on its own account, but brings together only external buyers and sellers.’241 

‘To establish a trade in options demands that the market is organised in such a way that 

one of the parties in the options contract can, without difficulty, sell his right, and that the 

other party can buy himself out of his obligation. The writer and the buyer must therefore 

be able to act independently of each other. This problem has been solved partly by 

standardising the terms of the option, and partly by cutting off the contractual relation 

between buyer and seller through a third party—the clearing—entering into the contract 

between the concerned parties. Standardisation implies that in the market is carried on 

only trading in options contracts which contain the same rights and obligations.... With 

terms being standardised, it is also possible to compare the pricing of the options. The 

price-setting occurs in the market where the actual exchange activity takes place. 

Standardisation also makes it possible for the trade to take place in contractual halves, 

that is to say, that the clearing enters into the contract between buyer and seller.’242 This 

means that ‘[w]hen a deal is struck between buyer and seller, the centre of action moves 

to the other primary function of the options market, the clearing house. The clearing 

house separates the buyer and seller from each other by acting as the opposite party to 

both of them.’243 

Companies which pursue business with the purpose of producing regular trading in 

financial instruments can receive authorisation as an exchange or a marketplace’244. Since 

the first of January 1993 OM ‘is authorised by the Swedish Financial Supervisory 

Authority as an exchange and is licensed to conduct clearing activities in accordance with 

the act (1992:543) on exchange and clearing operations. OM is supervised by the Swedish 

Financial Supervisory Authority.’245 This means that OM is ‘also permitted to list cash 

products such as stocks, bonds and commodities.’246 ‘On an exchange quotations on trade 

in all sorts of financial instruments may take place.... Options and futures may be 

approved for quotation and trade only if there is a substantial trade with a reliable pricing 

of that or those assets on which the option or future is grounded.’247 ‘OM shall strive to 

always be in balance regarding risks involving the options and futures contracts it has 

entered into. Every options or futures contract with OM as buyer thus corresponds to an 

identical options and futures contract with OM as seller and vice versa.... OM’s role is 
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hence neutral. If, by way of exception, such balance would not exist, it rests upon OM to 

as soon as possible restore the balance.’248 

‘OM’s exchange operations have the aim of establishing a market for trading in 

Instruments between Exchange Members connected to the exchange.... The exchange 

operations are governed by special rules.’249 ‘An exchange shall have rules well adapted to 

how the trade on the exchange shall occur. The exchange shall supervise the trade and the 

pricing at the exchange and see to that the trade occurs in accordance with this law and 

other constitutions and according to custom in the capital market.’250 In other words, the 

objective of OM’s rules and regulations is to uphold a ‘fair and orderly market’251. 

‘The essential features of OM’s exchange operations are outlined as follows. Through the 

exchange trading system, OM receives from Exchange Members various bid and ask 

Orders relating to Exchange Listed Instruments. An Exchange Member may act on his 

own behalf or in his own name on behalf of Customers. OM ranks and disseminates 

information relating to the incoming Orders. The Exchange Member’s identity is not 

included in the order information disseminated. After OM has received a bid and a ask 

Order with corresponding terms, the parties who placed the Orders enter into an 

Exchange Transaction. An Exchange Transaction is documented by OM by means of 

Registration whereby the Exchange Transaction is replaced by one or more Contracts. 

OM prepares a contract note regarding the Exchange Transaction that has been entered 

into, and delivers it to the Exchange Members in question. OM supervises the exchange 

trading and continuously disseminates information concerning the exchange trading.’252 

 

Clearing 

‘Clearing, in current usage, means levelling, or offsetting of mutual claims.’253 ‘OM’s 

clearing operations have as their aim to guarantee the performance and to administer the 

settlement of agreements entered into between Clearing Members and Customers 

admitted to the operations. Agreements entered into in this respect are referred to as 

Contracts and are account documented with OM. That Customer or  Clearing Member 

who is documented on an account with OM as a party to a Contract, either buyer or seller, 

is that which is obligated towards OM to fulfil the obligations resulting from the Contract, 

and who is the party to which OM contractually may perform those obligations resulting 
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from the Contract.’254 ‘The main task of the clearing house is to guarantee each futures 

and options contract by disengaging the original buyer and seller from each other. Buyers 

and writers of options acquire rights with respect to the clearing house and not to the 

writer of the option. The clearing house is the counterparty in all transactions, as buyer to 

the seller and as seller to the buyer [‘taking over counterparty risk through 

substitution’255]. This guarantee function eliminates any question about the original 

counterparty’s creditworthiness and ability to fulfil his or her commitments. The clearing 

house guarantees all transactions.’256 ‘When on the market one has found a buyer and a 

seller which agree upon the price of the option, their exchange transaction proposal is 

sent to the clearing. If the proposal is accepted by the clearing, the clearing enters as seller 

to the buyer and as buyer to the seller.... From this procedure follows that the clearing’s 

position is always neutral, that is, a held option always corresponds to an exactly alike 

written option, and a bought future always corresponds to a sold future of the same sort. 

When the clearing has entered into the contract as a counterparty, the clearing registers 

the deal. Through the registration the clearing may superintend its counterparties’ 

positions and work out the size of the collateral which must be provided for each account. 

That the clearing enters into every deal is motivated, as mentioned earlier, also by the 

circumstance that the original parties shall be given the opportunity to, after the deal has 

been carried out, be able to act entirely independent of each other. They shall also  be able 

to dispose of their respective rights and obligations. Accordingly, the one who has written 

an option when the position is losing may be interested in quickly offsetting the deal to 

escape further losses. If the one who has written the option makes a loss, it means that the 

one who is on the other side, the option holder, makes a profit. The latter may then have a 

wish to keep his option. If these original parties had still been attached to each other, it 

might have been difficult for the writer to get out of the deal. For the clearing on the other 

hand, it is of no importance whether it is the holder or the writer of an option. The reason 

for this is that its position is always neutral and that it neither wins nor loses from 

advances or declines in prices. It is therefore up to the writer to find someone on the 

market willing to take over the obligation implied by the writing. After this, as far as the 

clearing is concerned, there is nothing to prevent the writer from offsetting his position. 

With the clearing as counterparty, the two original parties may proceed as they like with 

their respective rights and obligations independently of each other.’257 ‘This secondary 

trading in “half options” is the basis of a liquid options market.’258 
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‘The clearing organisation assumes the responsibility for all contracts to be fulfilled. This 

does not mean, however, that the clearing organisation itself fulfils the obligation 

pertaining to an options writer. When a holder of an option wants to exercise the right the 

option refers to, the clearing instead recreates the contractual relation that had previously 

been cut off. This does not mean, however, that one seeks out the original writer of that 

particular option in which exercise was demanded. Instead, the writer who must answer 

for his commitment is selected through a random choice among all the writers in the 

current option series who have not offset their positions.’259 ‘To guarantee that the writer 

of Call or Put options or buyer and seller of futures can fulfil their obligations, there is a 

requirement to deposit collateral. The net collateral requirement is calculated on a daily 

basis in the customer’s futures and options account. The amount thus mirrors the total 

risk in the futures and options account’260. ‘Further collateral is demanded if the market 

goes against the one who has written the option. If the market instead develops 

favourably collateral is released to the same extent.’261 ‘It is the clearing which controls 

that the safety margins are met. From this account it has been made clear that the 

clearing obtains a central and very important role on an options and futures market. 

From the moment when a deal has been registered with the clearing, the clearing is 

responsible for the actors being able to utilise their rights according to the options or 

futures contract. Through the registration of all the exchange transactions the clearing 

also has control over the risk exposure and the safety margins for each account.’262 

‘Depending on the type of exchange transaction and the customers position, collateral 

may be provided in different ways. When an option has been written collateral is 

demanded. If an identical option is repurchased, the option position goes out and a 

collateral for the written option is no longer demanded—the written option is offset. A 

purchased option may work as collateral for the sold. In the terminology of options, one 

says that the purchased option constitutes a counter option. Counter options function as 

collateral in all the cases when the one who writes an option has or simultaneously buys 

another option which in every sense has good or better conditions than the written. By 

better conditions is meant an option that gives at least as good terms of purchase 

regarding the price while at the same time having a longer or at least as long lifetime.... 

When writing an option the underlying security may be deposited as collateral. When the 

collateral is not deposited in the form of an underlying property, the safety margin is fixed 
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to the written option’s real value plus a buffer which shall be able to absorb market 

changes.’263 

‘The collateral provided should be the minimum necessary to minimise locked-up capital, 

while being sufficient to cover the risk which OM has in relation to the holder of each 

clearing account. Collateral is calculated on a net basis of the total risk in a customer’s 

portfolio. Different instruments with the same underlying security are calculated 

together.... This is known as cross-clearing. ‘Using a method we have developed ourselves, 

the Window method, collateral is calculated collectively for different underlying assets. It 

is more effective than traditional cross-clearing which only calculates collateral for one 

underlying asset at a time.’264 

To sum up: ‘Clearing can refer to one or more parts of the process that starts when an 

agreement to buy or sell securities  is made. In general, there are three parts to the 

process: matching, clearing, and settlement. Matching means that the parties agree on the 

conditions (what has been bought/sold, quantity, price, etc.). The next stem, the actual 

clearing, occurs when an organisation such as OM becomes a counterparty to the 

transaction. The clearing organisation assumes responsibility for the counterparty risk 

instead of the original counterparty. The clearing organisation for its part requires 

collateral from the participants to ensure that they fulfil their obligations. The last step in 

the process is usually referred to as settlement and takes place when a financial 

instrument is delivered against payment.’265 ‘In addition to its integrated marketplace and 

clearing function, OM Stockholm also offers a separate clearing function. This service is 

called OM Clearing and is a business area within OM Stockholm.’266 

 

Education 

‘“The option is a strange animal, makes you rich, you don’t know how”. This was the 

stockbroker Hägglöfs’ definition of an option in 1985 when the options market started in 

Sweden. Even today.... the lack of knowledge concerning options and the functioning of 

the options markets is a problem.... To learn how options work is not difficult. Neither is 

it something new, already Aristotle traded in options.’267 Perhaps he did; but I find it 

considerably more difficult to accept the ease with which the workings of derivatives may 

be comprehended. ‘How does one for example explain a product which is something as 

immaterial as a contract regarding the expected development of a stock index, so that it 
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does not appear as sheer bookmaking?’268 Or a statement like the following: ‘Options are 

particular securities with peculiar qualities.’269 ‘A wide definition of derivative 

instruments is financial contracts whose value is determined by the value of one or more 

underlying assets or indexes based on such assets. The derivative instruments are also 

characterised by the fact that the primary purpose of these instruments usually is to 

distribute the risk which is assignable to changes in the value of the assets, for example 

interest changes or the fluctuations of a currency. Spot instruments like shares and bonds, 

on the other hand, are used for financing, risk capital or loan capital. The most common 

derivative instruments are futures, swaps and options with currencies, interests, shares or 

commodities as underlying assets.’270 This does not sound so very complicated, does it? 

However, ‘[i]f derivatives trading has a problem, then it is a problem concerning 

knowledge. We must explain that the coin has two sides, that with the aid of options and 

futures one can either dispose of risk or take on risk.’271 

‘Trading in options and futures demands knowledge. The instruments may be regarded as 

tools, and as every tool they may be very risky if there are being used incorrectly. A 

successful use of options and futures, consequently, demands profound knowledge of the 

instrument and of the market.’272 But how does one obtain knowledge about this tool, 

about financial instruments, this ‘collective designation for all instruments which are 

traded in the capital market’273? Is it possible to comprehend ‘the option’s 

unfathomability.... its unbearable addictive lightness’274? Very few seem to have done so, 

since the ‘[u]se of derivative products in financial risk management is still relatively 

small.’275 But is this really so strange? Since, on the whole, these instruments do not even 

exist; at least not before and as long as they are being traded, ‘these instruments arise in 

principle first when an exchange transaction is completed and this is registered by the 

clearing.’276 There is not even something ‘which delimits the amount of derivatives that is 

being issued. It is theoretically possible to issue options which for example refer to more 
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company shares than the company has actually issued.’277 Not so strange, then, to say 

about the options and futures markets that ‘they do not bind real resources.’278 

‘OM’s objective is to create a knowledgeable market, this and nothing else is what will 

generate business in the future.’279 ‘OM has always considered training important. It is the 

primary means of increasing the number of users of options and futures and the quality of 

their application. For this reason, OM Stockholm has pursued a number of training 

activities during the course of the year. The training and marketing campaign the 

TestOption proceeded into its third year in 1997 and continues to offer retail investors the 

opportunity to trade options without either risk or cost. Some 50,000 people have tested 

the TestOption so far. During the year, the campaign also illustrated the speculative 

motive for investing in equity options. This and other training initiatives such as courses 

and self-study packages provided by the OM Institute, have contributed to an average of 

150,000 contracts traded via OM daily by almost 50,000 retail investors and a large 

number of banks, brokers and international investors.’280 

 

Speculation and gambling 

In OM’s business concept is expressed the will to create possibilities for efficient risk 

management; and ‘the fundamental economic property of an option is to distribute risk 

between different actors.’281 Furthermore, it has been shown ‘both theoretically and 

empirically that for example options in many ways moderate the price fluctuations in the 

underlying security.’282 But at the same time, ‘when one purchases an option one wants 

the underlying commodity to move up and down, that is, to fluctuate.’283 This fluctuation 

is called volatility, which ‘means mobility and refers to how mobile is the price of the 

underlying commodity. The more mobile the price, the higher the volatility and with it a 

higher option price.’284 Hence the character of this financial tool appears, to say the least, 

contradictory. Furthermore, I wonder whether a derivative instrument is really an 

instrument at all? I am basing this suspicion on the simple fact that ‘only a very small 

share (often less than 1%) of the exchange traded derivatives are being delivered. Almost 

all the contracts are [neutralised] before the delivery procedure is initiated.... For that 
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reason one can draw the conclusion that the exchange traded commodity derivatives are 

being used principally for the purpose of financial risk management.’285 That is to say, not 

for the purpose of actually acting upon, controlling or protecting the underlying economy 

as such. From the perspective of financial risk management, this should be seen rather as 

a side effect or by-product. So what are we dealing with here, then, is it hedging or is it 

speculation? ‘One way of distinguishing speculation from hedging is to say that a hedge 

works as an insurance, it protects you against an unexpected event; the risk is there 

already when you enter into a derivatives contract. When speculating you take on a risk 

that did not exist until you traded the derivative. However, it is impossible to know if a 

trade is speculative or if it is a hedge unless you know the trader’s intention, unless the 

trade is understood in its own, specific context.’286 In other words: ‘Hedging as a strategy 

presupposes speculation. Since only the one who has taken a position on speculative 

grounds has something to hedge.’287 The clear-cut distinction is unsecured, uprooted, 

suspended—the limit de-limits itself. 

Should the line, then, rather be drawn between speculation and gambling, between 

financial games and games played for sheer amusement? ‘Contrary to for example 

roulette or horse racing, that is to say, to pure gambling, derivatives are commercially 

conditioned.... Speculation is an economic activity.’288 ‘An important viewpoint in 

classifying games is this: Is the sum of all payments received by all players (at the end of 

the game) always zero; or is this not the case? If it is zero, then one can say that the 

players pay only to each other, and that no production or destruction of goods is involved. 

All games which are actually played for entertainment are of this type. But the 

economically significant schemes are most essentially not such. There the sum of all 

payments, the total social product, will in general not be zero.... I.e., it will depend on the 

behavior of the players—the participants in the social economy.... We shall call games of 

the first-mentioned type zero-sum games, and those of the latter type non-zero-sum 

games.’289 

‘Options do not create any new risks. They only redistribute them.’290 ‘But some [must] 

take the risks. There is a moment of gamble [spelmoment].’291 ‘Considerable values are at 
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stake.’292 ‘Options are in many cases to be regarded as highly speculative securities and an 

option can be said to constitute a speculation in market changes.’293 ‘An often stated 

objection against trading in options and futures is that it is considered to favour 

speculation. Comparisons have been made with lottery and tote-betting. On the other 

hand, it is usually also stressed that options and futures serve a principal function by 

supplementing the market for future deliveries and make possible trade in risk taking.’294 

‘Gambling usually refers to the purchase of a future monetary reward that may 1. Be 

unproductive from a social point of view. 2. Have a negative expected future value. 3. Be 

highly uncertain. 4. Have a short time before payoff. 5. Arise from uninformed differences 

of opinion among several participants who bet against each other. All five characteristics 

typify horse race betting. If options did not make it possible to obtain new patterns, could 

not affect corporate production decisions, or did not lead to a wider dissemination of 

useful information, then they too would, in aggregate, have all of the characteristics of 

gambles and none of the features of useful investments. It is easy to dismiss options as 

mere gambling opportunities; it is harder to demonstrate that options perform a useful 

social function.’295 ‘Trading derivatives, in contrast to trading shares, is nothing but pure 

speculation, and could hence be understood as being completely disconnected from the 

underlying economic activity.’296 

‘Society should not have anything against companies and individuals taking calculated 

risks in order to increase their average returns as long as they know what they are doing 

and as long as they do not take risks that may cause bankruptcy or misery. Nor can 

society object much to citizens placing a minor part of their capital in options instead of 

buying lottery tickets. As long as the markets work fairly well, the average return on 

buying options is better than the return on lotteries even if the speculators lack 

knowledge.’297 

 

A vanishing point and a line of flight 

The derivatives market is ‘an erotically exciting world with a price for everything but value 

for nothing’298 Every exchange transaction on OM’s market place is like an orgasm. This is 
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where the understanding of OM should be sought’299—and, I might add, where 

understanding is lost. 
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REITERATING FINANCIAL DERIVATION 

 

 

I am conscious of the world as consisting of 

multiple realities. As I move from one reality to 

another, I experience the transition as a kind of 

shock. 

—Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman, The Social 

Construction of Reality 

 

 

The passage into the sophisticated world of financial derivatives may provoke an even 

greater shock or, more likely, a complete logical obfuscation, since entering into this 

world means entering into a “reality” in which the real-nonreal duality—the clear-cut 

distinctions between the real and the imaginary, representation and represented, word 

and world—no longer is possible to uphold. In contrast to the (perhaps) downright, binary 

world of conventional economics where everything is either this or that, either buyer or 

seller, means or end, cause or effect, in the financial world, there are “objects” far too 

labyrinthine to be classified in these either/or terms; concepts much too intricate to be 

divided and held apart by categorical borderlines. Since a boundary neither (both) 

separates nor (and) joins—at once holds-apart-and-together—this system of exclusion 

and inclusion, this dichotomous manner of thinking, always ends up leaving something 

out; the double, the fold, the excluded third or middle, the illegitimate, the monstrous, the 

hybrid; or in the last instance: the undecidable boundary itself. Hence a border is not a 

dividing line between opposites, it is rather a zone, an economic combat zone in-between 

opposites. This ‘unity of combat’300 is the risky play space of a very special breed of 

financial bastards referred to as derivatives. A derivative breaches any well-defined 

border, cocks every category; or, as OM, the organisers of the Swedish Derivatives market 

puts it: ‘Borders are fading into insignificance.’301 

Since, as I intend to show, we are dealing here with economic mutants escaping the 

conventional logics of identity, contradiction and exclusion, that is, the logic of 

representation; it would seem important to find a concept, notion or, rather, supply a 

“structure” sufficiently labile or playful to account for dualities such as the real and the 

imaginary, primary and secondary, as well as for that which dualities cannot manage and 
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accordingly rule out. But at the same time this “structure” must be sufficiently rigorous to 

keeping the binary polarities from transcending into, or constituting a simple, synthesised 

third term, thereby neutralising the oppositional pair. Furthermore, it must also be 

capable of avoiding to regress into either side of the two struggling terms, thereby 

succumbing to their internal hierarchy. In short, in the world of financial derivatives, it is 

impossible to separate strictly representation from reality, derivatives from underlying 

securities—letting one thrive at the expense of, suppressing, the other—without losing 

something critical. We must therefore learn how to think, see and act in more than one 

way at the same time, learn how to suspend the mind while thinking, split our visions, to 

di-vision, to see one thing as two things at once, to act without will, to, in short, con-cept 

while leaving be. ‘Therefore we must proceed using a double gesture, according to a unity 

that is both systematic and in and of itself divided, a double writing, that is, a writing that 

is in and of itself multiple.... a double science.’302 This hybrid kind of reasoning, this 

double manner of thinking, seeing and working, is “letterally” (im)possible, ‘it is the co-

presence of the incompatible, the at once and at the same time.’303. Undecidability, the 

(im)possible, signifies that the logic inherent in this mode of reasoning is structured 

according to a certain schemata: ‘neither/nor, that is, simultaneously either or’304; 

neither possible nor impossible, that is, simultaneously either possible or impossible. 

Hence, what I particularly want you to notice, as we approach the activity of financial 

derivation, options and futures, is the volatile space marked by the slash or bar in-

between the neither and the nor, the midst reserved by the simultaneity of either or, in 

Derrida’s deconstructive formula; a spacing or margin of (im)possibilities, of ‘de-

differentiation’305, where seemingly incompatible forms merge or fold into each other. 

‘Folding involves an aporia that resists reflection. On the one hand, the fold creates the 

crease that articulates the elements it implies. But, on the other hand, there can be no fold 

if there is nothing to fold. Irreducibly ambiguous, the fold takes place without taking (a) 

place. The space of the fold eludes presence. Neither here nor there but always in-

between—entre deux—the fold is neither one not two but is the pleat that deploys unity 

and multiplicity. Since the fold is never present without being absent, the time of the fold 

is not present. The fold is always withdrawing. “To fold,” after all, can also mean to 

withdraw, as when one collapses, gives up, or throws in his cards.... A fold is never a fold, 

for it always folds and refolds in and around itself to create a complexity that cannot be 

completely unfolded, explicated, or deployed. “Fold” derives from the stem plek, which 
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means bend, fold, braid, twist or weave.’306 Furthermore, if we fold into this fold the 

concept of economy, ‘a metaphor of energy—where two opposed forces playing against 

each other constitute the so-called identity of a phenomenon.... not a reconciliation of 

opposites, but rather a maintaining of disjunction’307, we get an ensemble (from the Latin 

insimul, at the same time, together, at once), an economic fold  or medium in which new 

economic versions are being woven or braided, and obsolete economies are bent or 

twisted. 

The paradoxical fold or simul dwelling in this chapter, and indeed in the midst of the 

economy itself, in-between hierarchically ordered economic realities, in-between 

economic means and ends, is financial derivation. Financial derivation plays inter that 

which we consider to be originary on the one hand, and derivative on the other, between 

what we regard as either primary or secondary. In other words, it is a financial process in 

which the play of derivation simultaneously either derives or deviates both origins and 

derivatives. Financial derivation operates in the ensemble or simul of diverging economic 

versions, of different economic activities; or, to be more precise, amidst an entirely 

instrumental and a purely marketable economy—in the AND of economy. In this 

transformative play space economic realities/activities are disposed (simultaneously 

rearranged AND discarded) or displaced (at one and the same time put out of place AND 

replaced). This space (the space of the economic fold) contains ‘no distinctions, no 

referents, no identities, every term doubles itself and is doubled in turn; it is a space of 

diffusion and dispersal.’308 In this derivative process of complexification it is no longer 

possible to decide what is what, to categorise, to keep apart or unite any-thing. 

Derivational con-fusion: economic means can no longer be separated from economic 

ends, derivatives cannot be separated from their supposed origins, speculative activities 

cannot be distinguished from hedging activities, marketable economics cannot be 

decoupled from instrumental economics. 

This somewhat complicated and therefore extremely risky interface is a territory not at all 

foreign to OM, the organisers of the Swedish derivatives market. On the contrary, ever 

since the OM Group’s first financial year, when, for the first time, ‘[r]eality proved itself to 

exceed even the most sanguine expectations’309, OM’s interest has been hovering at the 

edge of reality, de-limiting the limit between origin and derivative, hedging and 

speculation, between different types of economic realities. Just as I am trying to 

deconstruct the operational schema at work in (the texts of) financial derivation—not in 

order to reject or discard it but to re-inscribe it otherwise—so do the organisers at OM 
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deconstruct, at once both breach and arrange, the underlying economy (commodity, 

security, value, asset or market) of a derivative product. The challenge to us both, is to 

grasp and communicate an economic wor(l)d which has lost all but its most tenuous 

connections with the so called real economy, the world of concrete farming, labour, 

manufacturing and trade. 

As noted above, derivatives are not a recent invention. They may well be just as old as the 

first philosophies, at least as old as the alleged founder of archi-philosophy, Thales of 

Miletus. Already around 600 B.C. Thales (who argued that water was the arche, the 

beginning and essence of everything) used what  Aristotle chose to call ‘a money-spinning 

device’310 to speculate in olives. Already during the winter Thales predicted, through his 

insights in astronomy, that this year’s harvest would yield extremely well. With a small 

sum of money he paid a deposit or premium for all the olive presses in Miletos and 

Chios—that is to say, he bought an option. Come harvest time, the demand for olive 

presses was huge and, by letting these presses out, or so the story goes, he made an 

immense amount of money (proving thereby that philosophers were quite capable of 

handling also practical matters). Be that as it may, in the present chapter I will attempt to 

display the workings of these remarkable devices by discussing them in terms of 

instrumental and marketable derivation. 

Instrumental derivation is a financial technology. ‘Technology itself is a contrivance, or, in 

Latin, an instrumentum.’311 ‘In a market economy, prices of goods and services change 

continuously. Throughout history, there has been a need to control this uncertainty. This 

can be accomplished through the financial market, the market where OM operates.’312 The 

instrumental derivative is a financial tool, a means aiming for something else that is not a 

means and ergo considered as primary in relation to the secondary derivative; this 

“something else”, some sort of underlying security, may be bought or sold through  the 

instrumental derivative. This financial means or medium is multi-functional, it offers the 

possibility to be used in many and various ways depending on its derivative version. The 

holder of a futures contract, for example, has the obligation to either deliver, or accept 

delivery of, the underlying asset. The holder of an option on the other hand has the right, 

but not the obligation, to either buy or sell the underlying security. The writer of an option 

receives a premium for taking on the obligation to, at request, either sell or buy the 

underlying asset. The instrumental aspect of derivatives thus implies either a right or an 

obligation to perform, that is, to purchase or sell an underlying asset or security of some 

kind. Furthermore, depending on the type of contract involved, the instrumental 
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derivative must be exercised either before or at a particular point of time stated in the 

contract. 

Rather than having one particular meaning, a singular content, a derivative instrument is 

polyvalent. Although the ‘basic feature of an option seems to be to distribute risk among 

different actors’313, the question of how this is done is open to innovation. ‘Whatever it is 

that you want to do, whatever you believe will happen on, for example, the stock market, 

there is always an option, a future or another derivative instrument with which you can 

actualise your intentions.’314 The derivative instrument is biding its time, as a potential 

use value, waiting to be utilised in one of its numerous functions; it incessantly searches 

for other possible uses or meanings—it is never (only one) content. The instrumental 

derivative aims at something else, it wants to fuse with another meaning, a new useful 

way of being applied, it stretches out for a referent, some-thing, an object, an underlying 

security to work upon and which supposedly is in need of its services (from the Latin 

servus, slave). This derivative tool must never be mixed up with its end or object, its 

underlying security. ‘The tool is typical of what we might call our creations in the external 

world; on the one hand it is formed exclusively by our own powers, and on the other it is 

devoted entirely to our own purposes. Because the tool is not itself an end it lacks the 

relative independence that the end implies, either as an absolute value or as something 

that will produce an effect upon us: it is an absolute means.’315 And as such it is intended 

to accomplish an end outside its own instrumental domain, some-thing which after the 

effect is independent of its actions, an absolute value; in short, it is destined to deliver, to 

cause something deliverable. ‘Wherever ends are pursued and means are employed, 

wherever instrumentality reigns, there reigns causality.’316 

Instrumental derivation can be approached from a slightly different and, perhaps, more 

elusive angle: as ‘a means for trading variability’317, for trading price fluctuations in the 

underlying asset or market. ‘Generally, one does not purchase an option to exercise the 

right to buy or sell [for example] shares, but to make a profit on the variations in the 

option’s value.’318 This strategy involves a certain time dimension, that is to say, what is 

traded is an asset’s or a market’s price differences seen over a predetermined period of 

time, three months, for example. Hence in focus is not so much the security per se, the 

deal, the security’s deliverability or immediate payment, but its deferment. ‘Indeed, the 
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idea of options and futures is the postponing of settlements and deliveries.’319 Put 

differently, the strategy of derivatives now appears to be to observe the underlying 

security, or, rather, its price spread, from a distance—and thereby in a very subtle manner 

arrange and prepare it for derivative thinking, enframe and set it before the logic of 

derivation—rather than indulging in the actual spot transactions, instead of explicitly 

acting on its cash market. Hence when trading in derivatives one does not have to deal 

with the “real” (underlying) thing. This would seem to imply that not only are derivatives 

the tools with which risks can be handled (as expressed for instance in OM’s business 

concept), but the spectacle(s) through which these risks are observed. The instrumental 

derivative makes visible something which until its intervention abides concealed within 

the underlying security itself: the difference, volatility, spread or play of its prices. Besides 

simply delivering an underlying security, the derivative at the same time displays or, 

rather, brings forth the price movements inherent in the underlying asset itself. The 

financial technology of derivation is hence no mere means, it is, in Heidegger’s sense, a 

way of enframing or revealing. 

From this (instrumental) perspective, what becomes all the more inter-esting is the 

tekhnê of financial technology, that is to say, the folded or doubled meaning of neither 

(both) manufacturing nor (and) enframing some-thing, simultaneously either delivering 

or revealing an underlying economy. Tekhnê ‘reveals whatever does not bring itself forth 

and does not yet lie here before us, whatever can look and turn out now one way and now 

another.... Thus what is decisive in technê does not lie at all in making and manipulating 

nor in the using of means, but rather in the aforementioned revealing. It is as revealing, 

and not as manufacturing, that technê is a bringing-forth.’320 The instrumental derivative 

performs its representative tricks on the financial stage: while acting as a means with the 

potential aim of delivering, at or before a future date, whatever underlying security is 

inscribed in its contractual text, it at the same time makes the appearance and 

observation—the enframing—of the security’s price differences possible. However, since 

only around one percent of the traded, underlying securities are finally being delivered, 

deliverability seems to be nothing more than derivatives trading’s functionalistic alibi. 

The (non)essence of instrumental derivatives, it appears—since they (to 99 percent) “fail” 

to deliver the underlying security—is rather the enframing (the screening, sifting and 

girding) of the underlying security: the production of financial representations. 

As noted earlier, the derivative can be seen as a means of speculation AND hedging, that 

is to say, one activity cannot be thought without the other. By this I mean that there is no 

way of separating strictly these activities, that there is no logical foundation or unity on 

which such a distinction can be grounded—and thereby fully explained. What can be 
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explained though, is the unity of combat between the two terms, its economy. Much 

attention has, perhaps not very surprisingly, been focused upon the speculative aspect of 

derivatives; one might (playfully) say that the successes have made themselves heard 

above the scandals to about the same degree which a traded derivative leads to the 

delivery of the underlying security (i.e. one percent). This relation may suggest that the 

scandal-aspect of derivatives is intimately related to the visibility of the performance of 

derivatives trading; to the fact that the result of trading in options and futures hardly ever 

exhibits itself in the flesh of its underlying asset or commodity. A tool is supposed to 

accomplish some-thing (visible or palpable), so when it does not, people start to wonder—

where nothing is seen and even less heard, nothing should be going on. Even though 

many of us may have forgotten about it, it was not very long ago since the self-referential 

copulating of money (the means or instrument par excellence), that is, charging interest, 

was considered to be a purgatory sin, and, consequently, severely punished. 

The instrumental aspect of derivation becomes apparent in the case of hedging, a 

financial technique designed to delimit the risk of unfavourable future events, that is, 

volatility and play, in the underlying economies. However, when proposing speculation as 

a tool for pro-specting the future of these underlying economies, it may well be that the 

instrumental aspect of derivation becomes cognitively more obscure, harder to conceive. 

If it is as some do suggest, though, that ‘we do not react to the past stimulus, but to the 

“image” of the future’321, this idea might perhaps still be worth pursuing. A derivative 

device or contract involves specific rights and obligations, namely the right or obligation 

to buy or sell an underlying security. It involves an agreement today and defers both 

delivery and payment into the future. That is to say, it delays the decision, postpones the 

encounter with the underlying economy, makes it possible instead to speculate, to observe 

the becoming of what is coming into being without necessarily coming into being. Viewed 

this way, the derivative offers the twofold possibility of speculating and hedging against 

price volatility in an underlying security or market. ‘Hedgers are in the position where 

they face risk associated with the price of an asset. They use derivative securities to reduce 

or eliminate this risk. Speculators wish to bet on future movements in the price of an 

asset. They use derivative securities to get extra leverage.’322 

In other words, hedging (from the Old English hegg, a row of bushes forming a fence or 

boundary) is a means to protect or insure a position or investment (in the underlying 

market) against an unfavourable outcome; a fence or barrier established in order to 

delimit a potentially dangerous price movement, to prevent or hinder the free play of the 

price in the underlying asset or economy. When speculating on the other hand, one 

assesses the (dangerous) opportunity and possible future outcome of this free play, and 
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marks a position in the derivatives market corresponding to it. The speculator wants the 

underlying price to oscillate as much (or little, if one for example is betting on a neutral 

market) as possible; since the greater the volatility, and, of course, the more time left 

before the derivative expires, the greater the possibility of a favourable move in the price 

of the underlying asset or market and, consequently, the higher the price of the derivative. 

Put differently, ‘[u]sually, one does not buy an option to exercise the right to purchase or 

sell shares, but to make money on the fluctuations in the option’s value.’323 Whether 

hedging or speculating, one is watching closely the direction of the price in the underlying 

security, observing its variations, constantly looking for portents indicating a bullish, 

bearish or neutral market. 

Hence, the instrumental derivative is first and foremost a way of enframing or arranging 

the underlying security; that is, speculating it from a certain perspective. Speculation, far 

from being just a term used for financial gambling, for betting on one’s future belief, also 

refers to sight, seeing and (dialectical) thinking (speculation stems from the Latin 

speculari, to spy out, watch, observe, examine, specula, a lookout or watchtower, from 

specere, to look). This rather obvious, maybe even trivial, twofold meaning of speculation, 

this double seeing and thinking, is a significant cognitive distinction when grasping 

instrumental derivatives and their mode of representing economic worlds. Speculation 

orders and organises the play of meaning, the economy, of derivation (as either 

speculation or hedging) from a (still instrumental) financial perspective (from the Latin 

perspectus, seen through, from perspicere, look at closely). I do not anchor this idea 

solely in the argument that ‘[h]edging as a strategy presupposes speculation. Since only 

the one who has taken a position on speculative grounds has something to hedge.’324 

Although the consequences of this statement seem to radically overturn the 

comprehension of derivatives as first and foremost a form of hedging, a kind of financial 

insurance—a view shared by the Nobel committee who, when awarding the 1997 prize in 

economic sciences to Robert C. Merton and Myron S. Scholes ‘for a new method to 

determine the value of derivatives’, did not even mention the word “speculation” when 

describing the background and motives for their choice, but emphasised instead the 

derivatives’ ability ‘to hedge against risks.... to reduce risk’325—it is not the only point I am 

trying to make here. Rather than simply claiming the risky act of speculation—of making 

daring moves on the market—to be the essence of instrumental derivatives, I am referring 

also to the voyeuristic aspect or idea of speculation. Hedging or speculation, the limit de-

limits itself; it is rather a question of how one speculates, that is, how risk is viewed. By 
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doing nothing but speculating the action on the primary market from a distance, by 

simply observing or inspecting the asset closely from an instrumental point of view, by 

acting without (immediately) intervening, but still, in a sense, control the asset remotely, 

nothing actually happens on the underlying market: ‘nothing takes place but the place’326. 

Even though derivative (i.e. instrumental) speculation never takes place it does; leaving 

nothing more than an electronic trace, it dissolves itself before the underlying economy. 

The instrumental derivative uses the underlying asset or market in the same way that a 

windmill uses the wind to turn its sails; it makes use of it while at the same time leaving it 

as it finds it, untouched. The analogy halts somewhat, since, as mentioned above, 

although in many cases unintentionally, around one percent of all traded derivatives are 

actually delivered and, accordingly, the derivative does have some effect on the 

underlying security. Nevertheless, ninety-nine percent of all traders close out or offset 

their positions before the contracts expire, before it actually intervenes in the underlying 

reality—that is to say, the derivatives are traded, bought or sold, in the market at their 

current price before they are exercised. 

Thus, an instrumental derivative is not first and foremost a technological device in the 

sense that it aims at exploiting the underlying economy; rather it is, as indicated by its 

spectacular character, a mode of representing, a way of ordering or organising the 

underlying security according to the logic of the financial mind, a method designed to 

present the underlying security to financial thinking, in short, a tekhnê. ‘For the ancient 

Greeks, technê meant the art of making present, of bringing something to realization.... 

technê brings a required object or event present to the human senses and so makes it 

available for use and understanding; it gives clear form to what was formerly remote or 

absent.... Its root tech- derives from the old Greek tuchê: meaning chance, fate, or that 

which lies beyond human control. In this context, therefore, technê: is that which turns 

chance to advantage. One of the meanings of the ancient Greek technê was a way or 

means of gaining an advantage.... The more attached action is to tuchê, the more it is 

influenced by chance and vagary; the more detached it is, the more able it is to exert 

mastery and control.’327 The instrumental derivative makes a clear distinction between 

itself and its underlying security, it distances itself from it, sets it before its own 

calculating gaze, in-forms it—‘places things in order and in order to.’328 But in order to 

complete its task, which is to gain full speculative control over the underlying security, it 

at once ties itself to it, as its view: its representative. 
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However, representation is not solely a form of tekhnê, it is, as we have seen, also—at one 

and the same time—tukhê. Therefore, what seems to become all the more interesting is 

not the representing derivative and the represented underlying asset, the things related, 

but the simultaneously detaching AND attaching boundary or double bind between them. 

Whence it follows that if we want to pursue further our inter-est in derivatives, we must—

since inter-esse ‘means to be among and in the midst of things, or to be at the centre of a 

thing and to stay with it’329—stay at the risky, undecidable boundary in-between the 

instrumental derivative and its underlying security, in-between the economic imaginary 

and economic reality, remain in the unrepresentable space between representation and 

represented. The technology of derivation—with its economic principle turning 

impossibilities into possibilities—aims at gaining control over this (im)possible double-

edged boundary, by detaching itself as far as thinkable from the uncertainties of tukhê, 

and to set before it a representation in which all relationships are causal, controllable and 

ergo predictable. The represented economic reality now ‘stands before us—in all that 

belongs to it and all that stands together in it—as a system.’330 Thus, in order to get a more 

complex or complicated understanding of—that is, to interstand—how the derivative 

works beyond this regime of causality, we must try new ways of attaching it to the 

unpredictabilities of tukhê. 

Attaching tukhê to tekhnê, the unforseeable to the foreseeable, destiny to prediction, the 

unrepresentable to the representable, opens up a range of derivative (im)possibilities. OM 

makes its living on this risky distinction, the economic fold intimated above between the 

bringing-forth of some-thing as at once either enframing or delivering. By deriving and 

thus enframing the underlying security, the organisers at OM focus the market player’s 

attention on its price fluctuations, its price risk, and then supply the means by which 

these price movements can be handled. Otherwise put, they present to the market players 

a supposedly truthful re-presentation, a correct derivation of an underlying reality or 

economy. This operation enshrouds the uncertainty, the very contingency (ting, from the 

Latin tangere, to touch) of the coupling, the derivative’s simultaneous detachment AND 

attachment to the undecidable tukhê, the fold or edge between the derivative and the 

underlying reality which always deviates from and hence escapes representation. In short, 

what is obscured is the paradoxical fact that this coupling is not grounded in the 

difference between the derivative and economic reality, but is rather nongrounded in the 

double-bind, the chiasmic relation, between them; in the ultimate risk of a non-

categorical coupling without decisive meaning, in (as I will argue below) the unavoidable 

deviation and diversion of the operation of derivation itself. The tekhnê-logy of derivation 

thus supplies both a way to, in Heidegger’s sense, enframe or reveal AND deliver financial 
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difference; the technology of derivation provides strategies to speculate financial 

differences. OM deconstructs this relation between derivatives and their underlying 

economics in order to constitute a financial “reality” that can be acted upon ‘Als-Ob’331, 

as-if, it were real. Financial mathematicians and traders calculate these differences, 

measure their movements and alterations, in order to trade them at the electronic 

marketplace. An experimenting writer tries to demonstrate how, on what nongrounds, 

this is possible. Hence, it is time to risk going astray, drifting away with the deviating and 

divertive tide of marketable derivation. 

When reading (theoretical as well as empirical) texts on derivatives, it appears as if 

derivatives principally concerned the activities surrounding their exercise and/or 

expiration; put otherwise, the texts mainly deal with the derivatives’ instrumental traits, 

neglecting thereby their marketability. Since derivative speculation primarily takes place 

in the market, namely when the contracts are offset or closed out, that is, bought or sold, 

the marketability of derivatives must be further scrutinised. This transition, from 

instrumental exchange to marketable exchange, at once entails a passage from referential 

representation to nonreferential simulation or simulacra; the marketable derivative has 

lost its contractual connections with the underlying asset, its ability to exchange itself for 

some-thing useful. It has become instead ‘a pure exchange where nothing is exchanged, 

where there is nothing real except the movement of exchange, which is nothing’332. 

Let us start the analysis of this uncanny exchange transaction by viewing closer the 

perhaps most difficult part of the working of derivatives, the conceptual texture of its 

minutest contractual details. The first and crucial detail to notice when it comes to 

marketable derivation is that the scission earlier located to the space between the 

instrumental derivative and the underlying economics, now rather occurs in the 

marketable derivative’s own infrastructure, between its transformed signifier, its market-

form on the one hand, and its contract base, its signified, the contractual idea of an 

underlying security, market or economy and the referential, underlying economy on the 

other. Before the relocation of the split, the derivative was an instrument with the 

potential to at once enframe and procure a presence beyond derivative signs or 

representations, to represent and exchange palpable (use) value. Afterwards—after its 

standardisation, and after the ties between buyer and seller have been cut off and taken 

over by the clearing organisation—the derivative appears to be (only) a tradable 

representation, a commodified image, a commodity among other commodities, a pure 

exchange (value) that can be marked (bought and sold) on the market. 
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No longer governed by the supposed reality of its underlying security, the derivative 

marks its market-positions in corporation with (1) its contract base, (2) its contingent 

claim (a claim or demand conditional on an uncertain event, according to the code of: 

If.... then....) and (3) the underlying economy. Hence, the marketable derivative 

ensembles or encodes the idea of and the underlying economics; keeping it merely as its 

own alibi. The instrumental, other-referential derivative, relating through its contract 

base to an underlying security, is displaced by a non-referential, marketable derivative. 

The underlying security is disposed (of), that is, at the same time either re-arranged or 

discarded; or, in other words, since ‘a derivative is a written contract that contains both a 

contingent claim, that is, a claim conditioned by a pre-defined, thought event [if-then], 

and a contract base, a description of the underlying commodity that the contract refers 

to’333, one could say that the security is substituted for the simulative braiding of a written 

contract base and an imagined contingency. 

But the logic of marketable derivation has even further implications; not only does it 

breach the representational epistemology of instrumentality, but at the same time it 

solicits the ontological foundations of instrumental cognition. ‘Derivative securities are 

also known as contingent claims.... Very often the variables underlying derivative 

securities are the prices of traded securities. A stock option, for example, is a derivative 

security whose value is contingent on the price of a stock. However.... derivative securities 

can be contingent on almost any variable, from the price of hogs to the amount of snow 

falling at a certain ski resort.’334 Hence the logic of marketability dissolves epistemological 

representation into ontological simulation; it deviates or diverts the derivative from its 

former referent or model, its underlying value. What once was an instrumental relation to 

something located outside the derivative, now appears incarnated in the marketable 

derivative’s own corpus, as (an image of) the underlying asset’s variable or price 

difference. The marketable derivative seems to allude (from the Latin alludere, to play or 

touch lightly upon) to rather than refer to its underlying asset; it plays (with) it, 

transforms it into a contract base and then fuses with it under the aegis of the contingent 

claim. It is thus the contingency itself, the crude event of being conditional on something 

uncertain, on something that cannot be foreseen, that, so to speak, constitutes the 

marketable derivative. 

A derivative per definition always contains both a contract base and a contingent claim—a 

demand on the one side of the contract, and a duty on the other—to act according to the 

conditions, the contingent events stated in the contract. However, when the instrumental 

derivative transforms into a financial mark, a position in the derivatives market, it loses 

all but its most tenuous connections with the underlying economics. From this moment 
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on, the only observable activity is a blip on the computerised market-screen, the digital 

trace of an exchange transaction or, alternatively, a monetary event on one’s electronic 

trading account. This loss of referentiality de-represents the derivative and gives it 

instead its simulated constitution. When the marketable derivative disposes its 

underlying security, its function is taken over by the contingency of its claim, its 

supplementary reality principle. The marketable derivative hence disposes (from the 

Latin dis-, apart, the Greek di-, twice, twofold, double and the Old Latin posinere, fr. po-, 

away + sinere, to lay, place, let, let go, leave) the underlying asset by at the same time 

either rearranging or getting rid of it, by simultaneously placing it AND letting it be; by, in 

short, adding and replacing the empty space it formerly occupied in the instrumental 

derivative with the marketable contingency of a contract base. 

The aggregate of the contingent claim and the contract base is a textual braiding, a text, a 

complex weave of signifieds and referents assemblaged under the signs or signifiers of the 

marketable derivative. This ensemble has the capacity to translate the underlying asset 

into, for example, a constructed, hypothetic, fictive, or synthetic market share—that is to 

say, an OMX derivative, or a state bond. ‘The Contract Base shall be a synthetic bond’335. 

The worldliness of the underlying security has become the wordliness of the contract 

base. The word is added to the world as a supplement, replaces it with a wor(l)d, its own 

wor(l)dliness. ‘As long as there is a price risk, as long as a financial price risk can be 

formulated, it does not matter what the underlying security or market comprises.’336 

Economic reality is ruled out, it is always already displaced, supplemented by a derivative 

operation which puts in reality’s place the uncertainty of its occurrence, the contingency, 

fortuitousness, chance, accident or potentiality of its future events or happenings. The 

marketable derivative thus in an uncanny way continues to communicate with the 

underlying security; that is, they are still contracted, not as an instrumentally detached 

representation in relation to its represented though, but as a contractual simulation or 

ensemble of both. This is further indicated by the very touch of contingency (ting is, as 

mentioned above, Latin for touch), the tangent attachment constituting their similarity. 

The marketable derivative thus appears to have no necessary connection neither to its 

signified, the contract base, nor to a referent, an underlying economy; there is no 

symbolic condensation between word and object, name and notion, but an allegorical 

folding dictated by the code of a contingent claim. ‘Free from the restraints of a fixed 

referentiality, signs [marketable derivatives] can travel openly through the circuits of 

meaning, ready to be taken up or left arbitrarily, connecting in ways that were previously 

unthinkable.’337 Now starts an incessant play of signifiers, a whirling dance of forms, 
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figures and images that defers and displaces the instrumental correspondence between 

representation and reference. The underlying security shows up modified into a 

contingent contract base, a creative interlacing of signified and referent. The referent (the 

underlying economy) has lost its anteriority and is thus no longer distinguishable from 

the signified (the contract base). This ideal constellation of signified-and-referent, 

expressed only through the contractual text or inter-weaving, governed by the contingent 

claim, is the new and ruling reality principle legitimising the marketable derivative. ‘It is 

the reality effect in which the play of signifiers comes to fruition and deludes the world.’338 

It is no longer the underlying asset that catches the eye, since ‘virtually anything can have 

a [derivatives] contract traded on it.’339 The underlying asset does not even have to be an 

underlying asset at all, that is, ‘an option need not be an ‘option on an asset’’340, it might 

just as well be an option on an option or a future: on another derivative. ‘It is all a 

question of how the derivatives contracts are formulated.’341 In other words, what matters 

is the relationless relation between word AND object, the tekhnê-logy that associates the 

text AND the underlying economy without integrating them. 

So, how does this tekhnê-logy work then? One way of finding that out would be to, for 

instance, look up the term “Contract Base” in the Definitions and Abbreviations-pages of 

OM Stockholm’s Rules and Regulations: ‘The Instrument or other value, underlying 

property, on which the Contract is based.’ Contemplate the meaning of the words, knead 

their wordliness between your fingers.... It is not what the cited OM-text says that counts, 

is it? but rather what it does: It simulates! A text (from the Latin texere, to weave, 

construct—an outgrowth on the same stem as the Greek tekhnê), neither simply real nor 

purely imaginary, is a tekhnê-logy, capable of simulating any-thing—whether empirical or 

ideal, real or imaginary. On the one hand the OM-text has the capacity to abstract the 

concrete by deviating (e.g.) wood, or a pork belly, into something less concrete, into a 

written contract base; on the other, it gives concrete form to the abstract by deriving an 

imaginary, that is, synthetic, bond into a written contract base. Materiality is 

dematerialised, turned into an economic “reality” beyond itself; the imaginary economy is 

lured into a determinate form. The textual contract base simulates the real by 

outstripping it, the imaginary by giving it shape. The worldliness of the world (real or 

imaginary) is translated or derived into the wor(l)dliness of the text—‘a game of 

ontological transformations.... in which abstract content transcends itself into concrete 

form and vice versa.’342 One reality lost, one imagination gained. What remains? Neither 
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the one nor the other, at one and the same time, that is, a no-thing; an ‘in-advance 

divided unity’343: a written contract base with the potential to displace or dispose the 

economic world, to generalise any economic reality. 

Hence, the text named OM Stockholm’s Rules and Regulations functions as a medium, an 

intermediary between the underlying economy and the derivative; the written contract 

base, in turn, is the generalised form of the underlying reality (real or imaginary). In other 

words, the text works as a simulator—a simul, that is to say, an ensemble of incompatible 

worlds—sufficiently heterogeneous to contain and provide the infrastructures of a 

wor(l)d: the imaginary reality of financial derivation. The marketable derivative only 

appears on these intermediary, textual nongrounds, neither “out there”, in a real, pre-

textual economy, nor inside a purely imaginary economy. It performs its operations in the 

electronic texts of the computer screen, that is to say, in the generalised text of its market. 

A generalised text ‘is not something that is closed upon itself in such a manner that its 

limits would demarcate an inside from an outside.... the general text is rather that border 

itself, from which the assignment of insides and outsides takes place, as well as where this 

distinction ultimately collapses.’344 

A derivative is a double object. It is simultaneously either an instrument, representing the 

right or the obligation to buy or sell the underlying security on which it is based; or a 

marketable simulation, a pure exchange transaction on the market’s computer screens. 

While the outcome of the former is either a commodity or an equivalent sum of money, 

the latter results exclusively in money. However, since hardly any derivative is used in its 

instrumental sense, money rather than the exchangeables, the concrete things traded, 

seems to be the economic reality principle of marketable derivation. But what kind of 

“reality” are we looking at here, considering the possibility that money might be nothing 

but ‘representatives and symbols that have virtually no relation to what they 

represent’345? What does money represent? One way of approaching these questions 

would be to provide a sketchy map of this relationless relation between money and what it 

“represents”, the world of values—that is to say, of the Zwischenwirklichkeit between 

exchange value and use value. 

Karl Marx learned from Aristotle that any-thing can be (at least) two things at one and the 

same time, that every product can contain two radically different meanings within one 

form, that any utility or need is at once marketable. ‘His starting point was in the concept 

of the commodity. It was this notion that he squeezed so hard that it gradually changed 

and then suddenly revealed itself as something qualitatively different; the spade he was 
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digging with changed into a use value. But when the same spade was squeezed even 

harder, it showed itself to have an exchange value as well.’346 ‘If commodities could speak, 

they would say this: our use-value may interest men, but it does not belong to us as 

objects. What does belong to us as objects, however, is our value. Our own intercourse as 

commodities proves it. We relate to each other merely as exchange-values.’347 The use 

value seems to belong to an object independently of its material property, as a relation or 

attachment between man and thing; the exchange value on the other hand, appears to be 

a part of the object itself, as a relation between things, and hence detached from man. 

Instrumental derivatives work according to a functional logic of utility; they are put to use 

(by a financial actor) with the purpose or intention to observe (speculate and/or hedge) 

and thereby control the instability of the underlying security: to secure and preserve, and 

if possible even to enhance its exchangeable use value. Marketable derivatives, obeying 

the logic of the market or commodity (the general logic of equivalence) exchange, 

transform and combine among themselves in a generalised system or game of indefinite 

permutability. A derivative, for instance an option, repeats and simulates or mimics the 

underlying security’s exchange value, its future performance, in order to enhance its own 

and only “value”, its own, non-referential or pure exchangeability—that is to say, ‘to make 

money on the fluctuations in the option’s value’348 (that is, not on the fluctuations in the 

value of the underlying). In a way, the marketable derivative becomes the exchange value 

it is supposed to reflect, or refer to; it folds back upon itself. The referential ties to the 

underlying security are cut off and simulated in a representational model or, rather, 

ensemble of the underlying (economic) referent; an ensemble or assemblage which, 

moreover, is translatable only into money. 

The instrumental derivative remains connected to its referential, underlying security, as 

its use value, offering itself as its representative, promising to buy or deliver an asset-

thing when requested to do so. The marketable derivative, detached from the same 

underlying security, offering (itself) as its ensemble, promising nothing (except money) 

outside itself, ‘is a sign which creates itself out of the future.’349 Simulation at play; self-

reference is the name of the game. The marketable derivative par excellence would be the 

OMX derivative, an index option or index future. Index or OMX derivatives are 

derivatives based not on an actual underlying market or security, but on an index (a 

Swedish, capital weighted stock market index based on the thirty most actively traded 

shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s A:1 list), a kind of generalised representative 

for the entire underlying economy, ‘a mathematical weighting of [e.g.] a number of 
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stocks.... a hypothetical market share’350. Index derivatives cannot be exercised, since 

there is nothing, no underlying good or commodity to be delivered; instead there is a cash 

settlement on the expiration day. Trading in index derivatives is ‘an effective and 

inexpensive method of buying and selling a proxy for the market as a whole’351; that is to 

say, a substitution, replacement or supplement for the underlying market or economy. An 

index derivative is ‘a sort of betting on the direction of the exchange. By selling.... an 

option or a contract one launches an immaterial asset that via the exchange screens, so to 

speak, becomes a commodity.’352 In other words, an index derivative is not ‘in the proper 

sense of the word, an agreement about a purchase or a sale...., but a bet on the 

development of  OMX-index.’353 

The transition from a financial instrument to a priced, liquifiable derivative product, 

commodity or effect is a critical momentum for interstanding the way in which derivatives 

operate. In this transformative instance ‘the distinction between prior ‘things’ and signs 

or tokens for these things disappears.’354 By detaching itself from the physically 

determined constraints forced upon it by its mate-real reference (the underlying asset 

which it promised or made possible to buy or sell) the derivative no longer acts as a sign 

or representation for something else, as a useful medium of exchange. It now lacks an 

original serving as some-thing more real than itself, giving it, so to say, the character of 

copy. The secondary derivative is no longer dependent on the primary asset or value. The 

derivative no longer commits to delivering some thing exterior to itself, to convert itself 

into an object, a signless, referential security; anteriority is lost, there is no instrumental 

end or aim on which it depends as a purpose, the means has turned into an end. Other-

reference has become self-reference. Derivative copulation, financial inbreeding; 

“delivering” only financial offspring, that is to say, money. ‘Divorced by fiat from any 

source of “intrinsic” value outside its own universe of signs, [the derivative] is forced as a 

sign to engage in the creation of its own signified.... it signifies the possible relationships 

it can establish with future states of itself. Its “value” is the relation between what it was 

worth, as an index number in relation to some fixed and arbitrary past state taken as an 

origin, and what the market judges it will be worth at different points in the future.... By 

buying and selling itself through time, that is commoditising the difference between its 

spot and forward values, [the derivative] achieves a certain kind of self-creation. It is a 
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time-bound sign that scandalously manufactures its own signified, what it insists is its 

value, as it goes along.’355 

A marketable derivative—an option or a future which oscillates within the market maker’s 

price spread, or between the buyer’s ask and the seller’s bid on the electronic market 

place—is thus no longer to be considered a financial instrument. Marketable derivatives—

since they ‘spring into existence in principal only after an exchange transaction is made 

and is registered by the clearing organisation.’356—are no-things: not-yet-but-already-

existing. ‘The derivatives market is so highly developed that it provides the possibility to 

trade a thing without it ever being delivered. The majority of the traded contracts on OM’s 

exchange is never delivered but offset or closed out in the market. One percent, at the 

most, of these traded contracts are actually converted into the underlying commodity.’357 

Indeed, a derivatives exchange is not the proper place for exchanging commodities. ‘We 

do not exhort people to use our [OM’s] exchange for trading underlying commodities, but 

for handling financial price risks. This and nothing else is the intention of derivatives 

trading, the one and only reason why the derivatives markets exist, for speculating and 

hedging against price fluctuations.’358 Stocks are bought on the stock exchange, oil from 

the petroleum company, pigs from the farmer and currency at the nearest bank office; but 

their price varieties are all handled at the derivatives exchange. Marketability is the name 

of this derivative game. 

But in what way is exchange value, this “signified” of every spectacular market-form, 

connected to the instrumentality of use value? ‘The essence of value’, writes Heidegger, 

reading two of Nietzsche’s aphorisms printed in Will to Power, ‘lies in its being a point-of-

view [Gesichtspunkt]. Value means that upon which the eye is fixed. Value means that 

which is in view for a seeing that aims at something or that, as we say, reckons upon 

something and therewith must reckon with something else. Value stands in intimate 

relation to a so-much, to quantity and number.... value is posited at any given time by a 

seeing and for a seeing. This seeing is of such a kind that it sees inasmuch as it has seen, 

and that it has seen inasmuch as it has set before itself and thus posited what is sighted, 

as a particular something.... Value is value inasmuch as it counts. It counts inasmuch as it 

is posited as that which matters. It is so posited through an aiming at and a looking 

toward that which has to be reckoned upon.’359 

This suggests, first of all, that values do not exist in and for themselves, there is no such 

“thing” as a value-in-itself; a value is at once the standpoint from where the value is 
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viewed and the value in view, the seer and the seen, there is no value if we have not 

placed, posited, enframed or represented it as a value. This implies that for to claim that 

any-thing (perceptual or imagined) has value, we must refer to some-thing else that can 

represent it, we cannot perceive or act on it directly, we must arrange it according to ‘a 

numerical and mensural scale’360; only then can it be observed and have value ascribed to 

it. If, as appears to be the case, the point of view of value does not lie in either the object 

or in the eye of the beholder, but simultaneously in either the one or the other, there 

cannot be a fixed difference between use value and exchange value either. They are both 

posited as values from a decisive standpoint, with an end in mind: their utility; and for 

any-thing to be considered useful (to an end), to count, it must be measured against 

some-thing for which it, consequently, also (potentially) can be exchanged—all according 

to the functional logic of equivalence, the cradle of economics: ‘the economic calculus.’361 

Hence, use value cannot as Marx proposes, be a direct, unmediated, transcendental 

relation between man and thing, it is rather posited or constituted by the equi-valence of 

exchange value, as its effect, alibi or ‘naturalized form.’362 Contrary to Marx’ idea(l) that 

use values can and do exist as autonomous, self-sufficient values, it now appears as if they 

are contingent on exchange values. Or, put somewhat cruder: marketability is ‘the 

consumption of use-value in exchange-value’363, the transformation of the economic 

world into a fable—‘positing exchange value as a fiction which has the force of reality’364. 

The instrumental derivative arranges its underlying security or origin; it preserves it—

keeps, protects, watches over or observes (the late Latin præservare harbours all these 

meanings)—by acting as its representative, as its use value. The marketable derivative on 

the other hand has always already simulated—displaced, disposed, supplemented—its 

underlying “benefactor”, its own use value. This operation is performed through a process 

of reiteration; through a re-fixing of the two prefixes of representation (the 

instrumental/representative derivative). By grafting itself upon the prefix of re-pre-

sentation, the re-fix inter-jects a fold, a de-differentiation which both separates and joins, 

between the derivative and its underlying security. The marketable derivative marks and 

re-serves this meso-space, the absent presence of the underlying security or value, by 

disposing it: by (1) re-arranging it, (2) re-linquishing it, and (3) re-producing it 

otherwise—that is to say, by simulating it, projecting its own incorporeal image or spectre 

in the place of the underlying value: as its own price spread. The structure of this doubling 

back upon itself of the marketable derivative, can be found in the logic of representation 
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itself, since ‘[t]he Latin particle re-, which corresponds to the English “again” and 

“against,” properly denotes a turning back (upon oneself or itself) or an opposition.’365 

The marketable derivative reiterates (from the Latin re-, again, and iter, from itara, other 

in Sanskrit) the underlying economy, repeating AND alterating it at one and the same 

time. It situates (from the Latin sinere, meaning simultaneously to place, lay AND to 

leave, let go) the underlying economy places it while letting it be. It supplements—adds 

itself to and re-places—the underlying economy; that is to say, the derivative and the 

underlying economy relate to each other according to the graphics of supplementarity. 

‘Which means that one can no more “separate” them from each other, think of either one 

apart from the other’366. 

The instrumental derivative preserves the primary, underlying asset by representing it 

from its secondary position; it does in no way question this fundamental hierarchy, but is 

content with enframing the security, reflecting it in its own mirror. The marketable 

derivative, as we have seen, does not stop at this; since there is nothing left to protect 

(watch, save, keep). Instead it continues and extends this movement initiated by the 

instrumental derivative by (in the etymological sense of the word) ob-serving the 

underlying asset, by moving against (ob-) the watching saving keeping (the Latin servare) 

of the underlying asset, and, at once, adding itself to the underlying security and take its 

place. Stated another way, since there is no thing, no use value, to refer to, the marketable 

derivative re-stores only its own market form and re-peats merely its own exchange 

(value); and for one reason only: to enhance its own price. Or as Simmel puts it: ‘The 

economy tends toward a stage of development—never completely unreal and never 

completely realized—in which the values of objects are determined by an automatic 

mechanism’367, that is to say, by their marketability. This auto-matic strategy, that is, this 

thinking of or by itself (Gr. automaton, from auto, self and men-, think) is the mark of 

market-ability, positioned, inscribed, on the digitally flowing surface of the derivatives 

market; Blanchot’s pure exchange—neither (both) use value nor (and) exchange value—

‘where nothing is exchanged, where there is nothing real except the movement of 

exchange, which is nothing’368, the movement of a non-existing relationship, a 

relationless relation, which is no-thing. The electronic mark is made or, better, staked 

(out) by the market players in money—‘the pure form of exchangeability’369, ‘the truly 

creative power’370 of marketability. The electronic space of the mark is instituted by OM 
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through the cutting off of the referential ties between the buyer and the seller of a 

derivatives contract. Nothing is exchanged between them, only the vestiges of its 

movements are marked on the market, printed in the records of OM’s clearing 

organisation. 

Financial derivation, hedging or speculation? Speculation, what else? How else is one to 

explain the fact that ‘[t]hrough the coming into being of the options and futures market, 

opportunities were created for taking advantage of price fluctuations in the underlying 

securities without having access to them[?]’371 It is, however, a very special and peculiar 

kind of speculation that is not really, in the dialectical sense, specular at all—since, 

obviously, there appears to be no value to speculate. Let us, before losing ourselves 

completely in the spectacular world of marketable derivation, this process of 

limitlessness, take a detour through Georg Simmel’s version of this spectacle. ‘The world 

of values, which hovers above the real world [like the Platonic ideas] apparently 

unconnected yet without question governing it, would be represented in its “pure form” 

by money. And just as Plato interprets the real world, from the observation and 

sublimation of which the ideas have arisen, as a mere reflection of these ideas, so then do 

the economic relations, stages and fluctuations of concrete things appear as derivatives 

from their own derivative, namely as representatives and shadows of the significance that 

their money equivalent possesses.’372 In other words, not only is the real economic world a 

derivative from the essential values of this world—its supposed source, original and raison 

d’être, that which according to both Plato and Simmel governs it—but the values 

themselves derive from the real (economic) world; that is to say, the economic reality is a 

double of its own double, a secondarity of its own secondarity, a derivative from its own 

derivative. But how is this derived derivation to be interstood? The derivative, ‘the 

reflection, the image, the double splits what it doubles, by adding itself to it, and the 

reflected or doubled is also split in itself. Because the possibility of reflective duplication 

must be inscribed within it, the reflected is divided by its reflection in itself. An original 

division of the reflected must double the dual relation between the double and the original 

if the original is to lend itself to duplication at all. The originary duplication eliminates the 

possibility of establishing a last source, origin, and original, installing instead an infinite 

reference between originals and doubles. The dual relation of the simple and the 

secondary, of the original and the double, becomes derivative of this structure of dividing 

reference, or infinite duplicity.’373 

Hence, what this seems to imply is that instead of dealing with a Platonic simulacrum, a 

copy of a copy, a double of a double, a derivative of a derivative which itself refers to its 
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original, represents truthfully its model, we are dealing with a non-Platonic simulacrum, a 

simulacrum which lacks an ultimate referent, ‘a positive power which negates both 

original and copy, both model and reproduction’374, both origin and derivative. Let me, 

to re-mark the point, cite Cooper citing Gasché citing Derrida: ‘Imagine that mirrors 

would not be in the world, simply, included in the totality of all onta and their images, but 

that things “present”, on the contrary, would be in them. Imagine that mirrors (shadows, 

reflections, phantasms, etc.) would no longer be comprehended within the structure of 

the ontology.... but would rather envelop it in its entirety, producing here or there a 

particular, extremely determinate effect’375. Imagine that the economy would no longer be 

conceivable within the structure of exchange, but that to the contrary exchange would 

rather be the simulated effect of a financial derivation process. In a purely derivative 

economy, marked by or engendered through the means or medium of financial 

derivation, ‘[t]he structure of the real [economy] is indistinguishable from the structure of 

the medium. In more familiar terms, the medium is not only the message but is nothing 

less than reality itself.’376 The economy thus includes within itself something which it 

cannot comprehend, the play of its own movements, the fold of derivation, that which 

splits the economy AND constitutes it—‘it is neither of them, because it is both at once.’377 

‘“At once” means that the [economy] in its truth, in the presence of its identity and in the 

identity of its presence, is doubled as soon as it appears, as soon as it presents itself. It 

appears, in its essence, as the possibility of its own most proper non-truth, of its pseudo-

truth reflected in the icon, the phantasm, or the simulacrum. What is is not what it is, 

identical and identical to itself, unique, unless it adds to itself the possibility of being 

repeated as such. And its identity is hollowed out by that addition, withdraws itself in the 

supplement that presents it.’378 Since financial derivation, when operating at the limits of 

its own possibilities, according to the potentiality of its capacity, is never present without 

being absent. The entire economy has become a simulacrum, including within itself its 

own other, so that one can no longer point to the existence of an origin and a derivative. 

Financial derivation is about the completely strange in the most familiar, that which finds 

no room under the categories of the real economy but which is still real. 

When dealing with marketable derivatives, it is not the underlying reality per se that 

counts, but the relationless relation in-between it AND the derivatives, the tekhnê-logical 

complexification process—the weaving, plaiting, pleating, grafting—going on in the midst 

of the underlying economy; that is to say, the simulation of the underlying economy itself: 
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the ‘underlying interest’379 (from the Latin inter-, between and esse, to be)—an in-

between being, a continuous process of becoming, the generalisation, oscillating play 

space of the underlying economy. A perhaps suggestive way of dis-playing and 

interstanding the effects of marketable derivation is to take a brief look at its electronic 

market place, its computerised and, consequently, dis-placed market—‘this place with its 

fixed open expanse, the retention of things in their latent state.’380 This technospace—a 

tekhnê-space still in touch with tukhê—is transforming dramatically not only the way in 

which we perceive and experience the economic world, but the conditions of the economic 

world itself. With the emergence of electronically mediated economic “realities” or 

markets, the representation of the underlying economy, which is intended to render the 

latter present, becomes the economy itself—an imaginary reality which is ultimately more 

decisive than the economic reality it is supposed to represent. It seems as if ‘the 

semiological dimension of mediation is supplemented by what might be described as an 

imaginological dimension. As print culture gives way to electronic culture, structures of 

mediation increasingly are formed by images that cannot be reduced to verbal 

equivalents. The symbolic order in and through which selves and societies are constituted 

becomes an imaginal register that is electronically mediated.’381 

‘Click your own market scenery. With a trader station on your desk, you have the whole 

market available in front of you, connected through the OM network to the central 

marketplace. You always have a correct real-time view of the entire market’382 The 

transformation of the physical landscape of markets into a huge computerised field of 

symbolic codifications thus turns economic reality into an imaginary economic reality, 

‘indeterminate, neither this nor that, and hence always “between”’383. ‘This is what the 

teletechnologies of real time are doing: they are killing “present” time by isolating it from 

its here and now, in favour of a commutative elsewhere that no longer has anything to do 

with our “concrete presence” in the world, but is the elsewhere of a “discrete telepresence” 

that remains a complete mystery.’384 Unlike the real-space economy, the real-time 

economy is no longer constrained by terrestrial weightiness, material friction. ‘An 

electronic marketplace using the OMnet is free from time or geographic restraints thus 

making it the fully equipped marketplace for future international trading activities.’385 In 

the imaginary economic reality, nothing takes place but the place itself, the moment of 
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economic reality, the time of exchange is never attained, but infinitely post-poned; the 

now-here of economic reality is dis-placed by the real-time, the no-where, of simulative 

economics. This, I would suggest, is what one of the founders of the Swedish derivatives 

market call ‘the option moment.... an absolute or purified derivative transaction’386—the 

derivative moment, the mo(ve)ment of financial derivation itself. Financial derivatives 

simulates the underlying economies by turning them into non-spatial risks, time bound 

inter-ests, in-between beings dwelling between the “already” and the “not yet”. The lapse 

of time between the buying and selling of a derivative and its expiring date—the rate of 

change or velocity of quantity over time—indeed commands the greatest interest when it 

comes to financial derivation. It is in this mean time, the time of interest, that marketable 

derivation flourishes. ‘There is no business in trading derivatives if one does not have an 

opinion about the movements (the volatility), the speed of the movements, of the 

underlying market. If all one has got is an opinion about the direction of the underlying 

market, it is better to trade in the underlying security itself.’387 

Put differently, it is through the apprehending (from the Latin apprehendere, to seize, 

grasp, capture) of the oscillating or playing movements within this intermediary time-

space that marketable derivation prospers. While instrumental derivation attempts to 

literally seize or grasp the underlying economy, marketable derivation lets itself, in a 

certain sense, be seized or grasped by it. Marketable derivation, that is, financial 

derivation itself, seizes the underlying economy otherwise, differently, a capturing which 

is ‘nothing but pure dynamics [dynamisme], a seizing in abstracto[un saisir abstrait], or 

tended towards that.’388 Instrumental derivation is making a choice, cementing the future, 

offering no alternative, no way out. Marketable derivation is delaying, postponing, 

deferring choice, diverting the decision, deciding without choosing, unlimited liquidity, 

movement, stretching the future, opening oneself to the incoming of the future without 

reservation. ‘Options are trading in a belief in the future.’389 This affirmative seizing 

collapses or dissolves the distinction between instrumental and marketable derivation; 

signifying what I mean by financial derivation, a grasping while leaving alone, hold AND 

let go—at one and the same time. There is hence a certain “weakness” within the force of 

derivation, ‘a certain powerlessness which is also a power.’390 But how does this weakness 

function? How do derivatives work? How does derivation derive? 

Options and futures contracts are traded on the derivatives market. ‘They are called 

derivatives in that they derive from an underlying value, often a security.... The 
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derivatives market is part of the market for the underlying security.’391 According to this 

description, the derivatives market is part of the underlying market and not the other way 

around, it derives from it, like a copy that comes after its original, like an effect follows 

from its cause. Thus one could say that the ‘derivatives market cannot exist without the 

underlying market.’392 Analogously, a derivative comes after its underlying reality: its 

value, security or asset, just like a sign is said to be dependent on its referent; both are 

derived from some-thing more originary than themselves, some-thing fundamental, fixed, 

reliable and enduring. This stability is guaranteed through the many names underlying it. 

A value (from the Latin valere, be strong, well, healthy, effective, worth) represents some-

thing which in itself is solid and has worth. A security (from the Latin securus, free from 

care, carefree, safe) refers to some-thing which is safe or certain in itself. An asset (from 

the Latin assatis, enough, sufficiency) relates to some-thing which alone is sufficient. 

Hence, so far an underlying some-thing appears to be both safe and stable. Not too 

astonishing, perhaps, since in order for some-thing to be under-standable, the sub-stance 

(from the Latin sub, under and stare, to stand) must be fixed, stable, definite, in place; in 

short, unshakeable. 

Part of this stability is also carried over to the derivative: ‘A derivative security is a 

security whose value depends on the values of other more basic underlying variables.’393 

Strange as it may seem, still dependent on an underlying, more basic value, the derivative 

is, at once, secured, made invariable, intrinsically safe and stable. At the same time the 

underlying security or value is transformed into an underlying variable, something 

inconstant which continually undergoes changes, differs and diverges from its own 

strong, ensuring self-sufficiency. The underlying value and the derivative exchange 

features, what was once immutable turns out to be precarious and vice versa. Not very 

surprisingly, perhaps, since an underlying security is, no matter what you may call it, a 

price risk of some sort, the uncertainty concerning the volatility of its future price, not the 

security per se; and to handle price fluctuations, to grasp or con-cept such wobbly events, 

it might seem, takes a precise derivative instrument managed by an anticipating mind, 

and a firm and steady hand. 

However, just as matters seem to get back to normal, to get reorganised into the familiar 

representational frame, the ordered system of hierarchical oppositions, a few words once 

more turn things up-side-down or, better, throws everything out of the frame: ‘every risky 

bond [security] contains a hidden option.’394, that is to say, a derivative. What is 

happening? If a security was secure, an asset sufficient, a valuable well and healthy, then 
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there would not be any need for instrumental derivatives, sheltering and protecting the 

underlying values from dangerous price risks. An underlying value, therefore, seems 

neither secure nor sufficient, it apparently cannot manage without the support from its 

derivative guardrails. However, this instrumental protection is simply additive, a mere 

exterior addendum, a supplement added to some-thing which sees itself as a plenitude. 

‘But the supplement supplements. It adds only to replace. It intervenes or insinuates itself 

in-the-place-of; if it fills, it is as if one fills a void.’395 A supplementary derivative is always 

already operating at the supposedly pure and unbreached origin; the underlying security 

is already permeated through and through by the derivability of derivation, the 

potentiality of being always and already derived—a derived originality. If an underlying 

value, security or asset can be derived or supplemented, it is only because it is incomplete, 

inhabited ab intra by an insufficiency or lack, because of an absence or loss of origin, a 

deficiency of plenitude. The supplementary derivative fills and vicariously substitutes this 

deficiency with its own image, like a plus compensates for a minus. The derivative, 

considered at first to be a simple exteriority, a pure addition, now turns out to, in a certain 

sense, virtually constitute the supposedly primal underlying security. Acting as its proxy, 

the derivative procures not the underlying value per se, but the absent presence of it, the 

presence of its absence. Financial derivation is thus structured as a supplement, it both 

delimits and de-limits the underlying security by simultaneously making possible its 

originality and restricting it to secondariness (consider, for example, a share, acting as 

both the “origin” of an option or a future and a “derivative” derived from the underlying 

activity or core business). ‘The supplement is always the supplement of a supplement. 

One wishes to go back from the supplement to the source: one must recognize that there 

is a supplement at the source.’396 Derivation precedes the opposition of a simple, 

underlying origin and a derivative double. It addresses the oscillations, the movements 

in-between every underlying security AND derivative, and which both exceeds and opens 

the possibility of these oppositions. It reverses the hierarchy and inscribes it differently. 

Derivation is an originary process, but one that is unproclaimed as such; it is the 

nonoriginary origin of every origin—nothing more, nothing less. 

The workings of derivation may be outlined as follows. ‘If you derive a function you get a 

description, not of the complete function but of certain of its qualities and features. An 

option on a share, for example, does not show the share’s value per se, but the volatility, 

the movement, change or variability in the value of the share. Volatility is always present 

in a share, but difficult to discover and comprehend. The derivative visualises this 

movement, elucidates this vivacity; it visualises things that are there, but are invisible to 

our limited faculty of seeing. At the same time this visibility makes the derivative’s source 
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invisible. The derivative itself is so complex that it creates a kind of autonomy for itself; it 

sort of slips the moorings to its source and begins a life of its own, with its own features—

regardless of the fact that it once derived from something else—as something which can 

be traded, bought and sold, on its own terms. This does not mean that the connection 

ceases to exist though. A derivative always has a source, a place where it all started, a 

coupling to something located outside itself, it is a derivation of something which 

precedes its own existence. This, however, does not mean that it cannot be studied, 

treated and traded as if it never had this coupling.’397 

Derivation makes volatility and play in the underlying economy visible and legible, that is 

to say, it makes the movements and shifts of its values, and the velocity of these 

transformations, graspable. If it were not for the process of derivation, for the workings of 

derivatives, this play would remain imperceptible. The instrumental derivative still 

operates in the world of financials. In its speculative version, though, it operates at the 

edge of financial economy, as a kind of transitional object (in Winnicott’s sense), 

initiating the transformation of the instrumental derivative into a marketable version, 

which, as a result, can be traded on its own account on a secondary market. A means is 

turned into an end. Thus when a derivative is traded on its market (i.e. when it is not used 

as a means to accomplish something on its underlying market), the referential underlying 

economy is—from the derivative‘s point of view—crossed out or put under erasure; 

although still remaining it is no longer significant. The instrumental world of financials is 

disposed (of), displaced by an economy of marketable derivatives, the derivative as-if-

world. 

For a suggestive interstanding of the working of derivatives, one must find the courage to 

enter into the abyss of derivation, a void accessible only in and through the derivations, 

deviations, diversions, digressions of a fluctuating derivative. Let us therefore interject a 

derivative into the undecidable play space of derivation. The common explanation of a 

derivative—an instrument ‘whose value is dependent on an underlying security’398—is that 

it derives, that is, descends, from a source or origin, that it originates in something prior 

to or preceding itself, without which it could not exist, that the small and whirling 

derivative brook running through the economy derives or emanates from a natural 

fountain-head firmly located somewhere up the stream. To be content with this meaning 

of derivation is to neglect its other term, its opponent, its repressed meaning, which it 

does its best to govern, since without it, it would be nothing. To end now would be to 

emasculate derivation, to cut off its double and supplementary meaning, suggesting 

thereby that the derivative be no more than a mutilated castrato, singing over and over 

again the same wary melody, in the same instrumental key. 
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Lexically, the concept of derivation ranges from designating the very source or origin 

(derivation) from which a thing is derived, to the derived thing itself; that is to say, it may 

signify at once either an origin or the deviation from the same origin, neither a source nor 

a drift or deviation from this source, both an origin AND a diversion, a turning away or 

aside, from the same origin. Derivation in general is a double movement, neither (both) 

derivation nor (and) deviation, that is, at once, either derivation or deviation. 

Etymologically, the verb derive stems from the Latin derivare (de-, from, of, off, down 

from, away from, away from oneself, aside, and rivus, a small river, stream or brook) 

meaning to change the course of a stream, to turn a stream from its channel or course, the 

action or process of leading or carrying a current of water, or the like, from a source, 

reservoir or main stream to another part, place or destination; and more generally: to 

divert the course of, to deviate or turn (away) from the natural, proper or intended course 

or direction, to depart, swerve, divert, to deviate, digress, drive or drift. Hence, derivation 

carries within its etymology its own opposite. On the one side, to derive designates a 

technology, an instrumental action which may be initiated and performed by a subject; on 

the other an event beyond subjective control, which cannot be managed by a subjective, 

an “objective” or, perhaps better, crude occurrence or happening which escapes the 

instrumental domain of human intervention. In the former case there is derivation in the 

familiar, representative sense: instrumental derivation; in the latter: marketable 

derivation, derivation which deviates from its instrumental aim or ob-ject, diverts or 

digresses from the intended course—breaks out, escapes, drifts off, out and away into the 

market; that is to say, becomes marketable. 

In order for derivation to turn marketable, the market players’ attention must be drawn 

or diverted from the now-here of the source, the underlying origin, to the secondary, no-

where derivative; from the supposedly guileless and natural representational relationship 

between the origin and the derivative, to the derivative’s deviations from the origin, that 

is, to the diversion, distortion—the simulation if you like—of the origin. This divertive act 

is performed by the de- of de-rivation, which besides reversing the course of the stream 

running from the underlying source to the derivative—thereby dis-playing ‘a world that 

regulates its activities by relying predominantly on the selectivity and abstraction of 

representing objectification’399—also undoes it from this source, uproots the source. 

Through this undoing or uprooting the underlying origin is prepared for simulation via a 

marketable derivative. Practically, the operation is carried out by OM’s clearing 

organisation which cuts off and overtakes the contractual relation between the seller and 

the purchaser of a derivatives contract. Suddenly the derivative flows or drifts freely with 

the market currents, ready to be bought and sold anew, to sign(ify) fresh contracts, to 

make new and profitable liaisons. 
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While the instrumental term of derivation binds the derivative and its underlying source 

together in a representational contract, enabling thereby the underlying source to be 

hedged and/or speculated, its marketable counterpart diverts the derivative from the 

source it is supposed to be derived or drawn from, deviates from the target-oriented 

course of its other term, simulating in the very same gesture the underlying origin. 

Marketable derivation alludes to (a) diversion, to the possibility of an ambiguous leeway 

or play space, a small aberration, added to or grafted onto the derivative; a diversity, an 

error, that distracts and overturns its internal hierarchy and inscribes it differently. This 

playful aspect, this decreative potentiality of derivation, is a slumbering capacity, a kind of 

reserve, a potentiality that, when played out in the form of a derivative simulation—the 

electronic derivatives market—signifies or constitutes not only the derivative’s own 

future, but also the imaginary means to deconstruct the nonfoundational foundation, the 

underlying “origin”, on which it is grounded; it supplies the means to rewrite or 

reformulate the discourse on which it prospers. Thus, derivation ‘can function not only as 

the wand of the ruler but also as the crowbar of the critic’400, not only as an instrument of 

creation but also as the mark of decreation. 

‘Derivatives serve as a supplement to the underlying economy.’401 A derivative ‘is that 

dangerous supplement that breaks into the very thing that would have liked to do without 

it yet lets itself at once be breached, roughed up, fulfilled, and replaced, completed by the 

very trace through which the present increases itself in the act of disappearing.’402 The 

decreative potential of derivation (is) its capacity to simultaneously  either make or 

unmake, to neither (both) derive nor (and) deviate from—that is, to double or simulate—

the absent presence of the underlying market. This capacity of derivation to procure 

simulations (derived markets) of a lost economic reality (underlying market) is 

consequently not only an extremely creative instrument of power, a means to remotely 

control simplistic versions or games of a more complex underlying economic reality; it is 

also a decreative means by which fading underlying economies are breached and 

supplemented by their own simulations, a deconstructive device with which derivative 

simulations are produced and added to the absence of the presence of the underlying 

economy—as its replacement. 

That a derivative is derived from an underlying source of some sort, implies that it also 

represents this source, and that it, in one way or another, may be exchanged for this 

source, that the derivative is exercised, either by delivering the underlying security or 

settling it in cash. This, again, is true only to about one percent, since no more than one 

percent of all traded derivatives ever result in or derives (in the sense of causing to come) 
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the underlying source. The rest deviates or diverts from their pre-set and intended 

courses, that is to say, they are bought or sold on the market, and, accordingly, fail to 

consummate what they were instrumentally aiming for. The derivative thus always 

already contains in its very infrastructure, a small but erratic or capricious aberration, an 

unpredictable diversion which makes it deviate or depart from its instrumental course in 

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. In the place of the derivative’s many and failing 

attempts to capture its underlying origin, there is unlimited supplemental derivations, 

simulations—simultaneous derivations AND deviations—of these attempted capturings, 

which are launched into the potential technospace of the derivatives market. This small 

and unforeseeable aberration is financial derivation’s monstrous double, its other—the 

other to which derivation as derivation is blind. It is what Lucretius called a clinamen, an 

arbitrary deviation. ‘The clinamen, as the minimum angle, has meaning only between a 

straight line and a curve, the curve and its tangent, and constitutes the original curvature 

of the movement of the atom. The clinamen is the smallest angle by which an atom 

deviates from a straight path.’403 ‘The clinamen is a differential’404, that which differs, 

difference itself. It is through the inflection of this clinamen, the play of its random 

deviations, in this minimal dimension, this pure spacing in-between an underlying 

economy and a derivative, that new economies are produced. In short, the clinamen, in 

this context, is the necessary deviations of financial derivation, the detours of economy, 

the economy’s element of play, the divertive movements of the economy itself—the 

indeterminate and perturbing derivative force that keeps the economy in a state of 

continuous variation, continual transformation. 

The derivative manoeuvres, at once, on the derivatives market AND within the underlying 

security or market, as its play, prospering on its brisk and unpredictable price 

fluctuations. The derivatives market is not, as it is sometimes claimed, ‘part of the market 

for the underlying security’405, but grafted onto it, as its play, profiting both on its 

tranquillity and its boisterous movements, its sudden alterations. As cited earlier, a 

derivative ‘always has a source, a place where it all started’, yes, but a source which is 

always already derived, always already a deviation/diversion. Furthermore, there is no 

way back to this source, there is not even a source to go back to; the derivative has lost its 

way, gone astray, like a nomad it strays or roams about in the opportune absence of a 

secure home or oikonomia to return to. Put differently, the derivative (is) a nonoriginary 

origin which virtually precedes its supposed underlying origin. Derivation not only 

lexically connotes something originary, it at once suggests the possibility that this origin is 

always already derived; the possibility that every underlying security or value necessarily 
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presupposes a derivative, that derivability is a prerequisite for any economy whatsoever. 

‘Without the possibility that an origin can be lost, forgotten, or alienated into what 

springs forth from it, an origin could not be an origin.’406 The possibility of derivation is 

thus a necessary possibility, one that must always be possible. Derivation in general: 

neither (both) derivation nor (and) deviation, that is, simultaneously either derivation or 

deviation. The derivative, in turn, is a double, supplementary ob-ject: at once either 

instrumental or marketable; thrown one hundred times against its underlying economy as 

an instrumental addition, it deviates from this course ninety-nine times, as its marketable 

replacement. The notion of derivation thus brings into view a discrepancy between its 

declared, instrumental aim and its apparent, marketable practice, the marks it leaves on 

its market. 

Instrumental derivation re-presents an economic world of commodities and financial 

securities, it offers the possibility to speculate or hedge their values. What is at stake or 

gambled in this representational game is the representational relation itself between 

derivatives and their supposed origins. Marketable derivation simulates the underlying 

economy. The deviation of marketable derivation introduces a clinamen into the 

economy, gives it a new twist or bent; it is that in virtue of which economic or financial 

derivation—as something assured and secure, whole and meaningful, encircled and 

encapsulated—is pried open, cracked open and deconstructed. Deviation itself is an 

undeconstructible concept, the impossible, beyond grasp, the potential going astray, 

adrift, that which remains always adrift and lost to economic under-standing. Necessarily. 

Marketable derivation—as divertive, deviative, digressive—is the de-turning of what IS, 

the continuous re-turning of the AND. ‘The AND as extra-being, inter-being.’407 Ultimate 

risk is ‘active experimentation, since we do not know in advance which way [it] is going to 

turn.’408 Financial derivation is the becoming-derivative of the underlying economy, 

grasping it differently, extracting the risky event itself from the economy. Thus what is 

risked in this experimental activity, is the underlying thing, source or origin, the economy 

itself. It is to the risk of these derivative capturings that we must now turn our heads. To 

the concept of risk. 
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REITERATING RISK 

 

 

I see in the act of throwing the dice and of risking 

the affirmations of some intuitively felt truth, 

however uncertain, my whole reason for living. 

—Antonin Artaud, Fragments of a Diary from 

Hell 

 

 

‘We live in an uncertain world where future events cannot be predicted. This applies as 

much to weather prediction as to the future direction of financial markets.’409 

Overwhelmed by management literature filled with statements like these, one is inclined 

to draw the conclusion that uncertainty must be a widely recognised feature of the 

modern world. Perhaps. One could, however, attempt to approach the matter from a 

slightly different point of view: uncertainty is the widely recognised ‘explanatory 

principle’410 of the modern world (its reality principle?); the principle according to which 

what is referred to as “the modern world” could be said to exist—its condition of 

possibility. An explanatory principle serves as an ideational “linkage” that enables us ‘to 

create a plausible and coherent pattern from what we apprehend .... to delimit the scope 

of our attention by punctuating our phenomenal experiences, removing equivocality and 

thereby helping to configure a version of reality to which we then subsequently 

respond.’411 Hence the modern world, according to this constructivist view, is not in itself 

uncertain, but rather made that way. This ‘worldmaking’412, this institutional creation 

process, follows a simple two-stage procedure. First there is categorisation (classifying, 

defining, coding, carving out, determining), the cleaving or cutting-in-two of an 

ambiguous world. ‘In contrast, the second stage of creation is in the social anchoring of 

the new categories; the order that resulted from the adventurous cut is legalized;’413 that is 

to say, the categories are codified (organised, ordered, arranged, structured)—in short: 

named. The ‘activity of categorizing is essentially individual, the naming essentially 

social.’414 The first activity requires tremendous artistic craftsmanship or skill; the second 
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a profound knowledge of socio-technical baptising procedures. Uncertainty, thus shalt be 

thy name. From the moment when Uncertainty is established as the determinant of the 

human condition, the socio-economic world seems—in an odd sort of way—calm and 

serene, circumscribed, a haven, a harbour, a safe place to be—a place to call “home”, a 

dwelling to return to. For certain. 

But does not this categorising process, and this organising/baptising procedure, 

presuppose/take for granted that the Uncertain is more or less familiar to us? that the 

uncertainty of the Uncertain is already well known? that the future—in a sense—is now, 

already here? that the radically new is worn out? that the not-yet is all-ready? In other 

words, ‘we know in a familiar way about the unfamiliar.’415 Definitely. Uncertainty, in 

order to (be) uncertain, would have to concern only that which pre definition cannot be 

known in advance, handled beforehand, that which belongs exclusively to the future, the 

not-yet, the advent, that which is always to come. The “proper” name of uncertainty, if it 

has one, should, perhaps, be ambiguity (from the Latin ambigere, to wander about, go 

around, waver, dispute, argue, from ambi-, both, both ways, on both sides, around, about, 

and -igere, from agere, to drive, lead, act, do), the roaming around on both sides of 

uncertainty and certainty at one and the same time; that is to say, acting simultaneously 

on either the side of uncertainty or on the side of certainty. Perhaps. Skill, an individual 

capacity, concerns discernment, the ability to make distinctions, to separate and divide; in 

short, the ability to categorise in accordance with a pre-established order. Skill, 

consequently, has nothing to do with ambiguity. It can handle only what it has already 

learned, and acts accordingly: within the limits of its competence. Knowledge, a social 

capacity, knows and understands only that which is familiar, that which is recognisable 

within a certain social setting or context, that with which it is already acquainted, that 

which it shares with many; that is to say, that which it encounters in the company of 

others—for (at least) the second time. Hence knowledge too, for certain, knows nothing 

about the ambiguous, the radically uncertain (how could it?). It knows only Uncertainty 

in relation to certainty—calculable uncertainty—to that which it knows for sure, to what it 

all-ready understands. A skilful handling of Uncertainty misses the ambiguous 

completely; a knowledgeable approach towards Uncertainty inevitably fails to say 

anything at all about the radically uncertain—what Frank Knight, as opposed to risk, calls 

simply uncertainty.416 And even if handled ever so competently, even if captured in the 

most cleverly manner, what would one have caught? Whatever this catch may be, it would 

no doubt have more to do with certainty than with ambiguity. For sure. 

Uncertainty, in its more radical sense, or, in other words, the ambiguous, is undecidable, 

pure event, happening, radical singularity, haecceity; that is to say, ‘“nothing”, or, rather, 
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no “thing”, no object, no form—because it is symmetrical and equivocal; it’s not yet 

properly articulated, ordered, organised, not yet been converted into a product or effect. 

In other words, the happening is a heterogeneous process that has no before or after, no 

start or finish, no cause or effect. Only when it takes its place in the network of what has 

already happened does it become ordered and organised, translated into an effect.’417 

Perhaps. It concerns the impossible, that which can never be fully concepted (from the 

Latin con-, with, together and capere, to take, seize, grasp, capture); that which no 

concept can grasp, seize or capture in its entirety. There is always something which flees 

determination, which escapes the power of (objective) definition, which withdraws from 

representation. But there is no certain way of knowing this (in advance), since after 

(before) the event it will be too late (soon): the acquired knowledge acquires only the 

already known, information in-forms only what lets itself be informed. In short: the all-

ready, given concept con-cepts the ready-made alone. For sure. Ambiguity—just like any 

undecidable, or, if you prefer, explanatory principle—must be approached through 

experimentation, can be grasped or intercepted—a seizing in abstracto—only by 

experience, only through experimenting. Experience replaces knowledge and skill, 

‘experimentation replaces interpretation’418. 

Experiencing and experimenting (from the common Latin root experiri, to try, attempt, 

test) means encountering that which cannot be anticipated or foreseen, the unexpectable, 

the “beyond”, that which is still to come, always to come, that cannot in principle come 

about except in passing. Uncertainty, Skill and Knowledge? No! Postpone the decision, 

unsecure the determinate, the categories, uproot the systems, traverse the givens. 

Experience is not knowledge, experimentation is no skill. The experiri of experience and 

experimentation is invention—tekhnê still in touch with tukhê, skill-and-knowledge still 

attached to the impossible/unknowable—the capacity to at once affect and be affected, 

seize and be seized, grasp and be grasped, the capability to play and being played at one 

and the same time. Experience experiment invent the ambiguous! This chapter is an 

experiment, a trial, an attempt at experiencing the other scene of (familiar) Uncertainty, 

the triton genos, the third thing or kind, the other of the bipolarity of certainty and 

uncertainty—an endeavour to, in short, solicit the concept of risk through the workings of 

financial derivation. 

Time for preparation, for making ourselves ready to experiencing something new, to get 

ready for something unforeseeable, for the future, for something to come, for in-vention. 

Time for a leap, for an experimental jump into the future. ‘One of the lessons from the 

nineties is that the financial markets can be quite ruthless to those who do not consider 
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the administration of financial risks to be as important as the company’s core business.’419 

Something has happened, the economy, economic activity, it appears, is not what it used 

to be, something of such magnitude and importance that the economy as a whole has (or 

should have) learned a lesson, something which, or so it seems, has transformed the 

entire economic system. All of a sudden risk itself seems as significant as what is risked; 

uncertainty and risk appear to be just as opportunous as instrumental certainty is 

dangerous. Risk no longer appears to be something secondary in relation to the 

company’s main activities, something which should be handled separately, which lies 

outside or beyond its raison d’être. Risk itself, it is suggested, should receive the same 

attention as that from which it is said to derive, that is, the economic activity that 

supposedly caused it. The entire economy and its dichotomous system is on trial, its 

categories are questioned, put to the test; in other words: the clear-cut distinction 

between the financial AND the underlying economy, between means AND ends, between 

capital markets AND spot markets, threatens to collapse. Furthermore, when reading the 

archaeology of the word “administration”, one falls upon the Latin concept of 

administrare, “to serve” or “supply”, indicating the possibility of translating “the 

administration of financial risks” (from the quotation above) into “the serving or 

supplying of financial risks”. I will return to this risky possibility below. The way I see it, 

this shift in the perception of risk is an economic turning-point, that is to say, the crisis of 

economy, a condition of instability within the very concept of economics, indicating that 

economy—at this unstable point at least—deals neither with certainty nor uncertainty but 

lability, ambiguity, volatility. Risk is economic crisis turned operational, uncertainty-in-

action. 

‘In a market economy, prices of goods and services change continuously. Throughout 

history, there has been a need to control this uncertainty. This can be accomplished 

through the financial market, the market where OM operates. Today, financial markets 

involve a growing number of companies, organisations and individuals. They use the 

markets actively to gain control over the risks to which their investments and positions 

are exposed. And they use the markets to capitalise on the opportunities available to 

improve the return on their investments.’420 The market players thus use the financial 

markets in two ways; for speculating or hedging some kind of security or, perhaps better, 

position in the market, which, in one way or the other, is based on or exposed to risk, that 

is to say, ‘price risk—the risk that the price of a commodity or financial instrument 

changes in an unpredictable way.’421 How this risky position, or, for that matter, any 

position where monetary values are at stake, is viewed, depends on—since risk ‘is not a 
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thing.... [but] a way of thinking’422—the market player’s approach to the risk involved in it. 

It is this approach, the market players’ ‘different attitudes towards risk which constitute 

the basis for [derivatives] trading.’423 ‘Risks are a fact of life for all investors. A shrewd 

investor will always be looking for tools to manage these risks. This is the basis of OM’s 

business concept. We create opportunities for financial risk management through the 

creation, development and operation of exchanges and clearing organisations for 

financial products.’424 Hence, by creating opportunities in the form of derivative 

instruments through which financial risks in the underlying market or security can be 

handled (speculated or hedged, capitalised or controlled), and presenting these together 

with a portable, electronic market(place), OM constitutes or institutes a new economy 

called the derivatives market. 

‘Whereas originally a high risk meant a game in which a throw of the die had a strong 

probability of bringing great gain or great loss, now risk refers only to negative outcomes. 

The word has been pre-empted to mean bad risks.’425 ‘But in every risk-taking dwells an 

opportunity’426, a “good” risk, so to speak. Derivatives are financial instruments designed 

to manage—that is, either reduce or amplify—financial risks. These devices (from the 

Latin dividere, to divide) are also marketable, that is, they can be traded in a market just 

like any other commodity. In somewhat riskier terms, risk is a view on the economic 

future, a kind of instrument with which the in-coming of economic dangers can be 

foretold; ‘risk seems to look forward: it is used to assess the dangers ahead.’427 This 

instrumental risk can also be traded in the derivatives market, where financial investors 

‘buy and sell risk. The risk is priced and traded just like any other commodity.’428 Risk can 

thus be seen as both a device, deriving from an underlying asset, (pre)serving it, 

harbouring it, protecting it from dangers; and as a marketable commodity, deviating from 

its underlying asset, capitalising on its own future opportunities, its own moves in the 

market. Whereas risk, in the former, instrumental version, always refers to some kind of 

danger or peril, an unfavourable event, or, in economic terms: the possibility of a future 

loss; it signifies in its latter, marketable form, a favourable event, the possibility of a 

future gain. Danger implies the possibility of losing something one cherishes, one’s 

ownership of a property, one’s authority or dominion over, for instance, a territory, or a 

place (the word danger stems from the Vulgar Latin dominiarium, authority, from the 
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Latin dominium, ownership, property, from dominus, master, lord). Opportunity on the 

other hand (from the Latin opportunus, from the phrase ob portum (veniens), coming to 

harbour, from ob, to, towards and portus, harbour, port, access, passage, house door), 

refers, through the port of opportunity (from the Latin portus and porta, passage, gate, 

gateway), to the possibility of an opening, an insecurity, a crack in the wall, a way out of 

the secure and sheltering harbour. I will return to the possibility of this passage, this 

passibility, below. For now it is enough to notice that an underlying position or security 

can be protected against economic dangers through instrumental hedging operations; 

while economic opportunities befall accidentally, by chance, through speculation. 

Financial risk-taking implies a dangerous opportunity/an opportune danger of either 

doing well or badly in the future. ‘What makes an investment in the [underlying] market 

risky is that there is a spread of possible outcomes.’429 Therefore, it would not be an 

exaggeration to suggest that the derivatives market is, so to speak, founded on (the 

concept of) risk, ‘a future uncertainty’430, that—bearing in mind the word risk’s Greek 

etymology, rhiza, meaning cliff or root—its roots grows, clasps on to and prospers on the 

hazardous rock(ing) of risk-taking. 

The concept of risk can be further destabilised by stretching further its own, internal 

contingency or crisis; a condition of instability which displaces not only the privileged 

status of risk as some sort of danger or unfortunate event, but its classification as either a 

danger or an opportunity as well. A derivative ‘has the characteristic that it permits a 

spread of risk among various market participants. The risk attached to [for instance] a 

stockholding can be placed with those willing to assume the risk, at the same time as 

more cautious market participants thereby reduce their risk.’431 ‘The critical moment [of 

risk] is found in the fact that financial actors perceive danger differently, in the double 

meaning of risk, as danger and opportunity. If every actor shared the same view on risk, 

that is, conceived of it as some sort of danger, then no one, no trader, would be willing to 

take over the risk that the hedger wants to reduce.’432 ‘Traders [spekulanter] are an 

absolute necessity to any financial market whatsoever. It is they who make the market 

live.’433 In other words, it seems as if risk at one and the same time contained an 

opportunity, a potentially auspicious uncertainty, and a danger, a possibly disastrous 

uncertainty. There is no opportunity without danger, no danger without opportunity; 

there are only opportunous dangers, only dangerous opportunities. Wherever there is 

danger no-thing happens. The meanings of risk play between its terms, fold into each 
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other, interweave, destabilising and complicating thereby the conceptual binarity, the 

dichotomous system in which it is caught, creating in its midst a kind of void, an opening, 

a potential space, that is to say, the possibility of a way out. 

Risk operates not only by pre-dicting the dangers of the future, but by, at once, pro-

specting its opportunities. Danger, the instrumental, all-ready in-formed powers of a 

master, interlace with opportunity, the marketable, unready, non-formed and chancy 

forces driving towards and breaching—thereby opening up a gateway, a passage into—the 

master’s enclosed dominion, his safe harbour. The master, in this case, is an underlying 

security or asset, an underlying economy, exposed to a dangerous risk; a risk, not to 

forget, which is at once an opportunity, the latent capacity to detach itself from, escape or 

elude its master. Wavering on the threshold of risk, one can either risk taking a step up to 

the master’s privileged, representational point of view, or risk falling down the steps and 

into the ambiguous world of simulation. ‘Simulation is the situation created by any 

system of signs when it becomes sophisticated enough, autonomous enough, to abolish its 

own referent and to replace it with itself.’434 The first alternative involves entering into the 

order of representation. ‘What is represented are facets of an already dissolved world 

which are singled out, selected and put in front of an agent with the view of acting on and 

mastering it.’435 In this view the financial agent is provided with the derivative means 

necessary to, as quoted earlier, ‘gain control over.... risks’, to ‘control uncertainty’ and to 

‘manage risks’. The fundamental thing here is hence to order, place, master, manage, 

control the underlying asset or market. 

In the second alternative, ‘the real becomes volatile’436, the financial agent falls into the 

order of simulacra, and hence loses itself, its balance, its subjective control over the 

underlying objects. In this radically other dimension representation is simulated, turned 

into a derivative which lacks an original; it becomes possible to, in a certain sense, mimic 

the movements of the risk in the underlying security or market, that is to say, to ‘create 

opportunities’, and, it goes without saying, to ‘capitalise on.... [these] opportunities’. This 

second movement ‘from the centre toward X’437—from the centre of gravity, the rational 

human agent, economic reality and its truth principles (in short: presence) toward the 

economy’s risky double, the absent presence or present absence of re-presentable 

economies, toward the simulation of underlying economies—involves a sort of realistic 

thought experiment, the possibility of destabilising the economy, and of transforming it in 

its entirety. The possibility of this opening would not exist if risk and uncertainty in the 
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underlying securities or markets could be fully controlled and, consequently, neither 

would there be any risks and uncertainties to capitalise on—in short, there would not be 

any derivatives markets. But on the other hand, if there were no risks to hedge, no 

uncertainties to control, neither would there be any instrumental economics. 

The amalgam of these two incompatible dimensions, the dangerous, instrumental order 

of representational economics and the opportune, marketable order of simulative 

economics, is what constitutes the financial markets; they endeavour to represent and 

simulate respectively the forces of the market economy, the powers of the economic 

future. Future beckons. To assess a risk is to attempt to prophesy the future, to decide in 

advance the meaning of its forewarnings, is trying to represent it in terms of the past, to 

place it before the present. To experience the future, in turn, is riding on the back of its 

portents, to go with its possibilities—its possible dangers AND opportunities—and to 

prepare oneself for the in-coming of (the Aristotelian) kairos, for seizing the opportunity, 

the event, when or rather if it offers itself. ‘The future can only be anticipated in the form 

of an absolute danger. It is that which breaks absolutely with constituted normality and 

can only be proclaimed, presented, as a sort of monstrosity.’438 Experiencing the future, 

consequently, is facing its monstrosity (monstrum in Latin signifies a divine portent, a 

warning, an advice), preparing for the in-coming of the unforeseeable, the absolute 

danger—the possibility of both dangers AND opportunities—‘the ability to let things come 

as they present themselves.’439 The future and the contingent appear only through the 

duplicity of the monstrous—that which cannot be fully defined, deciphered or 

comprehended beforehand—in the double form of a risk: simultaneously either a danger 

or an opportunity, that is, neither (both) a danger nor (and) an opportunity. 

In the representative sphere of economics, a risk is a danger, plain and simple, receding 

prices or markets; and if there is any opportunity involved, it is a feature of the underlying 

security or market, that is to say, increasing prices, or a faculty in the head of the financial 

actor. Here every event—danger as well as opportunity—may be prognosticated, more or 

less accurately, that is to say, handled with methods and techniques based on statistic 

facts, probability analyses, or so called tacit knowledge. It has nothing whatsoever to do 

with the future; rather, the past is taken for granted, subordinated to the present and then 

used to predict the future, to neutralise the unexpected events, forestalling every 

eventuality, preventing the haps from happening. Nothing can happen other than the pre-

programmed occurrence. In the potential space of economic simulation, a risk—at once 

danger AND opportunity—is an event, an occurrence, that which happens as it happens, 

before “what?” happens. ‘Before asking questions about what it is and about its 

significance, before the quid, it must “first” so to speak “happen”, quod. That it happens 
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“precedes”, so to speak, the question pertaining to what happens.’440 The event is pure 

possibility, postponing the decision, suspending the settlement. What counts is the 

contingency of that which happens—whether the underlying prices and markets go up or 

down or do not move at all, is not essential—the risky event itself is what interests, is that 

which is capitalised. ‘As long as there is a price risk, a financial risk to handle, it does not 

matter of what the underlying commodity or market consists.’441 Simulative economics 

‘does not look for the function of what happens but extracts the event from it, or that part 

that does not let itself be actualized’442, that is to say, the movement and time of risk itself, 

the possibilities of its volatile future. Financial risk is a bad AND a good chance, the 

possibility of losing AND gaining, at one and the same time. And as such, as the 

doubleness, the ghostlike manifestation of the volatility and movement of risk, it cannot 

be presented as either a danger or an opportunity. The only way in which it can appear is, 

necessarily, in a double(d), simultaneous economic world, allowing one thing to present 

itself as two things at once—in the order of the simulacra. That is to say, it can only be 

experienced in the form of an unsettled event, through the spectres of the future. 

The concept of risk is intimately connected to the Greek krisis, a decision, judgement or 

turning-point. Making a decision necessarily involves taking a risk—‘decisions cannot 

avoid risk’443—the risk of something unexpected happening, something which the decision 

is unable to organise beforehand, the chance of an unforeseeable occurrence (indicated, 

for example, through one connotation of the Greek word rhiza, the risk involved in sailing 

round a cliff, in not knowing what awaits around the corner). Risk is what the act of 

deciding cannot manage, its remainder or rest, that which is left over after the decision is 

made. In this sense, risk could be said to be the remora (‘a genus of sucking fishes 

credited with the power of holding a ship fast by clinging to it’444) of decision, that which 

defers it, holds it in suspense, hinders it from choosing, keeps its alternatives in reserve. It 

is the utmost consequence and most forceful effect of decision making, the culmination 

and simulation of one of the economy’s most difficult dilemmas: the problem of having to 

choose. Risk is the operationalisation of the economy’s inherent crisis or indeterminacy, 

what delays the consummation of decision, what preserves the options of a decision: the 

possibility of deciding without choosing. Hence within the notion of risk dwells a radical 

ambiguity: the risk’s undecidable infrastructure, a condition of instability, of lability, 

postponing every categorical attempt to define or determine its meaning. This risk, the 

risk of decision, the crisis of economic activity, splits the economy, destabilises it, 
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unsecures it, uproots it, makes it impossible to decide which way it is going. Therefore, 

whenever this economic crisis presents itself, it does so in its most spectacular 

(de)formation: as the risky possibility of an unexpected happening. 

The Greek krisis stems from the verb krinein, to decide, judge, choose or separate, which 

in turn is cognate to the Latin decidere, to determine, decide, judge or cut off. The mutual 

operator within these verbs, a separating or cutting, can be found also in the concept of 

risk, when following its Latin vestiges back—through the Italian risicare, to dare or risk—

to its root or rhiza (means also root in Greek), namely, resecare, to cut back. The krinein 

separates; the cædere of decidere cuts, as does the secare of resecare. And what is cut 

(off)—and thereby concealed, obscured, effaced—is the ambiguous double bind between 

risk as danger AND risk as opportunity. In other words, the AND is turned into an IS, 

either this or that. Risk, ob-viously (that is, against the perhaps familiar way of 

conceiving risk), is already doubled at its origin, through the double gesture of the rhiza 

AND the cut of secare. The secare of risk makes, first of all, two cuttings; it cuts down or 

reduces the opportune meanings of risk, and it cuts off the double bind between danger 

and opportunity. Furthermore, it cuts or doubles back upon itself, turning thereby 

opportunity into a danger, enclosing it within the instrumentally defined borders of its 

dominion, harbouring it within the protective, clear-cut definitions of danger. The rhiza is 

the risk’s critical (from the Greek krinein) turning-point, where not only ambiguous risks 

are turned into clearly defined and insurable dangers, but where opportunities are 

retained, as a supply, waiting for the right moment, awaiting an opportunity to escape, to 

supplement, displace the danger, that is to say, to disclose, harbour forth the risk’s 

repressed opportunities. 

This supplementation or displacement of economic danger is accomplished, as already 

intimated, through the experimentation of opportunity. The portus/port of opportunity 

accedes (from the Latin accedere, approach, add, yield, resemble, from ad-, to, toward 

and cedere, to go, proceed, yield, go away, withdraw, retire) economic danger, approaches 

the danger of economic risk, accesses it, adds itself to it, breaches it, opens it up, 

providing thereby a possibility of passage—both an entrance into its secured territory and 

a possible way out. While instrumental derivation tries to harbour the risk, to protect the 

underlying economy from its inherent unpredictabilities, to secure it, to efface the risky 

limit between danger and opportunity, to define opportunity as danger (since opportunity 

is immensely more risky than dangerous), ‘to discover methods to mute the impact of the 

unexpected, to manage the risk of the unknown’445; marketable derivation tries to find a 

way out, to get in touch with the riskiness of risk, radical uncertainty, the fluctuations and 

movements of economy itself, its ‘passibility.... to give itself as a passage to the events 
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which come to it from a “something” that it does not know.’446 Instrumental derivation 

harbours danger, secures the passibility of risk, its possible passages, the potential 

openings of opportunous risk, orders risk, places it in security; marketable derivation 

harbours forth the dangers of risk, unsecures them, opens them up to certain insecurity. 

‘[T]o harbour forth is to venture into a certain insecurity, precisely by leaving the 

harbour, which is a shelter’447. In other words, marketable derivation, opportune 

derivation, advances towards the dangers of risk while withdrawing, it approaches danger 

while, at the same time, retiring from it—rendering thereby its own risky opportunities 

possible. In still other words, opportune derivation accesses economic risk by, as its 

tangent (in the double sense of the word, as simultaneously a touching AND a diversion, 

digression or deviation), ‘extracting the pure event’448 from it. 

This double gesture of risk can be displayed through the aforementioned krisis, a cut that 

is not a simple scission but a de-cision, that is to say, a determining (from the Latin 

determinare, to bound or limit), the marking of a boundary or limit. Since a boundary not 

solely separates (delimits) but simultaneously joins (de-limits) what is separated—that is, 

creates a dimension of instability, a kind of void or crisis—the artificial cleavage between 

danger and opportunity, the control and mastery of the betweenness amidst these two 

terms, can no longer be maintained. Instead of simply referring to its hitherto privileged 

meaning as a predictable (and hence pre-existing) danger, risk at once holds something in 

reserve which defers the danger, delays it, hinders it from ever occurring in its simplicity: 

its unpredictable (and hence non-existing) opportunity. Making a derivative decision is 

determining a boundary, is to, at once, delimit and de-limit meaning, that is, creating a 

crisis: the risk of meaning (at least) two things at once. Subsequently, opportunity, as a 

contingency, a chance or opening offered by circumstances, saves that which does not 

want to be saved, the play, the absolute danger or risk of, at once, either danger or 

opportunity. Risk conceived as danger (instrumental risk) can be prognosticated through 

calculation; a danger always and already permeated by opportunities (marketable risk), 

on the other hand, cannot. It can only be posited, through the infliction of opportunity—

opportune danger/dangerous opportunity—as both danger AND opportunity. 

But what does this mean? Let us consider for a moment an aspect of the following 

statement: ‘With a trader station on your desk, you have the whole market available in 

front of you, connected through the OM network to the central marketplace. You always 

have a correct real-time view of the entire market’449. To keep it straight and simple, this 

real-time view of the market is all that remains of the underlying economy in marketable 
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derivation. Marketable derivatives operate in and through economic real time, they 

supplement or dis-place economic reality, put in its place an amalgam of space AND time, 

of abstracted space AND concretised time: event time—the time of the pure event. What is 

marked here by the real time of marketable derivation is nothing but the critical point of 

transformation of economy itself, its ‘crisis point’450 where economic reality is freed from 

the burden of the real, and passes into an imaginary economic reality of pure events and 

happenings, a potential time-space, a dis-placed meantime, an economic world of sheer 

possibilities. That is to say, an event time, an event that takes place without actually 

taking place, and as such unsecuring the space of reality; a moment which occurs in a 

time which is always in the process of coming about, which occurs only in the future, a 

future which is always about to arrive, which ‘will only come to be in coming to pass.’451 

By diverting the khronos, chronological time, bending it towards the “timeliness” of the 

Aristotelian kairos, at once a time of crisis, tension AND an opportunity, an opportune or 

fitting moment, the deferred instant when derivative events and happenings offer 

themselves, marketable derivation opens up a potential economic space, an economic 

event time, giving time a chance, a chance through which the market players—if they are 

prepared for the in-coming of opportunity, and if the chance involved is a lucky one—may 

gain a profit. Put differently, the event time is ‘the option moment.... an absolute or 

purified derivative transaction’452—the derivative moment, the mo(ve)ment of derivation 

itself. 

If, as it seems, ‘[r]isk is more about the possible than the probable’453, more about the 

potential than the calculable, it would appear as if both danger and opportunity are more 

about the unpredictable than the predictable, that is, more about chance and contingency 

than reason and mastery. Both danger and opportunity would then signify a future event 

contingent on chance or accident, that is to say, a case that may turn or fall out either 

unfavourably (danger) or favourably (opportunity). These four italicised words all 

descend, as it were, according to the same Latin filiation, from cadere, indicating a fall, a 

downward movement. All this considered, plus the assertion that ‘[t]he basic meaning of 

risk is a possible danger’454, may suggest that neither dangers nor opportunities can be 

controlled or regulated in advance, but occur or befall, happen, only as sudden and 

random deviations from what was predicted, from what was to be expected. An event 

worthy of epiteths like “dangerous” or “opportune”, would no doubt be unforeseeable, 

impossible to anticipate or see in advance, there is no rule or standard for it. Every future 
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event involves a risk, that is to say, any future event turns out as a result of its chances, of 

the way it falls—well or badly. 

A derivative—as indicated through the workings of the word “option” (from the Latin 

optare, to choose, select or divide)—is a contracted choice or decision. ‘In everyday 

conversation we often use the word option as synonymous with choice or alternative; 

thus we speak of someone as having a number of options. In finance an option refers 

specifically to the opportunity to trade in the future on terms that are fixed today.’455 

What may be fixed in advance through (instrumental) derivation is the destination of risk, 

the scope of its movements, what may be decided or chosen is ‘the direction of the risk’456 

one is attempting to manage. This decision is then thrown or ejected into the future in the 

shape of (marketable) derivatives, towards a desirable end; but these decisive derivatives 

do seldom reach their anticipated destination, some sort of underlying security or 

commodity. In fact, derivatives rarely decide anything at all, there is no or little danger 

(chance) for it, since, as I have argued repeatedly, they were never intended to deliver, but 

rather to deliver from, to deliver the event of financial derivation from its underlying 

economy. It thus seems as if marketable derivation lives a life of its own. ‘For this 

circumstance speaks the fact that the most common way of ending a position in the 

market is some form of cash settlement. Transactions resulting in a delivery is on the 

other hand less common.’457 Hence there appears to lie an opportunity (chance) in the 

very movement and moment of the throw of derivation, in the potential deviations from 

its intended course, in the possible postponement of its predetermined destination—that 

is to say, in the intermediary gap, the event time, in-between the date fixed in the 

derivatives contract and the unforeseeable incoming of a future event. ‘The more the 

temporal gap increases, the more the chance increases of something unexpected 

happening—the greater the risk.’458 Marketable derivation is the option which breaches or 

splits the calculable risk of the underlying economy, opens it up to opportunity, ‘the 

chance that something else will still come to pass.’459 There is opportunity involved in the 

pro-ject, in fore-casting the risk into the future; chance renders possible its fall into a 

particular market position. 

Above I cited (from the Latin ciere, set in motion) an empirical statement concerning the 

importance of paying the same attention to the administration of financial risks as to a 

company’s core business. This may suggest a rather dramatic business philosophical 

displacement; first of all, the perspective is changed, from emphasising mainly the 
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business itself, what is being produced, articulated through the business concept, and so 

forth, to giving the administration of risks the same weight, a fully commensurate status. 

The management of the core business should no longer be privileged over, or attract more 

interest than, the handling of the company’s financial risks. Secondly, as the Latin 

ministrare (to serve, supply) of ad-ministration might intimate, it is the management 

itself of the core business which serves or supplies the risks that, as a consequence, must 

be managed financially, which produces the risks that may be capitalised through the use 

of financial derivatives.460 If administration supplies—acts as a supply or serves as a 

supplement, compensates for a lack, makes up for an incompleteness, takes the place of 

whatever it has come to supplement—and what is supplied is a risk, then risk too must be 

a supplement. I would even go so far as to suggest that the administration of risk—an 

economic activity which, it seems, started off as a mere complement, an addition, a 

superfluous surplus which was added on to an already complete and self-sufficient 

economy—supplements, replaces or takes (the) place of the economy; that the activity of 

handling price risks—by destabilising the underlying economy, harbouring it forth, 

uprooting or unsecuring its supposed raison d’être, turning it into play, setting it in 

motion—substitutes itself for the underlying economy (the economy as we know it); that, 

in short, risk (handling) takes place in the place of—displaces—the underlying economy. 

So how, then, was this transformation brought about? The way I see it, through the use 

and practice of financial derivatives, through the in-vention and inter-vention of financial 

derivation. Derivatives are double objects, two things at once. On the one hand they are 

financial instruments designed to manage or control risk, that is to say, reduce or amplify 

risks directly or indirectly affecting their underlying economies. On the other hand these 

financial devices are marketable, that is to say, they can, by being traded on a derivatives 

market, be used for the sole purpose of speculation, for speculating their own future, for 

capitalising on their own movements, the moves they make on the derivatives market. 

Risk can thus be handled both instrumentally, in the form of probability, with a view to 

organising or forestalling the future of the underlying economy, preventing the 

unexpected from happening, neutralising every unwanted event (Heidegger’s Ge-stell); 

and speculatively, as a commodity inhabiting the distance between all the foreseeable 

possibilities and the in-coming of the future, capitalising on its own marketable 

opportunities and possibilities, hence welcoming the unknown, the future, the 

unforeseeable event, the unexpected occurrence, the potential happening. Thus from the 

latter perspective I would not risk very much if I suggested that ‘[t]he product in 

derivative transactions is uncertainty itself.’461 Economic risk—the radically strange 
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element that is part of the economy but which the economy itself cannot grasp or 

comprehend—can thus be said to divert the economic system, to bring it into play, to 

place it in continuous variation, open it up to its potential space, to re-turn or deviate it 

into its always latent, inherent crisis: the risk of meaning nothing (beyond the meaning of 

the speculative game), of representing nothing, of arriving nowhere, of delivering nothing, 

of serving no utilitarian purpose whatsoever. In the financial world—a world which has 

lost all but its most tenuous connections with economic reality—there are no foundations 

left upon which to base an economic need, or a utilitarian cause. Derivatives are the 

means with which to navigate this demi-world. Financial derivation—the dis-placing 

economic activity par excellence—seizes the economic system differently, otherwise, 

grasps it in abstracto, intercepts only the volatility, the risks, the very movements of the 

underlying, the supposedly primary, economy. Seizing economic risk while being seized 

by it, grasp AND letting oneself be grasped by grasping it differently, is intervening the 

very midst of the economic, is intercepting risk-taking itself, to play with—that is, at once 

play with AND be played by—economic risk. 

Always rehearsing its derivative conceptions, its technique of seizing, repeating it over 

and over again in varying contexts, constantly trying to capture otherwise, intercept new 

grounds, endlessly endeavouring to derive underlying economies and markets while 

deviating them, financial derivation has become so highly refined that it provides the 

possibility to trade its underlying commodity without it ever being delivered. 

Consequently, since the friction of the underlying reality can be overcome, done away 

with, instrumental derivation hardly ever takes place. As I have said before, too many 

times perhaps, which is why I simply must say it again: the majority of the traded 

contracts on the Swedish market for standardised derivatives never reaches its 

instrumental destination, is never delivered, but rather offset or closed out in the market. 

Only around one percent of these traded contracts are actually converted into their 

underlying economies. The rest, ninety-nine percent or so, is never realised, never 

exchanged, never put to use, but kept accessible, floating, liquid—‘[l]iquidity is the key 

word in every market’462—‘time stocked in view of forestalling what comes about.... time 

placed in reserve, available.’463 As liquidity increases in a derivatives market, its 

instrumental activities—that is to say, the exchanges between the derivatives market and 

the underlying market—decreases. 

Stated another way, financial derivation deterritorialises the underlying economy, 

transforms it into an ‘underlying interest’464 (from the Latin interesse, to be in-between), 

a sort of in-between-being inhabiting the gap, the lapse of time between the buying or 
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selling of the underlying economy and its realisation, the in-coming of the future, the 

advent of the unforeseeable. It matters little or close to nothing whether the underlying 

reality is a commodity: pork bellies, corn, live cattle, electricity, pulp, wool or gold; or a 

financial: shares, indices, currencies, treasury bills, or bonds. What counts, though, is the 

risk, the price movements, the fluctuations and oscillations in the prices of the various 

underlying realities; or, perhaps better, what is of inter-est is the seizing grasping 

capturing intercepting of the underlying, its under-taking (Michaux’s sous-tend). This 

seizure, the concepting of the middle, the in-between, is the becoming-derivative of the 

originary economy, the creative re-iteration of the underlying economy ( by re-iteration I 

mean the simultaneous repetition AND alteration of the underlying economy, indicated 

by the Latin re-, again, and iter, from itara, other in Sanskrit), the generative derivation—

the simultaneous derivation AND deviation—of the underlying reality (the Latin derivare 

means both that something is derived from a source to another destination AND the 

possible deviation from this destination, that it might not arrive at all; it means both that 

the derived economy always exists in relation to a source or origin AND the potential 

diversion from this origin or source—the becoming-originary of the derivative economy), 

the deterritorialising movement away from the order of the underlying economy. 

Hence, what is found(ed) in the middle of the economy, in-between instrumental 

certainty and marketable uncertainty, amidst economic control AND financial chance, 

inter economics AND chrematistics (in Aristotle’s sense), in the economic AND itself, is 

(price) risk, the economic advent or adventure par excellence, the economy’s other, the 

operative form of ambiguity, the inter-est of financial derivation, the becoming-derivative 

of the underlying economy. Hence, risk does not, despite its perhaps suggestive Greek 

etymology (rhiza, cliff, root), provide a unitary and stable foundation on which to ground 

an unambiguous economic distinction, but rather a rhizome, a non-foundational 

foundation, a mass of roots, a structure of lability, of weeds, grass, ‘always in the middle, 

between things, interbeing, intermezzo’465, an interpenetrating network without neither 

beginning nor end, with multiple entryways, spreading itself out in every direction, 

attaching itself to any underlying economy—‘virtually anything can have a [derivatives] 

contract traded on it.’466 ‘The rhizome operates by variation, expansion, conquest, 

capture, offshoots.’467 It is a creative uprooting, extirpating roots and foundations, 

breaching dichotomies; it is a line of flight, of volatility, of deterritorialisation, creating 

countless paths of escape and transformation. Risk, or, better, rhizomic risk, unsecures 

the economy, opens it up to the in-vention of the other, to the in-coming of economic 
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ambiguity, rootlessness—that is to say, to ‘passibility.... the possibility of experiencing’468 

economy as something else. Rhizomic risk creates a potential space, a milieu for the 

aleatory, for chance and opportunity, for financial derivation—‘milieu not only as the 

“middle” of something (rather than its beginning/origin or end/finality) and some thing 

“in the middle” of its operation, but as the medium or environment of its development, 

“in the midst” of everything else.’469 Rhizomic risk is an opening in the midst of the 

economy, an inter-esting medium through which financial derivation not only opens up 

the economy to its multiple possibilities, but at one and the same time tries to preserve 

this openness, to keep the economy moving, to keep it in constant flux and 

transformation, in continuous variation; to prepare it for making new connections, for 

creating new possibilities of economic life, for putting economies to new spectacular uses. 

‘It is no accident that the word “risk” itself in the original Arabic meant “earning one’s 

daily bread.”’470 Financial derivation is the affirmation of risk, the dynamic movements, 

the in-ventive becomings, of the economy, its economic dangers as well as its chrematistic 

opportunities, its instrumental necessities as well as its marketable chances—without 

reservations. Financial derivation is continuous ‘becoming, always incomplete, always in 

the midst of being formed, and goes beyond the matter of any livable or lived experience. 

It is a process, that is, a passage of Life that traverses both the livable and the lived.’471 Put 

otherwise, rhizomic risk (taking), financial derivation, is a line of flight, a line of volatility 

(from the Latin volatilis, winged, volatile, from volare, to fly), the transitory, evanescent 

escape route of the economy, the economy’s attempt to find a way out. ‘Volatility sets in 

when the unexpected happens’472, when the economy leaves the territory, when financial 

derivation deterritorialises the economy. 

From the perspective of rhizomic risk, the economic world is stuck, caught inside a binary 

system, a dichotomy, the aporetic dualism of certainty and uncertainty, bewitched by the 

techniques of prediction, of knowing in advance, seduced by the thingness of being, the 

IS-world; it is rooted in the only uncertainty it knows, that is, calculable or measurable 

uncertainty. It has lost hold of ambiguity, its potential space, its event time; in short: it 

has lost the route not to but of experience—the experience of the possibilities of the 

future. It has manoeuvred itself into a supposedly safe place, a place presumably 

sheltered from risk, fending off, excluding risk. But as I have tried to demonstrate 

throughout this chapter, there are no safe economic places; they are always already 

permeated by the dangerous opportunities of risk, and as such risk breaches the shelter, 
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breaks it open, opens it up to opportunity, to the possibilities of the future. Financial 

derivation must hence be interstood as both a response to the risk involved in economic 

activities AND as its perpetuation, at one and the same time. Rhizomic risk is neither 

certainty nor uncertainty, simultaneously either the one or the other; it is the experience 

of ambiguity. Rhizomic risk-taking and financial derivation ‘know how to move between 

things, establish a logic of the AND, overthrow ontology, do away with foundations, 

nullify endings and beginnings.’473 They are the affirmation of instability, of lability, the 

continuous unsecuring of every economic system, the potential shaking and uprooting of 

every economic construct, the seizing in abstracto of the economy. Rhizomic risk-taking, 

that is to say, financial derivation, is an experimental activity which reiterates the 

economic world as the possibility of a purely financial future, a future which is still in 

touch with tukhê, that which lies beyond human control, a future ‘which is in the process 

of coming about—the new, remarkable, and interesting that replace the appearance of 

truth and are more demanding than it is’474; a future ‘which comes from an outside that is 

farther away than any external world, and hence closer than any internal world.’475 

Rhizomic risk-taking is experience, passibility, ‘the ability to let things come as they 

present themselves.’476 It is that which unsecures, uproots, seizes differently, without 

reaching, holds while letting go, that which an economy is capable of, experimenting, 

reiterating ... AND ... AND ... AND ...
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REITERATING ECONOMY 

 

 

Let us create extraordinary words, on condition 

that they be put to the most ordinary use and that 

the entity they designate be made to exist in the 

same way as the most common object. 

—Gilles Deleuze, Dialogues 

 

 

The word “economy” is derived from the Greek oikonomia. The term figures for the first 

time, it seems, in the fourth century B. C. in the writings of Plato and Xenophon, ‘where it 

denotes administration, management, ordering, ruling a family and its estate (oikos), a 

pattern of co-ordinated actions conceived both pragmatically and normatively.’477 ‘In its 

largest sense, the word asserts our capacity for creating intellectual structures and for 

imaginatively regulating them. It indicates our ability to discriminate between ends and 

means, and therefore, as a reflector of human choice, it represents the thoroughness of 

our self-consciousness.’478 Hence, economy, in these senses, signifies not only a mental or 

physical activity, an act of consciousness or a manipulative technique, but serves also as 

the normative system guiding these activities. Even if not all of these notions of economy 

are the very first that come to mind, I imagine they are quite easy to comprehend; and if 

not, they can be found in more or less any dictionary, in almost any language. As an 

economist, perhaps one would prefer a more firmly established and ready-made 

definition like the following: ‘Economics is the study of the use of scarce resources to 

satisfy unlimited human wants.’479 Although interesting in its own way, too much is lost if 

we accept such a definition; or, put in perhaps more “economic” terms, the opportunity 

cost of such a choice would be far too great. Economics is not simply economics, it is 

economy as well—oikonomia, oikos, nomos, nemesis, nemo, khreia, only to mention a few 

of its family members—at one and the same time; it is split or doubled already from the 

start and hence points simultaneously in (at least) two directions. A project like the 

present, with the ambition to interstand the concept of economy, and, ultimately, of 

course, of financial derivation, cannot take its recourse to any one or collection of 

definitions, but must rather create—experience and experiment—meanings beyond these 

normative demarcations, on the other scene of economy, so to speak. A tremulous step in 
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the course of such a venture may be taken by, as suggested above, comprehending 

economy as a (mental or physical) activity or technique. This, however, would only be the 

first step; if this initial move is followed by an etymological leap into the differing 

connotations, the shifting meanings of the word economy, and a few side-leaps or 

digressions into its chrematistic (di)versions, then we will have not only the means to 

deconstruct the whole concept of economy, to overturn and re-write or re-invent the texts 

of financial derivation, but the opportunity as well to dispose (at once rearrange AND 

discard), to derive (simultaneously derive AND deviate) any underlying economy 

whatsoever; and put in its place a game economy, a generalised economy, that is to say, a 

gamenemy. 

As noticed already in the aperture, I view (what is usually called) economy as the unstable 

effect of a continuous process of complexification, expressing itself as a series of different 

yet similar, simultaneous economic or organisational geno-practices—(1)oikonomike; (2) 

khrematistike; and (3) gaming—which, if they have anything in common, some sort of 

“common denominator”, or shared condition of possibility, it would be that they are all 

derivative geno-practices. The pragmatic outcome of such a geno-practice—whether (1) 

an oeconomy, a so called real or natural economy; (2) a chrenomy, a monetary, financial 

or speculative economy; or (3) a gamenemy, an economic game—is thus the effect of a 

prior process of derivation, a transformative process in which the objects and actions 

being derived, are disposed (simultaneously rearranged AND discarded) or displaced (at 

one and the same time put out of place AND replaced). In the present chapter, then, I will 

attempt to demonstrate this generative activity, this decreative organisation process, and 

the working of its thus constituted pragmatic economic events, organisations or systems. 

However, let us first of all, before scrutinising closer this geno-practice and its economic 

effects, divert one common (mis)understanding: that derivatives are confined to certain 

realms, for instance those of linguistics, mathematics, finance and chemistry. Onto this 

(mis)conception, I graft the (perhaps overly) suggestive proposition that derivatives may 

appear every-where, any-where, now-here and no-where. I would even go so far as to 

propose that any entity, state, event, organisation or system—rational as well as empirical, 

ideal as well as real—is a derivative, the effect of a prior derivation process; that every-

thing is always already derived; that there are no originary originals, only derived 

originals, only an incessant series of derivations: derivations of derivations of derivations, 

derivatives of derivatives of derivatives. This idea is neither unique nor new, but was put 

forth already in pre-Socratic time, by Heraclitus, who suggested that no-thing is or stays 

the same, is invariable, a thing-in-itself, but that “things”, as well as the so called reality in 

which they appear, are rather in a state of constant change, flux, variation and 

transformation (panta rei), in a continual process of becoming (other than they are, or 

are said to be). Heraclitus, consequently, does not do away altogether with the things of 

the world; he rather displaces or disposes them. Indeed, even for Heraclitus there (is) 
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such a (thing) as being, an (original), an arche (a Greek word meaning beginning); not a 

singular Origin, Ur-Sache or last Cause, though, securing once and for all the true and 

only pre-existing, unitary and unchanging Reality proposed by Parmenides; but a certain 

kind of origin: a nonoriginary (derived) origin, a nonfoundational foundation, a nonreal 

reality: a reality that (is) many-things and no-things at one and the same time, that lacks 

origin in the singular sense. In other words: ‘Everything is in a perpetual state of 

transformation, motion, and change. However, we discover that nothing simply surges up 

out of nothing without having antecedents that existed before. Likewise, nothing ever 

disappears without a trace, in the sense that it gives rise to absolutely nothing existing at 

later times. This general characteristic of the world can be expressed in terms of a 

principle which summarizes an enormous domain of different kinds of experience and 

which has never yet been contradicted in any observation or experiment, scientific or 

otherwise; namely, everything comes from other things and gives rise to other things.’480 

Thus in sharp contrast to the Parmenidean mode of thought, turned operational in the 

words of Archimedes: “Give me a fixed point and I will move the earth”—that is to say, 

given some sort of arche (whether a pre-fixed Reason, a universal measure, an invariable 

value, a stable definition, an established norm), a firm ground, a (non)worldly substance 

or beginning, any-thing can be organised—stands Heraclitean thinking (in which there 

are no fixed points), stressing the impossibility of such a notional stronghold. Hence, 

Heraclitus disposes or displaces the being-world, and the binary, oppositional thinking 

that enables and sustains it, by unsecuring its conceptual categories (e.g. 

intelligible/sensible, original/derivative, being/becoming) and opening up a space or field 

of possible meanings, and of potential worlds, in its very thingness (wordly or worldly). 

‘This field is in effect that of play, that is to say, a field of infinite substitutions only 

because it is finite, that is to say, because instead of being an inexhaustible field, as in the 

classical hypothesis, instead of being too large, there is something missing from it: a 

centre which arrests and grounds the play of substitutions. One could say.... that this 

movement of play, permitted by the lack or absence of a centre or origin, is the movement 

of supplementarity’481, or, which amounts to the same thing, the movement of derivation. 

One economy is supplanted—complemented and replaced—that is, derivated—derived 

and deviated—by its derivation; or, otherwise put, derivatives displace or dispose (its) 

underlying economies. In this sense, then, I would say that every economy is a derived 

disposed displaced economy. 

It could be argued, for instance, that the above mentioned three economies are 

constituted through the employment of different forms or types of “derivatives”. 

Depending on which derivative level these “derivatives” are put to work, they produce 
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slightly differing effects; their mode of operation and strategy, however, are the same: to 

displace or dispose the preceding derivative level. When financials, for instance shares—

that is, “derivatives” deriving from an underlying business, production or activity—are 

being traded on the (secondary) stock market, the underlying (primary) economy of 

useful goods and necessities, of job opportunities, productive investments and so on, is 

only of limited importance to their functioning; although the shares must still, at least to a 

certain degree, be connected to the core activity, and to human labour in general—since, 

obviously, without any underlying activity whatsoever a share would be a share out of 

nothing—the main concern is the price of the shares and the potential dividends. As 

already noted, the employment of human labour is far from a necessity when it comes to 

chrematistic diversions. Quite the contrary, it appears, the more a company rationalises 

its operations, reduces the number of its employees (not its “human capital” since this, 

obviously, is something entirely different), the higher will be the price of its shares, the 

more is left to be divided amongst the share holders. In September 1995, at Fairmont 

Hotel in San Francisco, some of the worlds leading economic oracles prophesied that in a 

not so far away future only around twenty percent of the available work-force will be 

needed in order to keep the economy going. When the chrematists blow their monetary 

horns, their financial trumpets, the walls of the oeconomy come tumbling down; and a 

new economic order is introduced. 

When, in turn, a stock option is traded on a (third-hand) derivatives market (i.e. when it 

is not used as a means, a financial organon, to accomplish some-thing in the chrematistic 

economy, to take a position or make a move on the underlying financial market, 

something which happens in no more than one percent of every transaction executed on 

the Swedish market for standardised derivatives), the core business (the productive 

activities underlying the financial economy) is—from the derivative’s point of view—

crossed out or put under erasure; it is, although in a vague sense, still there but is no 

longer determining or affecting the derivative activities on its presently derived level. 

Consequently, stock options refer only to the immediately foregoing derivative stage, (its) 

underlying chrematistic economy, that is, to the economy of (other) financials; their only 

concern, in this case, is the price fluctuations of the underlying shares, not their trading—

just as the chrematistic economy no longer concerns the question of satisfying human 

needs, of producing necessities, or of employing human labour, but of making business. 

The secondary chrematistic economy thus suddenly turns out to be, in a sense, a primary 

economy, an economy serving as a more or less stable ground or foundation for other 

economies, a fact further underlined by the observation that derivative markets are 

generally referred to as secondary markets (in relation to their underlying or primary 

markets). Taking the process of derivation one step further, to its next derivative stage or 

variant, would be taking it to the utmost limitations of its current practice, to the limits 

where derivatives are actually being traded today; that is to say, the trading of derivatives 
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based on other derivatives, or on purely imaginary things: to trade, for example, an option 

based on a future, or an option with a fictive bond as its underlying security—activities 

which are quite common today, and are, the practitioners confirm, ‘an important part of 

the functioning of the derivatives markets’482. Hence, like the productive economy, the 

underlying financial economy, too, may in a certain sense, be disposed of—not simply got 

rid of, nor simply rearranged, but neither AND both. 

Viewed as an ongoing process of complexification, the economy passes through the order 

of the oikonomia, a so called natural economy built on (real or ideal) human needs, and 

the corresponding limited exchange/natural trading of material necessities on a physical 

market place (agora); and then continues by working its way through the chrenomy, a 

chrematistic economy based on ‘nothing but the plain motive of gain so familiar to the 

man whose profession is buying and selling’483, on the unlimited trading of commodities 

(goods produced exclusively for sale), of khremata (Greek, meaning potentially both 

money and merchandise) on a representational market (that is, a market that is not 

necessarily a marketplace, in the physical sense, but a market mechanism, a cognitive 

nexus (from the Latin nectere, to bind) where the interconnection of supply and demand 

can be thought or speculated); and further towards what I have chosen to call the 

gamenemy, a game economy evolving from the merger, the simultaneity, of the oeconomy 

and the chrenomy, their con-fusion, that is to say, a simulated version or variation of the 

economic reality prospering on the unlimited trading of its price differences—products, it 

goes without saying, of a purely imaginary or virtual constitution. The continuous 

complexification process of the economy does not mean, however, that the earlier 

economic versions are completely obliterated, they are still in full operation, on different 

levels or plateaus, at one and the same time—displaced, disposed. A preceding economic 

version is thus not annihilated in or after the process of being derived, but displaced, 

simultaneously put out of place AND replaced, disposed, at once rearranged and 

discarded, used and erased; an operation altering the importance of each economic 

version, shifting the emphasis from one derivative variant to another, rather than getting 

rid of any of them. Today, for instance, I would say that the more abstract aspects—the 

imaginary possibilities and virtual potentialities—of organisation—that is, both 

organisations and the act of organising—is given much more attention, attracts far more 

interest, both practically and theoretically, than its so called realistic or concrete 

counterparts.484 The complexification (from the Latin com-, together and plectere, to 
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braid) of the economy—achieved through a series of derivations without neither a 

decidable beginning nor a final end, of dispositions, of displacements, preventing the 

economy from solidifying into a determinate form, from reaching a definite destination 

(as well as from being traced back to an alleged source or origin)—could thus be said to be 

a kind of intertwining of different levels or plateaus, of different dimensions of economic 

reality, making it all the more difficult to say what is what, where and when. The effect of 

these derivative transformations, this interweaving practice, of, in short, this process of 

complexification, is a broadening of the scope of economic reality, a broaching of its 

determinacy: an imaginary economic reality, at once neither (both) real nor (and) 

imaginary. This plasticity, this indefinite quality of economic reality, has been 

characterised by Fernand Braudel as ‘an essential feature of the general history of 

capitalism: its unlimited flexibility, its capacity for change and adaption.’485 

Instead of discussing (the concept of) economy as a reiterative series of economic 

derivations, it could be discussed in terms of play, as a play between opposites or 

polarisations. This coincides with the conception of economy as ‘a metaphor of energy—

where two opposed forces playing against each other constitute the so-called identity of a 

phenomenon.... Economy is not a reconciliation of opposites, but rather a maintaining of 

disjunction.‘486 In the present context this would mean that any kind of economy plays 

somewhere, or, rather, anywhere, in-between the two Aristotelian economic activities 

called oikonomike and khrematistike; or if you prefer, between the Greek terms phusis 

and nomos, nature and convention. Now, it would be logically consistent to assume that 

the further an economy is derivated, the further detached it becomes from the oeconomy, 

the real, natural, productive, or industrial economy, and the more attached it becomes to 

the purely chrematistic, speculative, financial, or (in Aristotle’s sense) unnatural 

economy. This, however, is not necessarily so, because if economy (is) play, this would 

mean that rather than moving from one state to another the economy moves to and fro 

in-between economic poles or positions; that the gamenemy (the economy’s most recent 

derivative version, so to speak) never stops fluctuating oscillating vacillating in the play 

space, never leaves its dwelling place, betwixt the oeconomy and the chrenomy. This 

would suggest that economic gaming—the by far most complex of economic activities—is 

playing at the very boundary at once separating and joining khrematistike and 

oikonomike; that the gamenemy is at one and the same time so distant from and so 

intimately connected to the chrematistic economy and the oeconomy, that it cannot avoid 

getting confused with either of them. The gamenemy, I would suggest, is the con-fusion, 

the fusing together, the disposing or displacement of the two (according to Aristotle) 

incompatible economic activities of oikonomike and khrematistike. Hence, it is not the 
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case that the two economic versions ‘come one after the other but rather that both are at 

once, i.e., they are one and the same and are so at the same time.487 In other words, the 

gamenemy is the complication (from the Latin com-, together and plicare, to fold), the 

folding back upon itself of economy, the play of the economic in-between or medium 

itself, the dissolving or uprooting of economic distinctions and categorisations. I will 

return to this issue in more detail below. 

A contradiction in terms! you might think, to suggest at one moment that the gamenemy 

is the farthest derived, the up to now far most complex economic version in a seemingly 

infinite process of complexification; and then, the next, claiming it to be playing in-

between—hence con-fusing the distinction of—the chrematistic economy and the 

oeconomy (two supposedly prior economic stages). However, economic seriality, or, 

perhaps better, reiteration (the simultaneous repetition AND alteration of the economy, 

indicated by the Latin re-, again, and iter, from itara, other in Sanskrit)—always 

repeating the economy otherwise, differently—and economic play are not necessarily 

contradictory processes, but could rather be said to, in a certain sense, interconnect. 

Economic reiteration presupposes economic play; without the latter there would not be 

any economic variability, any new economic versions. It is through the economy of play 

that the undecidability, the potential space between economic polarisations, the 

oeconomy and the chrenomy, are opened up. This opening is a kind of spacing, ‘not only 

the interval, the space constituted between two things (which is the usual sense of 

spacing), but also spacing, the operation, or in any event, the movement of setting aside. 

This movement.... marks what is set aside from itself, what interrupts every self-

identity,’488 the setting aside of the other, the other scene of economy, its potential space, 

or, if you prefer, its meaning making dimension. Economic play (is) the essential 

instability, the destabilising movements, the productive, generative, derivative force—the 

condition of possibility (and impossibility)—of every new economic version or system. 
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René Magritte, Représentation. 

© René Magritte/BUS 1998 

 

A perhaps suggestive way of obtaining or intercepting a better interstanding of the 

derivative play underlying this reiterative complexification process, is to make a few notes 

on René Magritte’s painting Représentation. Two pictures in one, each containing a game 

of football played on a lawn in front of a house surrounded by trees, both pictures seem to 

be perfect representations of the other, apart from the indubitable fact that the inner 

picture is smaller than the outer. But what is going on? What represents what? What is 

there to say about the relations, the boundaries between these two pictures? And what 

may we learn about the derivation of economies by making comparisons between the 

derivative moves and transformations taking place in an economy and the peculiar 

metamorphosis playing in Magritte’s painting? 

Let us start by acquainting ourselves with the arbitrary sphere between the painting and 

the economy as presently discussed. As I have chosen to experience and experiment this 

sphere, the larger image is analogous to the oeconomy; and the inner, the smaller image 

framed in by the balustrade and the wall, is analogous to the chrematistic economy. The 

gamenemy, not very surprisingly perhaps, does not have an analogue, and must 
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consequently be (de)scribed differently. Therefore, let me posit a question: Is it a 

coincidence that the “motif” of Magritte’s painting is a game of football? I think not. The 

way I see it, the gamenemy (is) the game(s) of football played in Magritte’s image—on 

different derivative levels, of course. 

What can be said, then, about the coupling between the two images in this lateral series 

(series, since there are, potentially, other economic relays, further economies continuing 

the series outside the frame of the paining, either from the upper right corner, or from the 

left-hand bottom corner)? Do the images resemble each other? are they identical? 

similar? Which picture refers to which? Is there anywhere an origin, model, or singular 

reference to be found which grounds the two images? ‘To me it appears that Magritte 

dissociated similitude from resemblance, and brought the former into play against the 

latter. Resemblance has a “model,” an original element that orders and hierarchizes the 

increasingly less faithful copies that can be struck from it. Resemblance presupposes a 

primary reference that prescribes and classes. The similar develops in series that have 

neither beginning nor end, that can be followed in one direction as easily as in another, 

that obey no hierarchy, but propagate themselves from small differences among small 

differences. Resemblance serves representation, which rules over it; similitude serves 

repetition, which ranges across it. Resemblance predicates itself upon a model it must 

return to and reveal; similitude circulates the simulacrum as an indefinite and reversible 

relation of the similar to the similar.’489 Hence, if, as Foucault suggests, the relation 

between the two images is not a question of resemblance but of similitude, then neither 

image could be said to be a copy of an original, or to have a model that serves as its 

primary referent (whether inside or outside the frame); they are rather simulacras, copies 

of copies that lack originals, derivations of derivations without a unique or exterior 

foundation. In this sense, therefore, both images could be said to be derivations: the 

smaller image is a derivation of the larger image which is a derivation of some-thing 

located some-where outside the painting, and so on and so forth; that is to say, the 

chrematistic economy is a derivation of the oeconomy which in turn is a derivation of a 

pure barter economy(?) which is a derivation of human labour(?), et cetera. Or is it rather 

the other way around, that the larger canvas derives from the smaller, that the oeconomy 

is derived from the chrematistic economy? I mean, were there really some-thing that 

could be called economy before the invention of money (in its widest sense, i.e. as some 

sort of quantifiable equivalent)? According to my reading of Foucault’s reading of 

Magritte’s painting this is certainly a plausible question, since when it comes to play 

nothing comes before or after. The question: origin or derivative? finds no answer—there 

is nothing upon which to ground the difference, no reference to refer the distinction to. 

‘Not that [play] suspends reference, but that it indefinitely defers a certain type of reality, 
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that of the perceptible referent.  It gives the prerogative to the other, opens the infinite 

uncertainty of a relation to the completely other, a relation without relation.’490 Derivative 

AND origin, one and the same, yet different, at one and the same time. 

Hence, all that can be said with certainty is that this series of similarities has neither a 

safe end nor a secured beginning, whether empirical or theoretic. No one knows for sure 

what truly was, or what will really come. Neither the retrospective question: From where 

or what does this or that economic reality derive? nor the futuristic question: Where and 

when will this end? find an answer. If, however, one were to—playfully—come up with an 

answer at least to the former question (since the latter, by definition, lacks answers), it 

would have to be supported by a imaginative etymology like the following: An economy 

de-rives (since the verb derive is a compound of the Latin de-, from, down, away, away 

from, out of, of, off, aside, and rivus, river, stream or brook) from the Heraclitean rivers, 

the rivers of which Heraclitus wrote: ‘We both step and do not step into’491. Thus, an 

economy both does and does not, in Latin, derivare (meaning simultaneously to derive, 

divert and deviate) from these paradoxical rivers. Playing it safe: ‘Worldmaking begins 

with one version and ends with another.’492 Not much guidance to a firm mind, I am 

afraid; a gay dance, perhaps, to the subtle. 

The gamenemy, as already mentioned, is the playing itself of the game (of football in 

Magritte’s image), the economy of economics, so to speak; ‘that which passes and 

happens, without passing, from one to the other.’493 Economic gaming plays between 

khrematistike and oikonomike, at the boundary of their con-fusion—the crisis, turning-

point or instability of economy. This crisis or boundary, it goes without saying, 

corresponds to the destabilising play, the transformative movement occurring in-between 

the two similitudes in Représentation. As I see it, the playing of the game (is) the 

metaphorical movement, the derivative alteration, that trans-fers or trans-ports the active 

elements from one game to an other; that is to say, it is derivation that carries the traits 

and practices from one economic sphere over and into an other, from one economic 

version to an other (the Latin trans- means not only over, across, beyond, through, to the 

other side, it also signifies a change or transformation; ferre and portare means to carry 

or to bear). The derived or transmuted economy is still economic but revised, it is played 

differently, according to new rules, and it is enclosed by a reformed set of norms. The 

chrematistic economy, for instance, is other than the oeconomy; an effect of the 

deviative/divertive character of derivation, the tendency to digress from any intended 

course, aim or end, to arrive without actually arriving at the predetermined destination. 
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The gamenemy—as the intermediary between the oeconomy and the chrenomy, or as the 

simil playing in the simultaneity of the two similitudes in Magritte’s image—is an 

opening, incision or cut in both the empirical flesh of economy and in the rational mind of 

(representational) economics. 

The gamenemy is thus not a transcendental economy, the dialectical synthesis of two 

implacable combatants, but rather a cise (an obsolete spelling of the word size, signifying 

also and at once the line of a cut, the cutting edge of a sword, an incision and a cut), a 

double edged mediator at once limiting and unlimiting economies. The gamenemy ‘has 

two cises. The cise [taille] always has two cises: it de-limits. It has the cise of what it 

delimits and the cise of what it de-limits, of what it limits and of what is liberated in it of 

its limits.’494 In other words, economic gaming operates according to the logic, or, perhaps 

better, the economy, of the double bind, the chiastic interweaving of two incompatible 

forces: the determinacy (disposition, containment, reserve) of oikonomike and the 

indeterminacy (dispensation, dissipation, expenditure) of khrematistike. By simulating 

the contradictory movements of economy, economic gaming supplements, derives and 

deviates, any underlying economy which, as a consequence, ‘is doubled as soon as it 

appears, as soon as it presents itself. It appears, in its essence, as the possibility of its own 

most proper non-truth, of its pseudo-truth reflected in the icon, the phantasm, or the 

simulacrum.’495 This economic doubling, supplementation, disposing, displacement or 

derivation, or, in short, simulation, of the economic activities of khrematistike and 

oikonomike, is a kind of double exposure á la Magritte; two incompatible derivatives that 

lack originals, capable of living their own, autonomous lives, are con-fused into one 

undecidable economic variation—the gamenemy. 

In order to make this folded, simulative kind of reasoning more reasonable, so to speak, 

and hence be able to continue and further develop the analysis of the (concept of) 

economy, I believe it to be necessary to investigate closer Aristotelian economics. A 

crucial distinction which governs Aristotle’s economics is the opposition between phusis 

(nature), the world as objectively given, and nomos (law, convention, institution), the 

world as constituted by man—a thought figure which is powerfully present in Greek 

thinking right from its beginnings. It is with this model in mind that Aristotle 

distinguishes between oikonomike, a supposedly natural economics and khrematistike, a 

supposedly unnatural chrematistics, between a good and a bad mode of producing and 

acquiring goods. While the former is limited to procuring the things and articles which 

are necessary to exist, whether through hunting or farming, truck or barter (i.e. some sort 

of allage, exchange), or natural trade (metabletike), the latter is limitless, and its end is as 

clear as it is simple: to make profit on mercatorial exchange (kapelike). ‘One form then of 
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property-getting [ktetikes] is, in accordance with nature [phusin], a part of household-

management [oikonomikes], in that either the goods [khrematon] must be there to start 

with, or this technique of property getting [i.e. oikonomike] must see that they are 

provided; goods, that is, which may be stored up, as being necessary for providing a 

livelihood, or useful [khresimon] to house-hold [oikias] or state [poleos] as associations 

[koinonian]. And it looks as if wealth [ploutos] in the true sense [alethinos] consists of 

property such as this. For the amount of property [kteseos] of this kind which would give 

self-sufficiency [autarkeia] for a good life is not limitless [apeiros].... there is a limit, as in 

the other skills [tekhnais]; for none of them have any tools [organon] which are 

unlimited in size or number [apeiron oudemias esti tekhnes], and wealth [ploutos] is a 

collection of tools [organon plethos] for use in the administration of a household 

[oikonomikon] or state. ’496 The Greek word khrematon, translated above as goods—and 

referred to as property in the next sentence, and later as a means or organon—can also 

mean money, stamped coins as well as money in the more primitive sense, that is, 

realvalue assets such as gold or silver. Therefore, the khrematon which Aristotle 

obviously considers to be so important to his economy, that is to say, ‘wealth in the true 

sense’, may just as well consist of money. After all, wealth is, as Aristotle points out, a 

collection of tools, and money indeed ‘is the purest form of the tool’497. This would mean 

that to Aristotle a good and wealthy life consists in the proper use of economic means to 

procure a sufficient amount of those necessities which are needed in order to satisfy the 

true wants (in relation to phusis) of the oikonomia. 

‘But there is another kind of property-getting [ktetikes] to which the term “acquisition of 

goods” [khrematistiken] is generally and justly applied; and it is due to this that there is 

thought to be no limit [peras] to wealth [plouton] or property [kteseos]. Because it closely 

resembles that form of acquisition of goods which we have just been discussing [i.e. 

allage, exchange, e.g. truck or barter, and metabletike, natural trade which Aristotle 

considers to be a necessary and accepted feature of oikonomikon, the administration of 

the household], many suppose that the two are one and the same. But they are not the 

same, though admittedly they are not very different; one is natural, the other is not. This 

second kind [i.e. kapelike] develops from the exercise of a certain kind of skill [tekhnes] 

won [ginetai] by some experience [empeirias]. Let us begin our discussion thus: Every 

piece of property [ktematos] has a double use [khresis]; both uses are uses of the thing 

itself, but they are not similar uses; for one is the proper use of the article in question, the 

other is not. For example a shoe may be used [pragmatos] either to put on your foot or to 

offer in exchange [metabletike]. Both are uses [khreseis] of the shoe; for even he that 

gives a shoe to someone who requires a shoe, and receives in exchange [trophes] coins 
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[nomismatos] or food, is making use [khretai] of the shoe as a shoe, but not the use 

[khresin] proper to it, for a shoe is not expressly made for purposes of exchange [allages]. 

The same is the case with other pieces of property [khrematon]: the technique of 

exchange [metabletike] can be applied to all of them, and has its origin in a state of affairs 

often to be found in nature [phusin], namely, men having too much of this and not 

enough of that. It was essential that the exchange [allagen] should be carried on far 

enough to satisfy the needs of the parties.... Such a technique of exchange [i.e. 

metabletike] is not contrary to nature [phusin] and is not a form of money-making 

[khrematistikes, i.e. in its unnatural sense]; for it keeps to its original purpose: to re-

establish nature’s own equilibrium of self-sufficiency [autarkeias].... So clearly trade 

[kapelike] is not a natural[phusei] way of getting goods [khrematistikes]’498, because it 

carries exchange too far beyond the limits set by nature, it creates an unnatural state of 

disequilibrium, an instability in what is already given by phusis. 

Hence Aristotle uses the concept of khrematistike in two senses, as (1) the art of securing 

necessities, ‘the art of supply’499, comprising, in turn, two forms of exchange, allage and 

metabletike, that is, the exchange of goods for goods or for money; and (2) the art of 

money making, exchange based on kapelike, the pursue of monetary gain. The first mode 

of acquisition, of exchange, covers any kind of natural transactions, all the dealings which 

are considered vital to the survival of the economy, ranging from hunting and farming, via 

truck and barter, to natural trade (metabletike). Marx describes these Aristotelian 

exchange transactions structurally as, on the one hand, an economic transaction where 

one commodity is exchanged for another: Commodity — Commodity, that is, truck or 

barter (allage); and, on the other, a sale-and-a-purchase:  Commodity — Money — 

Commodity (metabletike), that is, an economic transaction using money as a medium of 

exchange or circulation, as a means to facilitate the actual exchange of two commodities, 

the factual transaction of a good between a buyer and a seller. While in the first case the 

exchange is accomplished through a single metamorphosis where one commodity is 

transformed into an other, in the second it is ‘accomplished through two metamorphoses 

of opposite yet mutually complementary character—the conversion of the commodity into 

money [C — M, sale], and the re-conversion of the money into a commodity [M — C, 

purchase].’500 Through the intervention of money the simple swapping of commodities is 

turned into a process of selling in order to buy. In both cases, however, the purpose of the 

exchange is the same, to transmute some-thing which has a non-use value into some-

thing else which has a use value; or to acquire a use object which has a higher use value 

than the use object one is using as a means of exchange/circulation (whether commodity 
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or money). In short, the final goal of both exchange transactions is the satisfaction of 

needs, or, if one prefers, consumption. 

However, as Aristotle so ingeniously illustrates by his example of the shoes (above), every 

piece of property ‘has a double use’ (proper and improper): as a thing with intrinsic worth 

or use value, and as a use value to someone else, that is to say, as an exchange value. 

Exchange value, consequently, is what concerns the second mode of exchange, 

commercial trade: Money — Commodity — Money' (kapelike), ‘the transformation of 

money into commodities [M — C, purchase], and the re-conversion of commodities onto 

money [C — M, sale]: buying in order to sell [dearer].’501 In this form of circulation (which 

Marx calls the circulation of money as capital), obviously, only more economic tools are 

generated, not property, goods, or commodities. Its driving force and final end is thus not, 

as in the prior (simple) form of circulation (metabletike), use value and the satisfaction of 

needs, but exchange value and an endless desire to increase the quantity of 

money/exchange value. Hence in the first form of trade (metabletike) money—being 

solely a means of exchange, a means to an end or reference which lies outside the 

movement of the exchange itself—has served its purpose when its final aim is reached, 

when one commodity is exchanged for a qualitatively different commodity, a new use 

value. In the second form of trade (kapelike), however, ‘the circulation of money as capital 

is an end in itself, for the valorization [Ververtung, i.e. a quantitative increase or advance] 

of value takes place only within this constantly renewed movement.’502 In this unceasing 

movement of money, the augmentation of exchange value, use value is completely 

extinguished. Stated another way, when wealth is thought to be accumulated through 

monetary means only, that is, when the circulation of money is considered to be the one 

and only true source of riches, then khrematistike becomes the art of moneymaking 

alone: it becomes chrematistics. (It may be interesting to notice that Aristotle pondered 

over the double character of economic property—that every economic thing is an object-

of-use-and-exchange, that a good possesses use value and exchange value at one and the 

same time—and the social consequences of the activity of buying and selling, for more 

than two millennia before Marx wrote his Capital; an observation which might tell us 

something about the generality of this economic enigma, and the extent to which buying 

and selling has and indeed does effect the way we organise not only the economic world, 

but the social world as well.) 

Although both exchange (allage) in the form of truck or barter, and trade in the form of 

metabletike are a perfectly natural part of the oikonomia, and thus are not forms of 

moneymaking, it was out of these activities that moneymaking arose. ‘Once a currency 

[nomismatos] was provided, development was rapid and what started as a necessary 
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exchange [allages] became trade [kapelikon], the other mode of acquiring goods 

[khrematistikes]. At first it was probably quite a simple affair, but then it became more 

systematic [tekhnikoteron] as men become more experienced at discovering where and 

how the greatest profit [kerdos] might be made [poiesei] out of the exchanges 

[metaballomenon]. That is why the technique of acquiring goods [khrematistike] is held 

to be concerned primarily with coin [nomisma], and to have the function [ergon] of 

enabling one to see [theoresai] where a great deal [plethos] of money [khrematon] may 

be procured [poietike] (the technique does after all produce wealth [ploutou] in the form 

of money [khrematon]); and wealth [plouton] is often regarded as being a large quantity 

[plethos] of coin [nomismatos] because coin [nomismatos] is what the techniques of 

acquiring goods [khrematistiken] and of trading [kapeliken] are concerned with.’503 

As I am sure you have noticed, unless one is really attentive to Aristotle’s semantic 

transpositions, and well acquainted with (or as in my case, very interested in) the Greek 

language, the risk of getting caught in this chrematistic vertigo is immense, and may, 

consequently, cause a great deal of both conceptual and practical bewilderment. In the 

fragment just cited, for example, Aristotle uses the word khrematistike in both its senses, 

as the art of supply and moneymaking; and it is not altogether clear in each case to which 

of the alternatives he is referring. Furthermore, khrematon, which earlier (see above) 

connoted goods and property, now connotes money. The English translations are of 

course quite accurate, but if one does not know which Greek word has been translated, it 

is easy to get bewildered; since if only one possible translation is presented during, for 

instance, a critical passage in the text, the textual play is entirely forfeited, and, 

unfortunately, so is comprehension. Thus, when (the concept) khrematistike operates in 

the text, it means potentially both the art of supply AND moneymaking; and, likewise, 

khrematon may signify simultaneously money and what money can buy and sell. This 

con-fused reasoning, this bastard way of reasoning, of course, has practical implications 

as well. When wealth (the set of tools applied in the organisation of the economy) is 

misunderstood and hence (mis)used for the sole purpose of monetary gain or profit 

(kerdos), then this results in a diversion of the means of economic action from, as 

Aristotle apparently sees it, its natural and final objective, namely to produce use values, 

to satisfy natural human needs. By con-fusing these economic means with what they are 

supposed to achieve, by constantly turning use values into exchange values, this mode of 

exchange, commercial trade, fosters the illusion that means and ends are actually one and 

the same thing, that money and wealth are, so to speak, two sides of the same coin. 

‘Hence men seek to define a different sense of wealth [plouton] and of the acquisition of 

goods [khrematistiken], and are right to do so, for there is a difference: on the one hand 

wealth [plouton] and the acquisition of goods [khrematistiken] in accordance with nature 
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[phusin], and belonging to household-management [oikonomike]; on the other hand the 

kind that is associated with trade [kapelike], which is not productive [poietike] of goods 

[khrematon] in the full sense [ou panton] but only through their exchange [dia 

khrematon metaboles]. And it is thought to be concerned with coinage [nomisma], 

because coinage [nomisma] both limits [peras] the exchange [allages] and is the unit of 

measurement [stoikheion] by which it is performed; and there is indeed no limit [apeiros] 

to the amount of riches [ploutos] to be got from this mode of acquiring goods 

[khrematistikes].’504 (The word stoikheion used here by Aristotle to define what he takes 

to be the essence, the most significant element of commercial exchange, is the same word 

Lucrete, Democrite and Epicure used to characterise an atom, the primary body, the 

indivisible element, the minutest component constituting the objects of the material 

world.) ‘The kind [of khrematistikes] which is household-management [oikonomikes], on 

the other hand, does have a limit [peras], since it is not the function [ergon] of 

household-management [oikonomikes] to acquire goods [i.e. through khrematistike, 

which is only a means to an end, not an end in itself]. So, while it seems that there must 

be a limit [peras] to every form of wealth [plouton], in practice we find that the opposite 

occurs: all those engaged in acquiring goods [khrematizomenoi] go on increasing 

[auxousin] their coin [nomisma] without limit [peras], because the two modes of 

acquisition of goods [khrematistikes] are so similar. For they overlap [epallattei] in that 

both are concerned with the same thing, property [kteseos]; but in their use [khresis] of it 

they are dissimilar [ekateras]: in one case the end [telos] is sheer increase [auxesis], in 

the other something different [heteron]. [To designate the “thing”, that which the two 

kinds of chrematistics have in common but use for different ends, the translator has 

chosen the word kteseos(property); in the original text, however, Aristotle first uses the 

word khresis (use), only then does he speak of the use of a property (kteseos khresis), 

emphasising thereby not only the double character of the property, as both means and 

end, use value and exchange value, but that we are dealing with a practice rather than a 

thing, with relations rather than objects.] Some people therefore imagine [dokei] that 

increase is the function [ergon] of household-management [oikonomikes], and never 

cease [diatelousin] to believe [oiomenoi] that their store of coined money [nomismatos 

ousian] ought to be either hoarded [sozein], or increased [auxein] without limit 

[apeiron].... their whole activity centres on business [khrematismon], and the second 

mode of acquiring goods [khrematistikes] owes its existence to this.... [T]hese people turn 

all skills [poiousi] into skills of acquiring goods [khrematistikas], as though that were the 

end [telos] and everything had to serve that end [telos].... [This] is contrary to nature 

[phusin].’505 
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Aristotle has carefully and purposefully been sharpening his double-edged chrematistic 

sword, time and again he has rehearsed his economic strategy, preparing himself for 

incising a final classification. Guiding his thought and hand is, like always, the distinction 

between phusis and nomos, or (which amounts to the same thing) between phusis which 

produces and presents itself, and tekhnê which ‘either imitates nature, or completes what 

nature cannot bring to full finish’506. ‘The acquisition of goods [khrematistike] is then, as 

we have said, of two kinds; one, which is necessary [anagkaias] and approved of 

[epainoumenes, lit. praiseworthy], is to do with household-management [oikonomikes]; 

the other, which is to do with trade [kapelikes] and depends on exchange [metabletikes], 

is justly regarded with disapproval [psegomenes], since it arises not from nature [phusin] 

but from men’s gaining from each other [allelon].’507 Hence, on the one (good) side of the 

crevice necessary chrematistics, natural exchange delimited by the needs of the economy, 

trade aiming for a just (dike) distribution of goods, a corrective or regulative dispensation 

of property derived (directly or indirectly) from nature; and on the other (bad) side, 

unnecessary chrematistics, unnatural exchange limited only by money, which by 

definition has no limits (since it is both the medium and the end of the transaction, at one 

and the same time, it consequently lacks an end outside itself which could limit its 

monetary movements), the trading of goods for the (in Aristotle’s mind, deviant) purpose 

of unlimited monetary gain (kerdos). Stated another way, while oikonomike delimits 

chrematistic deviations, khrematistike  de-limits economic derivatives, deviates economic 

delimitations. Retrospecting for a moment the statement cited in the beginning of this 

chapter, ‘Economics is the study of the use of scarce resources to satisfy unlimited human 

wants.’508 (the fundamental presupposition of modern economics) it becomes pretty clear 

how Aristotle would view the object of this study, the economy. He would no doubt 

approve of and accept the assumption about the use of scarce resources, it being so closely 

related to his conception of wealth as a limited set of economic tools; but the second 

assumption, however, contaminated as it is by the desiring un- of un-limited, makes 

modern economy, in Aristotle’s eyes, not economic but chrematistic. 

As already mentioned, the two types of trade, the economic and the chrematistic, are 

easily con-fused since they make use of the same means and/or property to conduct their 

businesses: money (in its widest sense). Therefore, to resolve this confusion, and to dispel 

the last shred of doubt concerning the meaning of his message, and to consolidate his 

categorical incision once and for all—marking thereby a boundary that should never have 

been transgressed by economics—Aristotle announces what he considers to be the most 

extreme case of chrematistic bastardry: ‘Very much disliked [miseitai, lit. hated] also is 
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the practice of charging interest [obolostatike]; and the dislike is fully justified, for the 

gain arises out of currency [nomismatos] itself [autou], not as a product [ktesis] of that 

for which currency was provided. Currency was intended to be a means of exchange 

[metaboles], whereas interest represents an increase in the currency itself [de tokos auto 

poiei pleon]. Hence its name, for each animal produces its like [homoia ta tiktomena], 

and interest is currency born of currency [de tokos ginetai nomisma ek nomismatos]. 

And so of all types of business [khrematismon] this is the most contrary to nature 

[malista para phusin].’509 This passage, I would say, displays the critical point, the crisis 

of Aristotelian economics, the limit at which his economics de-limits itself; that is to say, 

the decisive act in which it opens itself to deconstruction, offers itself to a catachrestic 

understanding (that is, an interstanding or (non)meaning for which there is (yet) no sign, 

and which consequently is attainable only through the constitution, or, rather, the 

invention of a new/the “misuse” of an old word or concept). 

At stake in this (ethical/moral) struggle between good production, natural generation on 

the one side and bad production, monetary generation on the other, obviously, is the “true 

nature” of economic exchange: economic exchange itself and its tokos, its products or 

offspring. ‘As product, the tokos is the child, the human or animal brood, as well as the 

fruits of the seeds sown in the field, and the interest on a capital investment: it is a return 

or revenue.’510 For Aristotle, economic exchange can only be a transaction with nature, an 

exchange of natural things or necessities, and the use of money, consequently, can be 

justified only if it is employed as a measure of value and means of exchange—indeed 

money’s ‘fundamental function, which defines it and accounts for its existence, is to serve 

as a medium of exchange’511—that is to say, as a tool facilitating the exchange between the 

oeconomy and nature. This is why money must serve an extrinsic purpose, must have an 

end or telos posited outside its own monetary movements which it can satisfy; and why 

exchange must be the exchange of some-thing (useful). Hence in natural trade 

(metabletike) money acts as a kind of midwife delivering (distributing) the legitimate 

offspring among the parties (the seller and the purchaser) involved in each transaction, 

deriving a commodity from one place into another. Money is a (secondary) means to a 

(primary) end, its existence derives from the fundamental need to exchange necessities—

whose value is measured by money. Commercial trade (kapelike) is still, in a sense, 

engaged in transactions with nature, the buying-and-selling of goods and commodities, 

but for the wrong reason (profit); the exchange itself is the productive generator, 

diverting goods from their intended use, from their own use values. Money deviates from 

its originary course, digresses from its primary end, supplements it—adds itself to it and 
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takes its place—with another tool, another derivative, an increased sum of money. When 

it comes to charging interest (Money — Money') ‘money which begets money’512, however, 

the detour through property is superfluous, of no use, unnecessary; that is to say, the 

relation to nature, to any sort of good or commodity, is completely annulled. There is thus 

no exchange with nature at all, which means that money no longer serves any purpose or 

aims at any-thing, but ‘enters into a private relationship with itself, as it were.’513 

Nontransactional exchange: unmediating means which produce more means, inter-esting 

deviants which procure deviants; a self-referring or onanistic operation involving neither 

nature, ends nor origins. 

In natural trade goods use money to produce legitimate tokos, qualitatively differing 

goods—since, obviously, there is little or no sense in selling and buying two identical 

commodities, at least as far as their use values are concerned. In commercial trade, 

money uses commodities to procure illegitimate tokos, derivatives of derivatives, copies of 

itself, copies which differ only in quantity, not in quality. In trade all things are 

exchangeable for money and money for all things; an apple turns into a banana, money 

turns into more money; the former, distributive form of trade is productive of goods in 

the full sense and therefore good, the latter only generates more means and, 

consequently, is not productive in the full sense and therefore bad for the economy. In the 

practice of charging interest money copulates with money to engender inbred tokos, 

monetary bastards, derivative deviants. Nothing is exchanged, nature is subjected to the 

whims of money, becomes its nature.  Although it is the nature of some animals to 

produce their likenesses, it is not the nature of money to do so, whether through 

mercatorial trade or in the form of interest. Therefore, neither the tokos resulting from 

kapelike nor from monetary copulation receive the economy’s blessing, but are branded 

as chrematistic bastards: illegitimate derivatives and incestuous deviants respectively. 

These chrematistic practices are of course utterly unacceptable to Aristotle, especially the 

latter, since for him allage, exchange in the primordial, necessary sense of the term, is 

constitutive not only of every form of econnomy, but of any kind of human association as 

such.514 This fact is further underlined by Nietzsche who writes: ‘Buying and selling 

[understood here, perhaps, in its most general sense, as an act of exchange].... are older 

even than the beginnings of any kind of social forms of organization and alliances’515. 

‘Exchange, Aristotle said, sprang from the needs of the extended family the members of 

which originally used things in common which they owned in common. When their 

numbers increased and they were compelled to settle apart, they found themselves short 
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of some of the things they formerly used in common and had therefore to acquire the 

needed things from amongst each other. This amounted to a mutual sharing. Briefly, 

reciprocity in sharing was accomplished through acts of barter. Hence exchange.’516 This 

proportionate exchange of necessities, goods for goods, commodities for commodities 

(whether through natural trade or barter) between the members of the constantly growing 

household economies, was thus considered by Aristotle as a reciprocal process of sharing, 

an act of distribution. The problem, as Aristotle saw it, was how to make the traded 

commodities commensurable, equal, how to find a unit of measurement, a value that 

could make one kind of good (e.g. corn) comparable to another (e.g. wine), and which 

furthermore could be shared by all in the economy. ‘Now this unit is in truth [aletheia] 

demand [khreia], which holds all things together [sunekhei] (for if men did not need one 

another’s goods at all, or did not need them equally, there would be either no exchange or 

not the same exchange); but money has become by convention a sort of representative of 

demand [‘upallagma tes khreias to nomisma gegone kata suntheken’517, which I would 

rather translate as: money is by convention the substitute/exchangeable representation of 

need/want]; and this is why it has the name “money” (nomisma)—because it exists not by 

nature [phusei] but by law (nomos) and it is in our power to change [metabalein] it and 

make it useless[poiesai akhreston].’518 A perhaps insignificant reflection: In English 

versions of The Nicomachean Ethics, the Greek word khreia (need/use/useful) is 

systematically (mis)translated as “demand”; a sign, I would say, not only of the degree to 

which chrematistics, and indeed the idea of the market, permeates the economy, but also 

the way in which economic matters are contemplated; or, rather, the degree to which 

contemplative matters are economised. Otherwise put, chrematistics deviates/diverts 

every need into demands. 

Aristotle clearly states that the worth or value (axia), the ‘Proto-value (to distinguish it 

from value in the usual sense)’519, underlying both the exchanges of the economy and the 

economy itself is khreia, the need/use/usefulness to the members of the economy of the 

goods exchanged; a Proto-value which he chooses on the ground that it is natural, part of 

phusis—he also mentions virtue, freedom and wealth as possible Proto-values, and that, 

consequently, different economies/cities/states choose different worths as Proto-values. 

Then he continues by saying that there must be a standard value, a unit of measure, 

which—fixed by agreement, that is, according to a nomos—can substitute for this Proto-

value; this, of course, is the moment when money enters the Aristotelian stage, ‘since all 
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things are measured by money [nomismati].’520 Money, no doubt, is instituted (the Greek 

word for money, nomisma, stems from nomos, law, custom, usage or convention, and the 

verb nomizesthai, in turn, means to be valid or customary) and can, as Aristotle says, be 

disposed of if the economy chooses to do so; and hence its capricious constitution has 

nothing whatsoever to do with the determinate property of phusis . But in what way can a 

Proto-value or axia—the foundation upon which the oikonomia and distributive exchange 

(allage and metabletike) is based—be said to be given phusis? It goes without saying that 

the Proto-value, the basis of exchange, the point of reference,  cannot refer to some-thing 

else in order to justify its existence—since then it would not be a Proto-value. If axia is 

given phusis, if it is absolute in this nuclear sense, then its only possible reference would 

be to itself. But if there is any truth to what Aristotle claims in The Nicomachean Ethics, 

that each economy chooses its own axia among several possible axia, then axia cannot be 

given in itself, cannot belong to phusis. How could it be? No, I think rather that ‘[e]very 

one of these criteria, these “bases of measurement”, these Proto-values, makes its 

appearance only because it has already been instituted, posited as a Proto-value or axia, 

by the nomos, the particular nomos in question.’521 This would mean that any economy 

presupposes a natural Proto-value which is always already a nomos, which is always 

already a convention or institution; that an economy ‘can only be something posited or 

imposed by [economy] in order that [economy] can exist. In a word: [economy] 

presupposes [economy]—which is tantamount to saying that [economy] is its own 

creation; something which Aristotle does not, and cannot say (any more than can 

Marx).’522 

As those familiar with the writings of Cornelius Castoriadis have already noticed, instead 

of Proto-values, we might just as well talk about primary imaginary social significations, 

significations that refer neither to something perceptible (real), nor to something thought 

(rational); that is to say, significations that ‘are without any referent whatsoever or, if you 

like, are their own referent.... for example, the “economy” and the “economic” are central 

imaginary significations which do not “refer” to something but on the basis of which a 

host of things are socially represented, reflected, acted upon and made as economic.’523 

(Gregory Bateson would, perhaps, use the concept ‘explanatory principle’524) Castoriadis 

takes God as another example. ‘God is neither the name of God nor the images a people 

may give of him, not anything of the sort. Carried by, pointed at by all these symbols, he 

is, in every religion, that which makes these symbols religious symbols—a central 
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signification, the organization of signifiers and signifieds into a system, that which 

supports the intersecting unity of both those components and which also permits the 

extension, multiplication and modification of this signification.’525 Khreia, then, as a 

primary imaginary signification—or, if one prefers, as meaning—could thus be said to 

both create and organise, both constitute and arrange that which Aristotle refers to as the 

oikonomia; and it does so, furthermore, on the basis of a nomos, not according to phusis. 

If one were to find this theory credible, then, obviously, one would have to accept the fact 

that basically any economy, the needs/wants that supposedly ground it as well as its 

symbols and representations, ‘are the works of the imaginary, which is creation ex 

nihilo.’526 Hence it ‘becomes nonsensical to claim that such a circular system is “true” in a 

traditional sense, but it nevertheless turns into a “reality” in the same way as the proof of 

the pudding lies in its being eaten.’527 Or, as Gunnar Olsson (de)scribes this condition: 

‘The symbolism of the real is imaginary.’528 

But an economy would indeed be nothing, would remain an imaginary non-being if, 

around the primary imaginary signification, there were not also a system of secondary 

imaginary significations, an operative set of symbolic tools such as necessities, goods, 

commodities and—the economic tool par excellence—money; that is to say, an assemblage 

of mate-realised imaginary significations, of “concrete” economic instruments which turn 

it operational, connect it to or (con)fuse it with phusis. Put differently, a primary 

imaginary signification or Proto-value—which, I suggest, is analogous to the self-moving 

substance or value which Marx calls ‘an automatic subject’529—offers itself only on the 

basis of the shadows it casts, the symbols or representations it produces, the results or 

derivatives that it constitutes. Khreia, consequently, may appear as either necessity (use 

value) or good/commodity/money (exchange value/market value). 

Thus, in order to explain the foundation upon which the oikonomia is erected, Aristotle 

refers to khreia, ‘which is so obvious and so enigmatic; but chreia itself, on any given 

occasion, exists only as it has been instituted, and, in itself, it is not “measurable”. It, too, 

must be supplemented by a conventional equalisation; which is to say an equalisation 

which has been instituted’530, namely nomisma (money), the nomos  supplementing the 

flaws and deficiencies of phusis, the lack or insufficiency of khreia—in short, 

complementing and replacing it—enabling thereby the khreia to pass for the original, to 
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fill the absence of the present phusis. The point I want to make is already made, but just 

in case: Khreia, the supposed origin of and reason for economy, is neither originary nor 

natural (phusei); it is rather a nomos, a constituted, agreed upon origin, a nonoriginary 

origin, and as such it is necessarily a derivative, always already derived. The question: 

What is a need, what is the ousia, being, substance, essence, the immutable reality of 

khreia, and, indeed, of oikonomia, finds no answer. 

Money, Aristotle said, was first introduced into the oikonomia as a measure of value—‘its 

ideal sense, like that of law, is to give everything its measure.’531—and a means of 

exchange or circulation; its usefulness no doubt derives from these functions, functions in 

which, furthermore, ‘money has become the universal communications medium of the 

economy. No economic good can withhold itself from it.’532 Nevertheless, it did not take 

very long until money deviated from these applications, before the so far recognised 

importance and use of money turned into something else, until money became central 

and decisive for the entire working of the economy; that is to say, as soon as money was 

introduced it started to dispose of, at once transform and discard, the gainless oikonomia, 

to displace it, to supplement it with its own (considerably more profitable) monetary 

purposes and interests. Money intervenes—just like a graft—in the oikonomia with the 

intention of multiplying itself; and in order to succeed in this generative business it 

proceeds through derivation: by simultaneously deriving AND deviating its underlying 

oeconomy, the oikonomia. As I see it, every economic transformation or change is the 

effect of a derivation; which is the same as saying that it is a result of a monetary 

supplementation: money neither (both) adds itself to the oikonomia as a means nor (and) 

takes its place—remember what Aristotle writes about money, that it is an exchangeable 

representation or a substitution (upallagma), and what Derrida writes about the 

supplement: ‘It adds only to replace.’533 Or, if you prefer, you may call it an economic 

disposition: at once either the rearrangement or rejection of the oikonomia. Stated 

another way, in order to dispose of its underlying economy, money, or, rather, monetary 

derivation—since one must ‘focus on money not as fetishized form but as the activity of 

transformation’534—acts as its supplement. 

When money intervened in the economy the ideal walls of the Aristotelian oikos began to 

vibrate; that is to say, as soon as the side-effects or deviations of the use of money began 

to contaminate the oikonomia, to infect its goods and exchange practices, the natural 

boundaries of the economy became indistinct. The con-fusion of economic purposes and 

ends resulting from this monetary graft—whether trade is a natural, economic production 
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or an unnatural, chrematistic production, whether economic activity should produce for 

use or for sale—lead to a crisis in the oikonomia. As we have seen, at first chrematistics 

was a part of the oikonomia, which of course is only logical—it, in some sense, derives 

from there. But since every crisis involves transformation, since each and every derivation 

is a deviation at one and the same time, the economy can no longer remain intact within 

the sealed enclosure of the oikonomia, safeguarded from the monetary diversions of 

chrematistics. What was introduced as a managerial tool or aid, a monetary measure 

designed to facilitate the management of the oikos, the exchange of articles necessary to 

its survival—that is, ‘money.... the general confounding and confusing of all things—the 

world upside-down—the confounding and confusing of all natural and human 

qualities’535—turned out to be not only the crowbar that opened the economy and 

prevented it from commanding its own limits, but also the magical wand by which the 

oikonomia was disposed of, supplemented, transformed, that is to say, derived and 

deviated into a chrenomy. 

But what were the conditions of possibility of this derivational metamorphosis of the 

economy? and how did money, ‘the visible divinity.... the common whore.... the truly 

creative power’536, perform this supplementary derivation? As I see it, the answer to the 

last question may be found in the derivative geno-practice of money, in ‘the divine power 

of money’537 to transform, convert or translate anything into its contrary: money as the 

power of transformation in itself. ‘Money as the external, universal medium and faculty.... 

for turning an image into reality and reality into a mere image, transforms the real 

essential powers of man and nature into what are merely abstract notions and therefore 

imperfections and tormenting chimeras, just as it transforms real imperfections and 

chimeras—essential powers which are really impotent, which exits only in the imagination 

of the individual—into real essential powers and faculties.’538 What man is unable to 

accomplish himself he is able to do by means of money, the transformative power of 

monetary representation. Anything may be projected onto the monetary screen between 

itself and its other, that is, may be derived into money; a no-thing is derived from the 

indeterminacy of the imaginary into a monetary form, a thing may be derived from the 

determinacy of the real into a monetary form; and money, in turn, may be derived into 

anything, whether the “givenness” of the real or the diffuseness of the imaginary. Hence 

the faculty to transcend a wish, an object of desire into a perceptual thing, a palpable 

necessity into a mental no-thing, thus ‘offers money not as a token of exchange but as an 

object of mediation between fact and fiction, between material things and the 
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imagination.’539 Money: now-here, visible thing, no-where, invisible relation: the 

monetary void that exists and does not exist at one and the same time, and in which 

abstract content transforms itself into concrete form and vice versa; ‘ontological 

transformation is the name of the game.’540 It is this ‘distorting power’541 which is at work 

in the derivation of the oikonomia, deriving and deviating it into a chrenomy. By 

suggesting that this monetary geno-practice—which, of course, is a derivative geno-

practice (since money is a derivative, whether derived from nomisma or exchange)—

distorts the oikonomia, I am thus neither saying that it leaves it behind, nor that it goes 

beyond it; but rather that it disposes of it, leaves it or goes beyond it by rearranging or 

twisting it, forcing it into another direction, into a similar form (remember Magritte’s 

painting Représentation). 

With the monetary derivation of the oikonomia, credit (from the Latin verb credere, to 

trust or to believe) emerges for the first time in the economic sphere; that is to say: (1) an 

economic difference is created between production for use (oikonomike) and production 

for sale (khrematistike), a distinction which makes it rather obvious that the value of a 

good or commodity represents (“something for something else”) rather than corresponds 

to a particular need, that a value in fact represents a need in general, and which, as a 

result, reduces/expands (depending on one’s perspective) the ideal zone of particular use 

values to a boundless market of generalised exchange values—value ‘always means value 

in exchange’542; and (2) the actual use of a good or commodity may be postponed into the 

future, a good is no longer a use object, or an object of consumption, but the intermediary 

form between two (or a series of) monetary operations which, considered as a whole, 

starts and ends in the shape of money. When you receive money in your hand instead of 

the thing itself, you must be able to trust its representative power, you must be able to rely 

on its monetary wor(l)d, that it will perform what it promises, not only today, of course, 

but tomorrow as well. ‘In what are the promises anchored? The answer is that they are 

anchored in themselves.’543 Credibility is the name of this monetary game. 

If the members of Aristotle’s oikonomia were kept together in a natural manner by khreia 

(need/use/usefulness), then what unites the members of a chrenomy? You already know 

the answer to this question, of course, since it goes without saying: money! The nomy of 

economy turned operational. What else? ‘If money is the bond binding me to human life, 

binding society to me, connecting me with nature and man, is not money the bond of all 

bonds? Can it not dissolve and bind all ties? Is it not, therefore, also the universal agent of 
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separation? It is the coin that really separates as well as the real binding agent—the 

chemical power of society.’544 Money indeed is a chemical power, operating on the 

threshold of oikonomia, at the boundary or finality of economics, and like all boundary 

phenomena it at once both separates and joins; an observation and a problem of critical 

importance, as we have seen, not only to Marx, but also to Aristotle—at once connecting 

AND disconnecting economics and chrematistics. The boundary-character of money, its 

de-limiting capacity, is perchance better appreciated if we speculate for a moment the 

etymology of the more modern version of khrematistike, that is, financial economics, a 

monetary activity often referred to as “the management of money”. The verb “finance” can 

be traced back to the Latin verb finire, which besides meaning “to end” or “to finish”, at 

once means “to limit”. Finire, in turn, is derived from the noun finis, which signifies both 

“the end” (of something) and a “boundary”, “border”, “frontier” or “limit”. This suggests 

that the finis of financial economy marks the boundary between economy and chrenomy, 

the end as well as the limit of both economy and chrenomy; that finire finishes AND 

limits both oikonomike and khrematistike; that, in short, an end, rather than being 

regarded strictly as something definite or determinate, could be seen as an extremity, a 

boundary phenomena, a kind of double bind. Aristotle provides a vivid example when he 

writes that ‘d’ oikonomikes au khrematistikes esti peras’545 (literally: ‘the khrematistike of 

oikonomike has a limit’; quoted above); suggesting thereby not primarily that 

khrematistike may be limited (in its economic version), and that oikonomike may be 

limitless (in its chrematistic version), but that these modes of procuring goods in fact 

cannot be strictly separated, that they rather tend to flow into each other, to merge or 

con-fuse. Hence instead of referring to the end of an economic period or mode of 

organising, it would perhaps be better to refer to their finalities. And if we also take into 

consideration the word Aristotle uses to designate this limit, peras—a word which ‘puts us 

also on the path of peran, which means “beyond,” on the other side, and even vis-à-

vis’546—then economic/chrematistic finality also points to something which follows from, 

comes out of or takes its beginning in the supposedly terminate end, to something beyond 

or on the other side of the border; something which, consequently, this finality is at once 

attached to AND detached from. Again we are con-fusing the economic similitudes in 

Magritte’s painting Représentation, wondering not how to tell the one from the other, but 

how to intercept both at the very same time, how to experience the play of their inter-face; 

that is to say, how to interstand the play of the game that Magritte demonstrates not by 

leaving it out of the picture, outside the frame, but by not depicting it—or, rather, by de-

picting (it). 
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As I (hopefully) have shown, an economic crisis is triggered when money transgresses the 

boundary of, deviates or diverts, the oikonomia, as soon as money trespasses upon the 

hospitality of the oikos (hospitality, indeed, is transgression trespassing con-fusion par 

excellence, since hospitality, from the Latin hospes, which is formed from hostis, means at 

once either host, stranger or guest, indicating thereby the (im)possibility—the 

simultaneous possibility and impossibility—of inviting and welcoming an other into one’s 

home). This crisis, as you have seen, is indicated by the way Aristotle understands and 

uses the concept of chrematistics. Aristotle considers chrematistics to be both the 

opposite of and a necessary part of his economics—at one and the same time; 

chrematistics is the nomic supplement which is needed in order to fill a lack or void in the 

oikonomia, to satisfy a want in the natural house or oikos of economics. However, as 

Aristotle observes, chrematistics and its purely monetary purposes, tend to be taken for 

economics itself, that is to say, to take its place. Analogously, money is regarded by 

Aristotle as the substitute of khreia, which, of course, is the same as saying that money 

supplements khreia (since a supplement both adds itself to and substitutes for whatever it 

comes to supplant). In Aristotle’s own words: ‘Once a currency [nomismatos] was 

provided, development was rapid and what started as a necessary exchange [allages] 

became trade [kapelikon], the other mode of acquiring goods [khrematistikes]. At first it 

was probably quite a simple affair, but then it became more systematic [tekhnikoteron] as 

men become more experienced at discovering where and how the greatest profit [kerdos] 

might be made [poiesei] out of the exchanges [metaballomenon]. That is why the 

technique of acquiring goods [khrematistike] is held to be concerned primarily with coin 

[nomisma], and to have the function [ergon] of enabling one to see [theoresai] where a 

great deal [plethos] of money [khrematon] may be procured [poietike] (the technique 

does after all produce wealth [ploutou] in the form of money [khrematon]); and wealth 

[plouton] is often regarded as being a large quantity [plethos] of coin [nomismatos] 

because coin [nomismatos] is what the techniques of acquiring goods [khrematistiken] 

and of trading [kapeliken] are concerned with.’547 

The purpose and end of exchange, of trade, is diverted, likewise is the reason for 

introducing money into the economy; economic practice deviates from its instrumental or 

useful aims and wanders off along the monetary path or trade (a Middle English word 

meaning course, trail, track) where money is allowed to do what it does best, clone itself, 

make (more) money through (profitable) business transactions: trans-act business on the 

other side of (real) economics, beyond the limits of oikonomia. This fact is further 

underlined by the word Aristotle uses in the quotation above to describe the function of 

money: to enable one to theoresai (from the Greek theorein, to look at, behold, 

contemplate, consider, from thea, sight, view, and horao, to look at something attentively, 
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to look it over, to view it closely), to see, view, observe or speculate (from the Latin 

speculari, to spy out, observe, examine, from specere, to look) the physicality of 

oikonomia from a distance. It is at this point that money makes ‘man forget about the 

ends for which it might be used’, that money ‘splits from the material world of things’548, 

leaves phusis behind, closes in on, or folds back upon, itself; that, in short, money turns 

into ‘representatives and symbols that have virtually no relation to what they 

represent.’549 I can still hear the echo of Gunnar Olsson’s words playing in the void or lack 

of utilitarian substance: ‘The symbolism of the real is imaginary.’550 In still other words, 

this is the crisis, the turning-point of economics, at which utility should be comprehended 

not as the end or aim of economics, but as its excuse and evasion, or, more precisely, as 

‘the satellite and alibi of exchange value’551; it is the point at which, finally, economy is 

better understood as chrenomy. 

Hence, when subjected to its own crisis, the instability of its usefulness, when exposed to 

the play of its own exchange values alone, to the market forces of the chrematistic world, 

to, in short, monetarisation552, the supposedly tangible economic being-world, the natural 

underlying economy of determinate goods, necessities and use values, turns into a current 

(running moving flowing) world, a world of continual becomings, of transformative 

movements, of in-finite—that is, financial—circulations and volatile price oscillations.  

Stated another way, ‘things are replaced by prices for the purposes of comparison and 

calculation’553; that is to say, use values are made infinitely exchangeable (the word price 

derives from the Latin pretium, price, money, value; its basic meaning, however, 

according to Webster’s, is exchange). Monetarisation breaches the protective walls of the 

oikonomia, opens it up to the vertiginous changes and transformations of chrematistics; 

and when speculated through the monetary interstice in its once so stable walls, what is 

interesting is no longer the satisfaction of the oeconomy’s natural needs, but the prices of 

these needs, the buying and selling of its necessities, the commodification of its use 

objects. A commodity is not produced for consumption but for sale, it is not bought 

because of its usefulness but for the purpose of selling it—again and again and again; the 

trick is always to return the commodity into circulation, to keep it roaming about as 

capital (to consume a commodity, that is, to remove it from circulation, is to miss the 

chrematistic point entirely, is to decapitate capital—Marx’s “miser” could serve as the 
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exemplar). The objects, goods or products, once concrete, useful and meaningful, become 

priced abstractions drained of meaning; they are turned into commodities, monetary 

representations, materialised exchange values, waiting to be bought and sold, offering 

themselves to the market system, to the forces or mechanisms of the market. 

Hence, money commoditises its underlying products, its presentified use values, 

transforms them into representational prices, and puts them to work within its own 

monetary system: the chrenomy; an operation which thoroughly solicits not only the 

supposedly imperturbable position of the useful good, the anterior necessity (held to have 

a fixed, unchangeable, intrinsic worth), but the whole concept of an independent 

economic reality providing a pre-existing field of transcendental referents for priced 

commodities conceived after them. This results in a reversal of the hierarchy between the 

oeconomy and the chrenomy, between economic ends and means; a reversal of the 

“original” movement from demand to supply, from product to commodity, from object to 

price, from use value to exchange value. The things that are ultimately “real”, that is, 

goods or products for use, ‘are precisely what the system allows to be presented as such. 

The system becomes both the source of reality, it articulates what is real, and provides the 

means of “describing” this reality as if it were some domain external and prior to itself; as 

if, that is, there were a timeless, “objective” difference, a transcendental opposition, 

between presentation and representation’554, between the necessaries that money can 

represent and money itself as representation, between, in short, oeconomy and chrenomy. 

Instead of money simply representing or referring to a prior economic reality, a primary 

need of some kind, what rather seems to be the case is that the monetary system, the 

chrenomy, absorbs or usurps its “original” or “causal” precondition, the oeconomy, into 

its own functioning. From this chrematistic position it is not the commodity as such, 

strictly speaking, that attracts the attention, but the money it may be exchanged for; 

therefore, when looking at commodity, whether goods or service, what you see is money 

in disguise, money posing as something else—since, as every chrematist knows, ‘all 

commodities, however tattered they may look, or however badly they may smell, are in 

faith and in truth money’555. All that matters now, consequently, is the exchange itself, the 

exchange of some-thing for the exclusive sake of exchange, the buying and selling (itself) 

of these monetary items called commodities, ‘a wonderful means for making still more 

money out of money.’556 Thus rather than being a secondary representation of an 

independent economic reality, the monetary system, in a certain sense, turns out to be 

virtually autonomous and self-sustaining. Or as Friedrich Nietzsche might have put it: 

The chrematistic economy ‘becomes, it passes away, but it has never begun to become and 
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never ceased from passsing away—it maintains itself in both.—It lives on itself: its 

excrements are its food.’557 The chrenomy, or, if you prefer, the financial economy, lives 

on itself, its prices, it prospers on the speculation of its own monetary disposals, that is to 

say, the disposed use objects, commodified necessities of the oeconomy, not by 

consuming them. The chrenomy utilises, uses up or finishes nothing—since, from the 

perspective of chrematistics, the exchange objects are of another and entirety 

incompatible world entirely—it rather prices (calculates) everything, transforms it into 

money, makes all things (whether sensible or intelligible) tradable—utility, as already 

noted, is only an alibi, legitimising the chrenomy’s activities, securing, thereby, its 

pseudo-existence. This chrematistic or financial closure can be traced, again, to the 

boundary between the oeconomy and the chrenomy; as a result of their crisis or complete 

bewilderment, the collapse of their mutual border-line. 

So what then, finally, would be the conditions of possibility (and impossibility) of this 

economic crisis, the derivative force distorting and creating this instability in the heart (if 

it has one) of economy itself, making it deviate from its own ends, diverting it into a 

chrenomy? To search for an answer to this question in the substance, essence or true 

nature of money, the apparent cause of this crisis, will do us no good, unfortunately, 

because money is simply ‘a word that is employed as if it signified an object. Numbers of 

this object are counted. But no real object, denoted by the word as it is actually used, can 

be found. There is only the word dollar, pound, etc., itself, though connected with the idea 

that it denotes an object; the object remains undetermined; it is only a something without 

any properties besides that of being denoted by a certain word. For practical purposes, 

however, the word is used in certain ways according to law and custom’558, that is to say, 

according to nomos. Once more, it seems, we are (indirectly) facing the imaginary, 

another of Castoriadis’ imaginary signification, referring to no-thing, no particular 

signified (except itself), making it possible thereby to signify constitute institute any-thing 

in its place, to supplements (add to and replace) this emptiness with a nomismatic 

nonbeing (money). 

No, the answer (if there is one) to this question, I suggest, must rather be created out of 

the stuff that constitutes both the economy and the chrenomy: the khre—the 

nonessential, nonfoundational instability or play of any economic system whatsoever. We 

have already seen the troubles Aristotle had to go through trying to distinguish between 

and keep apart the two modes of acquiring goods, oikonomike and khrematistike, that is 

to say, good and bad production (chrematistics). This unlivable distinction—between 

natural and unnatural chrematistics—would not be possible, neither to make nor to 

uphold, if it were not for the crisis, instability or enigma of khre, the multiplicity of its 
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variations, the play of its meanings; that is to say, the play of ‘khre, of khrema, of 

khraomai, [of khreia, of khremata, of khrematon,] of to khreon, and their whole family: 

one must, to need, to lack, to desire, to be indigent or poor, and then owe, ought, duty, 

necessity, obligation, need, utility, interest, thing, [goods, property, wealth, fortune, 

means, money,] event, fatality, destiny, [fate,] demand, desire, prayer, and so forth’559. 

The instability or crisis of khrematistike, enabling it to be simultaneously either good or 

bad, natural or unnatural, neither (both) the art of supply nor (and) moneymaking, is 

thus to be found in the enigma of khre, in the radical undecidability of its senses, the 

multiplicity, the continuous dissemination, of its meanings. For instance, the word 

khremata/khrematon, as we have seen above, was usually employed to signify “money” 

in one form or another; however, as Karl Polanyi writes, ‘the original sense of 

chremata[/khrematon].... was not money, but the necessaries themselves’560. Originary 

or not (the distinction as such is of minor interest to the point I am trying to make), this 

observation reminds us of and keeps us in touch with the enigma of khre, the instability of 

its meaning, its lack of decidable sense, hence indicating both the double character, the 

ambiguity, of khrematistike, and, as a consequence or effect, the con-fusion of 

khrematistike and oikonomike, and of money and merchandise—hence turning both the 

economy and money into fluttering bats (rat or bird? no! neither/nor) impossible to 

categorise as either this or that, one or other. 

In the possibly more radical words of Derrida: ‘if khrema signals in the direction of the 

monetary sign, of goods, fortune and wealth, it also signifies, and this is even its first 

meaning in ordinary language, the thing and the event, the thing one is concerned with 

and the event that happens, everything of which “it is the case,” in a word: the 

occurrence.’561 An occurrence—something that simply happens, a happening event action 

haecceity—occurs for the first time, by itself, for itself, in itself, without warning, 

unexpectedly. Furthermore, it occurs against the current, flow or flux, it opposes the 

runnning of the already arranged, the all-ready organised, it runs against the anticipated 

or fixed course of events, towards something entirely other, something radically new (the 

verb occur derives from the Latin occurrere, from ob-, against, towards and currere, to 

run—from which, moreover, the noun current emanates). ‘The happening is “nothing”—

or, rather, “no thing”, no object, no form—because it is symmetrical and equivocal; it’s not 

yet properly articulated, ordered, organised, not yet been converted into a product or 

effect. In other words, the happening is a heterogeneous process that has no before or 

after, no start or finish, no cause or effect. Only when it takes its place in the network of 

what has already happened does it become ordered and organised, translated into an 
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effect.’562 Hence an occurrence, event or happening always deviates from the already 

known, the recognisable, the foreseeable, from the familiar, the determinate, the straight 

line, that which we tend to take for given; just like a derived economy always and 

inevitably deviates from its underlying economy, or a financial derivative diverts from its 

underlying security, or purely nomismatic money digresses from nature. 

No wonder, then, that when money first occurred in ancient Greece, on the stage of 

oikonomia, it was designated not only by the words khremata and khrematon, but by 

khrema, a word which—apart from signifying a thing that one needs or uses, some kind of 

goods, property, substance or matter—was often used in periphrasis to express something 

strange, extraordinary or equivocal, for instance a monster. Or that textual occurrences, 

events or happenings of derivatives are quite often accompanied by the most uncanny 

descriptions. Such as: ‘Options are particular securities with peculiar qualities.’563 Or: 

‘Options are a means for trading variability.’564 In other words, it would appear as if the 

creative geno-practices of both monetarisation and derivation are two radically strange or 

monstrous activities capable of generating monetary/derivative hybrids, economic 

deviants or monsters that resist, even defy, conventional logic and reasoning. What it 

produces seems to be neither (both) real nor (and) unreal—more real than the real, more 

unreal than the unreal: monstrous. 

The derivation of economy, the practice of disposing or displacing the difference between 

oeconomy and chrenomy, shifting, transforming or deviating the economy from a state of 

being either an oeconomy of concrete farming, labour, manufacturing and necessary trade 

(C — M — C); or a chrenomy—‘the great game of money’565—making money in business, 

through the exchange or trading of commodities (M — C — M'); to a situation where the 

very business is ‘the making of money’566 (M — M'), is an attempt to send the economy off 

course, to wrench the khre, the economic haecceity (the “thisness”) or event itself of 

economy from economy, from the activities which we call economic; to invent, open the 

economy up to the in-coming of the other, the becoming of the future, that which is 

always still to come (into being)—to, in short, invent make create the economic event. And 

inventing the economic future, becoming, ‘[m]aking an event—however small—is the 

most delicate thing in the world’567. It involves the creation of an economy which in 

practice ‘ceases to offer “guarantees” outside itself. Divorced by fiat from any source of 
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“intrinsic” value outside its own universe of signs, it is forced as a sign to engage in the 

creation of its own signified—one written in the only terms available to it, that is future 

states of itself.’568 In this economy, which, of course, is none other than the economy I 

have been referring to as the gamenemy, what is bought and sold is the movements, 

fluctuations, oscillations, the play of the prices of the goods and commodities in the 

oeconomy and/or the chrenomy (remember Magritte’s Représentation). In short, what is 

being traded in the gamenemy is the economic uncertainty or risk of any underlying 

economy whatsoever. Putting it differently, the geno-practice of derivation mimics or 

simulates the mobility of its underlying economies, rather than its fulfilment, refusing to 

stop and befalling itself, or doing so only by feint. Or, in still other words, it situates (from 

the Latin sinere, to place, lay AND to leave, let, let go) the economy, placing it while 

letting it go, ordering it while leaving it as it is. 

But how does this work? How does the geno-practice of derivation function? How does it 

work through the economy? How does it open up the passage in-between the oeconomy 

and the chrenomy, in the middle of the economy, through which the gamenemy operates? 

Through the play of khre and its whole pack. ‘We are accustomed to translate the word 

khreon by “necessity.” By that we mean what is compelling—that which inescapably must 

be. Yet we err if we adhere to this derived meaning exclusively. Khreon is derived from 

khrao, khraomai. It suggests e kheir, the hand; khrao means: I get involved with 

something, I reach for it, extend my hand to it. At the same time khrao means to place in 

someone’s hands or hand over, thus to deliver, to let something belong to someone. But 

such delivery is of a kind which keeps this transfer in hand, and with it what is 

transferred.’569 In other words, such delivery delivers or transfers nothing, nothing is 

actually being handed over, nothing changes hands. An actual exchange would rob the 

gamenemy of its purpose, since its purpose is not to deliver some-thing of the order of its 

underlying economies (good or commodity); an actual exchange is considered to be 

nothing more, nothing less than a mistake, a gamenemic failure. A gamenemic exchange, 

‘that which passes and happens, without passing, from one to the other’570, is a pure 

exchange where nothing is exchanged but the exchange; nothing is bought or sold but the 

transaction itself. ‘It is not, in other words, the ends that matter. But rather it is the 

means: the means that are always displaced, always moving, but never achieved.’571 

Hence, in the gamenemy, the generalised economy, nothing is intended or supposed to be 

delivered, nothing should be delivered, for that matter. As I have said before, only around 

one percent of all traded derivatives on the OM exchange are actually being delivered—
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‘and when this in spite of all happens, it is most often unintentional.’572 I would rather say 

that the geno-practice of derivation delivers the gamenemy from its underlying 

economies. With the intervention of the gamenemy into the economy ‘[n]othing happens, 

and yet everything changes’573, things turn into relations, relations turn into relationless 

relations; relations that are no longer relations between things, this or that, but in-

between, the in-between itself, the middle, the medium, the inter-est, through which 

economies are created, through which they become. The ‘medium.... is nothing less than 

reality itself’574, the inter-esse is nothing less than economic reality itself—‘only the 

moment of exchange is real’575. I will elaborate on this issue, the inter-mediary, creative 

or, rather, experimental character of the gamenemy and, of course, of derivation, in more 

detail in the next chapter. 

This brings us to a point when and where it seems possible to, once more, venture a final 

question. ‘What is economy? Among its irreducible predicates or semantic values, 

economy no doubt includes the values of law (nomos) and of home (oikos, home, 

property, family, the hearth, the fire indoors). Nomos does not only signify the law in 

general, but also the law of distribution (nemein), the law of sharing or partition, the law 

as partition (moira), the given or assigned part, participation. Another sort of tautology 

already implies the economic within the nomic as such. As soon as there is law, there is 

partition: as soon as there is nomy, there is economy.’576 The nomos, indeed, is not only 

the law (nómos), but the law of partition or sharing, of cutting or dividing, the law of 

distribution, of allotting, apportioning, dispensing, allocation (nomós). In all of these 

nomic significations, the “law” seems to triumph over the nomos. However, the nomos 

also signifies ‘a nomos very different from the “law.”’577 No doubt the ‘nomos came to 

designate the law, but that was originally because it was distribution, a mode of 

distribution. It is a very special kind of distribution, one without division into shares, in a 

space without border or enclosure.’578 It thus appears as if the nomós transgresses, or, 

rather, displaces or disposes, that is to say, derives—derives AND deviates—the law of the 

nómos. 

But how does this work? ‘The root of nomos, etymologists hold, is nem which also appears 

in the Old High German word neman (to take) and the Avesta word nemah (loan) and 

seems to have meant originally “to bend”.... These origins become most clearly visible in 
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the meaning of the verb nemô which very frequently appears in Homer: to deal out, to 

dispense, and in the word nemêsis: distribution and nemesis: retribution, i.e. the 

distribution of what is due. A second meaning of nemô refers to the life of herdsmen: to 

pasture, to graze the flocks, to drive them to pasture, feeding them, and it is from this 

sphere that the word seems to have acquired the connotation: “to spread on” (also used of 

ulcers and gangrene) and, on the other hand: “to reap the fruit of” and “to dwell in a 

habitat”. Like many ancient words nemô has thus two opposite meanings and may be 

called amphibolic (or rather amphitypical, from amphitypos which means in epic 

language two-edged), one meaning pointing to limitations imposed by acts of 

appropriation and apportioning, the other to expansion’579. ‘The root “Nem” indicates 

distribution, not allocation, even when the two are linked. In the pastoral sense, the 

distribution of animals is effected in a nonlimited space and implies no parcelling out of 

land.... To take to pasture (nemô) refers not to a parcelling out but to a scattering, to a 

repartition of animals. It was only after Solon that Nomos came to designate the principle 

at the basis of the laws and of right.... and then came to be identified with the laws 

themselves.’580 

Obviously, the nomós, through the nem, somehow bends the law (nómos), takes, grasps 

or seizes the economy differently; a seizing which holds these nomic distinctions in 

suspense—holding the economy while letting it go—thereby opening up a space, a play-

space, a place to dwell (nomós also means dwelling place), a potential space (in 

Winnicott’s sense) in-between the two terms, in the intermezzo of economy, in the midst 

of economic activity—by, in short, deterritorialising the economy. On the one hand there 

is nómos, the law, restriction, limitation, demarcation, definition, borders, boundaries —

territorialisations, for short; on the other (financial) expansion, excess, overflowing, 

scattering, dispersion, proliferation, multiplicities, dissemination (nomós)—that is, 

deterritorialisations. On the third hand, so to speak—since every boundary, limit or 

partition both separates AND joins, divides AND integrates, at one and the same time; 

and every excess at once both transgresses AND confirms its limitations, per definition—

the strict limitation of the unlimited seems to de-limit itself, the economic territory 

appears to deterritorialise itself from within. The either/or turns out to be the same, 

either AND or, both-and, at one and the same time—limitation AND proliferation, each 

encounters the other. 

When and where economic limitation and expansion, restriction and proliferation, 

definition and multiplicity interweave, when one flows over and into the other and vice 

versa, where they con-fuse into the middle ground: this is the now-here, the time-and-
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space of the no-where of economy—the economy’s potential space, its medium, its one 

and only reality—in which, again, economies are created. Aristotle’s oikonomia, as well as 

what we today usually refer to as “the economy” (what I call chrenomy), in short, any 

economy, is constituted by force, by the force of law, by enforcing the law of division and 

apportioning, the nómos, upon the nem of economy; that is to say, by ordering or 

territorialising its potential space, the crisis of economy: by splitting it into two—nómos 

on the one side and nomós on the other—and then placing or positioning the nómos 

before and above the other (its other), thus claiming it to be the source and origin of the 

derivative or secondary nomós, the point of reference, a reality-check. But the nómos 

cannot do without the nomós, its other, the law does not work without its transgressors, 

the limit would have nothing to delimit if there were not first a nonlimited space, a 

limitless dwelling place, a generalised economy, a gamenemic play space. As it turns out, 

the nómos does not seem to have a foundation firm enough to ground a difference 

between itself and the nomós, since whenever the nómos draws a line, circumscribes itself 

with a determination, thus trying to exclude its other, whenever a system of definitions, 

based on the binary principle of either/or, is imposed on the economy, the nomós is 

always already in place, in full operation, spreading on like an ulcer, cancer, proliferating 

like grass. Like grass or weed the nomós proliferates and overflows by virtue of being 

restrained, restricted. ‘The weed exists only to fill the waste spaces left by cultivated areas. 

It grows between, among other things.’581 Grass is the economy’s way out, its creative line 

of flight, its grazing ground, the dwelling place where it breeds its offspring, its new 

versions. The name of this weed, this specie, this pasture, is, of course: Gamenemy. 

‘Besides the values of law and home, of distribution and partition, economy implies the 

idea of exchange, of circulation, of return. The figure of the circle is obviously at the 

centre, if that can still be said of a circle. It stands at the centre of any problematic of 

oikonomia, as it does of any economic field: circular exchange, circulation of goods, 

products, monetary signs or merchandise, amortization of expenditures, revenues, 

substitution of use values and exchange values. This motif of circulation can lead one to 

think that the law of economy is the—circular—return to the point of departure, to the 

origin, also to the home.’582 As I have said repeatedly, only one percent of all traded 

options and futures in the gamenemy—for which the Swedish market for standardised 

derivatives serves as the exemplar—actually return home, back to the oikos, the home of 

the law, that is to say, is reterritorialised. Ninety-nine percent deterritorialises the 

economy, leave the economic territory without actually leaving it, supplement it, relate to 

it differently: a relationless relation. The economy is delivered or set free from itself, its 

material context, from its primary exchange function, from the necessity of delivering 
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some-thing (in exchange for some-thing else) and made available for another kind of 

economy, the pure functioning of economics: exchange without exchange, exchange 

where nothing is exchanged except the exchange. The nonexchange annuls the exchange, 

transforming the exchange operation into a simulacrum, a happening or event, an 

exchange that is real only by being abstract, thus turning derivatives into nothing more, 

nothing less than decontextual apparitions, phantoms and ghosts: the spectres of the 

values of concrete production—the highest and purest form of capital. Deterritorialisation 

is the name of this uncanny game. 

So, how does this deterritorialisation process function? A way of getting a more complex 

interstanding of this subject is to return, once more, to ‘Karl Marx’s general formula of 

capital: MCM'. Money capital (M) means liquidity, flexibility, freedom of choice. 

Commodity capital (C) means capital invested in a particular input-output combination in 

view of a profit. Hence, it means concreteness, rigidity, and a narrowing down or closing 

of options. M' means expanded liquidity, flexibility, and freedom of choice. Thus 

understood, Marx’s formula tells us that capitalist agencies do not invest money in 

particular input-output combinations, with all the attendant loss of flexibility and 

freedom of choice, as an end in itself. Rather, they do so as a means towards the end of 

securing an even greater flexibility and freedom of choice at some future point. Marx’s 

formula also tells us that if there is no expectation on the part of capitalist agencies that 

their freedom of choice will increase, or if this expectation is systematically unfulfilled, 

capital tends to revert to more flexible forms of investment—above all, to its money form. 

In other words, capitalist agencies “prefer” liquidity, and an unusually large share of their 

cash flow tends to remain in liquid form.... In phases of material expansion [MC phases] 

money capital “sets in motion” an increasing mass of commodities (including 

commoditized labor-power and gifts of nature); and in phases of financial expansion [CM 

phases] an increasing mass of money capital “sets itself free” from its commodity form, 

and accumulation proceeds through financial deals (as in Marx’s abridged formula MM'). 

’583 

Instead of returning home to the productive oeconomy, the production of necessities, use 

objects, commodities and services, instead of reterritorialising itself in the form of 

material investments, the economy’s only concern in a phase of financial expansion is 

ensuring itself of the infinite (re)turning of its financial wheels. Its sole inter-est now is 

experimenting with the wheels and gears of the economic machine, the mechanisms 

which set the circle of economic exchange going. Its aim is to set itself free from all roots 

and bonds, the materiality and friction of the underlying, to create for itself a financial 

passage into an open space, a gamenemic dwelling place, where it can roam freely; that is 

to say, without having to produce any-thing or be forced to take the detour through some 
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sort of underlying reality (MM' not MCM'). Its purpose—as well as the purpose of its 

gamenemic dwellers, the financial nomads—is to ‘keep moving, even in place, never stop 

moving’584; a mobility which is neither inherently good nor bad, only dynamic, creative, 

inventive. Its strategy is grasping the economy otherwise, capturing the economic 

differently, seizing its middle, its inter-esse, the in-between being of economy—holding it 

while letting it go: pure strategy. Economics turn into economic experimentation, an 

economic line of flight, the unsecuring or uprooting of the economy, opening it up to the 

in-vention of the other, to the in-coming of the event, the advent, the future, what we 

cannot manage, to, in short, gamenemics. 
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INCONCLUSION: 

REITERATIVE DERIVATION 

 

 

Hoppet står inte till framtiden, utan till 

förseningen. 

   —Werner Aspenström 

 

 

For Karl Marx, the alchemist, ‘money is the truly creative power.’585 For Georg Simmel, 

the bricoleur, ‘money is the purest form of the tool’586, the tool with which societies are 

instituted. But ‘man was perhaps an image maker and a language maker, a dreamer and 

an artist, even before he was a toolmaker.’587 If this is so then Orpheus, the player (of the 

lyre), must be juxtaposed to Prometheus, the toolmaker. Hence, for a creative economic 

toolmaker, or, rather, organiser, brought up in an exclusively monetary context, money is 

a medium, the medium, a tekhnê (Greek meaning art, craft, practical skill, from tikto, to 

engender, generate; akin to the Latin texere, to weave, construct), that is to say, an art of 

making present, a means of making the economic world (whether inner or outer) present 

to oneself and/or others, of weaving it together, making it meaningful and hence possible 

to act upon. From this perspective the artistic economic organiser is capable of turning 

money, the means or medium of monetarisation, into an end in itself, of overturning it 

from the inside, replacing it with something else, a symbolic proxy, a financial 

representation, a chrenomy, an economy whose raison d’être lies in making (more) 

money. 

But every creator, every artist is also an entrepreneur (from the Latin entreprendre, to 

undertake, from inter-, between and prehendere, to take, seize, grasp) and an 

experimenter (from the Latin experiri, to try, attempt), that is to say, an actor who is 

ceaselessly aiming for the middle, who is always attempting to seize the in-between, the 

intermezzo of the real, the economic Zwischenwirklichkeit, the space in which economic 

realities are generated—economic reality (if there is one) itself. This entrepreneurial 

experimenter is capable of turning the chrenomy “back” into a medium, a means, a 

monstrous little detail, of re-iterating it (repeating it otherwise, allegorically), of 

transforming it into a financial derivative, a means or medium that is ‘always displaced, 
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always moving, but never achieved.’588 Put differently, this economic experimenter, this 

experimental reiterator, is producing economic spaces, financial playses, heterotopias, 

‘different spaces.... other places’589, risky dis-places; in short, gamenemies. The geno-

practice, the continuously shifting derivative activities through which these gamenemies 

are engendered, is reiterative derivation. In order to interstand what these gamenemic 

experimenters are doing, what is going on in their financial laboratories, how the geno-

practice of reiterative derivation works, we too must become experimenters and 

reiterators. 

The objective of reiterative derivation is to produce economic space, possibilities and 

chances for new economies, to open up potential spaces in the economy itself—

interplaces—play spaces, gamenemies, rhizomic fields, in which economic risks may be 

displayed and traded, creative chaoses where economic phenomena may roam around 

without encumbrance, without being tied down to material restrictions; to invent smooth 

space—small aberrations, imperceptible diversions, irregular deviations (clinamen); 

‘[s]moth space is precisely the space of the smallest deviation.... a field without conduits 

or channels’590—a space, an opening in and through which economies may be expanded, 

dispersed, multiplied (the Latin derivo, means, besides to derive, divert, deviate, also to 

distribute, disperse, pass on); to engender gamenemic dwelling places in which price 

volatilities may trade freely (it may be noted in passing that two of the archaic meanings 

of trade, is to travel to and fro, to come and go), symbolic exchange spaces ‘in which 

everything is symbolic, and nothing is exchanged, because there is nothing, beyond the 

emergent property of the encounter itself, to change hands.’591 This space is a place of 

variation and transformation, a leeway: a derivative plays; it includes possible but as yet 

unrealised economic versions, future economic variables that may or may not come into 

existence. It is the imaginary reality of economics. It is a plays where everything is played 

out, a space for in-vention, a place where the economy is delayed, displaced, brought to 

the future, never completed, always postponed, never present without (at once) being 

absent. ‘It is an absolute that is one with becoming itself, with process. It is the absolute of 

passage’592. This is the space or dis-place of the other, the in-coming of the other of 

economy, that which never arrives, is always still to come, the in-vention and inter-

vention of the other of both oeconomy and chrenomy. This gamenemic other is ‘neither 

an object nor a subject (an other subject) but the expression of a possible world’593, a 
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portent from the future; it is the timbre of the monstrous, the potential intervention of 

economic monstrosity itself—tukhê—and as such it is an unfathomable venture, an 

extremely risky under-taking. 

Reiterative derivation experiments; not on, however, but (together)with the underlying 

economy. Reiterative derivation attentions the instability of that which we tend to take for 

granted, hold for sure, regard as invariable or permanent, it draws the attention to the 

uncertainty of every economic certitude, the ambiguity of the clear-cut. Reiterative 

derivation is a tekhnê—a technique still in touch with tukhê, its other, that which lies 

beyond human control—which, in a certain sense, attempts to wrench the pure event, 

economic risk, from the underlying economy, to send the underlying economy off course, 

make it slide, drift. It is a line of flight, the potential escape route of economy, an 

extremely creative movement which deterritorialises the economy, a derivation from 

somewhere or something into somewhere or something else, but you never know where 

or into what, since a line of flight hardly ever arrives, or has a determinate destination. It 

is the passion for the impossible. Thus, in this sense, the possibility of reiterative 

derivation could be said to be sustained by its own impossibility. ‘On lines of flight there 

can no longer be but one thing, life-experimentation. One never knows in advance, since 

one no longer has either future or past.’594 

Reiterative derivation places the underlying economy in continuous variation, brings it 

into play; that is to say, it attaches the underlying economy to tukhê, to the movements of 

its own play, to the fluctuations of its own price risks, transform the underlying economy 

from an underlying security, something which in itself is supposed to be free from 

uncertainty and doubt, to an ‘underlying interest’595, an inter-being, an economic 

monstrosity. Reiterative derivation suspends, diverts, deviates, simulates, disposes, 

displaces the underlying economy, uproots its foundations, dismantles its organisation, 

undermines its arrangements, unsecures its system; it makes the underlying economy flee 

its own territory, deterritorialise itself—it pushes this process of deterritorialisation until 

nothing remains except inter-ests, inter-beings, price risks. Reiterative derivation 

attempts to create spaces for the aleatory, the contingent, economic spaces, gamenemies, 

which are, in a way, set free from the rules and laws of their underlying economies. These 

inter-esting gamenemies consist exclusively of (price) risks, nothing else, the price 

mobility, the fluctuations and oscillations, the to and fro movements, of the underlying. 

Risk has become the (thing), is all there (is), that is, not an economic thing-in-itself, but a 

force, sheer economic energy, an economy of energies and forces playing against each 

other. Differently put, reiterative derivation ‘reterritorializes on deterritorialization 
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itself.’596 A gamenemy can thus be said to have lost all but its most tenuous connections 

with the so called real economy, the economy of needs and necessities, and as such it 

challenges our conception of referentiality, of referential economic reality, turning its 

representational relation to the underlying into a simulative relation, a relationless 

relation, a relation without decidable relation. Reiterative derivation is a derivative 

machine infinitely trying to reiterate the underlying economy, constantly attempting to 

seize it differently, to con-cept it otherwise, to grasp its ungraspable other, its ambiguous 

else-where, its risks and chances, again and again, over and over again. Keep the economy 

moving, that is the only thing that matters, deliver it from the underlying, prepare it for 

the in-coming of the event, for the in-vention of an unforeseeable risk-taking. The secret 

(if it has one) of reiterative derivation, is its power of affirming uncertainty, the power or 

capacity to affirm divergence and ambiguity, not only the beings of the economic but its 

in-between beings ... AND ... AND ... AND ... 

Generally speaking, reiterative derivation postpones AND disposes the presence, the now-

here, of the underlying economy, defers it in time AND displaces it in space. It hinders it 

from presenting itself, from coming into being, from actually occurring; attaching it 

instead to the ambiguity of the intermediary world of derivatives, to the changes, 

fluctuations and movements occurring through time and in the future, to the absence of 

the present, to the becoming of the event, the virtuality of (an) option, of (a) future—a 

virtuality ‘that is real without being actual, ideal without being abstract.’597 Reiterative 

derivation postpones the decidability, the determinacy of the “now” into a time yet to 

come, undecided, not yet determined, that which is always in the process of coming 

about—the unfinished. Reiterative derivation disposes (of) space, the underlying 

economy, by deviating it into another “reality” (a sur-real perhaps), into tradable 

possibilities, marketable potentialities, rhizomic risk-takings, generalised expectations, 

that is, ex-spectations, out-looks, without a specific economic object or referent, a 

decidable underlying economy, in view. It wrests the event, the price risk from the 

underlying economic reality, ‘the part that eludes its own actualization in everything that 

happens.’598 In short, reiterative derivation transforms the presence , the now-here of the 

economy, into the risky no-where of the future, that is to say, into ‘an idea about the 

future’599. But what is reiterative derivation? 

Reiterative derivation is perhaps best described as a line of flight (ligne de fuite). ‘Lines of 

flight.... never consists in running away from the world but rather in causing runoffs, as 

when you drill a hole in a pipe; there is no social system that does not leak from all 
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directions, even if it makes its segments increasingly rigid in order to seal the lines of 

flight. There is nothing imaginary, nothing symbolic, about a line of flight. There is 

nothing more active than a line of flight.... It is on lines of flight that new weapons are 

invented.... Lines of flight are realities; they are very dangerous for societies’600 The 

weapon in this context, of course, is reiterative derivation—producing economic spaces in 

which multiple paths of escape and transformation are possible, in which economic 

systems are put in flight or movement, in which new economic realities may be created, 

new economic species such as financial options and futures may be invented. In other 

words, a line of flight is a line of change and transformation, a line of creation and 

invention, a line of experimentation and reiteration, of continuous variation, an abstract 

line of virtual possibilities, that, in a sense, short-circuits the underlying economy, 

thereby opening it up, making possible new ways of acting upon it, effecting new 

economic realities, economic life-forms never seen or heard of before. The line of flight: 

‘as if something carried us away.... towards a destination which is unknown, not 

foreseeable, not pre-existent.’601 Indeed, embarking on a derivative line of flight is an 

enormously risky endeavour: the risk not only of loosing one’s way, one’s economic 

under-standings (nómos), but of loosing one’s home (oikos) too. 

Reiterative derivation is a line of flight, a nomadic movement, the inventing, making, 

creating of economy itself. ‘The line of flight is a deterritorialization’602, an absolute 

deterritorialisation of the underlying. As proposed in the last chapter, capitalist 

economies are constantly seeking means of movement, seeking a way out, a way of 

changing the situation in which it is caught, of transforming the system of which it is a 

part, of de-limiting its limitations, of multiplying its options. Perpetual 

deterritorialisations, continuous variations, incessant transformations. And it is through 

reiterative derivation, by attaching itself to a line of flight, a line of experimentation, that 

the economy escapes the bonds to the underlying, gets in touch with its true potentials—

the possible, that which it is capable of. ‘There is no creation without experiment’603, no 

experiment without reiteration, no reiteration without derivation. Only through 

reiterative derivation, a line of flight, a full-fledged deterritorialising movement away 

from the order of the underlying economy, is it possible to know what an economy is 

capable of, what pure economics, gamenemics, is all about: to release an economic 

becoming which no longer has any (foreseeable) limit, whether in time or space, the 

becoming-risk of the underlying, to occupy a space to the extent of its capabilities and 
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then move on. ‘It might be thought that nothing has changed, and nevertheless everything 

has changed.’604 

But how does it do this? How does reiterative derivation work in more detail, on the 

micro level? I will try not to answer these questions by re-introducing the Old English 

concept of pley. The way I see it, pley is what allows for, makes possible, the movements 

which we call economic. Reiterative derivation provides an option to pley (with) economic 

realities. Pley is the movement of derivation itself, what derivation is capable of, the 

undecidable play that opens and limits the geno-practice of reiterative derivation. The 

concept of pley is introduced here to mark the double, chiasmic character of the concept 

of play as at once both manipulative play and divertive play, both play in the world and 

the play of the world, both an instrumental activity and a diversion, both the intentional 

turning-into-play of something and the inevitable, necessary digression, turning aside or 

away from any more or less predictable outcome of manipulative play. ‘[T]he concept of 

play, understood as the play of the world, is no longer play in the world. That is, it is no 

longer determined and contained by something, by the space that would comprehend it.... 

Once play is no longer simply play in the world, it is also no longer the play of someone 

who plays. Philosophy has always made play into an activity, the activity of a subject 

manipulating objects. As soon as one interprets play in the sense of playing, one has 

already been dragged into the space of classical philosophy where play is dominated by 

meaning, by its finality, and consequently by something that surpasses and orients it. In 

order to think of play in a radical way, perhaps one must think beyond the activity of a 

subject manipulating objects according to or against the rules, et cetera.... This play is not 

like a game that one plays with, and, naturally, it may be very risky.’605 Play, in this risky 

sense, is the other, the other scene of play, radical play, that is to say, pley. Stated another 

way, pley is a call for the other, the other of play, it re-lates the risky other of play, the 

event of play, radical play, aleatory play. To pley is to be drawn into the event, is to lose 

oneself in the event, the playing of the game itself, it is the (be)coming of the advent, 

becoming with the event, together with the occurrence. To pley is to play like Nietzsche’s 

genuine philosopher: ‘he risks himself constantly, he plays the dangerous game.’606 

Hence pley is neither (both) manipulative play—intentional play, aiming for something; 

‘play.... regarded as a mode of organizing’607, playing within the form of a game—nor 

(and) divertive play—‘that which is always “more than” a specific form or meaning; that 

which cannot be contained or limited’608, that which has always already escaped before it 
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could be in-formed, that which always deflects from its intended course, that which 

inevitably misses the coming into being of its own becoming. ‘Pl[e]y fulfils its purpose 

only if the player loses himself in the play’609, it is the absorption of the player into the 

play, and as such it is a foregoing of either a subjective or objective attitude. Pley is play 

deconstructed, deterritorialised, reiterated—experimental play. Pley is the capacity to play 

and be played, to grasp and be grasped, to hold and let go, a ‘capacity for affecting and 

being affected’610—at one and the same time. To play AND be played. Pley is creation, but 

not in the instrumental sense, however, it ‘is not an act performed by someone; it is what 

happens (this) in the midst of the indeterminate.’611 Although I have written far from 

enough on the doubleness of this paradoxical topic, I have already said too much. Pley is 

always already lost the very instant it is concepted. Diverted—since one can only grasp 

one of its terms at the expense of losing the other; or, more precisely, the other half of 

pley is diverted the same moment I address it. However, drifting with the tide of a concept 

leaves one no choice—I can neither stop nor continue—the pley has always already begun, 

AND it continues indefinitely ... AND ... AND ... AND ... 

Pley, in this context, is the potential volatilisation of any (ideal or empirical) economic 

world; it is the essential instability, the mobility, of any economic system; it is the 

transmutation of the economy into a rhizomic risk, ‘a monster of energy, without 

beginning, without end; a firm, iron magnitude of force that does not grow bigger or 

smaller, that does not expend itself but only transforms; as a whole, of unalterable size, a 

household without expenses or losses, but likewise without increase or income.... not a 

space that might be “empty” here or there, but rather as force throughout.... a play of 

forces and waves of forces, at the same time one and many, increasing here and at the 

same time decreasing there; a sea of forces flowing and rushing together, eternally 

changing.... blessing itself as that which must return eternally, as a becoming that knows 

no satiety, no disgust, no weariness’612. It furthermore brings to the fore the way 

reiterative derivation approaches and intervenes its underlying economy; ‘a “working 

through”, Durcharbeitung, i.e. a working attached to a thought of what is constitutively 

hidden from us in the event and the meaning of the event’613. Reiterative pley is the 

condition of possibility (and impossibility) of reiterative derivation. It is, if you like, 

Nietzsche’s will to power turned operational. Reiterative derivation, that is, derivation in 

general, generalised derivation, is the double movement, the simultaneous operation, of 

deriving (drawing, leading, turning) an economic system into something else, its 
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gamenemic ‘play-form’614; AND infinitely deviating (diverting, driving, sliding, drifting) 

the derived system, hindering it from turning into a determinate thing, system or 

function. Reiterative pley is the becoming-other of every decidable economic structure—

its monstrous double. 

Reiterative derivation (as manipulative play) unsecures the underlying economy (its 

commodities and financials) by turning them into its play-form. This transformation, this 

trans-formative movement (derivation is never a simple transportation of the Same from 

A to B, it always involves deviations, transformations), could be demonstrated by marking 

the crisis, the turning point, of the Simmelean concept of play-form. ‘On the basis of 

practical conditions and necessities, our intelligence, will, creativity, and feeling work on 

the materials that we wish to wrest from life. In accord with our purposes, we give these 

materials certain forms and only in these forms operate and use them as elements of our 

lives. But it happens that these materials, these forces and interests, in a peculiar manner 

remove themselves from the service of life that originally produced and employed them. 

They become autonomous in the sense that they are no longer inseparable from the 

objects which they formed and thereby made available to our purposes. They come to play 

freely in themselves and for their own sake; they produce or make use of materials that 

exclusively serve their own operation or realization.’615 As an exemplar among others of 

this transformation, Simmel instances the hunt. In its play-form, as sportive hunt, it plays 

with practical hunting (the natural form of the hunt); the concern is of course no longer to 

procure food, but to enjoy the pleasures and excitements of the pursuit itself. 

Analogous to the peculiar manner in which Simmel’s materials (contents) breach the logic 

of the natural form and remove themselves from the service of Life, become autonomous, 

that is, turn into their play-form, the financial means of the economy remove themselves 

from the practical or instrumental ends of their underlying economy and turn it into its 

play-form: a derivative economy, that is to say, a gamenemy. But just as vital and forceful 

as the transformation or overturning itself, the derivation, is the deviation preventing the 

underlying economy from imposing any new ends upon or in any other way solidify the 

gamenemy. Reiterative derivation (as divertive play) performs this task by perpetually 

deviating the underlying economy, de-terminate its determinations, by keeping the 

process of derivation from degrading into a decidable structure. But how, then, is this 

achieved in practice? 

‘Every day new ground is broken in the financial world; assets which earlier were not 

tradable are made into precisely that, tradable assets.’616 And what is meant by a tradable 
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asset? A generalised thing, that is, neither a thing nor nothing, but a no-thing, an inter-

being: an ‘underlying interest’617; that is to say, an inter-est, an in-between-being—or, in 

other words, a financial risk. It matters little or close to nothing whether the underlying 

reality is a commodity: pork bellies, corn, live cattle, lumber, wool, copper, gold, or 

electricity; or a financial: shares, indices, currencies, treasury bills, or bonds. The 

underlying economy per se is no longer an imperative: it is disposable—displaced by an 

inter-est, disposed by a rhizomic risk. Put differently, the underlying reality is 

generalised, it is turned into a general economy—economy in its most universal sense, a 

gamenemy. Through the pley of reiterative derivation the underlying economy is 

unsecured, uprooted, put to drift, disposed, displaced, opened up to the chances and risks 

of tukhê, prepared for opportunities, for the invention of risk. And what could be more 

appropriate, then, than transforming the underlying economy into an underlying interest, 

that is to say, turning it into an in-between-being, a rhizomic risk, a gamenemy, an 

economy in its most generalised form? Or as the Executive Vice President of OM Gruppen 

AB puts it: ‘OM’s business is about creating solutions to meet the needs of the market—

regardless of which commodity is being traded.’618 

Reiterative derivation, derivative pley, enters, through a financial derivative, into the 

heart (if it has one) of the underlying economy by inserting itself into, grafting itself onto 

it, by intervening between its constantly vibrating terms (oeconomy AND chrenomy), thus 

putting them to play and keeping them playing. Reiterative derivation comes, it appears 

at first, as a supplement, a welcome addition or complement filling a lack or void in the 

underlying economy. But as every supplement it also comes to replace, to take (the) place 

of the underlying economy. In other words, it comes to pley (with) its very nature and 

conditions. In fact, it does not come at all, it is already there, as the price risks, the 

nonfundamental lack or play of the underlying itself. In effect, what reiterative derivation 

does is to overturn or reverse the opposition, the hierarchical relation between the 

primary underlying reality and its secondary, purely derivative economy, between the 

supposed origin or source and its derivative, between the security and its risk; AND 

displaces or reinscribes them otherwise, as the play-forms of the underlying—

gamenemics. Gamenemics is no simple, secondary financial device, but rather the 

generalisation of economy, economy in general, a derivative strategy capable, even, of 

procuring its own derivatives (e.g. an option on a future: ‘The Contract Base shall consist 

of OMr futures contracts’619), its own fictive underlying realities (‘The Contract Base shall 

be a synthetic bond’620). 
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Although the gamenemy, “in a peculiar manner” (mimicking Simmel above), cuts itself off 

from its underlying economy, it still “refers” to it (one percent of all traded derivatives are 

actually exercised, converted into their underlying securities), that is to say, it refers to it 

in a nonreferential way. By nonreferential I mean that a derivative economy, a gamenemy 

‘is about, yet without a decidable referent’621, that it refers to, without referring to 

something in particular, to a determinate some-thing (whether ideal or empirical). Since 

in this world, the world of pley, of reiterative derivation, ‘there is no “in accordance with”, 

because there is nothing that is a primary or originary principle, a Grund’622. Indeed, 

financial derivation, what I have here termed reiterative derivation, was never intended to 

be instrumental, to cultivate, alter or deliver (its) underlying economy, but to deliver itself 

from it. ‘About 99 percent of all futures contracts traded are liquidated by making 

offsetting futures transactions’623 In fact: ‘If the [derivatives] market were perfect, the 

contracts would never result in an actual delivery.’624 Failure, deviation, is a natural part 

of financial derivation, it is, I would suggest, designed to fail, that is, it should necessarily 

fail to deliver. ‘Unlike financial markets [the primary markets, e.g. the stock markets], 

futures and options markets do not create or destroy wealth—they merely transfer it.... 

One investor’s gains are another’s losses’625 (notice in passing the close affinities between 

gamenemics and play: ‘A characteristic of play, in fact, is that it creates no wealth or 

goods.... Play is an occasion of pure waste’626—or, as I would put it, an act of dis-posing, 

dis-placing). If, furthermore, “wealth” is understood here in Aristotle’s sense, as ‘all the 

things whose value is measured by money’627, then it would have to be concluded that a 

derivative economy is and never was intended to deliver anything at all except money—

since it is indeed possible to translate anything into monetary terms. ‘In spite of this, it is 

important to understand the delivery arrangements. This is because it is the possibility of 

final delivery that ties the futures price to the cash price.’628 Stated another way, it is the 

possibllity of delivering the underlying economy that makes possible and preserves the 

interplay between the derivative and its underlying economy; that, in short, keeps the 

underlying inter-est in-between, prevents it from being delivered. ‘Higher than actuality 

stands possibility’629, proclaims the newly appointed professor. 
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There is, however, a gamenemic version even closer related to the “true” meaning of pley; 

an exemplar which, in a certain sense, embodies the very idea of economic pley, ‘[a] pure 

Idea of play—in other words, of a game which would be nothing else but play’630—index 

derivatives; derivatives based not on an actual underlying market, but on an index, a kind 

of generalised representative for the entire underlying economy, ‘a mathematical 

weighting of [e.g.] a number of stocks.... a hypothetical market share’631, ‘a figure which 

has been determined in such a manner that everyone may rest assured that it in no way 

has been manipulated.’632 Index derivatives (OMX derivatives) cannot be exercised, since 

there is nothing, no underlying good or commodity to be delivered—instead there is a 

cash settlement on the expiration day. Trading in index derivatives is ‘an effective and 

inexpensive method of buying and selling a proxy for the market as a whole’633; that is to 

say, a substitution, replacement or supplement for the underlying market or economy. An 

index derivative is ‘a sort of betting on the direction of the exchange. By selling.... an 

option or a contract one launches an immaterial asset that via the exchange screens, so to 

speak, becomes a commodity.’634 In other words, an index derivative is not ‘in the proper 

sense of the word, an agreement about a purchase or a sale...., but a bet on the 

development of  OMX-index.’635 

‘It goes without saying that the term option is not quite adequate for these instruments, 

since the possibility of choosing to buy or sell a particular underlying property does not 

exist, at least not in the traditional meaning of the word, as a right but not an obligation to 

do something. Nowadays, however, the term is quite established and is.... defined by the 

law.... One could say that the above described index options are a kind of synthetic 

options.’636 The law defines an option as: ‘a right to at a determined price in the future 

buy or sell assets or a right to at a future point of time receive an amount which is 

calculated on the basis of changes in an index or the like.’637 ‘The relation to an actual 

transaction in the underlying security.... thus appears as unnecessary as things stand at 

present and, when it comes to juridico-politically motivating that options contracts are 
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juridically binding commitments, one can free oneself from such fictions and instead talk 

about agreed upon [cash] settlements at future points of time.’638 

‘An issue which has attended some interest abroad is whether derivative instruments, 

particularly the cash settled index options and index futures, are to be regarded as 

betting639 and thereby be at variance with some prospective legal provision. Whenever 

applicable, the matter has been solved in such a way that an explicit provision prescribed 

that the instruments in question are not to be regarded as betting.’640 Betting on a horse, a 

game of football or cricket is betting; betting on an OMX derivative is obviously not. 

Betting on sports is called gambling; betting on financials is called speculation. This in 

spite of the fact that ‘the characteristics of OMX derivatives and betting are the same, they 

cannot be told apart. What may be considered an appropriate underlying commodity or 

security concerns only what is comme il faut in today’s society, this is all that matters, 

nothing else.... We [OM] must adapt to the norms of the community. There is a clause in 

the law on exchange and clearing641 which says that this kind of activity should be 

characterised by soundness. The word soundness means what every generation puts into 

it, what it means at a particular time. When we first introduced OMX, it was considered to 

be a little suspect.... politicians and others seemed to find it morally questionable that the 

instruments did not deliver some sort of commodity, security or the like.... Therefore, 

there was a rule saying that OMX derivatives must be able to, if or when requested to do 

so, deliver the underlying commodity.... that is to say, there should be a connection to 

reality, to something real, not simply a betting on the exchange. What was delivered was a 

part of a mutual fund [aktiefondsandel]. And later, when the financial world we were 

working in had matured somewhat more, the supervising authority, the politicians and so 

on, when they had learned and understood how these derivatives work, then we could 

remove the delivery requirements. We could turn OMX into something which on the 

paper was nothing but betting.’642 

Hence it is “soundness” that marks the boundary between gambling and finance, between 

betting and speculation, between economic and non-economic activities—which, in short, 

decides whether betting is good or bad betting (remember Aristotle’s distinction between 

good and bad chrematistics). And what is considered as “sound” is, of course, a nomic 

matter, a question of communal rhythm, of customary melody, conventional chant—of 
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eco-nomic boundary setting or reterritorialisation. But every limit is also a delimitation, 

every reterritorialisation is at one and the same time a deterritorialisation. In this case an 

activity which goes under the name of “spread betting”. Spread betting is about ‘buying or 

selling a bet’643, any kind of bet, whether concerning economics, sports, politics or current 

affairs; for instance whether a market will, at some date in the future, the expire date, be 

higher or lower than a price or result quoted today. (An illustration: On the 23 December 

1997 the OMX index was 2269. It would thus be possible for a spread betting company 

(e.g. City Index or IG Index in London) to give you a price for the March 98 OMX-index of 

2280 - 2290; or for Sporting Index to, as they did in 1993, give you an opening quote for 

Pete Sampras in the 1998 Wimbledon Sporting 100 Index at 38 - 41.) To buy a bet means: 

‘Placing a bet when you believe the result will be more than the quote. Sometimes called 

an UP bet. This bet is always placed at the HIGHER quoted figure.’ To sell a bet means: 

‘Placing a bet when you believe the result will be less than the quote. Sometimes called a 

DOWN bet. This bet is always placed at the LOWER quoted figure.’644 ‘The key idea 

underpinning every bet offered is the spread. The spread represents the difference 

between the price at which you can back your selection to do well and the price at which 

you can back it to do badly. The difference represents our margin.’645 ‘Betting can also 

take place “in running” allowing you to make a fresh bet, take a profit or bale out at a loss, 

during the course of a match or event.’646 ‘It is one of  the major attractions of spread 

betting and is particularly relevant to Index betting which may involve an event stretching 

over several days or weeks.’647 This option of “netting” your position in the “market”, is 

most likely a trait adopted from the financial derivatives markets. And just like it is 

argued in derivatives trading, that it is an effective way of hedging a position in, for 

example, the stock market, so it is held that financial spread betting ‘is a form of risk 

control.’648 And, furthermore, just as the OM exchanges are regulated by the Swedish 

Financial Supervisory Authority (OM Stockholm) and the Securities and Investments 

Board (OMLX, the London Securities & Derivatives Exchange), so are spread betting 

companies like City Index, IG Index and Sporting Index overseen by the Securities and 

Futures Authority. 

A question which refuses to leave me alone, which haunts me like a spectre, is whether 

there is, in any significant sense, a difference between financial and non-financial betting, 

between speculation and gambling? The way I see it, companies such as IG Index and 
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‘City Index [have] blurred this distinction completely, since they work across the entire 

field. They offer their customers to deal in everything from derivatives on gold, currency, 

government bonds, shares, indices, to betting on football, rugby, cricket, tennis, golf, 

horse-racing, politics or the weight of the next royal baby. They have the whole scale, 

something which makes the boundary between financial and non-financial activities, to 

say the least, fluent.... They have realised that everything which is hard to manipulate, 

where there is a proper fixing, that is, something of which when it expires one knows its 

true value, may be traded like a derivative.’649 In short, these companies do not make a 

distinction between different underlying “realities”, but treat them as underlying 

interests, as contingent price risks—the risk of something unexpected happening—

movements, inter-beings moving between things, states and situations; that is to say, 

exactly the same manner in which the financial derivatives markets deal with their 

underlying “realities”. What interests a derivative is not the underlying economy per se, 

but the speed of its movements. What interests a spread bet is not the underlying event as 

such, but, the velocity of its changes. 

The distinction becomes even more con-fused if we listen to the textual calls reverberating 

from the entrepreneurs’ respective marketing departments. ‘If you would like to speculate 

on market movements and have the confidence to back your judgement, IG Index offers 

you an exciting alternative.... the opportunity to make substantial profits by taking a risk 

based on [your] knowledge of the financial markets. You can put your forecasting skills to 

the test on over 80 futures and options markets around the world.’650. ‘For the initiated 

private person the options and futures trading opens up vast opportunities. As long as one 

is willing to take the risk it is possible to achieve a high return on even a small amount of 

capital.... What you as a private person needs is above all an idea about the future; for the 

market as a whole, or an individual company. It is a question of foreseeing the 

fluctuations in the market, of having a clear idea about how prices will develop.’651 

So, what then is it that the derivatives markets actually do? ‘One could perhaps say that 

we [OM] simplify things. By eliminating the materiality of a business transaction, the 

actual exchange of the goods, the essence of derivatives trading, its very idea, is 

emphasised. This way the market player can focus completely on the transaction itself, he 

can, so to speak, buy or sell the underlying security as many times as he wants without 

even laying his hands on it.... When one has succeeded, as we have, with delivering only 

one percent of the underlying security, when ninety-nine percent of all the traded 

derivatives are never actually exercised, then one has distilled the essence of what one is 
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aiming for, namely to seize price fluctuations’652, to intercept price risk—‘an imaginary 

capacity.... to see in a thing what it is not, to see it other than it is’653. Hence, the 

derivatives markets make it possible to seize the differences, the price movements of their 

underlying “realities”. And what, in turn, do the spread betting companies actually do? 

They make possible the trading of bets, in order to increase or decrease the risk exposure 

of a position taken in the “market”. Put differently, they make it possible to seize or 

intercept the “spread”, the variations, continuous movements and changes in an 

underlying “reality” by ‘quoting a figure with a certain span, and then turn it into a 

tradable derivative, a future.’654 It would have been easy to dismiss spread betting as pure 

gambling, a bad form of speculation—a form of speculation to be condemned—that has 

got nothing whatsoever to do with economic or financial activities, if it had not been for 

the fact that, firstly, spread betting trades not only sports and current events, but 

financials, economic events as well, and, secondly, a spread bet “is” a future, a derivative 

which lives by varying with time, by prospering on the volatility of its own future. Indeed, 

there is no simple foundation on which to ground a difference between spread betting and 

derivatives trading—they are both trading risk, nothing more, nothing less. And what is 

risk trading if not trading the underlying without actually trading it? Or, to put it bluntly: 

‘Capital markets.... trade in nothing more than bets on the future, which is full of 

surprises.’655 Dedifferentiation is the name of this venturesome game. So, what is left, 

then, when the distinction between good and bad speculation, between financial and non-

financial activities, between, in short, financial speculation and gambling is displaced? 

Nothing? No! The remainder.... what else? The gamenemy.... what else? ‘the remainder of 

the remainder’656, the economy of economies, the game of games, the play of economy, 

economic pley itself; a formless, derivative economy without substance, the traces of an 

economy, leading not back to the underlying but into the future. When broken down into 

its minutest parts, when analysed in its smallest details, spread betting and derivatives 

trading turn out to work the same way, to function in a similar manner. They are 

gamenemic activities, extremely inventive acts, hence creating what I call gamenemies. To 

‘create.... is to constitute a universal type, to posit an eidos which henceforth “is” 

independently of empirical exemplars.’657 A gamenemy, in this sense, is the “essence” of 

economy, its most “generalised” form, the “ideal type” of economics, the “model” 

according to which economies are constituted and staked. 
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‘At this stage the reader will observe a great similarity with the everyday concept of 

games. We think that this similarity is very essential; indeed, that it is more than that. For 

economic and social problems the games fulfil—or should fulfil—the same function which 

various geometrico-mathematical models have successfully performed in the physical 

sciences. Such models are theoretical constructs with a precise, exhaustive and not too 

complicated definition; and they must be similar to reality.... It is clear that if a model of 

economic activities is constructed according to these principles, the description of a game 

results. This is particularly striking in the formal description of markets which are after all 

the core of the economic system—but this statement is true in all cases and without 

qualifications.... [Furthermore, when choosing such a model of similarity,] it will be 

technically advantageous to rely on pictures and examples which are rather remote from 

the field of economics proper, and belong strictly to the field of games of the conventional 

variety.... Chess.... Poker, Bridge, etc., and not from the structure of cartels, markets, 

oligopolies, etc.’658 We think too superficially, I believe, if we suppose that “the game” 

serves simply as a metaphor for understanding the economic world—‘Parlour Game the 

Basis for Understanding Complicated Economic Issues’659—for dealing intellectually with 

the concept of risk. Following Heidegger, I would suggest that what von Neumann and 

Morgenstern are doing, is not merely to provide a scientific theory of “games of strategy”, 

of rational human behaviour, that is to say, a theoretical perspective on the socio-

economic world; but, rather, they are presenting a world-view, a re-presentation of the 

world, our world; they are, in other words, positing a world picture (Weltbild). ‘With the 

word “picture” we think first of all of a copy of something. Accordingly, the world picture 

would be a painting, so to speak, of what is as a whole. But “world picture” means more 

than this. We mean by it the world itself, the world as such, what is, in its entirety.... the 

world conceived and grasped as picture.’660 In my view, von Neumann and Morgenstern’s 

project was not primarily about making accurate theoretical descriptions of a pre-existing 

economic reality, or introducing game theory as a forceful conceptual tool for analysing 

and understanding the risks involved in human behaviour; but, rather, trying to make 

economy resemble a parlour game, a game of chess, or a game of poker, to virtually turn 

the socio-economic world into a gam(bl)e. If von Neumann and Morgenstern unsecured 

or uprooted the under-standings of the social economy by viewing it as a parlour game, 

and the 1994 Nobel prize winners, Nash, Selten and Haranyi, refined the thinking and 
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strategies necessary to act in this economic game-world, then Merton, Black and Scholes 

showed us how to interstand and dwell in it.661 

Furthermore, as the “similarities” above may suggest, the game of game-nemy must not 

necessarily be understood solely in its Old English sense, as gamen (to play, gamble, jest, 

joke, amuse, or as game, sport, amusement, pleasure); it may, at one and the same time, 

be interstood in the sense of the Old Greek word gamos, that is, as a kind of marriage. 

What I am trying to indicate here, is the potential collapse of economic distinctions, an 

opening up towards new possible combinations, further dedifferentiations, new and 

productive socio-economic connections. Hence, connecting the game- to the -nemy, 

brings to life not only the play of the nem discussed in the foregoing chapter, but also the 

wedlock of extreme opposites, the marriage of radical polarities; that is to say, the 

mediation—the simultaneous coupling and uncoupling, joining and separating—of 

incompatibilities, the co-presence of irreconcilabilities: reality AND play, referent AND 

representation, world AND picture, socio-economy AND parlour game. It is the collapsing 

of these dualities which constitutes the monstrous nuptial, the phantasmatic hybrid, the 

symbiotic mongrel, the gamenemic hermaphrodite I am alluding to here: the 

gamenemy—the zero-sum game where ‘no production or destruction of goods is 

involved’662, ‘the body without organs of the capitalist, or rather of the capitalist being’663.  

Hence, in the gamenemy, the difference between representation and represented, picture 

and world, game and reality, chrenomy and oeconomy, can no longer be told apart. 

Marketable economics cannot be decoupled from instrumental economics, economic 

means can no longer be separated from economic ends, derivatives cannot be detached 

from their supposed origins, their underlying economies, hedging cannot be 

differentiated from speculation, speculation can no longer be distinguished from 

gambling and betting. The hand, the medium, can no longer be separated from what is 

being delivered, exchanged—a likeness based on radical otherness, difference, 

heterogeneity. The gamenemy is the AND of economy, the AND of economic activity, the 

AND in-between oeconomy and chrenomy, the continuous reiteration of economics, of 

the economic machinery itself ... AND ... AND ... AND ... ‘While it may come about 

between just two, it nevertheless sends dualism off course.’664 The gamenemy is the 

displacement, the simulation, the reiterative derivation of the difference between the 
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chrenomy and the oeconomy; chrematistics AND economics, means AND ends, 

derivatives AND origins, speculation AND hedging—the affirmation of their divergence—

gamenemics. Otherwise put, the oeconomy and the chrenomy combine like two streams, 

like two rivers flowing together, into each other, hence making a third, a gamenemic 

assemblage—simultaneously either an oeconomy or a chrenomy. It is furthermore 

important to notice that the gamenemy does not dwell in the betweenness of the economy 

itself, since nothing can actually live in-between, inter, on the boundary—nothing, of 

course, but pure madness, radical confusion, total chaos, ultimate crisis. But it can 

however live in two or more worlds at one and the same time, that is to say, in the AND of 

economy: the dangers AND opportunities of its oscillating price risks. While the 

underlying (economy) always rests on an “either/or”, on what IS, some sort of foundation 

or under-standing, either this or that, the gamenemy moves with the nonfoundational 

“both”, at once in either the one or the other, ‘either ... or ... or’665, in the AND. The 

“between”, the “inter” is the crisis, the collapse of the economy, of economic distinctions, 

the inter-place or dis-place where new economies are produced. The AND is the 

economy’s life-line, its risky living, its deterritorialisation, its attempt ‘to try to find a way 

out, to trace a line of escape’666, to live on, to expand, spread, disseminate, multiply, to 

produce new underlying interests, new rhizomic risks on which further gamenemies may 

be instituted. The AND is the in-vention, the in-coming of the other of economy, the 

advent of economic monstrosity, an economy which we perhaps may no longer call 

economy. 

The chrenomy, that is to say, what we today refer to as the financial economy, is grounded 

on utility, its usefulness; it is the means by which the society provides itself with the 

necessities it needs in order to live a useful life. In other words, the chrenomy is anchored 

in the oeconomy, what politicians often refer to as the real economy. So, at least, the story 

goes. However, as I have tried to show, the chrenomy does not produce necessities, use-

objects, but money, more means, that is, flexibility, eclecticism, liquidity, latitude, 

freedom of choice. This, indeed, rhymes well with what Fernand Braudel characterises as 

the essential feature of capitalism: ‘its unlimited flexibility, its capacity for change and 

adaption.’667 Rather than tying itself up in fixed investments, it prefers liquidity, not 

choosing, not deciding—that is to say, accumulation through purely financial procedures. 

The way I see it, the capitalist economy is an amalgam of the oeconomy, the chrenomy 

and the gamenemy, an assemblage consisting of these different economies, an economy 

which has the power to affirm these divergent economic series. And the gamenemy is its 

most complex version (complex, from the Latin complexus, from com-, with, together and 
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plectere, to fold, braid, weave, from the stem plek, to fold, bend, twist, braid, weave; from 

plek stems also flectere, to bend, twist). 

The chrenomy uses utility as an alibi for its actions; that is to say, it masks the fact that it 

can be used without necessarily producing anything useful, guards it as a well kept secret. 

‘It hides its instantaneous cruelty, its incomprehensible ferocity, its fundamental 

immorality.... [it] doesn’t give a damn about the idea of the contract which is imputed to 

it: it is a monstrous unprincipled undertaking, nothing more’668. The gamenemy on the 

other hand, no longer conceals anything but the fact that there is nothing to conceal. Its 

secret: that there is no secret. This is the real secret. The gamenemy leaves everything as it 

is. Yet, somehow, everything has changed, has been subtly reversed. Utility is no longer 

the naturalised alibi for an artificial principle of equivalence and circulation as it appeared 

in the chrematistic economy, but the very incarnation of artificiality: total fake. Thus 

there is no ground, foundation, reality or referent, no economic reason or utility on which 

it can base its legitimacy. The gamenemy has no purpose or point outside itself, outside 

its own risky universe, it is completely without referential meaning, it needs nothing, 

desires even less, it is played—apart from, it goes without saying, being played for the sake 

of winning—for its own sake, for the sake of its own maintenance. Flexibility is the name 

of the game. The gamenemy ‘is  a creative line of escape that says nothing other than what 

it is’669, that does nothing other than what it is capable of, what it is capable of becoming. 

It is pure economics, ‘pure strategy’670, pure risk-taking, economic ambiguity turned 

operational. While the chrenomy channels the economy into a prescribed pathway, the 

narrow confines of exchange, the line of flight of the gamenemy diverts the underlying 

economy from this path, from its familiar conduits, makes it deviate from every 

chrematistic form of exchange, turning it instead into an exchange defined by its pure 

functioning, the general function of exchange. That is to say, a transition at once entailing 

a passage from referential representation to nonreferential simulation or simulacra, from 

instrumental to marketable exchange, ‘a pure exchange where nothing is exchanged, 

where there is nothing real except the movement of exchange, which is nothing’671—

monstrous economics, a rhizomic under-taking, a rhizome, a bottomless economy 

without determinable foundations. Chrenomy AND gamenemy. ‘The second derives 

[dérive] from the first—in other words, it remains adrift [à la dérive] without autonomy 

or spontaneity’672 
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While the chrenomy claims hedging—safeguarding or insuring a position or security in an 

underlying economy, that is to say, transferring a risk from one market player to 

another—to be the raison d’être of the derivatives markets, the gamenemy holds that this, 

likewise, is only an alibi hiding the absence of a distinction or difference between hedging 

and speculation. A hedge can at best be categorised as a hedge after the event, after a 

transaction has taken place in the market or on the exchange, when you compare the 

transaction to a position in the underlying economy; or, rather, when asking the market 

player in question to explain the reason or motive for a certain transaction. And even then 

it may be hard to say whether a derivatives transaction is a hedge or speculation. ‘With 

our [OM’s] instruments it is actually possible to protect oneself against things one is not 

even exposed to. That fact that I buy a put option on Volvo shares does not necessarily 

mean that I am hedging a possession of Volvo shares. It may be a pure speculation in the 

decline of the price of Volvo shares. Or it might be the case that I am buying the option 

because my pension fund has placed a considerable part of its means in Volvo shares, and, 

consequently, I want to secure my pension by compensating a potential decline through a 

position in the derivatives market. There may be reasons more complicated than anyone 

can imagine for making a particular derivatives transaction, no one could ever prove 

beyond doubt neither this nor that.... An economist would simply state that it is 

impossible to distinguish between speculation and hedging. Because how does one in a 

reliable manner test what is what?’673 Or, in more radical terms: Hedging cannot be the 

Archimedean point of financial derivation, since hedging is always already speculation: 

‘Hedging as a strategy presupposes speculation. Since only the one who has taken a 

position on speculative grounds has something to hedge.’674 Speculation, in this sense, ‘is 

no longer surplus value; it is surplus to value. It is the ecstasy of value, without reference 

to production or to its real conditions. It is the pure (and empty) form, the expurged form 

of value, one which plays now only on its own revolution (its own orbital calculation).’675 

Gamenemics is thus not about reducing risks, hedging the upcoming of risks, but rather 

about producing risks, of creating productive connections between (economic?) dangers 

and opportunities. Spectacular economics, foundationless chrematistics, groundless 

finance, pure speculation, sheer gambling. 

To put it briefly, the gamenemy is a crude event or happening ‘which is proclaiming itself 

and which can do so, as is necessary whenever a birth is in the offing, only under the 

species of the nonspecies, in the formless, mute, infant, and terrifying form of a 

monstrosity.’676 It is (non)based on the interregnums or intermezzos of the economy, the 
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rhizomic risk-takings, the space in-between, the Nietzschean ‘abyss behind every ground, 

beneath every “foundation”’677, the radical unpredictability of economics, its interstices of 

process, movement and invention. It is the flight of economy. Reiterative derivation 

turned operational: Simulation, ‘the phantasm itself, that is, the effect of the operations of 

the simulacrum as machinery’678. The gamenemy is economy itself, that is to say, the 

effect of the operations of the reiterative machinery of derivation. No longer any economic 

distinctions, or economic hierarchies, no more economic foundations, only a continuous 

‘creation of distribution capacity’679, of productive rhizomic connections, an endless 

stream of ‘nomadic distributions’680, reiterative derivations.  

Through the medium of reiterative derivation, the underlying economy doubles or folds 

back upon itself, upon the play of its own price risks. A financial derivative is a 

technology, or, better, a tekhnêlogy, which—since ‘techne.... is subject to tuche’681—

attaches the underlying reality to its own crisis, the turning point where the economy is 

unsecured, uprooted, deterritorialised AND secured, rooted, territorialised, that is to say, 

simultaneously detached from AND attached to the unknowable and unpredictable 

market forces of the economic world—the whims and caprices of tukhê. What the 

gamenemy does is to offer the opportunity to display the economy to tukhê, to expose it to 

the play of its own risks, to bring forth the instabilities already inherent in its own 

infrastructure, to transform it into an inter-esse. In more “technical” terms, by providing 

derivative machines, derivative windmills designed for rotating in any economic weather, 

for turning with every opportune wind, be it a raging storm or the softest breeze, or total 

calm even, gamenemics transform price risks—economic movements fluctuations 

oscillations—into money. Stated another way, reiterative derivation is the essential 

opening, the opportune moment which makes it possible to metamorphose economic 

realities, transforming them into pure underlyings, that is to say, into inter-ests. 

Although operating without in any sense intervening directly in, or affecting the activities 

of its underlying economy, the gamenemy still has the capacity to, in a certain sense, do 

away with it (the Old English gamen designates not only to play, to game, to amuse, et 

cetera, but, at one and the same time, to throw away, to get rid of something), to dispose 

or displace the underlying. I am thinking of the so called derivative scandals that have 

occurred in the last couple of years. The true scandal, however, was not, I believe, the 

collapses and ordeals of Orange County in California, or of Baring’s Bank, Procter & 
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Gamble, the German conglomerate Metallgesellschaft, or the possibly criminal behaviour 

of Tricky Nick, or someone else involved in these affairs for that matter; but the simple 

fact that nothing happened, that nothing happened in the financial system. In short, the 

true scandal was that nothing happened except the happening itself, that nothing 

happened to the financial game, that absolutely nothing happened in the derivative 

economy, in the virtual economy, in the imaginary reality of economics, in the no-where 

or else-where of the gamenemy. But on the other hand, how could anything have 

happened? What happened (if anything happened) happened exclusively in the real 

economy; that is to say, in the oeconomy. Where else? What is the function of a clearing 

organisation—apart from taking collateral from the market players, that is, covering their 

potential losses, and making sure that the winners get their money—if not to guarantee 

the survival of the derivatives market, the continuation of the financial game; or, in other 

words, to handle ‘the systemic risk, i.e. the risk that a bankruptcy among the members is 

spread throughout the financial system.’682 This, I would say, is the exemplary form of 

economic monstrosity, ‘the possibility of nothing happening’683, the possibility of no-

things happening, the possibility of the occurring of the economy’s other, its monstrous 

Doppelgänger: the gamenemy—generalised oeconomics, absolute chrematistics, pure 

gaming, sheer playing, utter gambling. 

Reiterative derivation is a kind of organising that is not simply a process of placing, a 

procedure of systematising, an ordering operation, that is to say, an act of programming, 

of planning things in advance; there appears at the same time the possibility of a 

deviation, a diversion, a line of escape, a line of becoming. It is a becoming; a happening, 

an occurrence, an event, ‘immaterial, incorporeal, unlivable: pure reserve’684; a primitive 

mode of action that ‘precedes thought, ordering, or organisation.... before anything else—

before meaning, significance, before it’s fitted into any schema—it simply happens.... it 

always remains “unfinished”.’685 Reiterative derivation is a line of becoming, the 

becoming-derivative, the setting adrift, the escape, of the economy, that which in the 

economy ‘invokes the unpresentable in presentation itself’686, becoming-secondary, the 

in-vention or in-coming of the gamenemy. But, since becoming is always a double 

becoming (the prefix be- designates, through its affinity to bi-, an event occurring 

between two, on two sides at once, involving or affecting two, and at least two times) it is 

at one and the same time the becoming-originary, the becoming-real of the gamenemy—

not something which comes into existence or being, or emerges as an entity, or takes on 
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an essence or nature; but something or no-thing that is necessary to come, always still 

outstanding, never present in itself or arriving—a becoming, that is, passing through and 

in-between the oeconomy (represented) on the one side and the chrenomy 

(representation) on the other: the simul of simulation. ‘Becoming produces nothing other 

than itself.... What is real is the becoming itself, the block of becoming, not the supposedly 

fixed terms through which that which becomes passes.’687 A ‘line of becoming has neither 

beginning nor end, departure nor arrival, origin nor destination; to speak of the absence 

of an origin, to make the absence of an origin the origin, is a bad play on words. A line of 

becoming has only a middle. The middle is not an average; it is fast motion, it is the 

absolute speed of movement. A becoming is always in the middle; one can only get it by 

the middle. A becoming is neither one nor two, nor the relation of the two; it is the in-

between, the border or line of flight or descent running perpendicular to both.’688 

Reiterative derivation is a line, a block, an act of continuous variation, of becoming. ‘The 

act of becoming is a capturing’689, an act of seizing the economy differently, concepting it 

otherwise, bending it, inter-cepting it, grasping for its middle, its AND. Reiterative 

derivation, the seizure, the interception of the oeconomy AND the chrenomy, produces a 

fold, a shared deterritorialisation: of the oeconomy in that it, through the ‘positing [of] 

exchange value as a fiction which has the force of reality’690, becomes part of the 

chrenomy’s system of representation; of the chrenomy, in that it, delivered from the 

obligation to produce and deliver utility, becomes the sole objective of the oeconomy. This 

seizure, however, does not link the oeconomy to the chrenomy, ‘any more than it 

conjugates or mixes them: it passes between them, carrying them away in a shared 

proximity’691, a heterogeneous assemblage, a gamenemy, at once both oeconomy AND 

chrenomy, ‘at once image and model, and hence image without model, neither image nor 

model, a medium (medium in the sense of middle, neither/nor, what is between 

extremes, and medium in the sense of element, ether, matrix, means).’692 Thus, with the 

in(ter)vention of the gamenemy, there is no longer any oeconomy (natural economy), only 

effects of oeconomy, chrenomy (fictional—from the Latin fingere, to shape, form, feign, 

fabricate—economy) as oeconomy, the chrenomy of oeconomy itself, chrenomy as 

originary oeconomy. By seizing or intercepting the economy in this manner, reiterative 

derivation extracts the pure event, the very happening of the economic; it delivers the 

economy from itself by supplementing it with the possibility of something else occurring, 
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by letting risk take place in its place; it releases ‘the part of the [economic] event which its 

accomplishment cannot realise’693, that ambiguous part which does not let itself be 

actualised: economic uncertainty, financial risk, derivative gamble. Stated another way, 

through gamenemics, the most recent intervention of reiterative derivation, ‘[r]eality has 

passed completely into the game of reality.’694 

Reiteration is creation. Creation is experimentation. ‘There is no creation without 

experiment.’695 There is no experimentation without derivation. There is no derivation 

without deviation. There is no deviation without reiteration. Reiterative derivation is 

creative experimentation. It is experiencing for the first time, that is, a becoming in the 

archaic sense of something which ‘comes to experience’696. Experience ‘is what, in the 

midst of man, throws him off course; it is the possibility or risk of being adrift.’697 

Experience reserves a plays, a potential space, an occurrence that cannot be foreseen; it 

‘evokes a space that is not given in advance but that opens as one advances’698, that 

becomes en route. Experiencing reiterative derivation is patiently preparing (oneself) for 

something to come, in-vention, the in-coming of an absolute surprise, the advent of a 

sudden deviation diversion digression, of otherness. It is the addressing of the other, 

rhizomic risk itself—the nonfoundational foundation of gamenemics—economic 

adventure, economic gamble, the economy’s monstrous double; it is an openness towards 

the future—an openness constantly running the risk of diverting, going adrift, astray, of 

getting lost. ‘As soon as you address the other, as soon as you are open to the future, as 

soon as you have a temporal experience of waiting for the future, of waiting for someone 

to come: that is the opening of experience’699. It is a capacity (from the Latin capere, to 

seize, take, grasp, capture) to concept (from the Latin com-, with, together, and capere) 

otherwise, to situate (from the Latin sinere, meaning simultaneously to place, lay AND to 

leave, let, let go) the economy differently. It is learning to speculate, to see, observe, 

examine, to theorise (from the Greek thea, sight, view and horao, to look at something 

attentively, to view it closely); but it is at once a distracted or diverted seeing, a de-focused 

seeing—since to focus upon otherness would be to reduce it to the all-ready known, to 

place it, take it for granted—viewing the events from the side, so to speak, watching them 

transform into something else, following them as they arrive while passing into the 

future. ‘Learning to see, as I understand it, is almost what is called in unphilosophical 
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language “strong will-power”: the essence of it is precisely not to “will”, the ability to 

defer decision [die Entscheidung aussetzen können]’700, to ‘suspend judgement, give the 

same attention to everything that happens as it happens’701; that is to say, deciding 

without choosing, holding while letting go, deriving AND deviating, an interception which 

is ‘nothing but pure dynamics [dynamisme], a seizing in abstracto[un saisir abstrait], or 

tended towards that.’702 

From the viewpoint of reiterative derivation, the economic world is stuck, caught inside a 

binary matrix of decisions, of choices, either this or that; a complex of distinctions, 

prejudices, prejudgements, predictions, of knowing in advance; a system of exchange, one 

thing for another, this for that. Yet, there appears at the same time—through the 

intervention of risk—the possibility of an escape, a way out. Reiterative derivation 

endeavours to deliver the economy from these structural orderings and placings; to defer 

the decisions, delay the determinants, postpone the transactions; that is to say, to 

suspend the very impact with the underlying economy. However, it should be noted that 

‘[t]he problem is not that of being free but of finding a way out.... another side, a hallway, 

an adjacency.’703 Reiterative derivation, where nothing is exchanged but the exchange 

itself, ‘takes place when nothing takes place but the place, in the instance where no one is 

there to know.’704 Being without sub-stance, reiterative derivation is impossible to under-

stand. It must rather be interstood in-between its own terms, in its own dwelling place, in 

the middle, the inter-esting plays of economy, ‘the dis-place of interstanding’705—where 

the economy itself is risked or gambled. Reiterative derivation is experimentation is 

attempting the impossible; it is the affirmation of economic monstrosity, unfinishedness, 

instability, lability, variability; it is the continuous unsecuring of every (economic) system, 

the potential uprooting of every (human) construct; it is an act of becoming, an 

experimental activity ‘which is in the process of coming about—the new, remarkable, and 

interesting that replace the appearance of truth and are more demanding than it is.’706 

Gamenemics, yes, yes. 

Not knowing beforehand its own capacity, what it is capable of, what it can do, reiterative 

derivation experiments: tries to reiterate—simultaneously repeat AND alter, repeat while 

altering—the underlying economy, to transform it into an inter-est, a rhizomic risk, open 
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it up to further possibilities, coming events, a time to come, the future; endeavours to put 

its ‘distribution power’707 to work, not in order to reterritorialise the economy, to 

reorganise or rearrange it, to dispense, apportion, allot or distribute it according to a new 

law or order, but according to ‘a very special kind of distribution, one without division 

into shares, in a space without border or enclosure.’708 This kind of distribution is 

affirmative through and through, it spreads, scatters, disseminates, proliferates, attaches 

itself to every economic phenomena, under-takes or inter-cepts any underlying economy, 

opens them up to something else—its capacity, its capacity for change and adaption, 

knows no bounds. Reiterative derivation, ‘the incessantly reawakened drive of pley 

[Spieltrieb] calls new worlds to life’709, re-invents further economies ... AND ... AND ... 

AND ... 

The chrenomy provided the diversion, the deviation which fissured the economy, cracked 

it open, and brought it into play. The following collapse of the distinction between 

oeconomy and chrenomy, their con-fusion, created a radical instability, an economic 

crisis. It was in and through this primordial economic cleavage, this Ur-sprung (from the 

German Ur, primordial and Sprung, spring, leap AND crack, fissure), in and through this 

aporetic condition of instability, this chance, that the gamenemy sprang. AND it is from a 

similar yet different crisis or lability, through a similar yet different derivative 

deterritorialisation that new, possible, not yet heard of, economies will spring. AND it is 

on similar yet different lines of change and volatility that these economies will escape—

economies which we, perhaps, will no longer find it possible to call economies. Reiterative 

derivation is the condition of possibility AND impossibility of economy, any economy; it 

reiterates economy as pure possibility, ‘more possible than real’710, more virtual than 

actual: an imaginary reality, the economy’s, any economy’s, monstrous double. 

Reiterative derivation is experimenting is reiterating is inventing is welcoming something 

else, the other, the coming to pass of the future. 

It is towards this future which I must now direct my impossible attempts, my 

experiments, my essays; engage myself in a mode of thinking that would not simply be a 

matter of thinking, but of a mode of life, a matter of how to live, of how to live in a 

Spinozist manner—a capacity for affecting and being affected. I must open myself to an 

else-where, an other site—the other of gamenemics—at which a new kind of economic 

thinking might begin to emerge, a thinking that would no longer be economic, that would 

not let economic thought, economic knowledge, set the standards of life, but ‘that would 

go to the limit of what life can do.... that would lead life to the limit of what it can do.... 
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that would affirm life instead of a knowledge that is opposed to life.... Thinking would 

then mean discovering, inventing, new possibilities of life.’711 I hear from afar the call of 

the future, Zarathustra’s monstrous and immense YES. I must follow, reiterate.... It will 

be ‘a long affair of experimentation’712 and ‘experiential involvement.’713 Viens, oui, oui....
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